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1

BACKGROUND AND
INTRODUCTION
The “ Review of the Tutu Rural Training Centre Courses” is a
follow-up and update of the 2011 FAO Report: The Tutu Rural
Training Centre: Lessons in Non-Formal Adult Education for
Self-Employment In Agriculture.
The Review of the TRTC Courses was sought by the TRTC Board
and Management.
The report was funded by the Caritas (NZ) Tutu Consolidation
Project through the Governance Component. The Report was
prepared by Andrew McGregor; Team Leader , Agricultural
Economist and Rural Development Specialist, Livai Tora:
Horticulture and Youth in Agriculture Specialist, Selina Kuruleca;
the Community Educator, Rohit Lal ; Sustainable Agriculture
Specialist and Lex Thomson; Forestry and Agroforestry Specialist.
Tutu staff who supported and contributed significantly to the
study include Fr. McVerry; Fr Petero Matiratu, Fr. Isaia Wairoga;
Mrs Lani Tatini; Mrs Serenia Madigubuli, and Alosio Neori
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1.1

Review objectives and terms of reference

The specific Terms of Reference (TOR) for this Review were:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Analyse changes that have occurred in
Fiji’s agricultural economy since 2011 and
the implications for Tutu and its training
programs.
Review the progress made in
implementation of the recommendations
of the 2011 FAO Report. Strong emphasis
should be on the sustainability of the TRTC,
in light of the changing external funding
environment, and Tutu’s income earning
initiatives.
Review the implementation of the five-year
plans by recent Tutu Graduates. This should
specifically cover the 2015 Young Farmers;
and 2016 and 2017 Farming Couples Course
and include:
•
the graduates’ success in implementing
their plans and constraints they have
faced in implementation ;
• what the graduates perceive as the
main benefits they have learnt during
their time at Tutu and how they have
replicated it into their daily lives;
• the impact graduates have had on the
farming and management practices of
other farmers, particularly the youth, from
their home villages; and,
• an assessment of the willingness of
graduates to keep records and share this
information.
Undertake an assessment of Tutu
staff expectations with respect to the
management and performance of Young
Farmers home farms and the utilisation of
the income generated.
Provide recommendations on how the
Young Farmer home farm performance
could be improved, through findings from. :
• home farm savings and record keeping;
• holding the Parents Course at the end of
the first year;
• parents formally agreeing and signing a
plan for the home farm at the end of the
first year;
• holding a one week workshop at Tutu
for the recent Young Farmers Course
graduates to assess their five-year plan
implementation circumventing around
performance and constraints faced.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

Review the adoption of sustainable
agricultural practices that was
introduced as part of the Caritas (NZ)
funded Sustainability and Enhancement
Project.
Identify lessons learnt and make
recommendations to enhance the
understanding and adoption of
sustainable agricultural practices by
the new intakes of Young Farmers
and Married Couple Courses.
Recommendations for the Oceania Farm
and the farms of the Tutu staff are also to
be made.
Undertake a review of the Young
Farmers’ Constitution, together with the
associated Vakarautudei arrangements.
The review should consider the
appropriateness and effectiveness
of the various line items and make
recommendations for adjustments.
Make recommendations on the
appropriate direction and content for
the future Single Women’s Course.
Special consideration should be given to
whether the course should be expanded
to a wider demographic of single
women.
Review of the Tutu income generating
activities proposed in the 2011 FAO
Report and the Caritas funded projects.
Recommendations for an appropriate
follow-up Project are to be made.
Review the institutional development
becomes 12 and change the rest
thereafter
Provide an assessment of Tutu’s
interaction with the Ministry of
Agriculture and Non-Governmental
Organisations ( NGOs) which includes
Teitei Taveuni and the Pacific Island
Farmers Organisation Network (PIFON),
particularly in respect to the adoption
of sustainable agriculture practices
amongst the broader agricultural
community. Recommendations should
be made on how these relationships can
be enhanced.
Provide an assessment of the efforts to
replicate the Tutu model in other parts
of the Pacific since the FAO 2011 Report.
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2

AN OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 The evolutionary process of Tutu course development
Since the TRTC commenced operations in the early 1970s, the courses have evolved in response to
the changing needs of the village communities in the province of Cakaudrove. The rural training
program later extended to Bua and Macuata. Tutu’s Mission Statement, below, has guided this
evolutionary process .
“The aim of the Marist Training Centre in Tutu is to provide a place/presence
in which the people of Cakaudrove (and some tikina’s of Bua and Macuata)
are empowered to become more autonomous and take charge of their lives
in a rapidly changing world, It involves a transformation and a reciprocal
outreach to the peoples of the Pacific.”
The promotion of autonomy is at the core of
the TRTC programs. However, Tutu has been
careful to implant the traditional roles of each
course participant and their obligation to fulfil
their role to their people - the Vanua.
The Young Farmer’s Course (YFC): The
core course at Tutu has been the Kevin
Young Farmers (KYF) Course. It evolved out
of Volunteer Courses and a Comprehensive
Course. Since the commencement of the KYF
in 1983 a number of innovations have been in
place to ensure young farmer return to farm
their own land after the completion of the
course. These innovations essentially remain in
place and include:
•
•

•
•

8

A selection system that required proof of
the applicant’s aptitude to farming and
access to their own land;
A five week oscillation between the Tutu
Centre and the trainee’s home village farm
over the four, now three, year duration of
the course;
Each trainee is allocated a two acre block
of land at Tutu for their exclusive use while
they are at Tutu
At Tutu the KYFs have specified weekly
work program; three days working on the
trainees individual blocks/in classroom/
workshop training; one day community
work at the Centre; and, one day paid work
at the Oceania farm – set up as part of
Tutu;

•
•
•
•
•
•

A planned and supervised work
programme in the trainees home village;
A focus on each trainee, developing a
five-year plan to be implemented at the
completion of the Course;
The emphasis on crops that are already
part of village agriculture;
A compulsory saving system to raise
capital for reinvestment in the home farm
and to build a house;
An intensive follow-up of the trainees; and
Encouragement from parents and support
from the community.

Over time, Tutu’s reputation has grown and this
is evident with the high number of enrolment
applications received. The YFC has significantly
exceeded the number selected to be resident
course participants. Some applicants have
not been selected to be resident KYF Course
participants for a variety of reasons. However,
the applicants who are not accepted as
resident course participants are still considered
to be part of the Tutu program. In effect
are two Young Farmer Courses operating
simultaneously: Young Farmers Course
1 (those selected to Tutu resident Young
Farmers); and, Young Farmers Course 2 (those
who are not selected as residential participants
but continue to be involved are considered to
Young Farmer Course 2.
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The Farming Couples Course (FCC):

The Single Women’s Course:

The FCC predates the KYF Course, with the first
course offered in 1972. The FCC has become
an important complement to the KYFC. In
common with all Tutu courses, the FCC has
evolved over time with the increased emphasis
on management of the farm household. The
six-month course, comprises of three-terms
with five-week oscillation between the centre
and the couples’ home village. As with the
other courses, there are no fees – couples
contribute in kind through community
volunteer work. The course description
describes the aim of the FCC: ‘to assist and train
farming couples to joyfully accept their call as
rural farming families in their village situation.’
To achieve this aim, the course endeavours to
heighten the awareness, motivate and up skill
married people to make better use of their
resources to enhance their livelihoods. Up
until 1994, the FCC was offered on an annual
basis. However, an annual frequency was
found to be too demanding of staff resources.
The course is now offered every second or
third year with the intake limited to 12 farming
couples.

The Young Single Women’s Course (YSWC) was
introduced in 1995 as a response to parents
requests. In the YSWC, as with other Courses,
the participants were not trained in skills for
employment in towns and tourism centres.
They equipped with skills and qualities to
help them become financially independent,
using the resources available to them and
to manage the contradictions of living in
rural communities. The training programme
consists of three 10-week terms – each divided
between five weeks at the TRTC and five weeks
in their home village situation. The YSWC
was offered less frequently than the other
courses – a six-month course every four years,
with the last course offered in 2013. Tutu staff
feel this course has been the least successful
of the Tutu courses in terms of impact. This
Review makes recommendations on the
most appropriate direction and content for
the future Single Women’s Course (SWC) as
opposed to a Young Single Women’s Course.

A REVIEW OF THE TUTU RURAL TRAINING CENTRE COURSES
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2.2 FAO 2011 Review
The last major review of the TRTC was
undertaken in 2010 at the request of the Fiji
Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) and funded
by the Food and Agriculture Organisation
(FAO) of the United Nations. The FAO report
published in 2011 concluded the courses
at the TRTC have successfully evolved over
time in response to changing needs of Tutu
constituents and there is a need for it to
continue. The report identified as a priority the
need to promote more sustainable agriculture
practices and appropriate diversification into
courses at the Centre. This was to be two
pronged one as a demonstration for the
trainees and the other for a more sustainable
income generation for the TRTC. The Report
concluded that despite the remarkable
success of the more than 30-year-old, there
were inherent weaknesses and fragilities that
need to be addressed for sustainability. These
weaknesses revolve around three key areas:
key person dependency; insecurity of tenure;
and insecurity of funding.
Accordingly recommendations were made
concerning governance and organisation,
tenure arrangements, funding and income
earning opportunities.
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2.3 Changes that have
occurred in Fiji’s agricultural
economy since the 2011 and
implications for the TRTC
The two major developments in Fiji’s
agricultural economy over the last decade that
have implications for Tutu and its catchment
area have been: the substantial increase in
the value of yaqona and the decline in dalo
(taro) exports. Yaqona is commonly known as
kava and scientifically as piper methysticum. It
is the unofficial national drink of Fiji and is an
intergral part of traditional ceremonies and
rituals.
Coconut oil exports have also declined, further
resulting in the making of copra being even
less relevant to the Tutu participants than it
was in 2011. The continued decline in the Fiji
sugar industry has had an indirect impact by
making more labour available to support the
yaqona boom currently being experienced
throughout the Tutu catchment area.
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2.4 The KYF Course since 2011: Key findings and recommendations
The completion rate for participants in the
KYFC has fallen. The average completion rate
for last completed courses was 58% compared
with 70% for the previous two courses.
For Young Farmers who have completed
the Course the number who have returned
to farming their own land remains high at
90%. Some of these graduates are recording a
steady income based on what they have learnt
at Tutu as most have adopted sustainable
mixed cropping systems for their yaqona.
The Young Farmer productivity cycle. It is
clearly evident the home farm productivity
cycle varies and impacts most KYF participants.
This productivity cycle involves three periods:
the pre-Tutu period; the direct Tutu influence
period; and, the post-Tutu graduation period.
The post-graduation period has three phases:
disillusion; self-realisation; and, the transition to
sustainable and remunerative self-employment
in agriculture. A number of recommendations
are made to minimise the disillusionment
impact and include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Greater emphasis during the KYF
Course on the participants’ home
farms;
Putting into practice the requirement
of keeping home farm records;
Having a systematic program of
post-graduation visitations and farm
inspections;
A one week parents’ course be held at
Tutu during the first year of the KYF
Course;
Increased consultation with the Turaga
ni Koro and Turaga ni Mataqali during
the Course, particularly with respect to
the Young Farmers’ five-year plans;
The formal introduction of KYF
graduates to the MoA;
More training in farm management
budgeting and financial literacy to be
introduced earlier in the course; and
A one week refresher and support
course to be held for ex-participants
one year after graduation.

The implementation of these
recommendations will result in a significant
increase on the demands placed on Tutu staff,
particularly with expanded visitations. This
is in addition to the increased work load on
staff resulting in the reduced duration KYF.
For the 2015 intake the KYF was reduced to a
three-year course from four years. Thus it is
recommended that human resources for the
KYF Course be increased with an additional
staff member.
Farming as an enterprise: Most ex-KYF
participants have considerable knowledge
and skills for farming as a business enterprise,
market opportunities and how markets
work.. The majority, of the more recent
graduates, have a good appreciation of soils
and measures that are needed to maintain its
fertility and were implementing appropriate
measures. Most ex-KYF, however, had
difficulty initially implementing their five-year
plans – although there have been significant
exceptions. Most eventually return to their
Plans for guidance with the management skill
learnt at Tutu largely still intact. It takes 2 -4
years for an average ex KYF to settle down and
successfully implement their plans. Many exKYFs still do not keep records that are essential
for successful sustainable farm management
– despite this being taught as part of the Tutu
curriculum.
There is a need for the KYFC Course to
have greater emphasis on risk and its
management. This is pertitent given
the current unprecedented yaqona price
boom, driving agricultural development
throughout the Tutu catchment area.
The adoption of sustainable cropping
systems: The majority of ex-KYFs, in particular
the more recent graduates, have a good
appreciation of soils and the agroforestry
measures and cropping systems that need
to be adopted to maintain soil fertility. The
adoption of these measures is urgent and
critical with the current yaqona boom to avoid
a repetition of the devastation caused by the
kava dieback in 1998. Management measures
to minimise this risk are now being taught at
Tutu. Tutu’s training in sustainable cropping
systems has been greatly enhanced by the
availability of the MoA Senior Agricultural
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Officer, Rohit Lal. This area needs to be
given high priority - with Tutu staff being
increasingly responsible for the training. To
facilitate this it is recommended that “farmer
friendly” training material on sustainable
agriculture be produced utilising Rohit Lal’s
lecture notes.
KYF should be required to plant
recommended agroforestry trees on
their Tutu blocks: This would be done after
the harvesting of their yaqona to enable
greater and quicker soil rehabilitation future
KYF participants. The land rehabilitation
requirement should be incorporated in the
KYF’s Constitution and enforced accordingly.
The yaqona price boom and its
management. Overall the yaqona price
boom has had a positive impact on the KYFC
participants. However, there have been
some negative consequences that are being
addressed through the Course – but more
gaps need to be adressed. Kava is inherently a
high risk commodity, for which the price boom
has accentuated these risks.
The KYF Course has an important role
to play in equipping Young Farmers
to understand these risks and their
management. The KYFC has now providing
training in sustainable kava production,
marketing systems, the risks involved, the
management and mitigation of these risks.
Given the importance of this crop greater
training emphasis is now needed. Practical
training in supply and demand analysis
and the kava value chain has to be done
immediately to contain this risk.
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The Constitution and the Vakarautudei:
The KYF Constitution sets out the principles,
parameters, objectives, conditions,
expectations and disciplines of the Course.
This document once signed off by the
KYFC participants and the Tutu Principal
at the beginning of the Course cannot
be changed during the duration of the
Course. The Constitution has evolved over
time, which allows to accomodate evolving
circumstances. At the orientation of two
weeks, at the beginning of each course the
document is read and discussed in small
groups. Each individual point is agreed to
by the larger group. A formal Constitution
signing ceremony is conducted at the end of
orientation. The Young Farmers appreciate the
clarity and transparency of the Constitution.
This provides an impetus of confidence and
provides a sense of ownership and to move
forward with direction they have chosen for
their lives by enrolling to Tutu. Similarly, the
TRTC (the landowner) is comfortable with the
mutually agreed document.
The Vakarautudei is a document that has
been built up over the years between the
participants and Tutu staff to accept an adult
code of behaviour in living and working
together throughout the Course. The
Vakarautudei, unlike the Constitution, can be
changed during the duration of the Course
if the need arises. The Constitution outlines
the principles of the Course, the vakarautudei
specifies the processes and practices.
For the next KYF Course, commencing in
2021, processes need to be found for these
documents to facilitate a greater emphasis
towards sustainable agriculture both on the
Tutu blocks and on home farms. All KYF
participants should be required to replant
recommended agroforestry trees on their Tutu
blocks after the harvesting of their yaqona for
soil rehabilitation for future KYF participants.
This would need to be incorporated into the
Constitution.
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The change from a four year to a three-year
course: For the 2015 intake a Course length of
three-year instead of four-year was piloted. The
change was initiated as : four years is too long
for the current generation of youth; the age
of graduating participants; competition with
wage employment opportunities on offer; the
increasing travel costs of oscillation; the need
to keep parents focussed and supportive; the
draining of staff energy in the fourth year; and
being able to increase over time (25%) in the
number of Young Farmers attending Tutu. The
three-year course format has been maintained
for the 2018 KYF intake and will remain status
quo. The adjustment of the KYF Course from
four to three years is a positive example of
the flexibility principle that has been applied
to adjust to the changing circumstances be they economic, social or environmental.
However, this adjustment was made after
full consultation will all the stakeholders–
particularly the staff and course participants
(current and ex-participants).

KYFC Courses 1 and 2: There is in effect
two KYFC in operation: i) the KYFC 1 (Young
Farmers who attend Tutu); and, KYFC 2 (Young
Farmers who applied to attend Tutu – but
were not selected but still participate). The
number of Course 2 participants averages four
times participants in Young Farmers Course 1.
The Tutu extension services during visitations
are offered to both groups of Young Farmers.
The expectation for those not actual resident
students will introduce better management
in all facets of their farming.- soil sustainability,
planning, use of time, budgeting, target setting
amongst other methods. The KYF Course 1
participants are designated as “coaches” for
the Course 2 participants from their village
as a capacity building component. A natural
“spin off” is expected from demonstrations,
structured meetings during visitation, the
counting of crops, and technical inputs. This
represents an efficient use of resources that
are already in place. These benefits from the
KYF Course 2 are recognised by Tutu but falls
under the radar of external funding agencies
(including the MoA). There is an opportunity
to obtain substantial additional benefits from
the KYF Course 2 if additional resources were
devoted to the Tutu visitation and outreach
program.
RECOMMENDATION: The KYF 2 Course
should be included as part of the justification
for an increase in Tutu’s funding allocation in
the Fiji Government Budget.
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The MFC Course since
2011: main findings and
recommendations

The Single Women’s Course
since 2011: Main findings
and recommendations

The MFC Course continues to be the most
successful of the Tutu courses - reflected
in the 100% completion rate and 100% of
couples returning to farming of their own
land. Since 2011 Tutu has given priority to the
development of fruit and vegetable enterprises
and to the introduction of sustainable
cropping systems. The MFC participants have
been the most receptive to adoption of these
innovations and establishing enterprises on
their home farms that utilizise the knowledge
acquired.

Reasons for suspending the Young
Single Women’s Course: The YSWC has
not been held since 2013. Low percentage
of young single women living in the Tutu
catchment area, girls completing high school
and opting to enrol in the short courses
offered at subsidised rates at various tertiary
institutions, young single women obtaining
employment in tourism areas, young
women marrying early young women falling
pregnant, and, the limited age category for
the Course were the common causes.

A reduction in the number MFC Course
participants and the need for this to be
reversed: Despite the success of MFC the
number of courses offered has been reduced.
Prior to 1994 the MFC Course was offered
annually. This was reduced to every two years
because of the increased demand placed on
staff with the KYF Course. Human resource
demands from the KYF Course was further
exacerbated with the duration being reduced
to three years. There will now be a three-year
lapse between the MFC course – with the next
one scheduled for 2020.

The need to train village based women
in income generation using their
own resources: The data from the Fiji
Bureau of Statistics 2017 indicates that a
large proportion of women in the Tutu
catchment area are home makers engaged
in subsistence living. Training these women
to utilise their own resources will improve
their living standards and decrease the level
of poverty.

It is recommended that additional
housing be made available to increase
the number of married couples to 14 (28
Course participants) Currently Tutu has
capacity for 12 Married Couples (24 Course
participants). Priority should be given to
securing the additional funding to increase
staffing capacity that would allow the
MFC Course to be offered every two years.
Thus, it is strongly recommended that
a request for additional staff funding be
part of Tutu’s Budget request to the MoA.

The course should be renamed the
Women’s Course: The Course should be
open to all women which includes single,
widowed, separated and those in defacto
relationships between the ages of 18 -30
years and meet the following criteria;
•
•
•
•

•
•
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been in the village for three years or
more and have access to land;
a strong desire for autonomy and selfsufficiency through hard work;
potential to strive for financial autonomy;
demonstrated ability to farm, can
manage and work independently and
should have planted at least two sets
of the following prior to entry to the
Course: 50 voivoi plants; 50 masi plants;
50 yaqona plants; and, 50 dalo plants);
proactive and protective factors in place
for care of her children if she is a single
parent; and
ability to work in vegetable and
plantation gardens and lift implements
such as sewing machines etc. as
necessary.
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The expectation is that married women would
participate in the Married Couples Course.
The frequency of the Women’s Course: The
revamped Women’s Course will be offered in
2019 as a pilot. The expectation the Women’s
Course will be offered once every three or four
years.

Other Courses
The TRTC offers a range of other courses
including the Parents Courses; Village Courses;
and Leadership Courses and are an integral
part of the training program. The schedule and
expected number of participants are detailed
in the Tutu Rural Training Centre: Strategic Plan
2018 – 2023 (Annex 9). Delivering these courses
will be demanding on the 50 staff currently
involved in training. Implementing the
recommendation of this Review will increase
these demands even further. Additional
human resource will be needed – which will
take time to identify, train and to develop .
These additional staff requirements should be
the basis for a request for increased funding in
the 2019/20 Fiji Government Budget.

Progress made in
implementation of the 2011
Review recommendations for
the future sustainability of
the TRTC
The 2011 FAO Report concluded that the
Tutu Rural Training Centre had made a major
impact on the livelihoods of the people of
its catchment area. Despite this remarkable
success over an extended period of time
some inherent weaknesses and fragilities
were identified that needed to be addressed
to ensure the long term sustainability. The
identified areas were:
•
•
•
•

A high degree of key person dependency;
Insecurity of tenure;
Insecurity of funding; and
High dependency on two crops – yaqona
and dalo

External funding for
implementing the
recommendations of the
2011 Review
External funding was sought to facilitate
the initial implementation of the review’s
recommendations and the promotion of
more sustainable agricultural practices and
appropriate diversification; and enhancing
Tutu’s income earning capability and long term
sustainability.
The TRTC was successful in securing two major
sources of funding: i) Caritas (Aust)/DFAT –
“Enhancing the Sustainability of the Courses
Offered by the Tutu Rural Training Centre”. The
Enhancement Project provided FJD 755, 785
over 3 years June 2013; and, ii) Caritas (NZ)/
MFAT “Consolidating Rural Training in the
Northern Provinces of Fiji”. The Consolidation
Project FJD 1,355,219 over 3 years June 2017
– June 2019.

Promoting sustainable
agricultural practices and
improving soil fertility
Sustainable commercial agricultural has now
become a central theme in the Tutu courses
in particular with the KYF Course. The Oceania
Farm has taken the lead demonstration role
and has included the widespread introduction
of mucuna bean based crop rotations and
alley cropping together with commercial scale
compost production. The rate of adoption of
these practices amongst staff on their own
Tutu farms has been somewhat slower but
is now starting to take hold. For the 2018
KYF intake the planting of mucuna bean and
alley crops (gliricida and calliandra) has been
introduced into their Tutu blocks. The Young
Farmers are being encouraged to follow
a similar practice on their home farms. As
revealed from the case studies, the rate of
adoption of sustainable practices by the lead
Young Farmers from the 2011 and 2015 KYF
Course intakes has been the most encouraging
.
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Introducing agro-forestry
within existing cropping
systems
The 2011 Review recommended the
promotion of appropriate agroforestry within
existing cropping system as a means of
diversification, long term sustainability and
reduced risk. The main agroforestry trees
that have been promoted are: sandalwood
(yasi); teak; flueggea (pou); breadfruit and
native timber. Oceania Farm has also led the
introduction of agroforestry trees. The impact
on the Course participants has been indirect
through a demonstration effect of being
exposed to what is happening on Oceania
Farm with their paid one day a week work
experience. Tutu is moving to a phase where
it can supply quality agroforestry planting
materials to the course participants. Thus
there is a need to incorporate agroforestry
training into the courses.

The establishment of Board
to separate governance from
management

An interim Advisory Board was established
in 2017. The Board members were chosen
to represent various interest groups and to
bring a range of skills and expereince. They
were: representatives of the Society of Mary
- the owner, staff, members with knowledge
and experience in governance, agricultural
development, finance and community
development. Key staff members were also
selected to serve in an advisory capacity. The
first formal Advisory Board meeting was held
in February 2016 and since then it has met on
a quarterly basis. In September 2018 TRTC was
finally registered as a Charitable Trust with a
Company Limited by Guarantee as the Trustee.
The Board will meet for the first time as a
legal entity in March 2019. The expectation is
that the Society of Mary will review the Board
composition every few years to ensure it meets
the ongoing needs of the TRTC.
The Advisory Board has regular meetings
which is well attended. The Oceania Province
Board members played the lead role in
steering the new TRTC governance structure
through the Fijian legal system. The Board has
made a substantial start with the responsibility
to provide strategic direction, with a five-year
Strategic Plan (2018 -2023) prepared and
endorsed by the Board (Annex 9).

Review recommended that a Trust Board be
established. The proposed Board would have
the following responsibilities:

Reducing key person
dependency

•

The retention and development of the
special Marist character of the Centre;

•

Strategic planning for the future direction
of the Centre;

•

The appointment of the Director/Principal;

•

Oversight of the financial viability of Tutu’s
operations;

•

The careful management of assets; and

•

To maintain the “internationality” of the
TRTC

The 2011 Review identified key person
dependency as an issue that needed to be
addressed for longer term sustainability.
The degree of key person dependency has
now been somewhat mitigated with the
recommended governance structure legally
in place. Priority attention should be given
to implementing a succession plan for the
TRTC Principal. Since 2011, there has been
considerable growth in the leadership and
ownership of the staff who manage the
Centre’s various key departments. In addition,
during the last eight years, all the Marist
Fathers working at the TRTC have received
post graduate training that better equip
them to assume management roles. As result
the implementation of a succession plan is
expected to be less challenging than it might
have been a decade ago.
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Providing security of tenure
The 2011 Review noted that the TRTC has no
formal lease arrangement with the Oceania
Province, in terms of use and access to the land
which creates an inherent vulnerability. It was
recommended that a ten-year rolling lease
be issued to the TRTC, after which 10 years
notice would have to be given if the land is
required by the land owner. The issue of the
TRTC insecurity of tenure has been resolved
with a rolling lease being issued in a signed
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in July
2016.

Certification by the Fiji
Higher Education Commission
Throughout the Pacific islands, there is a
growing trend towards accrediting and
external certification of training institutions.
Fiji is no exception in this respect. The
reality of this certification is a necessary
condition to receive public sector funding.
Thus in 2015 the TRTC began the process of
obtaining the certification from the Fiji Higher
Education Commission (FHEC). In January
2019, notification was received that FHEC
had approved the registration of the TRTC
under the new category of “Rural Non-Formal
Adult Education Institution”. Amongst other
things the long delay can be attributed to the
difficulty in finding a category that fitted the
Tutu model of “Non-Formal Adult Education
for Self Employment in Agriculture”.
Registration is seen as an important
milestone for Tutu’s sustainability given the
increasing link between registration and
public sector funding. This represents a
path breaking development for other rural
training centres in Fiji and elsewhere in the
region wishing to adopt the “Tutu model”
of non-formal adult education.

Progress in achieving
financial self-sufficiency
The 2011 Review identified the need to
increase Tutu’s level of financial self-sufficiency
to the extent of being feasible without
distracting from Tutu’s core training function.
The Review suggested that an increase
in Tutu’s level of financial self-sufficiency
could be achieved in two broad areas: i) the
establishment of a trust fund; and, ii) income
generation from Tutu’s own resources.
Limited progress has been possible in the
implementation of the first area (the “Friends
of Tutu” Trust Fund) without the registration of
the TRTC as a legal entity, which has now been
done. In contrast considerable progress has
been achieved since 2011 in developing Tutu’s
income generating capability utilising its own
resources.
The Review noted that the TRTC has access
to a substantial area of high quality land
that offers income earning opportunities
that do not detract from Tutu core training
functions. Since the Review Tutu, in particular
the Oceania Farm, has been significantly
active in the development of income
generating enterprises. All of these have,
or will have, a significant flow on benefit
to the Tutu courses. The main ventures
have been: sustainable yaqona production;
increasing quality dalo production; planting
of teak and yasi; breadfruit orchard and food
processing development; fruit and vegetable
development; and, the rental of surplus
housing. These are reviewed in terms of their
capacity to generate income for the TRTC
and their contribution to Tutu’s core training
objectives.
Sustainable yaqona production: Yaqona is
Tutu’s main income generating agricultural
product now generating around $150,000
annually. This is a seven fold increase over the
last decade. The substantial increase in yaqona
income has been driven by a combination
of the high prices recently prevailing, the
production systems adopted by Oceania Farm
and the use of nurseries to supply planting
material.
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Tutu’s quality yaqona is highly sort after by
buyers particularly those looking to supply
the US export market. The investment
made in hydro driven electric driers has
been the key factor impacting on quality.
The sustainability measures first adopted by
the Oceania Farm are now flowing on to Tutu
staff and spreading to the course participants,
both on their Tutu blocks and on their home
farms. Thus the development of this major
income earning opportunity is fully consistent
with and supports Tutu’s primary training
objectives.
Increasing quality dalo production:
Growing of dalo (the Tausala ni Samoa variety)
for the export market has been the major
income earner for Oceania Farm since the mid1990s with sales peaking at around $47,000 in
2012. Dalo sales have fallen since then, with
greater priority being given to yaqona and teak
production and to support dalo production of
the KYFs on Tutu blocks. Tropical Cyclone (TC)
Winston and the dry conditions that followed,
was a major setback to dalo production
on Taveuni. There was a severe shortage of
planting material which constrained the ability
of the KYFs to implement their Tutu block
program. To facilitate an adequate supply of
dalo planting material investment was made
in an overhead irrigation system that utilises
the excess water available from the hydro
system. The Young Farmers and Tutu staff
now have adequate supply of dalo planting
material. Thus Oceania Farm is again turning
its attention to utilising the irrigation system to
its own dalo and yaqona productions.
A substantial increase in dalo production
from the Oceania farm is expected in 2019
which will be sold at remunerative prices.
For the long term there will be a need to move
away from Tausala dalo planting. Samoa is
again assuming dominance in market where
it has comparative advantage. There is also a
high probability that Tausala dalo on Taveuni
will eventually succumb to taro leaf blight, the
disease that wiped out taro Niue (the Samoan
equivalent of Tausala). Oceania Farm has
adopted a proactive response to these markets
and productions risks by expanding dalo ni
Tana production, which is far more climate
and disease resilient. Good local fresh markets
have been identified. More importantly, dalo
ni Tana has proven to be superior raw material
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for edible dalo chips made by the Tutu Food
Processing Unit, for which there is unmet
demand. It is expected as dalo ni Tana is
developed as a commercial crop by Oceania
Farm it will become a demonstration for Tutu
staff and the course participants home farms.
Planting teak: The 2011 Review identified teak
as an excellent long term opportunity for Tutu
and as an agroforestry tree that could provide
KYFs with a worthwhile retirement income.
Teak has become one of the most widely
planted tropical hardwoods both worldwide
and in the Pacific Islands. Teak development
was included as a major component of the
Caritas (Aust) Enhancement Project. Teak has
been planted in the less fertile areas of Tutu
and to demarcate the boundaries where it
does not compete for land that could be used
for cash cropping by course participants. At
Tutu it demonstrates a long term income
generating opportunity for KYF’s home farms.
Superior planting material was initially sourced
directly from the Solomon Islands with
planting later supplied by the European Union/
Pacific Community (EU/SPC) Reforestation
Project. It estimated the present planted teak,
from the early 2030s onward will generate an
annual income for Tutu of around $45,000 at
current prices. Over the next decade or so the
real price of quality hardwood timber can be
expected to increase substantially in the face
of increasing demand. Within Fiji there is a
marked decreasing supply of native hardwood.
Tutu will have a ready nearby market for its
teak – with Fiji’s four major hardwood milling
companies are all based on Vanua Levu.
Seed from the superior Solomon Islands trees
will soon be available for propagation in the
Tutu nursery. The seedlings should then be
available for further plantings at Tutu and for
distribution to Young Farmers for planting on
their home farms. Thus from 2020 onwards
the planting of teak for longer term income
generation is expected to be incorporated into
the KYF training program. The current intake
of KYF will have had hands-on experience
in growing teak during their paid work on
Oceania Farm. To facilitate the transition of
teak planting to the KYF and beyond it is
recommended that a short illustrated manual
be produced on commercial smallholder teak
plantations outlining growing, managing and
utilisation as a guide.
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Planting yasi: The 2011 Review recommended
the introduction of sandalwood (yasi) into
Tutu’s cropping system. Yasi was also seen
as an ideal “nest-egg” for a Young Farmer. Yasi
has been planted on a limited but increasing
scale at Tutu over the past 5 years. Most of the
seed has been sourced from the farms of ex –
KYFs located in Natewa Bay. The total value of
Tutu’s existing sandalwood planting at harvest
in 18 to 20 years would be around $ 375,000
at current prices.Yasi has performed better at
Tutu than expectations for this relatively wet
location. Individual KYF could be expected to
achieve worthwhile returns from sandalwood
grown in agroforestry configurations with their
kava and dalo.
Breadfruit orchard development: Breadfruit
orchard development began at Tutu in 2013
with technical support provided by the ACIAR
Pacific Breadfruit Project (PBP). Tutu, unlike
the situation on Viti Levu, already had access
to considerable quantities of the superior bale
kana breadfruit variety which was traditionally
grown in the Cakaudrove Province. Both
root suckers and marcotted seedlings were
planted – which began bearing in two years,
compared to the four to five years required.
This development has significantly enhanced
Tutu’s food security and that of the course
participants.
Food processing: A food processing unit
was established in Tutu in 2017, which initially
focussed on breadfruit flour. The immediate
objective of Tutu’s breadfruit processing was
to improve the nutrition of the Young Farmer
trainees. To facilitate Tutu’s transition into
breadfruit processing, technical assistance
and training has been provided by food
technologist, Dr Richard Beyer. With the
training completed the Tutu Food Processing
Unit is now in operation producing a wide
range of processed products from fruit,
vegetables and tubers grown.
There has been exceptional local demand
on Taveuni for Tutu’s breadfruit, vudi and
dalo ni Tana chips. These chips have a
readymarkets already in place and were
found to be amenable to cottage industry
scale of business.

Thanks to the establishment of the Food
Processing Unit the making of chips
(breadfruit, vudi, dalo ni Tana) is now being
incorporated into the training of the Married
Couples and Single Women’s Courses. Thus
the Food Unit is now becoming an integral
part of the TRTC’s training program.
By November 2018, the revenue generated
by the Food Processing unit was $16,275
compared with non-labour operating costs of
$5,519.
Fruit tree and vegetable development:
A major component of the Caritas (Aust)
Enhancement Project was fruit tree and
vegetable development in which Oceania
Farm took a lead role.The main activities were:
nursery development; establishing “Fiji red”
papaya orchards; and the introduction of
appropriate exotic fruit - in particular dragon
fruit and rambutan
Over the last decade a fully operational
fruit and vegetable nursery has been
established under the technical guidance
of nursery man, Sant Kumar. The full range
of appropriate nursery practices have
been adopted, including: soil sterilisation,
composting, seedling propagationgrafting
and marcotting and planting seedlings for
off-season production. These practices have
been successfully extended to yaqona planting
material production and floriculture products.
The nursery now supplies vegetable planting
material to Oceania Farm, Tutu staff and to
course participants. Training in small scale
nursery management is now a part of the
Married Couples Course curriculum and will be
part of the new Women’s Course.
Fiji “red” papaya: Initial priority was given to
establishing Fiji “red” papaya orchards at Tutu
with technical guidance, training and quality
seed was provided by ACIAR’s Fiji Papaya
Project (FPP). The FPP has supplied seed and
a seedling nursery had been established
at Tutu. The Fiji “red” found a ready market
with local market traders. In the face of
competing staff priorities the papaya orchards
were not maintained as well as required for
commercial production. In 2018 renewed
effort was made to rehabilitate and expand
Tutu’s papaya enterprise. The new orchard
has already yielded some 60 trays of fruit that
were sold to a wholesaler at Tutu for $25 a
tray – with additional fruit used by the Food
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Processing Unit for drying and freezing. A new
block is planned for 2019, utilising bagged
seed sourced from the current block. It is
recommended the Fiji “red” seedlings be
supplied to the 2020 Married Couples Course
and papaya enterprise training be provided.
Rambutan and Dragon Fruit: Superior
quality rambutan and dragon fruit germplasam
was sourced from North Queensland in 2013.
These were kept in post-entry quarantine at
Bula Agro Industry in Nadi for one year before
they received clearance from Biosecurity
Authority of Fiji (BAF). These was then used
to establish 92 dragon fruit plots and 24
rambutan trees at Tutu – under the ongoing technical guidance of Sant Kumar. The
significant fruiting has begun to be realised in
2018 and 2019 and dragon fruit is being sold in
the Naqara market. An expansion of the area
planted is justified given the prices obtainable,
the expertise acquired and the quality planting
material at Tutu. Dragon fruit is not seen as
a crop that would be suitable for widespread
adoption by course participants – given the
demanding husbandly requirements. In
contrast rambutan is a far less demanding long
term fruit tree crop. Thus once the North Qld.
rambutan has proven itself under agronomic
conditions prevailing at Tutu, planting material
(marcotted seedlings) should be made readily
available to the course participants.
Renting surplus housing: In 2014 a decision
was made to close the two “top communities”
- the Lura Novitiate and Marist Formation
located at Saint Joseph. It was agreed that the
now empty housing would be given to Marist
Training Centre to be utilised by staff. The
transfer of some staff to Saint Joseph freed up
quality housing in the peripheral lower areas
of the Tutu property for rental. In 2018, five
houses rented brought income of $37,813.
For 2019, six houses will be rented for an
estimated rental of $47,000. The annual repair
and maintenance cost of these properties is
estimated at around $12,000. House rental is
now also a regular contribution to Tutu’s cash
flow.

addition the demand for electricity at Tutu has
increased significantly since the 2011 – driven
by the power needs of the Food Processing
Unit and the expansion in the number of
dryers used for yaqona. Thus the availability
of surplus electricity available for sale is
now probably significantly less than what
was envisioned in 2011. This is despite the
complementary investment recently made in
solar power generation. However, Tutu should
be open to consider any future approaches by
Energy Fiji Limited (EFL) to supply power to the
grid.

Suggestions for a follow up
Project
The two Caritas projects have made a major
contribution to the sustainability efforts of the
TRTC. This has been :
•

•

The financial and environmental
sustainability of the farming enterprises
of the Tutu course participants and to
the wider rural communities of the Tutu
catchment.
The longer term financial and institutional
sustainability of the Tutu Rural Training
Centre itself.

The recommendations of this Review
have focussed on the need to build on the
foundation that has been laid. To assist in the
timely and successful implementation of the
next steps, external funding project support
will be needed in two key inter-related areas:
•
•

Support for the identified greater emphasis
needed on outreach and visitations in Tutu
courses
Consolidating the sustainable agriculture
achievements of Oceania Farm (and the
Food Processing Unit) and increasingly
extending these to the course participants
and the wider rural community of the Tutu
catchment area

Selling surplus electricity: The 2011 Review
recommended the selling of surplus electricity
generated by the Tutu hydro system be
pursued as an income earning opportunity.
However, this recommendation has not as
yet been pursued in the absence of clarity
on the development of the Taveuni grid. In
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Replicating the Tutu Rural Training Centre model:
development since 2011
At the time of the 2011 Review no examples
of the “Tutu Model” of non-formal adjust
education in agriculture was adopted in Fiji
or in the Pacific region. This has not changed
except for Vanuatu.
Following a visit by the Vanuatu Farm Support
Association (FSA) to Tutu in 2011, two Vanuatu
Rural Training Centres (RTCs) established Young
Farmer Development Courses (YFDC) based
on the “Tutu Model”. One was with the Napil
RTC on Tanna and the other Vaiduhu RTC
on Malo island. They were established with
financial support from the Bamford Foundation
and Oxfam New Zealand. These small scale
projects had initially involved eight and five
participants respectively.
A recent review of the YFDC’s concluded
they were a successful proof of concept that
non-formal adult education can form, train
and establish ni-Vanuatu young farmers on
their own land, in their villages to have viable
livelihoods, through sustainable management
on their own land. Furthermore, it was

concluded this pilot can grow into a longterm, sustainable, non-formal education
farmer training program, capable of making a
long-lasting contribution to the development
of self-employment through agriculture in
Vanuatu. However, for the Napil and Vaiduhu
YFDCs to become sustainable, more regular
and systematic long term support from the
sponsor (FSA) will be required. In addition, the
Bamford Foundation and other donors will
need to continue long-term financial support.
The Vanuatu experience of implementing
non-formal adult education mirrors that of the
Tutu Rural Training Centre in Fiji, albeit over a
much shorter time frame and on smaller scale.
It perhaps helps to explain why there has been
so little replication of the Tutu model in Pacific,
including Fiji, despite demonstrable substantial
benefits resulting.
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3

THE EVOLUTION OF THE TUTU
RURAL TRAINING CENTRE
COURSES IN NON-FORMAL
ADULT EDUCATION FOR SELFEMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURE

The TRTC was established in 1972 by Fr.
Michael Bransfield s.m. in collaboration with Br.
Kevin Foote s.m. on a Taveuni freehold estate
owned by the Society of Mary. Volunteers
came from villages throughout the Cakaudrove
Province to help build the first buildings
and hydro at TRTC. The volunteers were
provided with meals and accommodation
only.. Repayment of the contribution of the
first volunteers remains a central part of the
Tutu philosophy of providing the people of
Cakaudrove with a rural training centre, free
of tuition fees. Brother Eremondo who was
at Tutu in these formative years noted in an
interview for FAO Study: “The struggle that
the volunteers from the province faced during
the establishment of Tutu should not be
overlooked. Youths from all age groups gave
up their time and effort to establish Tutu under
very difficult circumstances” (FAO p, 16).
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The TRTC has been a three way partnership
between the Society of Mary, the community
of the Cakaudrove province and the Fiji
Government. The Society of Mary provided 480
hectares (ha) of highly productive land, and the
leadership of exceptional priests and brothers.
The Community provided voluntary labour to
build the TRTC and has given ongoing support.
The Fiji Government provided substantial
financial support for the initial establishment
of the Centre and its ongoing operations.
The financial support of government has
been subsequently supplemented by various
international donors. Government officers,
particularly from the Ministry of Agriculture
(MoA), have provided complementary
teaching services.
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3.1

The process of Tutu course development

Since the TRTC commenced operations in the early 1970s , its courses have evolved in response to
the changing needs of rural Cakaudrove and extended later to Bua and Macuata. The process is
summed up by Samuela Vanini in his evaluation of the Young Farmers course in 1999.
“In the earlier years, training was relative to the physical capabilities of the Marist Training Centre to
provide training at any particular time. Volunteers from the Province of Cakaudrove were trained
in house construction in the early 1970s, which was associated with building the Centre itself. The
Comprehensive course that followed was needed to polish the participants’ technical and engineering
skills. European estates were flourishing in Cakaudrove at the time, and the income base was copra,
cocoa and cattle. Courses for women were offered for them to meet the pressures they experienced in
their life as wife and mothers of estate labourers.
The Training Centre was therefore, constantly reminded, from its beginning, of the continuous shift in
the participants needs, brought about by the impact of rapid social, economic and political changes
that directly affect the lives of rural village Cakaudrove village communities, including their youth
population. As a result, the Centre now has an unbroken experience in responding to different training
needs of different sectors over the years, with experience that enabled the Centre to develop its own
management and technical capabilities in this area of community service.” (Vanini 1999 p, 3).

In the nearly fifty years since the TRTC was
established, the economy of rural Cakaudrove
has changed. The estate sector now hardly
exists. Copra has dwindled to a minor industry
and cocoa farming hardly exists. Yaqona
and dalo crops now offer good-income
earning opportunities for small holder village
agriculture. The price of the former has
increased more than three fold in the last
few years. Tourism has seen major growth
in parts of Cakaudrove and provides strong
competition for labour in these locations.
The unrelenting migration of youth and, in
particular, young single women to urban
areas and to tourism enclaves has changed
the demographic structure of most villages.
Declining yields of village agriculture is
becoming an increasingly important issue
to contend with. The courses offered by the
TRTC are regularly adjusted in an effort to meet
the changing needs of Cakaudrove village
communities. Tutu’s Mission Statement has
guided this evolutionary process .

The promotion of autonomy is at the core
of the TRTC programs. However, Tutu has
given considerable thought to implant
the traditional roles of each young farmer
and his obligation to fulfil their role to
their people - the Vanua. Using the rugby
analogy of ‘reverse pass,’ the courses
advocate a share of the individual farmer
proceeds being given to their family to
maintain a sense of balance.
This approach provides flexibility from the
family and maintains a very important link.
This is a fundamental role that maintains and
strengthens the bond between the village and
the TRTC participants.

“The aim of the Marist Training Centre
in Tutu is to provide a place/presence
in which the people of Cakaudrove
(and some tikina’s of Bua and
Macuata), are empowered to become
more autonomous and take charge of
their lives in a rapidly changing world.
It involves a transformation and a
reciprocal outreach to the peoples of
the Pacific.”
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3.2

The early TRTC courses

In the initial years three courses were offered: Two Volunteers Courses and a Comprehensive
Course. All three courses focused on young men who were above the age of 18 and from the
Cakaudrove Province.

3.2.1 The Volunteers Course 1

3.2.2 The Comprehensive Course

The Volunteers Course 1 was a two year course
and involved the establishment of the Tutu’s
coconut plantation, building roads and the
training centre’s buildings. There was also
theory and workshop classes which included
carpentry and mechanics syllabus . The
participants were allocated time to work on
their 0.2 ha gardens where they earned cash
income. The volunteers were free to leave the
course if they felt they had sufficient training.
Bamford (1984) reports “that most opted to
stay until the end of the second year however,
very few of the graduates returned to farm on
their own village land”.

The Comprehensive Course ran in parallel to
Volunteer Course 1. This was at a time of rapid
growth in the number of rural junior secondary
schools in rural areas. Most of the graduates
from these schools found it difficult to find the
anticipated wage employment and were not
able to meet the entry requirements of tertiary
education. It was to meet the needs of the
students from the junior secondary schools
that the TRTC introduced its Comprehensive
course.
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Entrants to the Comprehensive Course were
at least 18 years old and had received ten
years of formal schooling. Students in the
Comprehensive course received a broader and
higher formal level of training than those in
the Volunteer course. The key Tutu principle
of “oscillation” principle was first introduced
as part of the Comprehensive course. The
course was initially designed to be a fouryear programme, with periods of three to
four weeks at the centre, alternating with
periods working on projects in the village. At
the centre, students were given theoretical
instruction in agriculture, farm economics,
co-operatives, youth leadership and English. As
with the Volunteers course, the students were
free to leave when they felt their needs were
met. However, Bamford (1984) reports that the
numbers leaving the course was high (50 per
cent) and therefore, it was decided to reduce
the course to two years. The assessment at the
time was rated unsuccessful. The motivation
of the trainees to enter farming was low and
the period spent working on their home was
not being used effectively. Staff supervision
of the projects was also proving difficult to
maintain at a satisfactory level which resulted
in the comprehensive course terminated and
a second version of the Volunteers course
introduced.
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3.2.3 The Volunteers Course 2
The Volunteers Course 2 was also a two-year
course, which incorporated lessons learnt from
the Volunteer 1 and Comprehensive Course.
From the first Volunteers course, it was found
the trainees had developed confidence and
self-disciplined work habits from the time
they spent at the TRTC. Thus, the first year of
Volunteers 2 was entirely centre-based and
covered instruction in agriculture, building,
mechanics and book-keeping. As with the
Volunteers 1 course, the trainees had their own
plot land and undertook ‘voluntary’ work for
the TRTC. The principle of oscillation between
the training centre and trainees home village,
first introduced in the Comprehensive course,
was retained. In the second year the trainees
alternated with one month at the TRTC and
one month in their village farming project. At
the TRTC, there was emphasis on agriculture,
carpentry and mechanics. There was a high
completion rate for this second volunteer’s
course, with most completing the two years.
The carpentry and mechanics courses on offer
were a particular attraction to the trainees.
However, it became apparent there was an
over emphasis on these skills at the expense
of the agricultural skills that would provide
livelihoods for trainees on their own village
land. Again, few of the graduates returned
home to farm their own land.and it was
decided there should be a change of emphasis
in the training toward establishing agricultural
enterprises on their own land, supplemented
by carpentry and mechanical skills. With this in
mind, the Volunteers Course 2 was modified to
become the core Tutu Young Farmers Course.

3.2.4 The Kevin Young Farmers
Course (KYFC)
Couse background
The KYFC evolved out of the Volunteer and
Comprehensive courses and has been the core
Tutu course. In February 1983, the first Young
Farmers Course commenced, with an intake
of 15 trainees for a four-year programme. The
course was subsequently named the Kevin
Young Farmer Course (after Br. Kevin Foote
s.m., a joint founder of the TRTC). Ten KYFC
courses have been completed since 1983,
251 young farmers graduated of which most
returned to farm their own land. The 11th
course commenced in September 2018, with
an intake of 54, selected from 232 applicants.
The first 10 courses (up until the 2011 intake)
were of four year duration – while for the last
two course the duration was reduced to three
years.
The aim of the KYFC is to: help form and
train young single men from the Province
of Cakaudrove which was later expanded to
include some tikina’s of Bua and Macuata to be
autonomous, responsible and mature young
adults, are principle-led decision makers, are
able to take control of their own lives and
chose to freely live as farmers on their own
land, accept their call to be of the village, and
be able to live in the service of others in their
society. This aim has remained unchanged
since the first course was offered in 1983.
The trainees are taught to be disciplined,
independent and self-sufficient, while still
positively contributing to village life. This has
now become fundamental to all the Tutu
courses.
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The YFC course identified a weakness in Fijian
village society where school dropouts are
left to fend for themselves without any sense
of direction and trust. These young men are
at the stage of their lives where the right
decisions may determine the direction of their
future. The YFC aims to equip these young
men with the mindset and skills to be able
to prosper within the realities of rural life. Fr
McVerry, the Tutu Principal, notes:
“… as the young men become more aware of the
wonderful resources available to them in their
land and taste some of the fruits as they have
through sale of dalo from their individual farms
here in Tutu, they have become more committed,
enthusiastic and open to the skills required to go
beyond subsistent farming and become semicommercial farmers. The actual handling and
budgeting of their own money at this stage is an
important facet of their growing in autonomy.”

With the YFC, the oscillation principle
between the trainees’ home village and the
training centre, that was first introduced with
the Comprehensive Course, was retained,
formalised and significantly strengthened.
Oscillation commences from the outset
of the course, with five weeks at the TRTC
and five weeks at home and the periods of
supervised farming at home being increased
during succeeding years. It is through this
oscillation these young men begin to realise
the difference between living in a communal
setting and living a life of autonomy where
initiative and effort are not stifled by the village
lifestyle. Fr McVerry believes ‘the oscillation of
participants between the traditional village
life and the centre remains one of the most
telling factors and is an inbuilt evaluator in
terms of relevance of our practices.’ It is in this
oscillation that the core of the TRTC success
would appear to lie and its absence is why
most other rural training centres throughout
the Pacific have failed.
When the Young Farmers course was first
offered in 1983 a number of major rural
training innovations was introduced to ensure
trainees returned to farm their own land at
the completion of the course. These have
essentially remained in place since then and
include:

•

•
•

•

•
•

A selection system that required proof of
the applicant’s aptitude to farming and
access to their own land. Applicants are
visited in their own villages on a number
of occasions prior to selection. They are
required to have written evidence that
village land is available for their unimpeded
use. They were required to demonstrate
their willingness to use this land by having
planted (initially 500 yaqona plants (or
equivalent), increased to 1,000 plants, prior
to entering the YFC.
Each trainee is allocated 2 acres (0.8ha)
at Tutu for their exclusive use during the
duration of the course.
A specified weekly work program is enacted
at Tutu, involving:
o Three days working on the trainees
individual blocks or in classroom or
workshop training
o One day community work for the
Centre
o One day paid plantation work1.
The Young Farmers arrange for the
purchase of the food and the centre
supplies a cook.
A planned and supervised work programme
in the trainees home village. The work
programme of the trainees back at the
home mirrors that at the training centre and
involves:
o Three days, working on the trainees
own farm
o One day of village community work
o One day, working with the family to
assist with their subsistence and cash
crop production
A focus on each trainee, developing a
five-year plan to be implemented at the
completion of the YFC.
The emphasis on crops that are already
part of village agriculture. These crops are
now principally dalo and yaqona, which are
well known to the Young Farmers and have
established markets and marketing systems
in place. The trainees do not need to be
taught the technical aspects of growing
dalo and yaqona. However, since the 2011
Review the YFC has incorporated training
in sustainable production such as using
mucuna beans in cropping systems. The
Young Farmers are taught how to manage

1 For the initial YFC , this was mainly cutting copra – and
later cocoa. It now focusses on providing labour for the
Centre’s taro, yaqona, teak and agroforestry plantings
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•

•

•

•

their resources including land, labour
and financial resources through saving to
obtain a good livelihood for themselves
and their families. With the emphasis on
well-established crops, there is no need
for the Centre to become involved in
marketing and all the associated risks that
entails. Instead, the trainees are taught
how the existing marketing system
functions and how to deal with traders.
A compulsory saving system to raise
capital for reinvestment in the home farm
and to build a house. All income received
from the sale of produce from the trainees’
Tutu blocks is deposited in saving accounts
to be invested in building a house and in
the development of the home farm. All
account withdrawals require the approval
of the Principal.
An intensive follow-up of the trainees. Staff
regularly visits the trainee’s home farms
during the course and after graduation
to provide technical assistance and moral
support.
Encouragement of parents/community
support. Efforts to gain parental and
community support commence in the
application stage with village visitations
and this has been supplemented by a
parent’s course of one week per year at the
Centre. Parents are able to see first-hand
what their sons were learning and doing at
Tutu. The course provides an opportunity
to discuss problems back in the village
that already exist, or are likely to arise, in
operating the trainee’s farm back in the
village.
The YFC has retained from the original
courses some training in basic carpentry
skills, furniture-making, tool maintenance;
and small engine maintenance. This to
provide basic skills for self-employment
on their own land and not to secure wage
employment.

The 35 years, the YFC has been in operation,
some adjustments in the course structure and
the guiding rules for the participants has been
made. These adjustments have been made to
reflect the changing agricultural environment
and variations in guiding Constitution to which
each group of Young Farmers must sign off on.
Examples include:
•

•

For the 2015 YFC intake the duration of the
course duration was reduced from four
years to three years and this was retained
for the 2018 intake
The Constitution for the 1999 intake was
changed to allow the Young Farmers to
use the money gained from marketing
dalo during the course. The compulsory
savings structure was removed. This
change proved to be highly deleterious
for the Young Farmers. As a result the
Constitution for the 2002 KYF again
specified compulsory savings for the
money made from the KYF’s Tutu block.

Over time as Tutu’s reputation grew the
number applying for the YFC significantly
exceeded the number selected to be resident
course participants in the YFC (table 1).
Applicants are not selected to be resident KYF
Course participants for a variety of reasons.
These include: the limited carrying capacity
at Tutu (two acres of land allocated to each
Young Farmer and accommodation space);
age, not meeting planting targets and their
land tenure situation. However, applicants
who do not become resident course
participants are still considered to be part of
the Tutu program.
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Table 1: KYFC Course Statistics
Commencing
Year

Number of applicants for the YFC

Number commencing as Number completing the
resident participants in YFC
YFC
15
14
25
10
25
21
28
21
32
17
54
41
53
38
48
33
55
33

1983
1984
1987
1991
1995
1999
2003
2007
2011

15
116

2015

176

42

2018

232

54

120
286 plus
378
239 plus

Total

In effect there are two Young Farmers Courses
operating simultaneously:
•

•
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Young Farmers Course 1. Those
selected to Tutu resident Young
Farmers make up the Young Farmers
Course 1.
Young Farmers Course 2: All
applicants initially become a part of
Young Farmer Course. Those who are
not selected as residential participants
continue to be considered to Young
Farmer Course 2 participants until the
four year - now three-year course is
completed.

377

23
251 (67% competed)

The Tutu staff extension services are offered
simultaneously to both groups of Young
Farmers. The expectation for non residential
students at Tutu (KYFC 2) will introduce
better management in all facets of their
farming.- soil sustainability, planning, use
of time, budgeting, target setting etc. The
KYF Course 1 participants are designated as
“coaches” for the Course 2 participants from
their village. This results in a natural “spin off”
demonstrations, structured meetings with
Tutu staff visitation and the counting of crops,
and technical inputs. The number of course
participants fluctuates, however the number
is regularly four times participants in Young
Farmers 2 course.
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3.2.5 The Farming Couples Course (FCC)
The FCC predates the Young Farmers Course,
with the first course offered in 1972 and has
become an important complement to the
KYFC. In the 1970’s the emphasis of the FCC
course was on skills such as sewing, cooking,
chickens, vegetables, budgeting, banking and
making furniture. In the 1980’s the emphasis
was on spousal relationship and human
development. In the 1990’s it preceded with
strong emphasis on management. In recent
years there has been strong emphasis on
soil sustainability. However, like with all Tutu
courses, the FCC has evolved over time. There
is now increased emphasis on management
of the farm household. Human development
sessions play a key role in guiding participants’
management skills for modern village life.
To qualify for the FCC the couples from
Cakaudrove, and now parts of Bua and
Macuata, have to be married for at least four
years, have their own house, and farm their
own land. The husband is often a graduate of
the YFC. Young Farmers usually get married
soon after graduation and it was found that
many of these couples found the adjustment
to the course skills as had not been part of the
Tutu experience. FCC has then assisted with
this adjustment phase.
Applications are received two years in advance
of entry. As with the other courses, there are
no fees, couples contribute in kind through
volunteer work and work in the community
garden. Two couples share a house,
accompanied by their children and they have a
budget for daily living expenses.
The course description describes the aim of
the FCC: ‘to assist and train farming couples
to joyfully accept their call as rural farming
families in their village situation.’ To achieve
this aim, the course endeavours to heighten
the awareness, motivation and skills of married
people to make better use of their resources to
enhance their livelihoods.

This is a six month course, comprising threeterms with five-week oscillation between the
centre and the couples’ home village. The men
undertake modules dealing with topics such
as sawmilling, engine repair and maintenance
and the women undertake courses related
to their own income-generating projects
such as mat weaving and tapa printing. The
couple jointly undertake courses on human
relationship skills, budgeting and money
management. Particular emphasis is put in the
preparation of their five-year plan – which the
couples prepare jointly. As with the YFC this
plan is regarded as the participants’ ‘graduation
certificate.’
Forty three Farming Couples Courses have
been offered since 1973, with the last one held
in 2017. Nearly 600 couples have completed
the Course, with most returning to farm their
own village land. Low et al. 1984, describe this
course as the most important breakthrough at
Tutu. It is seen as the most successful of the
courses offered because it concentrates on
the farm household unit. To a large extent, the
Young Farmer and Farming Couples courses
are now closely inter-connected. It is common
for graduates of the YFC to return some years
later with their wives to participate in the
FCCourse.
Initially there were two FCC courses run every
year. It was later reduced to an annual one
until 1994. However, an annual frequency was
found to be too demanding with staff resource
constraints. The course is now offered every
second or third year with the intake restricted
to twelve farming couples.
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3.2.6 The Single Women’s Course
In 1995, a six-month course specific to the
needs of Young Single Women (YSWC), was
introduced. The YSWC was borne after requests
from parents, who had concerns about the
welfare of their daughters in the village. The
outmigration of young single women from
the village was significantly higher than of
young single men. This was partly the result of
the lack of income earning opportunities for
young women in the village compared to that
of men and the income earning opportunities
for women outside the village, particularly in
the tourism sector. This imbalance in village
demographics was reported to be creating
serious social problems for village life.
In the YSWC, the participants were not
trained in skills for employment in towns and
tourism centres but are equipped with the
skills and qualities to help them be financially
independent, using the resources available
to them and to manage the contradictions
of living in rural communities (Vave and
Rigamoto 2009).
The six-month training programme consisted
of five weeks at the TRTC and five weeks back
in their home village situation. The application
of the oscillation principle, like all Tutu courses,
enabled the participants to practice at home
their learnings from Tutu. The participants are
empowered to discern their natural talents,
which they are encouraged to utilise on an
income-generating project. Participants
are taught sewing, home furnishing, screen
printing, baking, cooking and vegetable
farming skills. The course has as its focus,
human formation with an emphasis on
autonomy. All the YSWC participants grow
vegetables which they sell in the market. The
proceeds from these sales go into their savings
account. A common resolution of the young
women is not to ask their parents for any
money for the six-months of the course. This
test of independence was strongly adhered to.
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The young women were selected from
different backgrounds but need to have spent
at least three years in the village before they
can be considered for selection. Educational
backgrounds varied from Class 6 to Form 5,
with some having had business and computer
training. The time in the village allows the
young women to reflect and re-evaluate their
life in a village setting. This period has been
observed as a period of low self-esteem and
low morale. Selection for the YSWC, as with the
Young Farmers Course is based on objective
criteria based on planting in their home village.
As with the Young Farmers, meeting this entry
requirement demonstrates an aptitude to
income generation in a village environment
and access to land. Even prior to the actual
selection of YSWC participants, considerable
extension effort is devoted to identifying
suitable income, generating projects that
align a young woman’s talent with desire and
realistic opportunities. Tutu staff report that
success of the YSWC participants is very much
predicated on getting the alignment between
talent, desire and opportunity right.
The YSWC was offered less frequently than
the other courses, a six-month course every
four years, with the last course offered in 2013.
Tutu staff concluded it was the least successful
of the courses in terms of overall impact.
While the demand for the YSWC exceeded
the places available, it has relatively less than
that for the YFC and FCC. The demand for the
Young Women’s Course is often driven by
the parents, rather than the young women
themselves. This is probably a measure of the
dearth of opportunities available for young
single women in a village situation. Tutu staff
recognise there is a need for a Young Women’s
Course – however, they also realise that
significant adjustments need to be made for
the course to better meet the needs of village
based women to be financially independent.
This Review makes recommendations on the
most appropriate direction and content for the
future Single Women’s Course (see 5.4.2). A
new Women’s Course will be piloted starting in
March 2019.
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THE 2011 REVIEW - THE TUTU
RURAL TRAINING CENTRE:
LESSONS IN NON-FORMAL ADULT
EDUCATION FOR SELF- EMPLOYMENT IN
AGRICULTURE

4.1

Background

The last major review through the FAO Study of the
TRTC was undertaken in 2010 at the request of the Fiji
Ministry of Agriculture and funded by FAO. The Ministry
at that time was interested in replicating the Tutu Model
at the Navuso Agricultural College. The Review Report
was published in 2011. See Andrew McGregor, Livai Tora
with Geoff Bamford and Kalara McGregor. The Tutu Rural
Training Centre: Lessons in Non-Formal Adult Education
for Self Employment in Agriculture. March 2011. (http://
lrd.spc.int/pubs/doc_download/1701-tutu-rural-trainingcenter-lessons-in-non-formal-adult-education-for-selfemployed-in-agriculture)

4.2

The major finding and recommendations of the 2011
Review

4.2.1 The impact of the TRTC
on rural and economic
development
The TRTC has had a major impact on the
people of the province of Cakaudrove. Nearly
2,000 young people have completed the
various courses on offer during the 42 years.
Most of the course participants returned to
productive lives, earning a livelihood from the
farming of their own land. The Fiji Government
had invested a little more than $4 m over a
35 year period. The income generated by
TRTC graduates was many times that amount.
The FAO Report concluded that “It would be
difficult to identify public investments in rural
development that would provide such a high
rate of return on public funds”.

4.2.2 Key principles and lessons
learnt
The experience of Tutu RTC has shown that
rural youth can earn good livelihoods from
farming their own land. The key principles and
lessons learnt from the Tutu experience for a
rural training centre to achieve this outcome
fall under five broad areas:
•
•
•
•
•

the purpose and focus of training;
trainee selection;
approach to training and course content;
management and staffing; and growth,
sustainability and accountability.

These are elaborated briefly on the next page;
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4.2.3 Purpose and focus of training
The FAO Rpt. identified four particular aspects
with respect to purpose and focus of the TRTC:
•
•
•
•

The training is for self-employment, using
the participants own resources - it is not
training for wage employment
This is not a programme for “dropouts”
from formal education
The programme is not a substitute for
formal agricultural training – which also
needs to be substantially improved
The focus audience is 19 to 23 year olds
who live in their own village

4.2.4 Trainee selection
Two areas were identified with the selection of
the trainees
•

•

The training centre must have specific and
demanding course entry requirements
that demonstrate the participant’s access
to land and commitment to being a farmer
Admission fees should not be charged –
however, there needs to be a significant
contribution in kind/voluntary work

4.2.5 Approach to training and
course content
Nine areas were identified to the training
approach and course content.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Management should be at the core of the
courses
Training centre needs to serve a specific
geographic region – so there is not a
major difference between the agronomic
conditions at the training centre and that
of the participants home farm
Farming enterprises for the trainees need
to be based on crops that have well
established marketing systems in place
The courses need to provide the
mechanism to accumulate investment
capital
The training requires regular oscillation
between the trainees home farm and the
training centre
Training must be in the local vernacular
An intensive and prolonged extension

•
•

effort required from staff to support
the training – before the course has
commenced, during the course and when
the course has been completed.
Parental involvement in the training is
essential
The Centre has an important role to play in
facilitating the trainees’ access to their own
land

4.2. 6 Management and staffing
Three areas were identified relating to
management and course content.
•

•
•

The successful management of a nonformal adult education rural training centre
requires a high level of expertise. Such
expertise is not readily available and would
likely need to be acquired on the job
Staff should be selected on the basis of
a proven track record in using their own
resources
Management needs to be highly
participatory and responsive to needs of
the constituents

4.2. 7 Growth, sustainability and
accountability
Five areas were identified for growth,
sustainability and accountability
•
•
•
•
•

The training programme needs to start
small and evolve in response to the needs
of the rural community
The rural training centre needs to be
a partnership between the sponsor,
community and government
There should be sufficient flexibility to
respond to needs of constituents and
freedom to innovate
The demand for courses is the main source
of inbuilt accountability
The Centre must have a local focus but
with an international character
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4.2. 8 Recommendations regarding
courses and their content

4.2. 9 Recommendations for future
sustainability of the TRTC

The FAO Report concluded the courses at
the TRTC have successfully evolved over
time in response to changing needs of Tutu
constituents. This needs to continue into the
future. The Young Single Women’s Course
was identified as a priority as well the need to
introduce more income-generating activities
for women. There is also a need to promote
more sustainable agriculture practices and
appropriate diversification into courses and
at the Centre, both as a demonstration for
the trainees and for more sustainable income
generation for the TRTC. The FAO Report made
specific recommendations in three areas:
improving soil fertility, introducing ago-forestry
into the cropping systems and promoting
handicraft raw material production as an
enterprise for women.

The FAO Report concluded that despite the
remarkable success of the TRTC over more
than 30 years, there were inherent weaknesses
and fragilities which needed to be addressed
for sustainability. These weaknesses revolve
around three key areas:
•
•
•

key person dependency;
insecurity of tenure; and,
insecurity of funding.

Accordingly, recommendations were made
involving governance and organisation, tenure
arrangements, funding and income earning
opportunities.
It was concluded that the non-formal nature
of the TRTC management structure and style
has served Tutu well. However as a necessity
there was a need to introduce a greater
degree of formality into TRTC management
and governance arrangements. The key
recommendation was to establish a Trust
Board to provide on-going oversight for TRTC
management.
The report recognised that on-going financial
support from government will be necessary
for the implementation phases. However,
risks were identified with being dependent
on a high level of government funding. In
recent years, various donors have also made
an important contribution to Tutu funding
– often making up for shortfalls in the
government’s contribution. However, donor
funding is generally even less reliable than that
of government. Thus a need was identified
to increase the TRTC financial self-sufficiency
to the extent feasible and without distracting
from Tutu’s core training function.
The recommendations to increase TRTC’s level
of financial self-sufficiency focussed on two
broad areas: i) the establishment of a trust fund
to enable benefactors to make donations to
help fund the courses and capital investment
needs; and ii) using the Centre’s substantial
quality land and other resources for income
generation.
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5
5.1

THE 2018 REVIEW
Changes that have occurred in Fiji’s agricultural economy
since the last review and the implications for the TRTC

There are two major developments in Fiji’s agricultural economy over the last decade or so that
have implications for Tutu and the catchment area of participants. These are the substantial
increase in yaqona prices, and the decline in dalo exports. Coconut oil exports have also declined
even further resulting in the making of copra being even less relevant to the Tutu participants
than it was in 2011. The continual decline in the Fiji sugar industry has had an indirect impact of
making more labour available to support the yaqona boom being experienced throughout the Tutu
catchment area.

5.1.1 The yaqona boom
The yaqona price boom from February 2016 when Category 5 Tropical Cyclone Winston devastated
the production areas of Vanua Levu, Taveuni , Viti Levu and Lomaiviti. The main yaqona production
island of Kadavu was spared only to bear the full brunt of Category 4/5 Cyclone Keni in April
2018. In the face of kava’s inelastic domestic demand, 2 and the growth in export market demand particularly from the United States3, there was a four fold increase in yaqona prices over the period
2015-18 (Figure 1) and the total revenue generated by the industry substantially increased. The
value of Fiji’s export market grew from less than $5 million in 2011 to over $17 million in 2017
– which increased even further in 2018 (fig. Kava, in terms of income generated (domestic and
export), has become Fiji largest agricultural industry.

2
Inelastic demand means that the percentage increase in price is greater than the percentage decrease in consumption due to the increased price. Thus the total revenue from selling the product increases.
3
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Figure 1: Monthly average price per kg for unpounded
waka (Suva & Labasa): 2015 – 2018 (data supplied by the
EP&S Div.of MoA)

Figure 2: Total annual value of Fiji kava exports (‘000 FJD)

Yaqona production in the Tutu catchment area is now returning to full production resulting in a
substantial increase in the income that is earned from this crop and providing a major incentive for
increased planting. Table 2 provides an estimate of the farm gate income earned from an average
three- year-old yaqona plant on Taveuni in October 2018. It shows an average net farm gate value
of a single three-year old plant is around $230. Thus a farmer who harvested and dried 100 threeyear-old yaqona plants could expect to earn a gross revenue of some $100,000.
Table 2: Farm gate value for an average 3-year yaqona plant harvested from Tutu’s Oceania Farm in
Oct 2018
Yaqona
Green weight
Dry weight
dry to green Price/kg ($) Income/plant ($)
product
(kg)
(kg)
ratio (%)
White Kasa
5
1
20%
40
40
Lewena
2
0.4
20%
60
24
Cut pieces
5.5
1.5
27%
40
60
Waka
6.5
1.5
23%
85
128
Gross Total
19
4.4
23%
$252
Labour cost for harvesting, cutting, washing and drying (0.5 days @$50/day)
$25
Net income from each 3 year plant
$227
100 plants
$22,650
500 plants
$113,250
1, 000 plant
$226,500

The Tutu catchment area which is Cakaudrove and the adjacent tikina’s in Bua and Macuata have
in the past been described as one of the most impoverished part of Fiji. To quote the project
document for the Asian Development Bank (ADB)’s Rural and Outer-island (ROI) Project:
“A survey sponsored by the Asian Development Bank in preparation for the proposed Rural
and Outerisland (ROI), found that the island of Vanua Levu had an estimated dependency ratio
(percentage of the population 15 years and less and over 65) of 78%, compared to a national
dependency ratio of 59%. This suggests a high level of migration for education and work as
people enter the economically active age groups, with no indication of any significant later return.
The outmigration has been by far the greatest amongst young women, which has serious social
implications. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) survey found the cash incomes per working age
household are very low. Cash income for the average working age person surveyed on “Vanua Levu
was about $490 per year whilst the Viti Levu rural areas are 34% better off. Almost none are rich and
most can be considered poor.” In the face of this poverty and out-migration it is ironic that this region
is richly endowed with agricultural land and other natural resources. Significantly, the graduates of
Tutu’s various training programs have been able to utilise these resources for the economic well-being
of their families (ADB 2005)4. “
4
Asian Development Bank (2005) Rural and Outerisland Project Final Report TA No. 4589-FIJ Ministry of Agriculture, Sugar and Land Resettlement Asian Development Bank Technical Assistance to the Republic of the Fiji Islands
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The Natewa Bay Tikina, which is largely outside
the tourism belt, has traditionally been a major
source of Tutu course participants. Natewa
Bay has also traditionally been amongst the
most impoverished in terms of cash income
with copra being the dominate cash crop. This
situation has changed dramatically with the
kava price boom as illustrated by a number
of the KYF case studies presented in Annex 1.
As a consequence there has been an inflow
of labour from other locations (including the
sugar and urban areas) and thus reverse the
flow of migration.

tausala ni Samoa grew particularly well in
the agronomic conditions that prevailed in
Taveuni’s high rainfall locations. This pink
variety is genetically almost the same as the
traditional Samoa cultivar (talo Niue) favoured
by the Samoan consumers. There was thus
rapid expansion in Taveuni’s tausala dalo
production, and within a few years the island
accounted for over 70% of Fiji taro of exports.
At its peak in the late 1990s, there were 12
exporters , supported by 30 agents and subagents, operating on Taveuni. Today only two
exporters are still operating on Taveuni.

Kava is, however, a particularly high risk crop.
As a long term crop that is highly susceptible
to cyclones which was evident with the
recent experience of TC Evan and Winston in
Cakaudrove, vulnerable to drought as during
the 1999 Vanua Levu extreme drought and
disease (kava dieback caused by the cucumber
mosaic made kava virtually ungrowable on
Taveuni several decades ago5). Theft is now
an increasing risk faced by kava growers, due
to the unprecedented high prices and the
inability of law enforcement authorities to
regulate the sale of green kava. Young farmers
need to be taught that the price of kava, as
with price of dalo and any agricultural product,
is driven by the interaction by supply and
demand. Supply of kava in recent years has
been severely impacted by climatic events –
principally severe cyclones in Fiji and Vanuatu.
Increasing theft in both these countries is also
adversely impacting on the willingness of
those impacted to plant kava despite the high
prices.

Within five years , dalo production on Taveuni
changed from a largely subsistence activity to
a major export industry that brought widely
distributed prosperity to the island’s economy.
The high returns on offer to growers saw
the transformation of a subsistence gardenbased cropping system into an intensive
monoculture production system, involving
land clearing and high application of chemical
fertilisers. However, this development came at
considerable unforeseen environmental and
subsequent economic cost. It was generally
assumed that the rich volcanic soils of the
“Garden Island” would continue indefinitely
to provide high yielding good quality dalo
provided the recommended fertilised was
applied. The reality was different – to maintain
production (corm size), there was a need to
apply ever increasing amounts of chemical
fertiliser or to clear new land in higher
elevation forested areas. The over-cropping
and heavy application of chemical fertilisers
resulted in Taveuni soils becoming more
acidic, which limited the uptake of nutrients
from the soil and further decreased farmers’
yields, despite the increasing application
of chemical fertilisers. This development is
illustrated schematically in Figure 3 below. As
a consequence, dalo shipments from Taveuni,
after more than a decade of growth, have been
in steep decline in recent years (Figure 4) . This
has been the impact of sharply falling yields
and the resulting increasing costs.

5.1.2 Declining dalo exports
Prior to 1994 predominant markets for dalo
New Zealand, Australia and the US were
dominated by Samoa, with the Samoan
diaspora being the main buyers. At that time
taro was Samoa’s largest export commodity,
and the primary source of farm income. This
changed dramatically in late 1993, when taro
leaf blight (TLB) devastated the Samoan taro
production. Fiji quickly filled the market
vacuum left by Samoa. The dalo variety
5
See Fiji Ministry of Agriculture (2017). Fiji Kava
Quality Manual https://pafpnet.spc.int/attachments/article/779/Fiji-Kava-Quality-Manual.pdf p, 50.
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Figure 3: The causes and consequences of declining dalo yields on Taveuni (MoA Taro Strategic Plan 2016)

Figure 4: Taveuni export dalo production (2004 – 2017) (Source MoA Taveuni)
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In contrast to the overall decline of dalo yields on Taveuni, Tutu has been able to reverse this
trend through the adoption of the sustainable cropping practices being promoted by Senior
Agricultural Officer Rohit Lal (see Annex 2 for detailed analysis). To quote the MoA Strategic Plan
for a Sustainable and Profitable Taro Industry:
“Remedial action to address the problem of declining soil fertility is now being initiated at the
grower end of the export taro value chain. A group of lead farmers on Taveuni are advocating and
adopting major changes in production practices and are receiving technical support from the
Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) and the Australian Centre for International Agriculture Research (ACIAR).
Changing the mind-set within the Taveuni farming community has been directly driven by two
Taveuni- based farmer organizations – Teitei Taveuni (TT) and the Marist Tutu Rural Training Centre
(TRTC). The particular focus for the rehabilitation of depleted acid soils has been on the introduction
of the legume mucuna bean (Mucuna pruriens) and the application of lime to reduce soil acidity.
The use of mucuna bean significantly reduces the need for nitrogenous fertiliser and weeding costs in
subsequent crops (p,20).”

Figure 5: Rohit Lal collecting macuna bean seeds

Figure 6: Taveuni dalo cropping benefitting for the mucana bean
cropping system

Declining tausala dalo production has meant a shortage of dalo for export and a significant
increase in farm gate prices – usually well in excess of $3/kg over the last few years. This has seen
dalo farmers including the Tutu KYFs. Oceania Farm and Tutu staff who have adopted sustainable
production systems and maintained their yields benefitting considerably. However the longevity
of this advantage is questionable in the face of the progress made by Samoa in re-establishing its
market share in New Zealand, thanks to a long term breeding program in developing TLB resistant
varieties that are acceptable to the market (Figure 7). Furthermore there is high risk that the
tausala ni Samoa grown on Taveuni will succumb to TLB in the same way talo Niue did in Samoa
some 25 years ago.
Figure 7: Pacific island exports of taro to New Zealand (2012 – 2017) (Source: MoA Fiji Taro Industry Plan)
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5.2

The Kevin Young Farmers (KYF) Course

5.2.1 Background
The field work for the 2018 Review of the
Young Farmers Course was conducted by
Livai Tora and Rohit Lal. Livai was part of
the team that undertook 2011 FAO Review
and has been directly involved in the Young
Farmer Training Program on a number of
occasions since then. Rohit, a senior officer
with Ministry of Agriculture based on Taveuni
has been a lead instructor in the sustainable
agriculture component of the last two Young
Farmer courses. He is currently undertaking
his PhD at Massey University. His thesis
topic is “Sustainable nutrient management
of taro in Taveuni, Fiji”. This involves nutrient
management and use of mucuna bean as a
cover crop. The field work has directly involved
Oceania Farm and some of the Young Farmers.
Rohit Lal’s detailed report for this Review: “The
sustainability of farming systems at Tutu and in
its catchment area” can be found in Annex 2.
The Review team has been assisted in the field
by Fr. Isaia and Alosio Neori and other staff.

Figure 8: A KYF graduating in 2018, receiving his five-year
plan, a pack of mucuna beans and a breadfruit seedling
marcott

Figure 9: Leone (2018 KYF graduate) showing his mixed cropping system to Livai Tora and the Fr Saia

Forty five former Young Farmer Course
participants were interviewed from which
13 detailed case studies were conducted
Annex 1. The field work involved visitations
to 21 different settlements and villagers on
Taveuni and Vanua Levu. Interviews were also
conducted with Tutu staff and with the 2018
intake of Young Farmers.

•

The major findings and recommendations
relating to the KYF Course are in the following
areas:

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Course completion rate and postgraduation performance;
The KYF productivity cycle and adjustment
path and process;
Farming as an enterprise;
The adoption of sustainable cropping
systems by KYF;
The kava boom and its management for
the KYF;
The change from a four year course to a
three-year course;
The Constitution and Vakarautudei;
KYF Course 1 and 2 ;
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5.2.2 KYF Courses held - completion rates and post-graduation performance
Since the 2011 Review, there have been three intakes into the KYFC (2011, 2015 and 2018). For
these Courses there were some 650 applicants of which 151 were selected to be residential
participants. However, a high percentage of the applicants who were not selected as resident
course participants continued as part of the KYF Course 2. Of the 97 participants who commenced
the KYFC in 2011 and 2015, 58% completed the course (Table 3). This is a substantially lower
completion rate for than the previous 3 KYF Courses that stood at over 70%.
Table 3: KYF participants applications, acceptance, completion and continued involvement in forming (1995 – 2018)
Year KYF course
commenced
1995
1999
2003
2007
2011
2015
2018

# of applicants for # who
the course
commenced the
course

% of applicants
accepted

120

32
54
286
53
378
48
239
55
176
42
232
54
338
* still involved in farming for 1995, 1999, 2003 intake measure in 2011
** 1995 to 2015

For the 2015 intake, only 55% completed the
course. This was the result of a combination of
the impact of TC Winston or particpants being
expelled for yaqona theft. However, for those
Young Farmers who completed the Course
the number who return to farming their
own land remained high (86% for the 2011
and 2015 Courses, the same as the previous
two Courses). Based on the knowledge
sharing at Tutu most of the recent graduates
have adopted sustainable mixed cropping
systems for their yaqona. The cropping
system includes dalo as short term cash crop
and planting cassava, vudi (plantains) and
breadfruit as food security crops for household
consumption.
Some of these graduates have been very
successful as documented in case studies
presented in Annex 1. A number have been
able to build their houses before completing
the Course and have established substantial
savings accounts. Three of the case studies
had yaqona crops in the ground valued at (if
sold now) ranging from $80,000 from $250,000.
One has also invested in a commercial planting
material nursery and is venturing into fruit and
vegetable production enterprises. All three
have adopted cropping systems to maintain
soil fertility. Their yaqona is planted under
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27%
19%
13%
23%
24%
23%

# who competed
the course

% of those
completing the
course **

# still involved in
farming*

% still involved in
farming who
competed the course

17
41
38
33
33
23

53%
76%
72%
69%
60%
55%

16
40
35
26
27
21

94%
98%
92%
79%
82%
91%

185

64%

165

89%

calliandra trees that are regularly pruned.
Mucuna bean after their dalo is planted and
the land is left fallow for a period of at least six
months after harvesting. All three see their
farms as role models as they replicate the
knowledge and skills they obtained from the
KYF Course.
“ Qo na ka ga e vulici mai Tutu mai caka tug a qo.
ma ka ga e vulica vei keimami o TuRo”
While the completion rate of those who
commence the KYF Course has continued
to decline since 1999, ninety percent of
graduates have returned to farm their own
land. This still clearly distinguishes Tutu from
other rural and farmer training centres in Fiji
and the Pacific island region.
There are encouraging indications the KYFC
completion rate for the 2018 intake will recover
to above 70%. Only a handful failed to return
after the initial six-week orientation period
at Tutu, a much lower number experienced
for the more recent KYF intakes. Further all
those who returned from their first home
farm oscillation were on time No doubt, the
excellent quality of the land that this intake
were allocated at Tutu and the high prevailing
price of yaqona was a contributing factor to
their enthusiasm.
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5.2.3 The KYF productivity cycle
It is clearly evident there is a farm productivity
cycle and an adjustment process, that in
varying degrees, most KYF participants go
through. This conclusion is derived from
discussion with ex-KYF participants and Tutu
staff. This cycle is represented schematically in
Figure 10 below. The cycle has three broadly
defined periods, which are discussed below
and are:

•
•
•

Pre-Tutu period;
The direct Tutu influence period;
The post-Tutu graduation period,
which has three phases: disillusion;
self-realisation; and, the transition to
sustainable and remunerative selfemployment in agriculture.

Figure 10: Schematic
representation of the KYF
participants productivity cycle
and adjustment path and
process

Pre- Tutu period

Tutu influential period

The incentive of being selected to go to Tutu
and to be able to participate in the KYF course
encourages these young farmers to plant their
required 1,000 yaqona plants. Many of them
are first time farmers and still lack basic skills
and knowledge on managing their farms.
They seek parental support to establish their
farms. Often parents see this farm as a family
farm rather than participant’s farm. In some
instances these farms were harvested by the
parents while the young farmer is still at Tutu.

At Tutu the Young Farmers are closely
monitored and guided by Tutu principles. Here
the participants are able to see their strengths
and weaknesses. They are taught life skills
and sustainable farming techniques and learn
about soil in a way which now is new and
exciting. The five-week oscillation period gives
them 20 opportunities (15 opportunities for
a three-year Course) to return to the village
and test what they have learnt at Tutu. Upon
their return to the village there are failures in
meeting targets but space has been created
through a return to Tutu and re-evaluation
with staff on a personal level their experience
and have another “crack” in five-weeks’ time.
Back at Tutu the peer pressure is generally all
positive whereas in the village, this may not
be the case. Around half of the participants
are able to build a house at the back at, or
near, their home village which provides
another positive incentive. Time spent at Tutu
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also creates a space to learn attitudes and
skills to become competent farmers of their
own land. Their competence as commercial
farmers grows while they are at Tutu and so
does their productivity. At graduation they
develop individual Five-year plans and have
a substantial savings bank balance from their
Tutu block. They also have individual farms
back in their village with a written agreement
from their parents and the village head that
they have access to this land which they have
been using for last four or so years. They
enthusiastically return to their village with high
expectations and self-esteem

Post Tutu Period
These Young Farmers now back in their home
village situation with no more oscillation back
to Tutu usually go through three discernible
adjustment periods. For most, in varying
degrees, there is a period of disillusion, which
is usually followed by self-realisation and then
self-sustainability. These three periods are
discussed briefly below.
Disillusionment period: “Mata ni civa yau sa
vakaweletaka - the pearl that I ignored”. The
most critical phase for KYF graduates is their
first three-six months in the village. Although
they have the freedom to make their own
decisions and are not guided or bound by the
KYF Constitution. They no longer have the
support of Tutu staff and positive peer pressure
from the other KYF participants . After intensive
supervised training they are left on their own
to make their decisions with money in the
bank. There ready cash is an attraction to
other youth in the village and some succumb
to negative peer pressure. Time and money
can be wasted on undesirable social activities.
Most get married soon after graduation, which
requires further adjustment. Despite the
management training received at Tutu, they
go through this disillusion period whereby
they are unable to see the negative outcomes
of their decisions. Savings, tools and planting
materials are often lost during this period and
productivity for many falls dramatically, and
their Five-year plans are put on hold. Some
even chose to move to towns and spend
the remaining money there. The participants
suggest that despite being taught of these
risks and their consequences , they still often
fall into these traps.
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Self-realisation period: Once savings are
depleted and things are not looking bright as
when they graduated they realise this was not
their destiny. For those who gone through the
disillusion period the start of self-realisation
can take anywhere from six months to three
years. The longer this period remains the
harder it becomes for the participants to
restart their Five-year plan. However, very few
completely abandon them.
The transition to sustainable and
remunerative self-employment in
agriculture: Despite realising their mistakes
they cannot jump start into farming again as
they do not have planting materials and tools.
So initially reactivating their Plan is a struggle.
However, by applying the management
and life skills they acquired in the KYFC the
majority are able to overcome these initial
start-up constraints. Starting to raise a family
is often the trigger for the trainsition back
to remunative self-employment. It can take
up to three years hard work and applying
the learnings to get the implementation of
the five-year plan back on track and earn a
sustainable worthwhile income from the farm
and status and respect in the village. With the
maturity he can make decisions for worthwhile
sustainable livelihood from farming his own
land. They tend to become strong advocates
and role models for the involvement of youth
in commercial agriculture and some become
village leaders.
Some degree of disillusionment is probably
inevitable from KYF graduates as they return
to the realities of village life after they reach
the self-esteem high of graduating from the
Course with money in the bank and crops in
the ground. However, measures need to be
found to minimise this disillusionment and its
impact on their productivity as farmers. This
issue was discussed with Tutu staff and exKYF participants and various suggestions and
recommendations were made. The economic
and social benefits from the implementation of
these measures are seen as considerable.
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The views of Tutu staff on how to minimise the impact of post-KYF graduation disillusion
Tutu staff believe that the core KYF Course objective is to train young farmers to be autonomous.
Accordingly, the decisions on their future is theirs. However, group discussion with staff identified
a number weakness in the current KYF Course that should be addressed and strategies that could
be adopted, to help reduce post-graduation disillusion and its impact on farm productivity. The
expectation is that the adoption of these suggestions would help to reduce both the intensity and
duration of the disillusion period. The identified KYFC weaknesses and suggested strategies are
listed briefly below:
•

•

•

•

KYF participants home farm: The KYF
participants are expected to plant 600
yaqona on their home farm annually.
However, few meet this target and those
that do often harvest before optimum
maturity of three years. It is suggested this
shortfall could be overcome by a more
proactive awareness program supported
by monitoring and record keeping.
Record keeping: Participants are trained
in record keeping during the latter
part of the course but few actually do
(around 10%). Record keeping should be
emphasised from the first year and during
each visitation these records should be
checked in the field. This will help ensure
the Young Farmers get into the habit of
keeping records.
Post-graduation visitations: There is
no formal program of post-graduation
visitations. For at least the first year after
graduation there should be a formal
program of visitations. This should
involve field inspections and one to one
discussion sessions on the success and
failures and issues faced since graduation.
This should be documented as lessons
learned and shared as a knowledge
product.
Support from parents and the village
is not sufficient: “Vitokoni ni matvuvale
ka bibi”. The parents should be invited
to a parents’ course in the first year to
create awareness of importance of
supporting their son’s program. They
need to understand their roles in creating
successful young farmers.

•

•

•

•

Consultation with the Turaga ni koro
(village head) and turaga ni mataqali
(land owning unit head): The Turaga
ni koro and Turaga ni mataqali should be
informed of the KYF participant’s Five-year
plan because land resources in the village
are often controlled by them and the Plan
has to be consistent with realistic land
availability.
Close monitoring and evaluation of
ex KYF participants: Holistic approach
for human development requires regular
consultation, monitoring, evaluation
and feedback. This needs to be done
for at least for the first critical year after
graduation.
The involvement of Ministry of
Agriculture staff: The Senior Agriculture
Officers for Cakaudrove Bua and Macuata
should officially be provided with the list
of graduating KYFs and access to their
five-year plan to enable the MoA to be
involved in the monitoring process.
Training of the trainers in farm
management budgeting and financial
literacy: The staff believe they need
practical training if they are to execute
the training and monitoring of the KYFs in
farm management budgeting and record
keeping.
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Ex KYFs views and suggestions on how to minimise the impact of post-KYF graduation
disillusion
The post-graduation disillusion was discussed in all the consultations with the ex-KYF participants.
There was, by-and-large, agreement that post-graduation disillusion was an issue. Most had
experienced this in varying degrees themselves and its impact. The ex-KYFs suggestions for
minimising the disillusion phase and its impact on product included:
•

•

•

•
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Ongoing monitoring. There should be
ongoing monitoring of ex-KYF participants,
through visitations, for the first three years
after graduation.
Greater priority given to home farms.
During the duration of the KYF Course
the home farms should be given higher
priority. The home farm plantations should
be visited and numbers of yaqona and
other crops planted documented. The
requirement of planting 600 yaqona
plants per year needs to be enforced.
Participants not achieving this target
numbers should be counselled and, if
necessary, disciplined.
Receipts obtained for all expenditure
from funds drawn from saving accounts.
For the first three years after graduation
the KYF graduate should be required to
obtain receipts for all expenditure for funds
withdrawn from their savings account. The
ex-KYF interviewed suggested this money
was more often than not used for “social”
events. While such a recommendation
has merit, it would seem to be difficult to
implement.
A refresher and support course held at
Tutu for new KYF graduates.

•

•

•

•

Establishing a support network for
ex-KYF participants. Effort should be
put into establishing a support network
of ex-KYF participants to enable them
to communicate regularly to discuss
their progress and issues faced in the
implementing their five-year plan. This
positive peer support was seen as a way of
offsetting the negative peer pressure faced
in the village environment.
More financial management training.
The need for more financial management
training needs to be part of the KYF Course
and be introduced earlier.
Linkages made with the MoA. On
graduation, the KYFs should be introduced
to the MoA Officer who services their
area. This will increase the opportunities
for KYFs to become involved with the
Ministry’s farmer support programs and
become lead farmers for their area.
The common message received from ex
KYF participants. A common message
received from the ex-KYF participants was:
“Tamata Dina”- you need to be true to
yourself and to your five-year plan to be
successful.
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Recommendations to reduce the duration
and intensity of the disillusion period
Based on the meetings with Tutu staff
and ex-KYF participants, the following
recommendations are made to reduce the
duration and intensity of the disillusion period.
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Greater emphasis during the KYF Course
on the participants’ home farms. This
includes a stricter enforcement of the
requirement of the participants to plant
600 yaqona plants a year on their home
farms.
Putting into practice the requirement of
keeping home farm records.
Having a systematic program of postgraduation visitations for at least one year
which should include an inspection of the
ex-participants farms.
A one week parents’ course be held at Tutu
during the first year of the KYF Course.
Increased consultation with the Turaga
ni koro and Turaga ni mataqali during
the Course, particularly with the young
farmers’ five-year plans.
The formal introduction of KYF graduates
to the MoA
Training in farm management budgeting
and financial literacy – starting with the
“training of the trainers” for Tutu staff to
be introduced in the very early part of the
syllabus.
A one week refresher and support course
to be held for ex-participants one year
after graduation.

The implementation of these
recommendations will mean a significant
increase in the demands placed on Tutu
staff, with the proposed expanded visitation
needs. This additional chore adds pressure
on the already increased demands on staff
resulting from the duration of the KYF Course
being reduced from four to three years.
Consideration of an additional staff member
and the acquisition of an additional vehicle
to facilitate increased visitations needs to be
made.

5.2.4 Farming as an enterprise.
The interviews and field visits with ex-KYF
participants revealed most had gained
considerable knowledge and skills on farming
as a business enterprise, market opportunities
and how markets work. The majority of exKYF, particularly the more recent graduates,
had a good appreciation of soils and what
was needed to maintain its fertility and were
implementing appropriate measures.
The individual five-year plans are the basis
for: crop selection, husbandry practices,
farm planning steps, preparing a budget,
planting records and targets (daily, weekly
and monthly), keeping income and expenses
records, programmes and timetables,
management of outside labour, and financial
planning skills. Unfortunately most of the
participants interviewed had difficulty
executing their Plans initially. There were,
however, some significant exceptions, which
are presented in the case studies. Returning to
village life and peer pressure are overwhelming
through a phase of disillusionment as
described above. However, most eventually
return to their Plans for guidance with the
management skills learnt at Tutu largely
still intact. It can take two -four years for an
average ex KYF to settle down and implement
their plans. In most cases this comes to
fruitition after marriage and the reality of
supporting a family.
Recommendations are made above to reduce
the duration and the impact on productivity
of the disillusion period. This includes
recommendations to improve the training
offered in farm management budgeting
and financial literacy. The unwillingness
of most ex-KYFs to keep records which are
necessary to successfully manage farms as
sustainable enterprises was identified as a
major weakness, despite this being a part of
the Tutu curriculum. Recommendations to
substantially increase the adoption of regular
record keeping by the KYF participants and exparticipants are made above. There is a need
for the KYFC Course to have greater emphasis
on risk and risk management. This will be
particularly important for the 2018 KYF intake,
in light of the current unprecedented yaqona
price boom, which is driving agricultural
development throughout the Tutu catchment
area.
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5.2.5 The adoption of sustainable cropping systems by the KYFs
Most ex-KYFs, particularly the more recent
graduates, have a good appreciation of soils
and the agroforestry measures and cropping
systems that need to be adopted to maintain
soil fertility. The adoption of these measures
is now assuming critical importance with
the current yaqona boom to avoid the
experience of 1998 when industry on Taveuni
was devastated with kava dieback6. The
management measures that need to be
adopted to minimise the risk, and which are
now being taught at Tutu, include :
•
•

•

•

Yaqona plantations should be planted in
isolated blocks in between trees to avoid
spread of disease from one farm to another.
Soil must be fertile with high organic matter
and well drained. Strong healthy plants are
better at resisting kava die back and other
diseases, and to recover from infection.
Mixed cropping system should be adopted.
This is to ensure that aphids carrying the
cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) that causes
the disease feed on other plants which are
not affected and lose the virus from their
mouth parts as they feed before moving to
feed on kava plants.
Yaqona should not be grown with or
near plants that are hosts of CMV that
causes kava dieback. The host plants
include: cucurbits (pumpkin, squash and
watermelon), solanaceous crops (tomato,
tobacco, capsicum, chilli, eggplant and
others), legumes (snake bean and peanuts),
passionfruit, pineapple and Erythrina trees.

The appropriate sustainable cropping systems
for yaqona involve a combination of: alley
cropping; isolation/hedge rows; and mixed
intercropping (including the use of mucuna
beans). These are now an integral part of the
KYF Course training
Tutu’s training in sustainable cropping
systems has been greatly enhanced by the
availability of MoA’s SAO Rohit Lal and his
services should continue to be utilised for
Tutu’s sustainable agriculture training program.
6
This disease is caused by the virus cucumber
mosaic virus (CMV) In 1998, after the surge in kava prices,
substantial scale land clearings occurred Taveuni to large
monocrop plantations were developed. In the following
year, there was an outbreak of kava die back disease,
which affected most of these plantations (see Annex 2
and 3 for further information).
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Tutu staff will, however, need to take on
increasing responsibility for this crucial area of
training if Mr Lal is not retained. To facilitate
this it is recommended that “farmer friendly”
training material on sustainable agriculture be
produced utilising his lecture notes. This could
be funded through a follow-up to Caritas (NZ)
Sustainability Project. The expectation is this
training material would not only be utilised at
Tutu – but also by MoA and by Teitei Taveuni
in their extension programs. Such manual
should also incorporate the recommendation
made in Lex Thomson’s Agroforestry Review
(Annex 7) that a “short illustrated manual (c. 8
pages) be produced on agroforestry systems
for the Tutu catchment area (best tree and crop
combinations, spacings etc) in Fijian language”
Upon entering the KYF course participants
are given 0.8 ha of land to establish their
own farms. To establish their blocks, trees
are cut down and there is no responsibility
by the Young Farmers to replacement these
trees. After their yaqona is harvested the
land is usually left fallow for a three-six year
period before new intakes are allocated the
same piece of land. Often after this period,
young farmers complain their yaqona is not
growing as well as areas that have mature
agroforestry trees growing on them. These
fallows would have performed better if
agroforestry trees were planted before during
the fallow period (Figure 11). The current
intake of KYF participants are fortunate to have
been allocated blocks in an area that has not
been cleared for decades and are covered by
mature calliandra and dralala trees, which have
been cleared and yaqona planted that is now
growing exceptionally well. (Figure 12). All
Young Farmers should be required to replant
recommended agroforestry trees on their Tutu
blocks after the harvesting of their yaqona for
greater and quicker soil rehabilitation future
KYF participants. As stated by ex-KYF: “Era a
sega ni solia mai vei keda na qele ni teitei o Tutu,
eda a kerea mai vei ira na noda gone ni mataka.
Ka noda i tavi me da solia tale vei ira ena kena
i tuvaki vinaka eda vakayagataka jiko kina ena
gauna oqo” (We did not inherit this land from
Tutu but we borrowed it from future participants”.
It’s our role to return this to its full productivity).
It would be appropriate this replanting
requirement be part of the KYFC Constitution
to which all participants sign on to at the
commencement of the Course.
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Figure 11: Agroforestry trees planted on fallow land at Tutu

Figure 12: The 2018 KYF intakes planting their yaqona on land newly cleared of
mature agroforestry trees
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5.2.6 The yaqona price boom and its management
The current (2017 - ?) price boom, as discussed in this Review, has had a major positive impact on
the Tutu catchment area, the KYF (past and present) and for the Centre its self. However, there
are also some negative consequences that are being addressed through the Course – although
more needs to be done. Kava is inherently a high risk commodity, for which the price boom has
accentuated these risks. These risks need to be managed and the KYF Course has an important
role to play in this respect. These risks and the KYFC’s role in their management include:
•

•

•
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The substantial increase in the
incidence of green yaqona theft
throughout the yaqona growing
areas. Tutu itself has not been immune
from this problem, including it being
necessary to expel several of the 2016
KYFC participants for their involvement
in yaqona theft. This case illustrates the
importance on the KYF Constitution and
its enforcement and crucial value of the
human development and formation
training component of the KYF Course.
The soil degradation that occurs and
vulnerability to disease if sustainable
management practices are not
adopted. The devastating impact in 1998
of kava die-back on Taveuni’s yaqona
plantings provides a graphic example of
the risk involved. The KYFC training in
sustainable yaqona cropping systems has
important role to play in mitigating these
risks. There has been an encouraging
adoption of these measure by the exYoung Farmers from the 2011 and 2015
intake – not only on their own farms but
also by other Young Farmers in their area
(KYF2 Course)
The climate vulnerability of kava –
particularly to cyclones and drought.
The current price boom is direct result of
TC Winston (2015), followed by a drought,
then TC Keni (2018) impacting on Kadavu
production. KYFC now provides awareness
training of these risks and in the mitigation
measures that can be taken – including
cropping systems and the use of nurseries
for planting material production.

•

The price of kava, as with any
agricultural commodity, is driven by
the interaction between supply and
demand. Kava prices overtime tend
to fluctuate significantly due to the
interaction large shifts in supply in the face
of price inelastic demand. As discussed
in Section 5.1.1 the current high yaqona
prices are the result of climatic events
(cyclone and drought) reducing supply
in Fiji (as well as Vanuatu) and export
mark demand increasing, particularly
from the United States. These high prices
have induced substantial expansion in
kava planting - mainly in the traditional
Pacific island kava growing countries (Fiji,
Vanuatu, Samoa and Tonga) but also in
other locations such as Hawaii. Over the
next few years there is a high probability
that the growth in kava supply will outstrip
that of demand and there will a substantial
fall in kava prices. Due to kava’s inelastic
demand the percentage fall in price
can be expected to far greater than the
percentage increase in supply. There is
need for Young Farmers to understand
how prices are determined by interaction
of supply and demand to enable them
to better plan and manage their farming
operations. There is a need to incorporate
practical supply and demand market
analysis, together with value chain training
into the KYF Course curriculum

Overall the KYFC is now providing training in
sustainable yaqona production, marketing
systems, the risks involved, and the
management and mitigation of these risks.
Given the importance of this crop even greater
training emphasis is now need in these areas.
There is a particular need to have practical
training in supply and demand analysis and
the yaqona value chain.
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5.2.7 The Constitution and the
Vakarautudei
•

The Constitution of the KYFC Course sets
out the parameters, objectives, conditions,
expectations, disciplines, principles of
land use and marketing of crops both on
the home farm and the Tutu farm. This
document once signed off by the KYFC
participants and the Tutu Principal at
the beginning of the Course cannot be
changed during the duration of the Course

•

Vakarautudei is a more detailed
document that outlines the specifics
of the adult code of behaviour for
participants and staff living and working
together throughout the course. Whereas
the Constitution cannot be changed
during the course, the vakarautudei can be
discussed and if necessary changed at any
time.

The KYF Constitution
The KYF constitution is an enlarged mission
statement of the KYF course which outlines
the two main objectives of: i) formation
and training and ii) actually establishing the
participants as commercial farmers on their
own land and building their own house.
For any farmer, security of land tenure is vital. In
the KYF Constitution the TRTC offers use of two
acres of its own very fertile land to the Young
Farmers to use during the course. During
this period the Young Farmer has two farms
- his home farm and his Tutu block . To help
establish security on the home farm, the head
of the mataqali plus two other senior mataqali
members are asked to sign an agreement
guaranteeing the use of designated mataqali
land for commercial purposes by the Young
Farmer.
The Constitution has been constantly reviewed
and refined since the initial document was
written in1983. In the early years the only crop
planted on the Young Farmers at Tutu was
yaqona. In the late 1990’s dalo was included
as a commercial crop for the Tutu farms. A
major change was made in 2015 that reduced
the course length from four to three years.
This enabled the number of young farmers
to be increased, over time, by 25% and to
better cater for needs of contemporary young
farmers. These amendments required the
Constitution to be adjusted accordingly.
The changes made in the 2018 Constitution
included the expected number of yaqona
planted on the participants home annually
to be increased from 500 to 600 and that 300
yaqona plants on the Young Farmer’s home
farm be set aside to supplement money
gained from dalo at Tutu to enable his house

to be built prior to graduation. Other minor
changes have been drafted over the years in
light of the experience and wisdom gained.
On a few occasions, in hindsight, there have
been misjudgments in the changes made for
a particular Course intake. For example at the
time of the 1999 KYF intake it was decided
that Young Farmers would be given access to
their saving accounts, where the income from
Tutu block dalo sales was deposited, without
the counter signature of the Tutu Principal.
The argument at the time was that it was
paternalistic not to give the Young Farmers
unrestricted access to their money. As result,
due the immaturity of some of the participants,
saving were squandered and not used for the
construction of their house. However, once
the Constitution has been signed this authority
cannot be changed during the Course. It can
only be changed before a new Course begins
– which on this occasion is returned with the
requirement that both the Young Farmer and
the Principal need to sign for any withdrawal.
This remains the case today.
During the two weeks orientation before the
start of each course, the agreement is read,
discussed in small groups, and each individual
point is agreed to by the larger group until
a buy-in is reached. It is an adult approach
with the underlying principles behind the
document fully treated. A formal Constitution
signing ceremony is conducted at the end of
the two week period – the Young Farmer, the
Tutu Principal and a Tutu Board member sign
the document with the participant retaining
a copy (Figure 13). The parents also sign the
document at subsequent Parent’s Course at
Tutu.
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Figure 13 The signing ceremony 2018 Young Farmers
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The Young Farmers appreciate the clarity
provided before they to sign their
Constitution. It gives them confidence to
move forward with direction they have chosen
for their lives by coming to Tutu. Similarly,
TRTC (the landowner) is comfortable with
the mutually agreed document. Throughout
the course the constitution remains the
reference point, the compass, the nonnegotiable document that everyone has
agreed to. At various times throughout the
course the Constitution is again read to track
requirements that need to be complied to.
This greatly reduces the disruption caused
when it becomes necessary on the occasion
to expel a participant for a major transgression
as occurred with yaqona theft with the 2015
intake. The full Constitution signed by the 2018
KYF is presented in Annex 5.

The Vakarautudei
The vakarautudei is a document that has
been built up over the years between
the participants and Tutu staff to accept
an adult code of behaviour in living and
working together throughout the course.
The Constitution outlines the principles
of the course, the vakarautudei specifies
the processes and practices. Whereas the
Constitution cannot be changed during the
course, the vakarautudei can be discussed and
changed at any time if required.
Vakarautudei is a long document that includes
practices for; the dormitory, dining room,
kitchen, bathrooms, toilets and washrooms,
laundry, classroom, prayer room, the use of
TV and radio, guitars, communication when
leaving the compound, visitors, sick bay, tools,
staff houses and drinking yaqona. It also
includes the details of:
•

•
•

farm practices: use of chemicals,
harvesting and marketing of crops, tractor
fund, Oceania farm, planting material (kasa
and mata ni dalo), work for money and
volunteer work,
carpentry and mechanical workshop, use
of machines, use of water and electricity,
use of Truck and tractor; and,
accidents and sickness, use of telephone,
sports, etc.

As with the Constitution the Vakarautudei
is the topic of major discussion and buy-in
during two week orientation and is signed by
the individual Young Farmer who gets his own
copy. Throughout the course the vakarautudei
remains a reference that everyone has agreed
to. It not only represents an undertanking
between TRTC staff and participants but
also between participants themselves and is
used at the weekly meeting. Throughout the
course the Vakaratudei is again discussed to
help everyone to keep on track and to make
changes if necsessary.
The full Vakarautudei for the 2018 intake are
presented Appendix 5.

Recommendations for the KYF Constitution
and the Vakarautudei
The Constitution and the Vakarautudei
documents have been the crucial glue
that held the KYF Course together since its
inception in 1983. Both documents and
the process by which they are derived have
been sufficiently flexible to the changing
circumstances environment under which
the Course operates. However, a necessary
condition for the success of these documents
is that the Constitution is a binding document
and cannot be changed during the duration
of the Course once it has been signed at the
end of the participants two week orientation
period.
For the next KYF Course, commencing in
2021, strategies need to be found for these
documents to facilitate a greater emphasis
sustainable agriculture both on the Tutu blocks
and on home farms. As highlighted above all
KYF participants should be required to replant
recommended agroforestry trees on their Tutu
blocks after the harvesting of their yaqona
for greater and quicker soil rehabilitation for
future KYF participants. By requiring the Young
Farmers to rehabilitate their Tutu blocks it is
more likely they would implement similar
measures on their home farms to ensure
longer term sustainable income generation
and be an example for other farmers in their
locality.
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5.2.8 The change from a four year course to a three-year course
The factors leading to the change from a four year to a three-year course
The KYF Course, since its inception in 1983, had always been a four year course. However, before
the end of the 2011 – 2015 KYFC a re-evaluation of the Course length was undertaken at the
request of the course participants. After consultation with Tutu staff it was agreed the 2015 intake
would pilot a three-year course.
The justifications for three-year KYFC were:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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Four years is too long for the current
youth generation. The participants
tend to “slack off” in the fourth year, with
absenteeism occurring particularly in
the fifth term of the fourth year without
valid reasons. High rates of absentism also
causes losses financially with Oceania Farm
being maintained and upgraded to the
extent that it should.
The age of graduating participants. A
significant number of those graduating are
over the age of 25 and are forming stable
relationships and have children. They are
thus not concentrating on the training
program and have entered the “post-Tutu
disillusion period” as highlighted above.
Competition with wage employment
opportunities on offer. The Young
Farmers are ideal candidates for the
seasonal workers scheme in Australia and
New Zealand, which offer the opportunity
for six months work for quick cash.
Government education policies. There
is now free education from technical
institutions on offer. The long duration
in school has made young people “soft”
compared with earlier generations.
There is a need for shorter, more intense
programme of farming own land to
counter this.
Increasing travel costs to support the
required oscillation between Centre
and home farms. Some participants are
missing terms at Tutu because they cannot
afford the fares.
The need to keep parents focussed and
supportive. Seen as easier to do for three
years than four.
Kasa (yaqona planting material)
suitable for replanting after 3-years
In the fourth year home farms need to
be given priority - not Tutu blocks

•
•

Draining of staff energy in the fourth
year in dealing with the “slacking off” of the
Young Farmers
The shortening the course by one year
means over time a 25% increase in
the number of KYF’s attending Tutu.
This helps to respond to the request
of Government and the people of the
catchment area to increase the number of
young people being trained at Tutu.

Some of the reasons given for not decreasing
the duration of the KYFC course were:
•
•
•
•
•

It has always been a four year Course
Four years is the optimum age for yaqona
(price, yield and kasa availability for
replanting) grown on Taveuni
Adverse weather conditions might make
it necessary to prolong the course for four
years.
Four years provides sufficient time for a
young man to build up capital for the
building of his house.
The 25% increase of numbers raises the
intensity of the workload for staff – with no
corresponding increase in funding.

To accommodate a three-year course, space
was provided for Young Farmers that wanted
to keep their yaqona for a year after graduation
and come to Tutu at certain times to clean
their yaqona block. Course staff discerned
which boys would be allowed to keep their
yaqona for the four years. This group of
Young Farmers were severely impacted by TC
Winston in Feb 2016 and subsequent drought.
There relatively young yaqona plants largely
survived – but were negatively impacted by
the drought. The majority of their dalo crops
were destroyed. It was necessary to buy dalo
suckers from other farmers as the Oceania farm
had limited suckers. However, these negative
climatic impacts have been largely offset by
the extremely high prices received for yaqona
harvested in 2018/19.
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The three-year course format was maintained for the 2018 KYF intake and is likely to be the case for
the future. The adjustment of the KYF Course from four to three years is a positive example of the
flexibility principle that has been applied to courses as they adjust to the changing circumstances
- be they economic, social or environmental. However, this adjustment was made after full
consultation will all the concerned parties, particularly the staff and current and ex-participants.

The layout and content of the 2018 – 2021 KYF Course
Fifty four Young Farmers commenced the 11th
KYF Course on August 25, 2018. This will be
a three-year course comprising of 15 terms
at Tutu (the first orientation term and second
term is 6 weeks, with the remainder 13 terms
are 5 weeks) and 14 x 6 or 5 week terms on
their home farm. The full layout and content
of the Course is presented in Annex 4 and
summarised below.
1st - Six weeks term at Tutu: Orientation;
developing and signing their Constitution and
agreeing to their Vakarautudei; clearing their two
acre blocks for planting; commence their one day
a week work for Oceania Farm; harvesting their
yaqona planting material and start planting yaqona.
establishing their three-year oscillation plan back to
their home farm; and, introduction of the concept
of farm management
1st – Five week term at their home farm: Clean
their teitei (farm); start their planting their annual
yaqona target of 600 plants to be planted during each
year of the Course
2nd – Five week term at Tutu: Reflection on
what has been done and particularly their home
farm; Clean their two acre block; continue
planting yaqona and replacing where necessary;
plant dalo on their block; establishing fruit trees
and vegetables on their block; management
training(class room and farm field trips to Oceania
Farm and elsewhere; labour input and hands on
training with Oceania Farm (one day a week); and
one day community work instead of paying course
fees.
2nd – Five week term on home farm: clean their
teitei (farm); continue planting yaqona to meet
their annual 600 target; finding a suitable location
to build their house. During each five week period
working on their home farm KYF is expected to
spend one day working on community projects
and I day helping his family with subsistence food
production.

3rd – Six week term at Tutu: Reflection;
maintenance of the two acre block including
replanting yaqona where necessary and harvesting
of vegetables; complete the planting of dalo on
their block; lecture slots from outside resources
(Nadave CATD, Min. Ag. Min Health, TLTB etc.); farm
management (class room and in the field); develop
house plans; labour input to Oceania Farm
3rd - Six week term on home farm: Clean their
teitei; continue to plant yaqona to meet annual
target and the blocking of the yaqona farm; first
home farm visitation of Tutu staff (Young Farmer
presents his KYFC Constitution to his parents
4th - Five week term at Tutu: Reflection; clean
block and plant dalo; costings and quotations for
building house; farm management training (class
room and in the field); picnic (recreation); house
costing and secure quotations and, labour input to
Oceania Farm (one day a week)
4th - Five week term at home farm: Clean teitei;
continue to plant yaqona to meet annual target
and the blocking of the yaqona farm; and make
arrangements for building of house
5th - Five week term at Tutu: Reflection; clean
block and plant dalo; first harvest and sale of
dalo; open bank account and banking and
savings training; cut timber for making furniture;
management (class room and in the field);
preparing budget for building house; labour input
to Oceania Farm; Parents Course (including signing
of their son’s KYFC Constitution)
5th - Five week term at home farm: Clean teitei
(farm); continued yaqona planting to meet annual
target; 2nd home farm visitation of Tutu staff and
commencement of extension for next KYF Course
End of KYFC Year One – staff internal evaluation
6th - Five week term at Tutu: Reflection;
clean block and plant dalo; making furniture;
management; commencement of human
development classes; sports training; Fijian custom
classes (Vuli ni Veika Vakavanua); and, review of KYF
Constitution and the Vakarautudei
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6th – Five week term at home farm: Clean
teitei; harvesting and replanting of yaqona; and
commence building of house.
7th - Five week term at Tutu: Reflection on what
has been done and particularly on their home farm;
clean block and plant dalo; second sale and harvest
of dalo; furniture making; management; human
person development classes; sports training;
training using outside; and labour input into
Oceania Farm
7th - Five week term at home farm: Clean teitei;
harvesting and replanting of yaqona; building of
house; and, third Tutu staff visitation
8th - Five week term at Tutu: Reflection; clean
block; third dalo harvest and sale and plant dalo;
making furniture; management; human person
development classes; youth outreach; Fijian
custom classes and meke classes; TLTB training; and
Oceania Farm labour input.
8th – Five week term at home farm: Cleaning
teitei (farm); harvesting and replanting of yaqona;
new planting of yaqona to meet annual target; and,
building house
9th - Five week term at Tutu: clean teitei;
reflection; plant dalo; management; human person;
development classes; retreat; picnic; furniture
making; Fijian custom classes; labour input and
hands on training with Oceania Farm.
9th - Five week term at home farm: Cleaning
teitei (farm; new planting of yaqona to reach annual
600 target; and building house.
10th – Five week term at Tutu: Clean their block;
reflection; plant dalo; management; human person
development; organised Social; furniture making;
training using outside resource; and, Oceania Farm
labour input.
10th - Five week term at home farm: Cleaning
teitei; 4th staff visitation (counting of the yaqona
planted for the year and visiting new applicant);
and building house
End of KYFC Year Two – staff internal evaluation
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11th – Five week term at Tutu: Cleaning block;
planting dalo; reflection (Review of KYF Constitution
and the Vakarautudei); management (commence
preparation of their Five-year plan); Human person
development classes (with particular focus on
marriage and raising a family);furniture making;
training utilizing outside resources; meke training;
sports training; labour input for Oceania Farm
11th - Five week term at home farm: Cleaning
teitei (farm); harvesting, selling and re-planting
yaqona; and, building house
12th Five week term at Tutu: Cleaning block;
planting dalo; reflection; management (continued
work on preparing five-year plan and field trip);
human person development; class room training
using outside resources; furniture making; training
utilising outside resources; meke training; sports
training; and, labour input to Oceania Farm
12th - Five week term at home farm: Cleaning
teitei; planting yaqona; building house; and fourth
staff visitation (including distribution of acceptance
letter to new KYF)
13th – Five week term at Tutu: Cleaning block;
planting dalo; reflection, management (finalisation
of Five-year plans); Human person development
classes, furniture making; and, labour input to the
Oceania Farm
13th - Five week term at home farm: Cleaning
teitei; planting yaqona; and building house
14th - Five week term at Tutu: Cleaning block;
reflection; management (finalisation of five-year
plans); human person development classes;
furniture making and payment for furniture
commences; and, labour input to Oceania Farm
14th - Five week term at home farm: Annual
yaqona planting target meet; house building
completed; fifth staff visitation (focussing on the
new KYF intake)
15th Fifth week term at Tutu: Parents Course,
Management (five-year plans finalised); payment
for furniture completed; preparation for graduation;
and, Closing of course July 8,, 2012 and the KYF
leave for home.
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The detailed weekly program for the 2018 KYF participants third, six week term (2nd term at Tutu) is
presented in Figure 15 below.

Figure 15: The detailed weekly 3rd term program for the KYFs

The reduction of the KYFC duration from four
to three years and the increasing emphasis
on the application of sustainable agriculture
techniques significantly increases the demand
on the training time available and on staff
resources. The quality selection of new
KYFC participants is a demanding and time
consuming task for staff. This now has to be
carried out every three years instead of four.
It has been necessary to make some
adjustments to the Course and more are
probably needed. Such adjustments are
in keeping with the flexibility that has
characterised the KYFC since its inception. For
example it was only in 1993 that Fiji became
a major dalo exporter with Taveuni being the
dominant source of supply. It was then that
dalo was introduced to the Young Farmers
Tutu blocks and placed considerable demand
on their time while they were at Tutu. Prior
to this the participants were provided with
trade skills such as carpentry to build their
own homes. With the introduction of labour
intensive commercial dalo production greater
training emphasis was given to commercial
farm management skills. With the earnings
from farms they could now earn sufficient
income to hire carpenters and builders to build
their home farm house. Furniture making
lessons now also have lesser class time and

will likely be further reduced in the future. It is
more efficient to use the limited time available
at Tutu to help the Young Farmers become
sustainable and commercial farmers and to
use the income earned to pay for a builder for
the construction of a house and to purchase
furniture.
Young Farmers while at Tutu allocate one
day a week for paid work on the Oceania
Farm to cover their living expenses at Tutu.
They also spend one day a week working on
community projects at Tutu in lieu of paying
course fees. Having access to this energetic
motivated labour force has been critical to the
success of the Oceania Farm. This “hands” on
work experience is becoming an increasingly
important component of their training and
helps the participants learn how to increase
soil fertility through use of mucuna rotations
and agroforestry systems. In recent years, the
Oceania Farm has become a leading model of
sustainable commercial agriculture production.
They also gain exposure to the requirements
and opportunities for vegetable, fruit tree and
timber tree production. With the reduction in
the Course duration, the work on the Oceania
Farm needs to be increasingly used as part of
the training program and organised as part of
the curriculum.
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With the increasing teaching demand on staff,
appropriate printed training material such as
fact sheets and posters needs to be produced.
Fortunately, for the last two KYF intakes the
services of Rohit Lal had been available to
present classes on sustainable commercial
agriculture . Tutu staff have become
increasingly interested and competent in
this area. There will be a need for Tutu staff
to take on an increasingly greater and more
formal role to bridge this gap. Rohit’s lecture
notes provide an excellent starting point for
producing the appropriate training material
required. Funding needs to be made available
for the production of this training material.

5.2.10 KYFC Courses 1 and 2
As introduced above there are two KYF
Courses operating simultaneously. All KYFC
applicants initially become part of the Young
Farmer Course. If they are later accepted to
become resident course participants they are
then classified as Young Farmers Course 1
participants. Those not selected as residential
participants continue as Young Farmer
Course 2 participants until the course is
completed.
The Tutu extension services during visitations
(structured meetings during the counting of
crops, and technical inputs) are offered to both
groups of Young Farmers. The expectation
is that KYF Course 2 participants will be
introduced to better management in all facets
of their farming.- soil sustainability, planning,
use of time, budgeting, target setting etc. The
KYF Course 1 participants are designated as
“coaches” for the Course 2 participants from
their village. The expectation is there will be
a natural “spin off” demonstration effect. The
number of course participants fluctuates
however, the number of Course 2 participants
is regularly four times participants in Young
Farmers Course 1.
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KYF 2 Course could in a sense be considered
as the best of the Tutu courses in terms of
efficient use of resources – even though most
of these young men never come to Tutu. As Fr.
McVerry noted in the 2011 Review:
This course gives young village men high
motivation, invests their energy in farming
and even if they never come to Tutu they are
left with a very significant investment. We
will keep contact with many and use those
accepted to come to Tutu to help those
not accepted in management skills”. He
further notes that “many young men have
previously been quite involved in marijuana
but the realistic and practical opening of the
door to achieving their hidden hopes and
dreams through farming as a business has
empowered most of them to break from
compensating for their frustrations by the
use of marijuana. They value the opportunity
to be treated as young adult people and
respond positively to the challenge of taking
charge of their own lives. Because all have
planted a minimum of 1,000 yaqona on their
home farm in the village prior to entry, they
are quite motivated by the prospect of good
financial rewards.( p, 34).

These benefits from the KYF Course 2 are
recognised by Tutu but fall under the radar of
external funding agencies. Most importantly
the MoA seems to be unaware of the KYF 2
Course. There is an opportunity to obtain
substantial additional benefits form KYF Course
if additional resources were devoted to the
Tutu visitation and outreach program. The KYF
2 Course needs to be an explicit component of
future funding requests. It recommended that
the KYF 2 Course be included as part of the
justification for an increase in Tutu’s funding
allocation in the 2019/20 Fiji Government
Budget.
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5.2.11 A summary of the main and findings recommendations for the KYFC
Course completion rate and postgraduation performance
The completion rate for participants in the
KYFC has fallen since the 2011. The average
completion rate for last two completed
courses was 58% compared with 70% for
the previous two courses. A number left as
a consequence of TC Winston. It was also
necessary to expel several of the 2015 intake
for yaqona theft. For the Young Farmers
who had completed the KYFC since 2011
the number who have returned to farming
their own land remains high at around 90%.
Some of these graduates are performing
exceptionally well in and generating income
and adopting the sustainable agricultural
practices learnt at Tutu.

The KYF productivity cycle
There is a home farm productivity cycle that,
in varying degrees, most KYF participants go
through. The post-graduation period has
three phases: disillusion; self-realisation; and
the transition to sustainable and remunerative
self-employment in agriculture. Some degree
of disillusionment is probably inevitable
from KYF participants after they return to the
realities of village life with the self-esteem high
of graduating from the Course with money in
the bank, crops in the ground and being newly
wed. However, measures need to be found to
minimise this disillusionment and its impact
on their productivity as farmers. A number of
recommendations are made to minimise the
disillusionment impact. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Greater emphasis on the participants
home farms;
Putting into practice the requirement of
keeping home farm records;
Having a systematic program of postgraduation visitations and farm inspections
for at least one year;
A one week parents’ course be held at Tutu
during the first year of the KYF Course;
Increased consultation with the Turaga Ni
Koro and Turaga Ni Mataqali during the
Course, particularly with respect to the
young farmers five-year plans;
The formal introduction of KYF graduates
to the MoA;

•

•

More, and earlier in the course, training
in farm management budgeting and
financial literacy – starting with the
“training of the trainers” for Tutu staff; and
A one week refresher and support course
to be held for ex-participants one year
after graduation.

The implementation of these
recommendations will mean a significant
increase in the demands on Tutu staff. This
comes on top of the increased demands on
staff resulting from the duration KYF Course
being reduced from four to three years. Thus, it
is recommended the number of staff involved
with KYF Course be increased by at least one
person.

Farming as an enterprise
Most ex-KYF participants have considerable
knowledge and skills relating to farming as
a business enterprise, market opportunities
and how markets work. The majority,
particularly the more recent graduates, have
a good appreciation of soils and measures
that are needed to maintain its fertility and
were implementing appropriate measures.
Most ex-KYF, however, had difficulty initially
implementing their five-year plans although
there have been significant exceptions.
However, most eventually return to their Plans
for guidance with the management skills learnt
at Tutu largely still intact. It can take two to
four years for an average ex KYF to settle down
and implement their plans. Most ex-KYFs still
do not keep records which are necessary to
successfully manage farms as a sustainable
enterprise, despite this being a part of the Tutu
curriculum.
There is a need for the KYFC Course to have
greater emphasis on risk and its management.
This is important for the current intake with
unprecedented yaqona price boom driving
agricultural development throughout the Tutu
catchment area.
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The adoption of sustainable cropping
systems
The majority of ex-KYFs and the more recent
graduates have a good appreciation of soils
and agroforestry measures and cropping
systems that need to be adopted to maintain
soil fertility. The adoption of these measures
is now assuming critical importance with the
current yaqona boom to avoid a repetition
of the devastation caused to the industry in
1998 by kava dieback. Management measures
to minimise this risk are now being taught
at Tutu. This area now needs to be given
even greater priority and Tutu staff should
be increasingly responsible for this area of
training. To facilitate this it is recommended
that “farmer friendly” training material on
sustainable agriculture be produced utilising
Rohit Lal’s lecture notes.
All Young Farmers should be required to plant
recommended agroforestry trees on their Tutu
blocks before the harvesting of their yaqona
for greater and quicker soil rehabilitation for
future KYF participants. The land rehabilitation
requirement should be incorporated in the
KYF’s Constitution and enforced accordingly.

The yaqona price boom and its
management
Overall the yaqona price boom has had a
positive impact on the KYFC participants.
However, there are also some negative
consequences that are being addressed
through the Course. Kava is inherently a high
risk commodity, for which the price boom
has accentuated these risks. Overall the KYF
Course is now providing training in sustainable
kava production, marketing systems, the risks
involved and the management and mitigation
of these risks. Given the importance of this
crop even greater training emphasis is now
needed in this area. There is a need to have
practical training in supply and demand
analysis and the yaqona value chain.
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The Constitution and the Vakarautudei
The Constitution and the Vakarautudei
documents have been the crucial glue
that held the KYF Course together since its
inception in 1983. Both documents and
the process by which they are derived have
been sufficiently flexible to the changing
circumstances environment under which the
Course operates.
The Constitution for the KYFC sets out
the parameters, objectives, conditions,
expectations, disciplines, principles of land
use and marketing of crops both on the home
farm and the Tutu farm. This document once
signed off by the KYFC participants and the
Tutu Principal at the beginning of the Course
cannot be changed during the duration of the
Course.
The Constitution has evolved over time,
with changes made to reflect changing
circumstances. The Young Farmers appreciate
the clarity of what they are going to sign up for
in their Constitution. It gives them confidence
to move forward with direction they have
chosen for their lives at Tutu. Similarly, TRTC
(the landowner) is comfortable with the
mutually agreed document.
The Vakarautudei is a document that has
been built up over the years between the
participants and Tutu staff to accept an adult
code of behaviour in living and working
together throughout the course. The
Vakarautudei, unlike the Constitution, can be
changed during the duration of the Course
if the need arises. The Constitution outlines
the principles of the Course, the Vakarautudei
specifies the processes and practices.
For the next KYF Course, commencing in
2021, strategies need to be found for these
documents to facilitate a greater emphasis
sustainable agriculture both on the Tutu blocks
and on home farms. All KYF participants
should be required to replant recommended
agroforestry trees on their Tutu blocks after
the harvesting of their yaqona for greater
and quicker soil rehabilitation for future KYF
participants.
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The change from a four year course to a
three-year course
For the 2015 KYFC intake, the duration of the
Course was reduced, on a pilot basis, from
four to three years. The adjustment of the
KYF Course is an example of the flexibility
principle that has been applied to courses as
they adjust to the changing circumstances
of the time. This adjustment was made after
full consultation with all stakeholders . The
three-year course length was retained from
the 2018 KYF intake. Reducing the KYF Course
has led to a 25% increase in the number of
Young Farmers attending Tutu. Additional
changes that have been introduced into the
Course curriculum are expected to increase
the productivity and sustainable income
earning capacity of the graduates. However,
these changes have significantly increased the
demand on the training time available and
on staff resources. It has been necessary to
make some adjustments to the Course and
more are probably needed. Tutu’s comparative
advantage is in farm management training.
Accordingly, there is a need to reallocate and
increase staff resources directed at sustainable
agriculture and home farm visitation rather
than areas such as furniture making.
The Young Farmers paid work on the Oceania
Farm is now becoming an increasingly
important component of their training. Over
the last five years or so the Oceania Farm
has become a leading model of sustainable
commercial agriculture production. With
the reduction of the KYFC time from four
to three years the work on Oceania Farms
needs to be formally part of the training
program and accordingly be organised as
part of the curriculum. There is also a need for
appropriate training material to be produced
to assist the teaching staff.

KYFC Courses 1 and 2
There are in effect two KYF Courses in
operation: i) the KYFC 1, involving Young
Farmers who attend Tutu); and, KYFC 2 ,
Young Farmers who applied to attend Tutu
but were not selected. The number of course
participants fluctuates but the number of
Course 2 participants is regularly four times
more than the participants in Young Farmers
Course 1. The Tutu extension services during
visitations are offered to both groups of
Young Farmers. The expectation for those not
actually resident students will be introduced
allowing better management in all facets of
their farming.- soil sustainability, planning,
use of time, budgeting and target setting. The
KYF Course 1 participants are designated as
“coaches” for the Course 2 participants from
their village. A natural “spin off” is expected
from demonstrations, structured meetings
during visitation, the counting of crops, and
technical inputs. This represents an efficient
use of resources that are already in place.
These benefits from the KYF Course 2 are
recognised by Tutu but fall under the radar
of external funding agencies. There is an
opportunity to obtain substantial additional
benefits form KYF Course if additional
resources were devoted to the Tutu visitation
and outreach program. It recommended that
the KYF 2 Course be included as part of the
justification for an increase in Tutu’s funding
allocation in the 2019/20 Fiji Government
Budget.
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5.3

The Married Farming Couples Course (MFCC)

5.3.1 Overview
The field work for the Married Farming Couples Course (MFFC) was also conducted by Livai Tora
and Rohit Lal, with inputs from Selina Kuruleca. The team worked in collaboration with Serenia
Madigibuli the coordinator of the Married Couples and Single Women programmes. MFC case
studies are presented in Annex1.
Table 4: Farming Married Couples Course participants since 2011

Year

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Total

# of applicants # accepted

# commenced # completed

72

24

10

10

57

20

12

12

84
123

15
22

9
10

9
10

60

new YWC intake
new KYF intake

new KYF intake
new YWC intake
schedule for Feb
336

81

Since the 2011 Review, there have been four
to six month MFC Courses held. There were
336 applicants for these courses of which
81 were accepted and 41 commenced the
Course (Table 4). All participants completed
the Course. The exceptionally high completion
rate for the MC C has been a feature since the
first Course was offered in 1973 with only two
couples failing to complete the Course(a 99.7%
completion rate)7. Six of the husbands from
the 41 couples who participated in the MFC
Courses offered since 2011 were ex- KYFs. This
is somewhat lower than the rate of returnees
from previous MFC courses.

7

Comments
new KYF intake

41

41

As noted in 2011 Review, the MFC Course is
often regarded as the most successful of the
courses offered at Tutu as “it concentrates on
the farm household unit”, which is critical for
the success of a commercial small holder farm.
This success continues to be a trailblazer with
the three MFC Courses that have been offered
since 2011.

One was the result of the death of a participant
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5.3.2 The layout and curriculum of the most recent MFC Course
The layout for the last MFC Course that was presented in 2017, is presented in Table 5. For the
first time there was an emphasis on vegetable farming and nursery techniques. This training had
been based on what had been introduced at Tutu since 2011 under the Fruit Trees and Vegetable
Component the Caritas (Aust) Enhancement Project.
Table 5: Married Farming Couples Course Layout 2017

Tutu Classes

Home period

Term 1

March 4 –April 8: Five weeks at Tutu
Orientation (Week One)
Human Development Class
Vegetables Farming- Practical Skills
Management Classes
Soil Health
Varovaro (timber cutting)
Marriage Encounter Weekend

April 9– May 6: Home for 4 weeks Home
targets
Budgets – Vodovodo (travel costs) and
expenses

Term 2

May 10 – June 7: Five weeks at Tutu

June 10 – July 8

First Bridge: Marriage Relationship.
Retreats –May 27 –June 2
Cabinet Making for Men
Vegetables Farming
Agriculture – Farm Foundation for five-year
plans
Field Trip
Second Bridge: Practical Skills for Women &
Sales

Home for four weeks
Home targets
Farm and Women Practicals
Visitation (Married Couples and Young
Women)
Budgets – Ta Yaya and S/Machines

Term 3

July 8 – August 10: Five Weeks at Tutu
Parenting – Basic Child Psychology
Six Steps of Good Parenting
Nadave Course (July 17-21)
Cabinet Making – Finishing off
Vegetables – Finishing off
Finalisation of five-year plans
Practical Skills for Women – for Display
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5.3.3 Major findings and recommendations
The MFC Course continues to be the most
successful of the Tutu courses.

A reduction in the MFC Courses offered and
the need for this to be reversed.

This success is reflected in the exceptionally
high completion and the return of the couples
to the farming of their own land . Since 2011
the TRTC has given priority to the development
of fruit and vegetable enterprises and to
the introduction of sustainable cropping
systems. The MFC course participants have
been the most receptive to adoption of these
innovations, and establishing enterprises on
their home farms that utilise the knowledge
they acquired at Tutu.

Despite the success of MFC Course it has
been necessary to reduce the number of
courses offered. Prior to 1994 the MFC Course
was offered annually. The offering was then
reduced to a two year course because of
the increased demands placed on staff as
the result of the Young Farmers planting
commercial dalo on their Tutu blocks. Staff
demands from the KYF Course increased even
further with the course being reduced from
four to three years. This means there will be a
three-year lapse between courses when the
next MFC Course is offered in February 2020.
Currently Tutu only has capacity for 12
Married Couples (24 Course participants).
Two additional houses for families will soon
be available at St. Josephs with the number
of participants per MFC Course potentially
increased to 14
Offering the MFC Course every two years
would mean that, over a six year period,
there would be 42 couples (84 trainees)
participating. This compares with around 90
KYF participants over the same period. Close
to 100% of the MFC participants could be
expected to complete the course and return
to farm their own land. It is recommend that
a request for additional staff to be part of Tutu’s
2019/20 National Budget be made to the MoA.
This is well justified given the success rate.
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5.4

The Young Single Woman’s Course (YSWC)

5.4.1 Background
Young Single Women’s Course was established
in the 1980s, and was offered at regular
intervals until 2013. The course has not been
offered since then primarily due to a lack of
enrolments and the high number of requests
for the MFCC.
The YSWC Review was led by Selina Kuruleca,
working in collaboration with staff members
Serenia Madigibuli and Lucy Elizabeth. Nine
ex-course participants and five staff members
were interviewed and there were two focus
discussions groups. The study was guided by
the following TOR:.
•
•
•
•
•

Establish if there is a need for a young
single women (YSW) or a women program
(WP);
Determine the appropriateness of the
existing YSW Curriculum;
Review the Married couples’ (MC) course
and select components from the course
that can form part of the new program;
Identify and introduce other relevant
topics into the course; and
Identify ways to target a larger cross
section of women in the community to
the course.

The full report is presented in Annex 6.

5.4.2 Major finding and
recommendations
Reasons for suspending the YSW in 2013:
The key reasons were:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The low percentage of young single
women (compared with young single
men) living in villages in the Tutu
catchment area;
Girls completing high school opting
to enrol in the short courses offered at
subsidised rates by the Government
through various tertiary institutions;
Young single women obtaining
employment in tourism areas;
Migration of the youth population to
urban centres in search of higher formal
education
Young women marrying early;
Young women falling pregnant;
Limitation of age in the YSW course: focus
only for those between 20 – 24 years of
age; and
The high number of applicants requesting
Tutu to use its resources for the farming
couples course instead of the women’s
only course.

The need to train village based women
in income generation using their own
resources
The data from the Fiji Bureau of Statistics 2017
indicates that in the Tutu catchment area there
were in fact a large number women engaged
in subsistence living, Training these women to
utilise their own resources will improve their
living situation and reduce the level of poverty
for them and their dependents.
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The course should be renamed from the
Young Single Women’s Course to a Women’s
Course
As the new name suggests the Women’s
Course would include all women who fulfil
the entry requirements for the course. These
should include women that are within the
age group of 18 – 30 and be available to those
that that are single; widowed and separated.
Married women should be encouraged to
enrol for the MFC Course. Essentially the
Women’s Course would target all unmarried
women who have never wed or widowed,
single parents and women in de facto
relationships. This would represent a large
number of women in the villages.

•

•

The recommended entry criteria for the
Women’s Course
The entry criteria:
•

•
•

•
•
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The woman must be 18 - 30 years and
come from a village or settlement in the
Tutu catchment. This increase in age
is to allow for women who are unwed,
widowed and single parents;
She has been in village for three years or
more years and has access to land;
She has a strong desire for autonomy and
self-sufficiency through hard work. This
would be assessed through her current
contributions and attitude within the
village setting.
Has potential to strive for financial
autonomy;
Has demonstrated ability to farm, manage
and work independently – this would be
measured by having planted two sets of
the following prior to entry to the Course:
o
50 voivoi plants, and/or
o
50 masi plants, and/or
o
50 yaqona plants, and/or
o
50 dalo plants;
This increase from the previous targets of
20 to 50 is to ensure crop continuity and
sustainability. The purpose of this criteria is
to increase the likelihood of the individual
moving in to a semi-commercial enterprise
by increasing their planting;

•

•

Has proactive and protective factors in
place for care of her children if she is
a single parent. With the increase in
reports of child abuse and neglect cases, it
is imperative the women accept that their
primary responsibility is the safety of their
child while they are enrolled in the course.
To that end it is imperative the child who
remains behind in the village is safe and
protected at all times;
Has the ability to work in vegetable and
plantation gardens and lift implements
such as sewing-machines as a necessity.
The purpose of this criteria is to ensure
that women are medically fit and are
not pregnant when they enroll in the
course. A pregnant women enrolled in
the course may put her unborn child and
herself at risk as the course will include
farming, repairing own machinery and
other necessary associated tasks that may
be deemed difficult and strenuous for a
pregnant women;
The Course is open to all religions and all
races and all levels of education – as is
the case for all of Tutu’s Courses However,
she needs to be open to understand
and adopt the values, rules and policies
of TRTC: to demonstrate a willingness to
the service and care of others. She must
also be able to speak and understand
the iTaukei language. As with all Tutu
Courses it is presented in the vernacular
as the purpose of the training is for selfemployment in your own village situation
and not for wage employment; and
She must be available for the full length of
the Course.
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The frequency of the Single Women’s Course
The revamped Single Women’s Course will be offered again in 2019. This Course should be seen as
a pilot, with the expectation it will be offered again in 2021. incorporating the lessons learnt from
the 2019 experience. The expectation is the Women’s Course would then be offered every two
years.

Proposed draft outline and curriculum for the 2019 Women’s Course
General Aim

Course Content

At the end of the Course, the young
woman is autonomous, responsible and
self-sufficient.

Basic Human Development:
• to know myself; Sexuality – Feminine
Sexuality; Human Growth – 12 yrs - 24
years’
• Falling in Love – Romance – Engagement;
• Marriage – A Vocation;
• Faith – Life;
• Social development;
• Cognitive development;
• Adulthood; and
• Aging.

Main Objectives
•

To develop a woman to accept with joy
and appreciation, the person she is;

•

To develop an appreciation and delight in
her femininity;

•

To be autonomous, creative and selfsufficient through developing her special
talent or gifts.

•

To empower the women to effectively
manage contemporary issues facing her or
her children in the 21st century; and

•

Development of Talents, Skills and
Knowledge
•
•

To have in her hand a specific incomegenerating venture / a small enterprise.

•
•
•

Note: An important objective of the
Course is not for the young women to find
jobs but to provide oneself with an income
generating venture at home.

•
•

Course duration and oscillation
This is a six-month Course comprising of three
terms of six weeks and two home periods of
three weeks.
Wages for food
To develop financial autonomy, the young
woman will work once a week at TRTC for
money to buy the necessary food items and
groceries for the week.

•

Traditional Craft – Voivoi, Masi, Coconutcraft, Vau, Shells, Seeds;
Home craft, Patchwork, Quilting,
Embroidery, Printing; .
Sewing – Children’s-wear, Men’s-wear;
Basic Agriculture, Vegetable Gardening;
Pot Planting, Planting Flowers
(Greenhouse);
Baking;
Food technology – chips making, sauce
making, jams; and
Use of modern technology to make
designs – e.g.: graphic designing.

Small Enterprise Knowledge and Skills
•
•
•
•
•

Acquiring a Business Mentality – “I am a
Manager”;
Enterprise Plan – “Failing to Plan is Planning
to Fail”;
Basic Bookkeeping and Records;
Budgeting; and
Banking.

Volunteer work instead of fees
As with all TRTC Courses the young woman will
not pay fees but instead she will participate in
half a day’s volunteer work at the Centre .
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Wise Use of Time - Making and Following Programmes
Health and Care

Contemporary Issues

•
•

•
•

•

Personal Hygiene;
Diseases – Sexually Transmitted Diseases
(STD’s) and Non-Communicable Diseases
(NCD’s) and
Natural Family Planning – “Know your own
Cycle”.

•
•
•

Suicide prevention;
Parenting in the 21st Century (the law,
rights, responsibilities);
Bullying;
Alcohol, Smoking and Other Drugs; and
Stress management .

Note: These topics, at least initially, would be
presented by outside resources. Selina Kurucela
has indicated her willingness to provide this
training for Tutu staff and the Course participants.
In consideration of the limited time, topics that
cannot be integrated into the existing curriculum
would be taught in the evenings.
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The course layout for Single Woman’s Course that commences in March 2019 is presented in Table
7 below:
Table 7: The Layout for the 2019 Single Women’s Course
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5.5

Other Courses

In addition to the Kevin Young Farmers Course,
the Married Farming Couples Course and the
Women’s Course, TRTC offers a range of other
courses. These are: parents courses; village
courses; and leadership courses. These courses
are an integral part of the training program.
The planned course offering as per the Tutu
Rural Training Centre: Strategic Plan 2018 –
2023 are:
•

•

•

•

•

2019: Single Women’s Course(1 x 30
participants); Young Farmers Course (1 x 40
participants); Village Courses (32 courses,
950 participants); Leadership Courses (2
courses, 22 participants). In addition a
refresher course for recent KYF graduates is
proposed by this review;
2020: Young farmers (1 x 38 participants
); Farming couples (1 x 22 participants);
Parents course (1x 60 participants): Village
courses (32 courses – 950 participants);
Leadership courses (2 courses - 22);
2021: Young farmers (2 groups – 80
participants); Village courses (32 courses
– 950 participants); Leadership courses (2
courses – 22 participants);
2022: Young Farmers (1x 38 participants);
Farming Couples (1 x 22 participants);
Parents Course (1x 60); Village Courses
(32 Courses – 950 participants); and
Leadership Course (2 Courses – 22
participants). In addition a refresher course
for recent KYF graduates is proposed by
this review; and
2023: Young Farmers (1x 38 participants);
Farming Couples (1 x 22 participants) or
Single Women’s Course(1 x 30 participants);
Parents course (1x 60 participants); Village
courses (32 courses – 950 participants);
and Leadership courses (2 courses - 22).

Delivering these six courses, with the
frequency of offering outlined in the Tutu
Strategic Plan, will be particularly demanding
on the some 50, dedicated staff currently
involved in training. Implementing the
proposals made in this Review will increase
these demands even further. These proposals
are:
•

•
•
•

More resources and time to be devoted
KYF home farm visitations – this includes
giving more attention to KYF Course 2
participants;
A one week refresher course at Tutu for
the recent KYF graduates – 6 to 12 months
after graduation;
Holding the Married Farming Couples
Course every two years; and
Holding the Single Women’s Course every
two years.

To implement these recommendations will
require additional staff which will take time to
identify train and to develop on the job. These
additional staff requirements should be the
basis for a request for increased funding in the
2019/20 Fiji Government Budget.

It is out of the scope of this Report to
review these other courses other than to
recognise the courses are a critical part of
Tutu’s integrated Non Formal Adult Education
Program.
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5.6

Progress made in implementation of the
recommendations made in the 2011 Review for the
future sustainability of the TRTC

The 2011 FAO Report concluded TRTC had a major impact on the livelihoods of the people of its
catchment area which is the Province of Cakaudrove and areas of Bua and Macuata, to quote:
Nearly 2,000 young people have completed the various courses on offer over the last 42 years. Most
of the graduates from courses returned to productive lives earning a livelihood from the farming of
their own land. …… a government investment of a little more than $4 million over 35 years is now
generating additional rural income in excess of this amount annually. It would be difficult to identify
investments in rural development that would provide such a high rate of return on public funds (p, xii).

Despite this remarkable success over an
extended period of time some inherent
weaknesses and fragilities were identified
that need to be addressed for the long term
sustainability of TRTC. The identified areas
were:

5.6.1 Sourcing external funding
for implementing the
recommendations of the
Review

•
•
•
•

External funding was sought to facilitate
the timely initial implementation of the
recommendations. The two focus areas for the
funding that was sort were:

A high degree of key person dependency;
Insecurity of tenure;
Insecurity of funding; and
High dependency on two crops – yaqona
and dalo.

A number of recommendations were made
on the future sustainability of TRTC which
included:
•
•
•
•
•

Course content – relating to more
sustainable agricultural practices and
appropriate diversification;
Governance and organisation;
Tenancy arrangements;
Funding and income earning capability;
and
Income earning opportunities.

The overall recommendations made in by
the 2011 Review were accepted by Tutu
Management.

•
•

The promotion of more sustainable
agricultural practices and appropriate
diversification; and
Enhancing Tutu’s income earning
capability and long term sustainability.

The TRTC was successful in securing two
major sources of funding: i) Caritas (Aust)/
DFAT – “Enhancing the Sustainability of the
Courses Offered by the Tutu Rural Training
Centre”. The Enhancement Project provided
FJD 755, 785 over 3 years June 2013 – June
2015; and, ii) Caritas (NZ)/MFAT “Consolidating
Rural Training in the Northern Provinces of
Fiji”. The Consolidation Project FJD 1,355,219
over three years June 2017 – June 2019. The
activities funded under these two project as
summarised below.
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Activities funded under the Caritas (Aust)
Enhancement Project

Activities under the Caritas (NZ)
Consolidation Project

The Caritas (Aust) Enhancement Project had
eight specified components:

The Caritas (NZ) Consolidation Project,
had Agriculture, Energy and Governance
components:

1. Editing and printing of the 2011 Review;
2. Soils Program (expanding mucuna bean
planting; scaling of Tutu’s pilot composting
program);
3. Agroforestry Program i) Yasi - plantation
establishment, roading, technical
assistance (TA) consultancy; ii) Teak –
plantation establishment, demarcation of
boundaries with teak planting, roading, TA
consultancy;
4. Fruit Trees: accessing superior rambutan
and dragon fruit planting material from
Nt. Qld; establishing dragon fruit nursery
and infrastructure; expansion of fruit tree
plantings; TA consultancy; and roading;
5. Off-season vegetable production:
Local TA consultancy; support for the
establishment of local farmers as nursery
operators; and materials for off-season
vegetable production;
6. Supporting infrastructure improvement
and capital items: Storage facility;
extended carpentry workshop; extension
of KYF drying facilities; computer and
printers; tractor replacement; upgrading
40-year water reticulation system;
loudspeaker system, and upgrade
technical tools.;
7. Repair to the hydro; and
8. Technical oversight

Agriculture
• Soil enhancement - TA, travel and training
costs (including translating and printing
soils school material); equipment (a
purchase of chipper); farm access roading;
materials (soil testing, lab costs, mucuna
bean storage, additional labour and
operating costs);
• Agroforestry - TA for teak, local travel
and training costs; farm access roading;.
germplasam; and other materials;
equipment (incl. pruning safety equip.);
road maintenance; and additional labour
and operating costs);
• Fruit tree development - TA, local travel
and training costs, equipment (incl.
orchard management tools); and
• Vegetable enterprise development -TA,
local travel and training costs, upgrading
the water reticulation system, materials
- seeds, nursery material, off season
production, soil sterilisation, additional
labour and operating costs).
Energy
• Connection with FEA (to sell surplus
electricity), solar installation (inverters and
charges, batteries, solar panels, installation)
Governance
• Board and staff training building capacity
of the TRTC Board and Finance Staff; farmer
to farmer training, technical oversight;
Course Review.
TRTC was also able to secure some additional
funding to support complementary
diversification and income generation
activities. This included $32,000 from the
Pacific Island Farmer Organisation Network
(PIFON) for breadfruit processing equipment in
the food technology unit. A total of $250,700
was received from Caritas (Aust) and Caritas
(NZ) for post Cyclone Winston rehabilitation.
Caritas (Aust) provided $124,300 for the
rehabilitation of termite ridden houses at
Naqumu (housing for Married Couples and
Single Woman’s Course) and the building of
two houses for the KYF.
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5.6.2 Course content and moving toward more sustainable agricultural
practices and appropriate diversification
The 2011 Review observed that farmer training at TRTC had focused around management and
human development with the trainees growing crops with which they were fully familiar and for
which there is an established marketing system in place (yaqona and dalo). Despite attempts
to introduce exotic high value crops such as vanilla did not prove satisfactory in the absence of
a readily available marketing system. The 2011 Review recommended this cautious risk averse
approach continue. However, it was pointed out that the reliance on the two core commodities
(dalo and yaqona) does bring with it risk, which has been elaborated in more detail earlier in this
Report. The 2011 Review proposed the reduction of these risks through the promotion of more
sustainable agricultural practices and the appropriate diversification.

Promoting sustainable agricultural practices and improving soil fertility
In response to recommendations of the 2011
Review sustainable commercial agricultural has
now become the central theme in the TRTC
Courses and with the KYF Course. The Oceania
Farm has taken a lead demonstration role
with the widespread introduction of mucuna
bean based crop rotations and alley cropping
together with commercial scale compost
production. Important technical guidance in
this respect has been provided by Rohit Lal
and by TRTC’s involvement in Farmer Field
Schools.
The rate of adoption of these practices
amongst staff on their own TRTC farms has
been slower but is now overall is starting to
take hold. A power point version of Rohit Lal’s
paper “The sustainability of farming systems
at Tutu” (Annex 2) was used at staff training
workshop in January 2018. This now needs to
be incorporated into a “user friendly” training
manual in the vernacular(vosa vakaviti) to be
used in the KYF course and in the outreach
program of MoA and Teitei Taveuni. It is
recommended the manual be funded through
a follow-up to the Caritas (NZ) Sustainability
Project.
For the 2018 KYF intake, the planting of
mucuna bean, gliricida and calliandra is now
formally introduced into the TRTC blocks and
participants are being encouraged to follow
a similar practice on their home farms. Most
encouragingly, as revealed from the field
visits for this Review, has the been the rate of
adoption from the lead Young Farmers from
the 2011 and 2015 KYF Course intakes.

Figure 16: Dalo grown after mucuna bean on the Oceania
farm

Figure 17: The Oceania farm is keeping scattered tall trees in
their kava plantations. They only cut trees, which have dense
canopies and prevents ample light from entering the system
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Figure 9: Alosio Ray’s healthy two-year old yaqona planted as part of an agroforestry system

To quote from Alosio Ray from Wailevu East
Village (KYF Course 2011)
Ray promotes sustainable cropping systems
with his yaqona planting – particularly the
planting under drala and the inter-planting
with mucuna beans. Ray has observed these
cropping systems increase soil fertility and
enhance yields. It adds nitrogen to soil. Leaves
from these trees provide organic matter upon
decomposition. These leguminous plants also
reduce soil erosion. Ray says he has observed
that by planting these trees the soil becomes
darker and moist. He has become a champion
of sustainable cropping, especially for the
planting of kava.
“ Au sa vakabauta saraga na yaga ni tei drala.
Raica na veigasau qori e bula vinaka kina na
yaqona ni tei tiko na drala”

As described by Ray continued follow-up is
required as part of the farm visitation program
by Tutu staff.

Introducing agro-forestry within existing cropping
systems.
The 2011 Review recommended the promotion
appropriate agroforestry within existing cropping
system as a means of diversification, long term
sustainability and reduced risk. The main agroforestry
trees that have been promoted since 2011 are:
•
•
•
•
•

Sandalwood (Yasi);
Teak;
Flueggea (Pou);
Breadfruit; and
Native Timber.

The emphasis to date has been on the introduction
of these agroforestry trees at TRTC through the
Oceania Farm. The impact on the Course participants
has largely been indirect through a demonstration
effect of being exposed to farming at TRTC. The KYF’s
“hands on” work on the Oceania Farm has provided a
mechanism for facilitating this process.
TRTC is moving to stage where it can supply
quality agroforestry planting material to the course
participants. There is a need to incorporate direct
training into Courses that involves the maintenance
of these trees in agroforestry cropping systems.
The progress with the various agro forestry trees is
discussed briefly below and in detail in Annex 7,
prepared by Dr. Lex Thomson. The development of
teak and yasi as income generating enterprises is
discussed specifically below in the section dealing
with the progress made toward financial selfsufficiency.
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Outreach and collaboration with
organizations in the promotion of
sustainable agricultural practices
Other organisations have been involved in the
promotion of sustainable agricultural practices
in the Tutu catchment such as Teitei Taveuni,
MoA, PIFON and ACIAR. Wherever possible
TRTC has collaborated closely with these
organisations. TRTC is a foundation member
of PIFON and Ms Madigubuli is a PIFON Board
member. In 2015 Tutu hosted the PIFON
Pacific Regional Soil Exchange, which involved
farmer organisations from across the region.
PIFON and Teitei Taveuni jointly sponsored a
Soil Schools Program on Taveuni. Rohit Lal
undertook his field work at TRTC for his Ph.D
at Massey University on the topic of mucuna
bean based cropping systems.
Recommendations are made below to
enhance the inter-relationship of TRTC with
MoA field staff and other organisations to
widen the adoption of sustainable cropping
practices. These are based on consultations
with TRTC staff, ex-KYF’s, Rohit Lal and other
MoA staff.
•

•
•

•

•

The relationship between these
organisations should be further
strengthened by TRTC taking the lead role
in engaging them and involving them in
their awareness and training programs;
A two-way learning program should be
encouraged where the organisations share
knowledge from each other’s experience;
The MoA should be actively involved
during training programs. At the
completion of each course, participants
lists with their addresses and contacts
should be provided to the MoA. This will
enable locality field officers to continue
monitoring and evaluating these
participants;
During the field visits, ex-KYF expressed
difficulty in building relationships with
MOA staff after graduating. It was
recommended that KYF be introduced
to the locality MoA officers by Tutu staff
during the home farm visitation program;
and
MoA locality officers should be invited to
be part of village farm visits to strengthen
their relationships and network.

5.6.3 Governance and organisation
The establishment of Board to separate
governance from management
The 2011 Review noted that:
The non-formal nature of the management
structure and style has served Tutu
well. However, in effect, management
and governance arrangements have been
essentially the same. While this has worked
because of the people involved, it brings
with it substantial inherent risks and does not
provide sound basis for Tutu to move into a
new management era. It is now necessary to
introduce a greater degree of formality into
Tutu’s management structure and governance
arrangements.

Mahitahi New Zealand, at the request of Fr.
McVerry, provided the services of experienced
consultants to “provide advice on a suitable
governance structure that could be put in
place in response to the need to separate
governance from management”. Based on
their report and following further discussion
with the relevant parties it was recommended
that a Trust Board be established to provide
on-going oversight of the management for
the Marist TRTC . It was recommended that
the Trust Board would be charged with the
following responsibilities:
•

The retention and development of the
special Marist character of the Centre

•

Strategic planning for the future direction
of the Centre

•

The appointment of the Director/Principal

•

Overseeing financial viability of the
operation through grants, income
generation and fund raising

•

The careful management of assets

•

Maintaining the “internationality” of the
TRTC
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The recommended function of the Board is to
provide strategic direction, and oversight and
not to get involved with day to day activities.
The expectation is the Board would meet three
or four times a year with at least one meeting a
year to be held at TRTC.
In early 2012 a small advisory body was
established to undertake the preliminary work
in designing the structure for the new legal
entity. An interim Advisory Board followed
in 2016, after the initial design work was
completed. The members were chosen to
represent various interest groups and to bring
a range of skills. They were: representatives of
the Society of Mary (the owner), to reflect their
wishes for Tutu; a staff representative to ensure
a process for staff thoughts and concerns
to be heard; and members with knowledge
and experience in governance, agricultural
development, finance and community
development8. Key staff members were also
selected to serve in an advisory capacity.9 The
first formal Advisory Board meeting was held
in February 2016, and since then it has met
on a quarterly basis with meetings held in
TRTC and or via Skype. Matthew Abel, finance
and management expert, was appointed
Chairperson of the Advisory Board.
The company structure submitted in 2016
to the Fijian authorities for approval was of
a Charitable Trust with a Company Limited
by Guarantee as the Trustee. The Company
registration was finally approved by the
Registrar of Companies and incorporated on
13 September 2018. The Trust Deeds have
now been taken to the Fiji Companies Office

for stamping and the completion of the legal
requirements. At the next meeting scheduled
for March 2019, the Board will meet for the
first time as legal entity. The expectation is the
owner, Society of Mary, will review the Board
composition every couple of years to ensure
it meets the on-going needs of TRTC. This will
include identifying possible future Directors for
when current members retire.
The Advisory Board has functioned well – with
regular well attended meetings. The travel
cost of Board meetings have been covered by
the Caritas (NZ) “Tutu Consolidation Project”.
Three meetings have been held at Tutu, and
some training in financial management has
been provided to the Board members by
Matthew Abel and Mike James (TRTC auditor).
The non-staff members of the Board have
had the opportunity to visit previous course
participants at their home farms on Taveuni
and Vanua Levu. They also attended the
2018 KYF ceremony for the signing of their
Constitution. The Oceania Province Board
members played the lead role in steering
the new TRTC governance structure through
the Fijian legal system. This prolonged
process has now finally come to a successful
conclusion. The Board has made a substantial
start in terms of its responsibility to provide
strategic direction to TRTC. A five-year
Strategic Plan (2018 -2023) has now been
prepared and endorsed by Board. The Plan is
presented in Annex 9.

8
This Advisory Board comprises: Fr Setefano Mataele (Provincial of Society of Mary, Oceania Marist Province;
Fr ‘Aisake Vaisima (former high school principal in Tonga with governance experience in educational institutions, and
currently the Bursar for the Oceania Province of the Society of Mary); Fr Donato Kivi (former staff member and currently
Head of the Marist College at the Pacific Regional Seminary Suva) ; Andrew McGregor, (agricultural and rural development consultant based in Fiji); Nia Madigubuli (staff representative and experienced in rural community development);
Eric Narayan, ex-Tutu course participant, successful farmer on Taveuni, who has wide community involvement; and
Matthew Abel (financial and management consultant based in New Zealand who has many years work experience in
the Pacific).
9
The following current Tutu staff attend Tutu Board meetings in advisory capacity: Fr. Michael McVerry (the
Principal; Fr Petero Matairatu;, Fr Isaia Wairoga; and Lani Tatini (Deputy Principal and Finance Manager).
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Reducing key person dependency
The 2011 Review identified key person
dependency as an issue that needs to be
addressed for the longer term sustainability of
the TRTC. To quote the Review
The leadership of the Tutu Principal, Fr. McVerry
s.m., over the last 28 years has, no doubt
been a key factor in the success of Tutu. His
success has led to the issue of key person
dependency, which Tutu now must deal with
if the achievements of the TRTC are to be
sustainable. However, this succession will be
made easier by the Principal’s management
style which has been very much participatory
in nature. During the course of 2008 and 2009,
Fr. McVerry was absent from Tutu for extended
periods for medical treatment. In his absence,
all responsibility was delegated to the Deputy
Principal and senior staff. By all reports, the
Centre ran well during the absence of the
Principal. It is the view of Fr. McVerry that,
under the current management arrangements,
the TRTC would function well for five-years
with existing staff in his absence. However,
issues could likely arise in the longer term with
new staff becoming responsible for decisionmaking. Thus, for this reason, emphasis is
placed on mentoring a successor and putting
into place a governance/management
structure aimed at ensuring the sustainability
of the success of the TRTC well beyond the
retirement of the present Principal (p, 60).

Figure 18: TRTC registration as a Company Limited by Guarantee (Public Company)

The degree of key person dependency has
now been mitigated with the new governance
structure now legally in place. Priority
attention can and should now be given to
the implementing of a succession plan for the
TRTC Principal. Since 2011, there has been
considerable growth in the leadership and
ownership of the staff who manage TRTC’s
key departments comprising of the KYF
Course, the Married Couples Course; Finance
and Oceania Farms. In addition, during the
last eight years, all the Marist Fathers working
at the TRTC have spent time away receiving
appropriate post graduate training that better
equips them to assume management roles. As
result, the implementation of a succession plan
is now expected to be less challenging than it
might have been a decade ago.

Figure 19: The TRTC Strategic Plan endorsed by the Board
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Providing security of tenure
The 2011 Review noted:
“The land on which the TRTC is based is
owned by the Society of Mary in the Province
of Oceania. The TRTC and Oceania Province
have enjoyed an excellent relationship from
the outset. However, the TRTC has no formal
lease arrangement with the Oceania Province,
in terms of use and access to the land. This
creates an inherent vulnerability for the TRTC.
By the same token, the Oceania Province,
who is legally responsible for the TRTC, is also
vulnerable to a major financial crisis at the TRTC
(p, 60)”.

It was recommended:
A ten-year rolling lease be issued by the Society
of Mary to the TRTC, after which 10 years notice
would have to be given if the land is required
by the land owner (p, 65). At the end of each
year, if no notice is given, the TRTC have 10
years remaining on the lease. Ten years is
seen as an adequate time for Tutu to meet all
existing commitments to its constituents (p,
65).

In July 2016, an agreement was reached
between Fiji Region and the Oceania Marist
Province, in the form of signed Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU). To quote:
The land of Tutu will be available for the use of
the Tutu Rural Training Centre (Marist Training
Centre) for a minimum of 6 (six) years on a
rolling basis ; i.e. a notice of six (6) years is
required to change this arrangement. This is
subject to change by mutual consent.

In addition the Oceania Province agreed to
give an annual grant of $F30,000 to the Fiji
region. With this rolling lease in place, the
issue of the TRTC insecurity of tenure has
essentially been resolved, albeit with a six-year
rolling lease rather than the proposed ten
years.
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Certification by the Fiji Higher Education
Commission
Throughout the Pacific islands, there is a
growing trend towards accrediting and external
certification of training institutions. Fiji is no
exception in this respect. The 2011 Review noted:
The overall trend to accreditation of educational
institutions is welcome. However, conventional
external accreditation is not applicable to the type
of rural adult education training provided by Tutu.
Tutu does not issue diplomas to its successful
graduates which they can use to source wage
employment. The Tutu graduates are expected to
be self-employed, utilizing their own resources. At
Tutu, there is a curriculum – but it is flexible and it
can be modified to meet changing circumstance.
The Tutu staff are highly skilled and experienced in
what they do. They all have proven track records
in rural self-employment. However, less than 5% of
the lay training staff have post-secondary school
education qualifications (p, 70).

However, the reality is that this type of
certification is becoming a necessary condition
for training institutions to receive public
sector funding. In 2015, the Fiji Ministry of
Agriculture faced prolonged delays in obtaining
Solicitor General approval for the release of
TRTC’s annual grant on account of the Centre
not having Fiji Higher Education Commission
(FHEC) certification. Subsequently the required
application form was submitted and requested
information supplied. This was followed by
several visits from FHEC staff, including the
Director. In January 2018, the $1,400 fee for
Recognition and Registration as a Vocational
Institution was paid. With staff turnover at the
FHEC there have been further requests to again
supply further information much of which had
previously been provided. There was apparent
difficulty in finding an appropriate category
that fitted the TRTC model of “Non-Formal Adult
Education for Self Employment in Agriculture”.
In January 2019, notification was received that
FHEC had approved the registration of the TRTC
under the new category of “Non Formal Adult
Education and Training Center”(Figure 21). While
this description does not quite capture what TRTC
is, it still represents an important milestone for
the Centre’s sustainability given the increasing link
between registration and public sector funding. It
represents a path breaking development for other
rural training centres in Fiji and elsewhere in the
region wishing to adopt the “Tutu model” of nonformal adult education.
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Figure 20: TRTC Certificate of Recognition

Figure 21: Certificate of Registration
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5.6.4 Progress in Achieving Financial Self-Sufficiency
The 2011 Review recognised that:
Ongoing financial support from government
is necessary and inevitable. However, risks
have been identified with a dependency on
a high level of government funding. In recent
years, various donors have also made an
important contribution to Tutu funding – often
making up for shortfalls in the government’s
contribution. However, donor funding is
generally even less reliable than that of
government. There is a need to increase Tutu’s
level of financial self-sufficiency to the extent
of feasible and without distracting from Tutu’s
core training function (p, xiv).

These risks have been further confirmed in the
years since the Review. In 2015 there were
significant delays in the receipt of funds due
the unwillingness of the Solicitor General to
sign off on MoA’s quarterly grant because Tutu
was not registered by the FHEC. In January
2019 this registration was finally obtained and
this risk finally removed.
TRTC has been successful in securing major
donor funding to initiate its “enhancement
and consolidation” effort arising from the 2011
Review. This was possible thanks to TRTC’s
excellent reputation with Caritas in both in
Australia and New Zealand and the quality
of the project funding proposals that were
prepared. However, over the same period
the long standing core funding Caritas (Aust)
for the Tutu courses was reduced and will be
phased out completely by 30 June, 2020 This
an outcome of Caritas (Aust) funding situation
and has nothing to do Tutu’s reputation
with the organisation, which remains one of
excellence.
The Review suggested an increase in TRTC’s
level of financial self-sufficiency could
be achieved in two broad areas: i) the
establishment of a trust fund to help fund
Tutu’s operations; and, ii) Tutu’s own income
generation.

The “Friends of Tutu” trust
The 2011 Review noted that TRTC’s income from
investments is currently around $16, 50010 –
with the investments made through the Marist
Missions of the Pacific, based in Sydney. The TRTC
audited accounts state the purpose of the Sydney
investments is “to act as both a bridge and a
back-up in times of financial insecurity”. The 2011
Review recommended that:
Ways of expanding investment income through
a managed trust fund be explored. The interest
and dividends generated by the trust fund would
contribute to the operation of the Tutu courses,
with some portion put aside in a “rainy day” fund
that could be used, following a major natural
disaster or other unforeseen events. A trust fund
with a capital base of around one million dollars is
seen as a realistic target. Such a fund could expect
to generate an annual income of around $100,000.
The target contributors to the TRTC Trust Fund
would be aid donors and “Friends of Tutu”. Given
Tutu’s international reputation for performance
and integrity, raising the necessary capital is seen
as achievable (p, 66).

There have been enquires from New Zealand
regarding making significant donations to
TRTC with respect to bequests. However, the
establishment of the Tutu Charitable Trust was
a necessary condition for the actioning of such
requests. Further investigation by Tutu Board
Chairman, Matthew Abel indicated it would be
difficult to form a charitable trust in New Zealand
which donates overseas, and would require
significant donations to justify the cost and effort
in getting registration, and then to meet the ongoing compliance costs. Pursuing the option of
“Friends of Tutu” Charitable Trust in New Zealand
should be further investigated now that the Tutu
Charitable Trust in Fiji has been registered. The
expectation is that the legal situation in Australia
would be somewhat similar to New Zealand. In
the interim Matthew Abel recommended it would
be possible for donors in New Zealand to donate
to Tutu in a tax efficient manner through Rotary
New Zealand Community World Service. This
organisation, has donated to TRTC in the past,
and has indicated a willingness to handle future
donations from New Zealand at minimal cost.
10
in 2017.
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According to the Auditors Report this stood at $15,103
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Tutu generating its own income
The 2011 Review noted that :
The TRTC has access to a substantial area of
high quality land. This offers income earning
opportunities that do not detract from
Tutu’s core training functions. This is already
happening with the Oceania Farm which is
operated as a separate entity. It most years,
the Oceania Farm has been able to generate
a modest gross income ($36,910 in 2009 and
$55,674 in 2008) from the selling of dalo
and yaqona. This income contributes to the
operations of the TRTC. Dalo and yaqona are
quite labour intensive crops which are not
usually successfully grown on a plantation
scale. The TRTC has been able grow these
crops successfully because it has access to
productive low cost labour (KYF working for
one day a week on Oceania Farm to earn
money for their food and other living expenses
at Tutu). There is probably some scope for
increasing the income earned from these
enterprises (p, 66).

Some examples the Review suggested of
appropriate income generating enterprises
were: increased value-added from yaqona
sales; fruit drying and producing quality
papaya and other fruit for the Taveuni tourist
market. The Review also recommended that
surplus electricity generated by Tutu hydro be
sold to the Fiji Electricity Authority(now Energy
Fiji Ltd.) .

TRTC since the Review, especially the Oceania
Farm, has been actively developing income
generating enterprises. All of these ventures
have had, or will have, a significant flow
on benefits to the Tutu courses. The main
ventures have been:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable yaqona production;
Increasing quality dalo production;
Planting teak and yasi;
Breadfruit orchard and food processing
development;
Fruit and vegetable development; and
The rental of surplus housing.

These developments are discussed briefly
below in terms of their capacity to generate
income for the TRTC and their contribution to
Tutu’s core training objectives.
Sustainable yaqona production
For several decades yaqona production has
been a major enterprise for Oceania Farm.
In 2016 the income generated from yaqona
bottomed out at around $4,300, following the
devastation caused by TC Winston. However,
there has been a rapid recovery since then
with the income generated by yaqona
exceeding $150,000 for 2018 (Figure 9).

Figure 22: Oceania Farm Kava sales – 2010-2018 ($)
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Figure 23: Oceania Farm keeping scattered trees in their 18
month yaqona plantation

The substantial increase in TRTC’s yaqona
income has been driven by a combination of
high prevailing prices and the productivity
achieved on the Oceania Farm. TRTC’s quality
yaqona is highly sort after by buyers especially
those looking to supply the US export market.
The investment made in hydro driven electric
driers has been the main driver of the quality
of TRTC’s yaqona. .
The increase in the Oceania Farm’s yaqona
income has coincided with the introduction of
sustainable yaqona production based around
the wide spread introduction of mucuna bean
as a cover crop, the planting of gliricidia and
drala, and maintaining tall scattered trees
into the cropping system. The sustainability
measures first adopted by the Oceania Farm
are now flowing on to TRTC staff and to the
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Figure 24: The alley cropping system adopted at Tutu involving the inter-cropping of vanilla, kava with Glyricidia sepium

course participants both on the Tutu blocks
and their home farms. The development
of this major income earning opportunity is
fully consistent with and supportive of TRTC’s
primary training objectives.
The Review report by Dr. Lex Thomson
recommends the Oceania Farm establish
a small yaqona agroforestry trial and
demonstration with the view of evaluating
the growth and performance of yaqona in
combination with selected N-fixing trees
(Gliricidia & Calliandra in alley cropping)
and Acacia auriculiformis and Dalbergia
cochinchinensis (wide spaced), as well as with
teak (Annex 6). Such a recommendation
would be worthwhile and feasible for Tutu if
there is access to the services of Rohit Lal to
lead its implementation.
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Increasing quality dalo production
Growing of dalo (Tausala ni Samoa) for the
export market has been the major income
earner for the Oceania Farm since the mid1990s. These sales reached a peak in 2012
($46,500) and 2013 ($39,000) (Figure 25).
Dalo sales have fallen away since then, with
greater priority being given to yaqona and
teak production and to support the dalo
production of the KYFs on their TRTC blocks.
TC Winston and the dry conditions that
followed, was a major setback to dalo
production on Taveuni. There was a
severe shortage of planting material which
severely constrained the ability of the KYFs
to implement their Tutu block program.
Thus investment was made in an overhead
“gun”irrigation system amounting to some
$27,000 and including extensive piping
utilising the excess water from the hydro
system (Figure 26). This development was
funded by the Caritas (NZ) Consolidation
Project. As result the KYFs were supplied
quality dalo planting material and maintained
their production at time when there was
considerable shortage of tausala dalo for
export. The KYF were able to enjoy premium
prices reaching as high as $4.30/kg farm gate.
The KYFs and Tutu staff now have a more than
adequate supply of dalo planting material.
Thus the Oceania Farm is again turning its

attention to utilising the irrigation system to
its own income generation. A substantial
increase in dalo production from the Oceania
farm is expected in 2019 that will sold at highly
remunerative prices11.
For the long term, there will be a need to
diversify away from Tausala dalo as it becomes
increasing difficult to compete with Samoa in
the New Zealand market (see Section 5.1.2.)
Furthermore, as the Samoan experience has
shown, Tausala dalo is highly vulnerable to TLB
a devastating disease that is closely linked to
climate change (Taylor et. al. 2016 p, 201). The
Oceania Farm has commenced a proactive
response to these market and production
risks by expanding dalo ni tana (Xanthasoma
taro) production. Xanthasoma taro is far more
climate resilent and disease tolerant than
Colocasia taro (dalo). Good local fresh markets
have been identified for dalo ni tana. More
importantly, dalo ni tana has proven to be
superior raw material for the chips made by
the Tutu Food Processing Unit, for which there
is unmeet demand. It is expected as dalo ni
tana is developed as a commecial crop by the
Oceania Farm it will become a demonstration
farm for TRTC staff and participants.

Figure 25: Oceania Farm Dalo sales – 2010-2018 ($)

11

Oceania Farm expected to sell a tonne of dalo in

the last week of January for a quoted prices of $3.6/kg.
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Figure 26 i: The overhead “gun” irrigation system for dalo on Oceania Farm

Figure 26 ii: Oceania Farm dalo

The planting of teak
The 2011 Review identified teak (Tectona
grandis) as a major long term opportunity for
TRTC and as an agroforestry tree that could
provide KYF with a worthwhile retirement
income. Teak produces a highly valuable
multipurpose, durable timber and has become
one of the most widely planted tropical
hardwoods both worldwide and in the Pacific
Islands. With demand for teak outstripping
supply, prices have been increasing in real
terms. TRTC’s teak development program was
included as a major component of the Caritas
(Aust) Enhancement Project. Teak has been
planted in the less fertile areas of Tutu and
to demark the boundaries. Thus it does not
compete for land that could be used for cash
cropping by course participants – but rather
does demonstrate a long term home farm
income generating opportunity for course
participants.

With the advice of Dr Lex Thomson, in March
2013 the first planting of teak at Tutu was
undertaken. 1,600 seedlings were planted in
a 4 ha area below Sinai. Technical assistance
was obtained from Solomon Islands teak
specialist Basil Gua, who also assisted with
the sourcing of the superior planting material
from Kolombangara in the Solomon Islands).
A total of 5.7 ha of Solomon Island sourced
teak was planted (equivalent to 2,280 trees)
(see Annex 6 for Lex.Thomson’s Report for this
Review). TC Winston broke the branches of
these young trees and a small number were
lost. The stand has been recently thinned
with smaller and damaged trees removed. It
is envisaged that 1,000 trees will be retained
through to harvesting, which should begin
around 2032. The forecast yield from this initial
planting is approximately 1,140 cubic metres12.
The conservative estimated milled value of this
teak is around $1.3 million at current prices.

12
Lex Thomson notes that if the teak stands had an
understorey of a nitrogen fixing small tree such as Calliandra
calothyrsus, Gliricidia sepium or Flemingia macrophylla, or
even Flueggea (not an N-fixer) then the teak growth would
certainly have been enhanced through to maturity.
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Figure 27: Teak (Tectona grandis; 6.5
years) planted below Sinai in March
2012. Largest trees are 13 m tall and 28
cm dbh

Figure 28: Teak at 20 months at Tutu Planted February 2017. Some excellent teak are
in background, but performance has been variable.

In February 2017, an additional 10,000 teak
stumps were planted in different locations
around Tutu. This planting material was given
to Tutu by the EU/SPC Reafforestation Project
that targeted abandoned sugar cane areas
in western Viti Levu. Some 7,500 of these
trees survived and about 4,000 are growing
satisfactory. It is estimated the final harvest
from the later teak planting will be around
2,500 trees by 2039-2040. This later teak
planting is projected to produce 2,850 cubic
metres of timber, valued at between $2.5 and
$4 million at current prices.
It is estimated from the early 2030s the present
planted teak will generate an annual income
for TRTC of around $45,000 at current prices.
An allowance for cyclone damage is made
in these estimates although a direct hit by
Category 5 cyclone the strength of TC Winston
would be another matter. Offsetting this risk
is the expectation that the real price of quality
hard wood timber will increase significantly
over the next few decades in the face of
increasing demand globally and within Fiji. In
Fiji there will a marked decline in the supply
of native hardwood13. TRTC will have ready
13
The present annual allowable cut (harvest)
from native forest is set at 100,000 m3 per annum. With the
present logging rate, there will be only about 30 years of
native forest logging remain and the Forestry Department is
looking at closing all logging concessions by 2030 (McGregor
Andrew and Sevania Tawaki The Coco Veneer Value Chain:
The Fiji Case Study. Pacific Community Coconut Industry
Development Project (CIDP) Aug 2018. p, 7)

nearby domestic demand for its teak. Fiji’s four
major hardwood milling companies are all
based on Vanua Levu14.
Dr. Thomson’s Review Report (Annex 6)
recommends a complete inventory be
undertaken of TRTC’s entire teak resource be
undertaken in the next two-three years. The
inventory data would be used to identify
trees for retention, culling and also provide
a more accurate assessment of stand growth
rate. This inventory would allow for the
optimum management of the teak resources
to enable future returns to be maximised15. It
is recommended this inventory be undertaken
and led by Basil Gua.
In 2019, seed from superior Solomon Islands
germplasam will be available for propagation
in the TRTC nursery. The seedlings should
be used for further plantings at TRTC and for
distribution to Young Farmers for planting on
their home farms. Thus from 2020 onwards
the planting of teak for longer term income
generation is expected to be incorporated into
the KYF training program. The current intake
14
Valebasoga Tropikboards Ltd., Fiji Forest Industries, Long Investment (Fiji) Ltd, and Taiwan Timber (Fiji) Ltd.
15 The next thinning to reduce to final crop trees ought
to be undertaken in about 3 years from now (i.e. in October
2021). Harvesting of younger, slightly smaller trees is not advised as they will have a much higher proportion of sapwood
which will substantially reduce their value. Ideally harvested
plantation teak should only have a narrow band of sapwood
– less than 3 cm.
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of KYF will have had hands on experience
in growing teak from their paid work on the
Oceania Farm. To facilitate the transition of
teak planting to the KYFs and beyond, it
is recommended that a short illustrated
“farmer friendly” manual in the Fijian language
be produced on commercial smallholder
teak plantations (growing, managing and
utilisation) 16.
The planting of yasi
The 2011 Review recommended the
introduction of sandalwood (yasi - Santalaceae.
spp) into cropping system as an income
generating for TRTC. Yasi was also seen as
an ideal “nest-egg” for a Young Farmer. This
recommendation was implemented with
funding from the Caritas (NZ) Sustainability
Project and technical assistance provided by
Lex. Thomson.
Since 2011, TRTC has planted yasi on a limited
but increasing scale. Most of the seed has been
sourced from the farms of ex – KYFs located
in Natewa Bay. It is estimated there are now
at least 300 trees (from 1-4 m tall) planted
over entire estate. These are a mixture of
Santalum yasi and hybrid (S. yasi x S. album).
Most are growing well, especially those that
have been planted at wider spacing (Annex
6). Of the current yasi planted at Tutu it is
estimated that about half (i.e. 150) will grow
well through to maturity. Each sandalwood
tree can be expected to generate about 25 kg
of heartwood after 18-20 years. The total value
of Tutu current sandalwood planting at harvest
(18 to 20 years) would be 150 trees x 25 kg x
$100 per kg (current prices) heartwood or $
375,000.

Figure 29: : Healthy two year old sandalwood (Santalum
hybrid ) with the Oceania Farm’s Manager Erinimo Tui

Figure 30: Santalum seedlings in Tutu nursery

Figure 31: Four to five-year Yasi planted at elo at Nawai village Natewa Bay
16
It is recommended that the manual to be initially
drafted in English by Basil Gua and Lex Thomson.
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Yasi has performed better at Tutu than might
have been expected for this relatively wet
location. Lex Thomson identified scope to
increase yasi planting at Tutu and at the home
farms of the Course participants on Vanua
Levu (Annex 6). His recommendations include:
•

•

•

•

A Santalum yasi gene conservation /
seed production stand be established
at Tutu. As part of an ACIAR Project
in collaboration with the Ministry
of Forestry 17 This stand would be
expected to produce the highest
genetic quality and most diverse yasi
seed in Fiji, which would be collected
and made available to young farmers
and others;
Santalum yasi continue to be planted
at a manageable rate at suitable
existing locations at Tutu. The new
road which is being cut in the
upper part of Tutu is an ideal area
for sandalwood, given the rocky/
scoriaous nature of the substrate.
The requirements for good yasi
maintenance spelt out in Annex 7;
Tutu plant 200 yasi seedlings per year
– from which it is estimated that with
good management 75% will reach full
maturity. At current prices the value of
heartwood sales from mature trees is
estimate at $375,000 Individual KYFs
could be expected to achieve similar
annual returns from sandalwood
grown in agroforestry configurations
with kava and dalo; and
Prior to the yasi gene conservation/
seed stand coming to fruition it is
recommended that yasi seed be
obtained from Nawi Village, which
is an excellent source of pure yasi
(derived originally from Bua Province),
with trees seeding heavily in season
(Figure 31).

17
ACIAR-funded Yasi project - Domestication and
breeding of sandalwood in Fiji and Tonga

Breadfruit orchard development and food
processing
Breadfruit orchard development began at
Tutu in 2013 with technical support provided
by the ACIAR Pacific Breadfruit Project (PBP).
Some 600 trees were planted over a threeyear period. The orchards established were
“linear” in nature, planted along Tutu ‘s internal
roading system (Figure 24). This was the only
orchard established under the PBP that was
outside western Viti Levu18. TRTC, unlike the
situation on Viti Levu, already had access to
considerable quantities of the superior bale
kana breadfruit variety. Both root suckers and
marcotted seedlings were planted – which
began bearing after two years, compared with
four to five years normally required (Figure 25).
TRTC also supplied bale kana planting material
for the PBP’s Viti Levu nurseries (Figure 38). A
marcotted breadfruit seedling was presented
to each KYF at their 2018 graduation (Figure
32). This was intended to convey the message
of household food security to the Young
Farmers as they returned to their home farms.
A number of ex-KYF have now established
small bale kana breadfruit orchards as part of
their home farm cropping system (Figure 33).
Tutu’s first processing of breadfruit began in
September 2017, some five years after the
initial orchard planting. There was some delay
due to loss of fruit due to Cyclone Winston.
However, the loss of trees was minimal,
confirming the climate resilience of breadfruit
(Taylor et.al 2016). Processing at Tutu utilisers
the power generated by the Centre’s own
hydroelectric infrastructure. The availability
of free clean electricity offers a substantial
advantage for processing. The immediate
objective of TRTC’s breadfruit processing was
to improve the nutrition of the Young Farmer
trainees. Some 40 Young Farmers consume
large numbers of buns, made from imported
wheat flour, for breakfast each morning (Figure
41).

18
The focus of the westen Viti Levu orchards has
been fresh export.
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Figure 32: A graduating KYF receiving his five-year plan and a pack
of mucuna beans.

Figure 33: Beniamino Kaloudau from Nakorovou Bua, graduated from the
KYFC in 2015.He plants breadfruit along the borders of his farm to prevent
wind damages to his crop – following the example of breadfruit “boulivard”
at Tutu . Bread fruit also provides food security for him and his villagers.

Figure 34: Breadfruit trees planted along “Breadfruit Boulevard” at Tutu

Figure 35: A bale kana breadfruit planted at Tutu bearing fruit after two years

Figure 36: Bale kana root suckers in Tutu nursery in 2013

Figure 37: Marcotting bale kana breadfruit at Tutu
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Figure 38: Loading breadfruit root suckers for transport to the PBP nurseries on Viti Levu

Figure 39: The first bearing of Tutu orchard breadfruit within two years after
planting

Figure 40: Breadfruit products produced by the Tutu
Food Processing Unit

To facilitate TRTC’s transition into breadfruit
processing, technical assistance and training
has been provided by the food technologist
Dr. Richard Beyer, assisted in sourcingthe
processing equipment (a peeler, slicer and
grinder). Most of the funding was provided by
the Caritas (NZ) Consolidation Project. The
hydro powered drying system, which is used
for yaqona, was already in place.
Richard Beyer delivered his first agro
processing training at Tutu in September 2017
and his report notes:
Following a week of intensive “hands on”
training, 14 new “food scientists” emerged
from amongst Tutu staff. Using the excellent
facilities provided by the Training Centre,
a whole spectrum of locally grown fruits
and vegetable were transformed into food
products some of which are of international
standard. Excitement was generated when
new equipment was commissioned to
produce breadfruit flour in large quantities.

Figure 41: The bread and buns made with 30% breadfruit flour made
at Tutu

This is used for partial replacement of flour
in baking but will eventually find use as a
thickener in a range of future products.
Simple demonstrations of jam, chutney and
pickle making saw delegates sprint out of the
starting blocks to mass produce preserves,
chips, chutneys and sauces of all flavours. Not
only do these items make good use of fruits
and vegetables previously going to waste,
they were transformed into products which
will compete against imported ‘junk,’ drinks
and snacks to those made out of local crops of
much higher nutritional value. Exciting sauces
and chutneys made from Tutu’s tomatoes,
papaya, chillies will add much variety to the
usual dalo, cassava and vudi and will ensure
that important nutrients such as vitamin C,
vitamin A and fibre are added to diets. Cordials
and juices have been made entirely from local
crops. Such is the interest, that there is much
anticipation that these wonderful products will
eclipse such dietary demons as two-minute
noodles and the cola range of drinks. As result
twenty-eight (28) new products were made in
just four days.
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With the completion of the training the TRTC
processing unit has operated on a regular
basis, producing a wide range of processed
items from fruit, vegetables and tubers, spices
(cinnamon) grown. During the breadfruit
season breadfruit is the main product
processed both for flour and chips (Figures 40
and 43).
The breadfruit flour is used in TRTC’s own
kitchens. Some are sold to local Taveuni shops
at the estimated break-even price of $5/
kg, with the remaining sent to Suva where it
sold through Tutu’s Viti Levu network. TRTC’s
current flour supply base is still not sufficient
to create meaningful linkages with the private
sector bakery product industry where there
is growing demand for gluten free baking
products that offer other nutritional benefits19.
Creating such linkages remains a challenge
that will need to be overcome as supply
increases.

Figure 42: Susana, Manager of the Food Processing Unit
peeling breadfruit before drying

There has been an exceptional local demand
on Taveuni for Tutu’s breadfruit chips. The
chips are packaged in 80gm packets and
sold for $1 at sporting events and at other
gatherings. Breadfruit chips were found to
be more than competitive with potato chips.
As expected breadfruit chips, with markets
already in place, were found to be more
amenable to cottage industry scale of business
than breadfruit flour. With the establishment
19
Breadfruit is high in complex carbohydrates,
rich in fiber, low in fat, and cholesterol and gluten free. For
a detailed discussion of the nutritional benefits offered by
breadfruit see Andrew McGregor and Kyle Stice. Breadfruit
Market and Marketing Development of Pacific Island Breadfruit Pacific Community (SPC) Feb 2018.

Figure 43: Various processed products for sale at Tutu – chips
(breadfruit, dalo ni tana, vudi), breadfruit flour, chilli sauce)

Figure 45: Sliced breadfruit ready for drying and breadfruit
flour.

Figure 44: Frozen fruit products (Fiji red papaya, mango,
passion fruit)
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of the Food Processing Unit the
making of chips (breadfruit, vudi, dalo
ni Tana) is now being incorporated
into the training of the Married
Couples and Single Women’s Courses.
The Food Unit is now becoming an
integral and important part of the
TRTC’s training program.
Table 9 below shows the Food
Processing Unit’s total sales through
until the end of November 2018. Total
revenue generated has been $16,275
compared with non-labour operating
costs of $5,519. Longer term financial
viability will depend on significantly
increasing throughput to cover the
overhead and capital investment
costs and to cover the wages of the
staff that are being utilised by the
Food Processing Unit. Obtaining the
required product throughput is seen
as readily achievable largely through
the Oceania Farm.
Dr. Beyer in his preliminary evaluation
of the Food Process Unit in September
2017 identified the following positives:
•

•
•

•

•
•

Table 9: Sales of the Tutu Food Processing Unit as of November 21, 2018

Product

Revenue
Chips
Breadfruit
Vudi
Dalo ni Tanna
Flour
Breadfruit
Jams and sources
Chilli source
fruit jam
Other products
Frozen fruit
Fruit juice
Total Revenue
Costs
Equipment purchased
Electronic pealer
Deep freezer
Electric deep frier
Other equipment
Sub-total
Materials
Gloves
Containers
Plastic bags
Cooking oil
Vinegar
Salt
Detergent
Garlic & Ginger
Sub total
fruit and vegetable purchases
Vudi
Dalo ni Tanna
Chilli
Sub total
Labour
?

Quantity sold

Revenue ($)

4,491 100 gm pkts @$1/pkt
4,542 100gm pkts @$1/pkt
1,527 100 gm pkts @ 1/pkt

4,491
4,542
1,527

350 1kg bags @ $5/bag

1,750

505 600 ml bottles @ $5/bottle
400 containers @ $2/container

2,525
800

5 pkt @ $3/pkt

A new consciousness of massive
amount of fruit and root crops
going to waste that can be
preserved;
103 bundles @ $10
A large, undersupplied local
327 kg @ 70c/kg
market, for all chips produced;
66 kg @ $3/kg
Breadfruit flour market is moving
along - but still too early to predict
the size of the local market. Selling
to local store for $5 kg;
Tutu has made three permanent
staff available for this work and
two others to work whilst young
farmers are on home period;
The unit is directly in line with our overall mission of empowering people to become more
autonomous, and take charge of their lives, through use of their own resources; and
Nutritional value of breadfruit in diet of local people.

15
625
16,275

30,691
4,998
1910
459
38,058
106
74
616
2,602
453
32
152
47
4,082
1,030
229
198
1,457

However, his evaluation stressed the unit as yet is not financially viable on its own and does
not pay staff wages, and will require further financial assistance before it becomes financially
sustainable. This Review identifies further technical and training inputs from Richard Beyer as
being a priority.
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Fruit tree and vegetable development
A major component of the Caritas (Aust)
funded Enhancement Project focussed on fruit
tree and vegetable development in which
Oceania Farm took a lead role. The main
activities have been:
•
•
•

Nursery development;
Establishing “Fiji red” papaya orchards; and
The introduction of appropriate exotic fruit
- in particular dragon fruit and rambutan.

Nursery evelopment:
Over the last decade a fully operational
fruit and vegetable nursery has been
established under the technical guidance
of Sant Kumar. At the TRTC nursery the full
range of appropriate nursery practices have
been adopted; including: soil sterilisation,
composting, seedling propagation(grafting,
marcotting etc.) and production, and seedlings
for off-season vegetable production (Figures
46 and 47). These practices have been
successfully extended to yaqona planting
material production and to floriculture
products (Figure 48). The nursery supplies
planting material for the Oceania Farm, TRTC
staff and to course participants Figure 51). All
these entities now consume and sell a range of
vegetable products. The vegetable products
sold, and their current selling price,include :
chillies(1.50kg); beans ($2kg);cabbage ($2.00
a bundle); eggplant (@$2kg); lettuce (@$3
bundle); and tomatoes ($3.50 kg (ripe). Training
in small scale nursery management is now a
part of the Married Couples Course curriculum
and will be part of the forthcoming Single
Women’s Course. A number of successful
small scale nursery enterprises have been
established as a part of TRTC’s nursery
development program20.

20
There were seven local micro nursery farmers
directly supported through the Enhancement Project. The
specific aim was to provide support for local farmers engaging in running micro vegetable business; as well as providing
nutritious vegetables on the table for local families as way
of fighting non communicable diseases (NCD) Of the seven
supported three actively involved in nursery enterprises: 1
using the micro nursery for vegetables; 1 for yaqona and
1 with ornamentals plants. In addition Tutu staff member
has established her own nursery enterprise for yaqona and
ornamental.
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Figure 46: Tutu nursery seedlings being prepared for off
season production

Figure 47: Sant Kumar giving instruction to Tutu staff on soil
sterilisation

Figure 48: Yaqona seedlings in the Tutu nursery ready for
distribution

Figure 49: Cabbage seedlings planted by KYF next to their
Tutu blocks
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Figure 50: Marcotted bale kana breadfruit in Tutu
nursery ready for planting

Figure 51: An Oceania Farm worker establishing her own yaqona and flower
nursery as an income generating enterprise

Figure 52: Grafted rambutan ready for planting in the Oceania Farm orchard
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Fiji “red” papaya:
The 2011 Review noted:
That the tourists visiting Taveuni, unlike
those staying on Viti Levu, do not experience
premium quality Fiji red papaya for which Fiji
has become world renowned. A good market
for high quality solo sunrise papaya has been
identified in the Taveuni hotel sector. It is also
envisioned that, with the availability of high
quality solo sunrise papaya at an affordable
price, there will be an increase in demand
from the local non-tourist sector, particularly
in the main town of Naqara. There is scope to
expand the papaya venture and to introduce
other fruit trees into the programme. Those
tree fruits identified to have particular potential
are rambutan, sweet carambola, dragon fruit,
mangosteen, citrus and improved variety
avocado. Some of Tutu’s higher elevation land
provides ideal conditions for growing some of
these fruits. Growing of papaya and associated
seedling production enterprises are seen as
a particularly suitable business activity to be
introduced into the Married Farming Couples
Course. The AusAID-funded Seedling Enterprise
Project has provided training for Tutu staff in
this area. (p, 69).

Figure 53: Fiji red papaya with a good fruit column at Tutu in
November 2018
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Initial priority was given to establishing Fiji
“red” papaya orchards at Tutu. The ACIAR
Fiji Papaya Project (FPP) provided technical
expertise in growing and handling of premium
quality solo sunrise papaya (Fiji “red”) together
with certified quality seed. This seed was
germinated in the TRTC nursery and some
two acres of papaya nursery were established
in 2012. Good results were achieved in yield
and fruit quality. The Fiji “red” produced,
found a ready market with traders selling at
the Naqara market. However, in the face of
competing priorities the papaya orchards
were not maintained as well as required
in terms of timely replanting and bagging
for seed selection. In 2018, renewed effort
was made to rehabilitate and expand Tutu’s
papaya enterprise. The new orchard has
already yielded some 60 trays of fruit that
were sold to a wholesaler at Tutu for $25/
tray with additional fruit used by the food
processing for drying and freezing Figures 54 &
44). A new block is planned for 2019 utilising
bag seed sourced from the current block. It
is recommended the Fiji “red” seedlings be
supplied to the 2020 Married Couples Course
and papaya enterprise training be provided.

Figure 54: Tutu Fiji red selling in Naqara market $3 a plate in
January 2019
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Rambutan and Dragon Fruit:
Of the various long term fruit trees suggested
in the 2011 Review, initial priority was given to
rambutan and dragon fruit. The Review noted
that:
The success of a programme to introduce
fruit trees into the TRTC programme, as
with the planting of longer-term high value
timber species will depend on utilising the
best available germplasam and adopting
appropriate, best horticultural practice (p, 68).

On the advice received based on the
experience of UNDP Samoan Fruit Tree Project,
it was decided to source planting material
from North Queensland. Technical assistance
from Roger Goebel helped source the best
available planting material. The Biosecurity
Authority of Fiji (BAF), granted permissions for
the importation of the rambutan (marcotts)
and dragon fruit (cuttings ) under very strict
conditions, which included holding them in
an approved post entry quarantine facility in
Nadi for a year. Fortunately, Bula Agro Industry
had a BAF approved post-entry facility. Sant
Kumar used this time to prepare this material
for planting out at Tutu. BAF clearance
was obtained in early 2014 to transport the
planting material to Taveuni. Ninety two

Figure 55: North Queensland sourced rambutan that had commenced fruiting in January 2019

dragon fruit plots and 24 rambutan trees
were established at Tutu under the technical
guidance of Roger Goebel (Nt. Qld.) and Sant
Kumar who provided on-going technical
supervision (see Annex 7 the report of Sant
Kumar’s most recent advisory mission).
Previously in 2010, “local” rambutan trees (5),
sourced from the Naduruloulou Research
Station, were planted at Tutu 21.
Rambutan trees and the dragon fruit cactus
are both long term crops. It is was not until
2018/19 that any significant fruiting was
realised. In January 2019, Naduruloulou
sourced rambutan trees, planted in 2010,
were heavily laden with ripe fruit (Figure 56).
The North Queensland rambutan, planted in
2014, were also fruiting with a significant crop
expected in late February (Figure 57). Thus,
for the first time rambutan will be available for
sale on Taveuni. It is recommended the fruit
harvested from the Naduruloulou rambutan
trees not be sold, as its smaller fruit adhering
to seed will undermine the reputation of the
superior North Queensland source rambutan
that will soon be available’
21
The Naduruloulou rambutans trees were planted
as seedlings – which were not grafted or marcotted. The
edible fruit is smaller than the selected rambutan from North
Queensland and adheres to the seed

Figure 56: Fully ripe Naduruloulou sourced rambutan in
January 2019
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The first significant fruiting of dragon fruit
was experienced in January 2018. and is
being sold at the Naqara market (Figure 58).
On January 18, 47 dragon fruit were sold to
a trader at $10 each farm gate price. These
were being on sold at the market for $12 each.
Several hundred dragon fruit are expected
are expected to be available for sale until the
end of March. In the future, this could be
expected to be significantly increased through
adoption of the recommendations outlined in
Sant Kumar’s report, particularly those relating
to pollination and pruning (Annex 9). There
is also an opportunity for offseason (April –
October) production. Over the next few years
dragon fruit is expected to be a worthwhile
income earner for the Oceania Farm. An
expansion of the area planted is justified given
the prices obtainable, the expertise acquired
and the quality planting material available at
TRTC.
Dragon fruit is not seen as a crop that would
be suitable for widespread adoption by
course participants with the the demanding
husbandry requirements to achieve the
necessary productivity and quality. However,
there may be interest from the Young Farmer
and Married Couple Course participants in
establishing dragon fruit as a long term
income earning enterprise. These participants
should be provided with the necessary
husbandry information and planting material.
In contrast rambutan is seen as a far less
demanding longer fruit tree crop. Once the
North Queensland rambutan has proven itself
under agronomic conditions prevailing at
Tutu, planting material (marcotted seedlings)
should be made readily available to interested
course participants. Having just a handful of
high quality fruit rambutans around the farmer’
house would contribute to the household’s
food security and nutritional and income
generation.
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Figure 57: Fruiting red dragon fruit at Tutu in January 2019

Figure 58: Dragon fruit for sale at the Naqara market in
January 2019
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Renting surplus housing
The Tutu Property was developed in 1969 as a
regional Training Centre for Brothers. This was
followed by the establishment of the Tutu Rural
Training Centre in 1972 with Tutu Volunteers
Course and the first Married Couples Course
introduced. From 1990 there were three interrelated and inter-dependent communities
operating at Tutu: The international Lura
Novitiate; Marist Formation Community, for
the training of Marist Brothers from the region;
and the Marist Rural Training Centre. The Lura
Novitiate and Marist Formation Community
occupied the housing built at Saint Joseph (the
“Top Community” at Tutu). In 2014, a decision
was made to close the two communities based
at Saint Joseph (McKeena 2014). It was then
agreed the Saint Joseph buildings be given to
Marist Training Centre as staff quarters. The
transfer of some of the Tutu staff, housed in
the lower peripheral areas of the Tutu property,
freed up quality housing for renting.
In 2018, five houses were rented out for a total
rental value of $37,81322. For 2019, six houses
will be rented for an estimated rental value of
$47,000. The annual repair and maintenance
cost of these properties was estimated at
$12,000. House rental will now make a sizable
regular contribution to the Tutu Rural Training
Center’s annual cash flow.

Selling surplus electricity to the Fiji
Electricity Authority (FEA) (now Energy Fiji Ltd
EFL)
The 2011 Review recommended selling the
surplus electricity generated by the Tutu hydro
system be pursued as an income earning
opportunity (p, 70). This would require an
investment close to $60,000 in a three-phase
mainline and an annual operating cost of
around $8,000. The cash flow projections
indicate this would be a highly profitable
investment. However, this recommendation
has not as yet been pursued in the absence
of clarity on the development of the Taveuni
grid. In addition the demand for electricity
at TRTC has increased significantly since
2011 and driven by the power needs of the
Food Processing Unit and the expansion in
the number of dryers for yaqona. Thus the
availability of surplus electricity available
for sale is now probably substantially less
than what was envisioned in 2011 this is
despite the complementary investment in
solar power generation under the Caritas
(NZ) Consolidation Project. However, TRTC
should remain open to consider any future
approaches by EFL to supply power to the grid.

22
Note one tenant died leaving debt of $17,000
unpaid from previous years.
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5.7

Suggestions for a follow-up Project

The two Caritas projects have made a major
contribution to the sustainability efforts of the
TRTC. This has been in terms of:

For these two interrelated areas, examples of
the types of activities that a follow-up project
could provide funding support for include:

•

•

•

The financial and environmental
sustainability of the farming enterprises
of the TRTC course participants and to
the wider rural communities of the Tutu
catchment; and
The longer term financial and institutional
sustainability of the TRTC itself.

The recommendations of this Review
have focussed on the need to build on the
foundation that has been laid. To assist in the
timely and successful implementation of the
next steps, external funded project support will
be needed in two key inter-related areas:
•
•

Support for the identified greater emphasis
needed on outreach and visitations in the
Tutu courses; and
Consolidating the sustainable agriculture
achievements of Oceania Farm (and the
Food Processing Unit) and increasingly
extending these to the course participants
and the wider rural community of the Tutu
catchment area.

•
•
•

•

•

•

At least one additional vehicle to support
an expanded visitations program;
The cost of digger to maintain and expand
Tutu’s farm access road network;
Additional appropriate capital investment
required by the Food Processing Unit to
improve efficiency and reduce costs;
Basic equipment and materials needed to
promote cottage industry processing to be
part of the Married Couples and Women’s
Course – with ongoing training to be
provided by Dr. Beyer;
The production of a “farmer friendly”
training material on sustainable
agricultural production based on Rohit
Lal’s KYF lecture notes and report
presented in Annex 2. This would be used
as training resource for the Tutu courses
and also to be used by other collaborating
organisations such as the MoA, Teitei
Taveuni and PIFON;
The production of a short, illustrated
manual on commercial smallholder teak
plantations (growing, managing and
utilisation); and
Support for on-going inputs from proven
technical specialists such as Rohit Lal
(sustainable agriculture); Sant. Kumar
(fruit and vegetables); Lex Thomson (agro
forestry); Richard Beyer (Agro processing);
Basil. Guna (teak inventory and teak
propagation); John Bennet (appropriate
drying technology) and Livai. Tora (value
chain training).

Some assistance in the preparation of a followup project proposal may also be required.
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6 REPLICATING THE TUTU RURAL
TRAINING CENTRE MODEL
ELSEWHERE IN FIJI AND THE PACIFIC:
DEVELOPMENTS SINCE 2011
The 2011 Review noted that:
There is considerable interest in replicating the
TRTC model in Fiji and elsewhere in the Pacific
islands. This interest is driven by two factors:
• the strong-felt need for rural youth to become
involved in agriculture; and
• the perception that Tutu has been a success,
where most rural training institutions have
failed (p, 72).

However, there were no examples at that time
of the model being adopted. The Review
advised that before considering the scope for
replicating the TRTC model, it is important to
have an understanding of what it is and what
it is not. It is also important to determine to
what extent TRTC is a special case and can only
be applied to limited situations where certain
conditions apply. To do this it is, perhaps, more
important to identify what TRTC is not, when
considering opportunities for replication. TRTC
is: not a training programme for ‘dropouts’
from formal education; not a training
programme for wage employment; not a
training programme for people without access
to their own land; not a substitute for formal
technical training in agriculture; not suitable
for national coverage; and not amenable
to external certification and accreditation.
Although after a process of nearly a decade
Tutu has finally received external certification
and accreditation. On the other hand TRTC: is
a non-formal adult education training centre
for a specific geographical area; is a training
centre for rural self-employment, using the
participants’ own resources; is a management
training centre, that provides flexible and
innovative courses that meet the needs of rural
people; is a partnership between the sponsor,
community and government; and is locally
focused but with an international character.

6.1

Expanding and
replicating the TRTC in
Fiji

In 2005, the TRTC agreed to the Government’s
request to expand its operations in the
adjacent provinces of Bua and Macuata as
part of the ADB’s Rural and Outer Island (ROI)
Project. The ADB Project subsequently did
not materialise and the additional funding
promised to TRTC did not eventuate. Tutu has
been able to absorb this expansion reasonably
well. with some of the best performing
course participants coming from outside the
traditional catchment area. However, the
expanded area has put considerable strain on
staff in the delivery of the required intensive
extension. This needs to be part of the
case for acquiring additional funding in Fiji
Government budget requests. However there
is no scope for expanding the TRTC agricultural
training operations beyond the three provinces
of the current catchment.
At the request of the Fijian Government
the 2011 Review considered the scope for
replicating the Tutu model at Navuso in
Naitasiri. Navuso is owned by the Methodist
Church and is Fiji oldest agricultural training
centre dating back to 1923. At the time of the
Review it was anticipated that a substantial
amount of Chinese aid-funding would become
available to establish a major agricultural
training centre at Navuso. Based on the
lessons learnt from the 2011 Tutu Review, it
was concluded that “it would not be realistic
or wise to use such a large amount of funding
to solely establish a “Tutu-type” agricultural
training scheme at Navuso” (p, 76). The lessons
learnt included:
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•

•

•

•

•

•

The training programme needs to
start small and evolve in line with staff
capability of the centre and in response to
needs of the rural community;
Staff should be selected on the basis of
a proven track record in using their own
resources. This was going to be a challenge
as human resource as such are likely to be
available and willing to offer their services
to a new rural training centre. This key
gap of human resource would lead to the
failure of the Centre’s life;
Staff development and moulding is a
lenghty process and requires on-the-job
training To grow the programme a cadre of
suitably trained staff has to be developed;
The demand for courses is the main source
of inbuilt accountability. The initial demand
for courses is unlikely to be high until
the centre has proven itself in delivering
successful self-employment to participants
on their own land;
A successful Tutu-type training course
requires regular oscillation between
students’ home farms and the training
centre. This precludes trainees from
outside eastern Viti Levu; and
The conditions and crops grown at
the centre need to mirror those of the
participants’ home situation. This would
further restrict the intake to participants
from Naitasiri, Tailevu and Namosi. The
TRTC model is not applicable to a national
training programme

The Review concluded that a Tutu-type
training programme is not a substitute for
more formal agricultural training. Fiji needs
to upgrade the standards of agricultural
extension officers, research officers and
agricultural technicians. The injection of a
substantial amount of donor funding provides
the opportunity to establish an agricultural
training centre of excellence for this purpose.
Grant aid from China would be best used
in providing the necessary infrastructure
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(classrooms, dormitories, laboratories, roads,
water supply and equipment) for such a formal
agricultural training centre.
Suggestions were offered on how a Tutu-Type/
Student Farmer Scheme might be established,
operated and developed . These included: it
would initially be a small pilot scheme with not
more 15 students; the pilot scheme should
come under the auspices of the Methodist
Church; the trainees to be drawn only from
the surrounding Provinces of Naitasiri, Tailevu
and Namosi; the same selection criteria as
the Tutu Young Farmers Course; fees not
be charged but with significant in-kind
contributions required; and, the pilot scheme
centre should be located some distance from
the main Navuso complex. However, these
recommendations were not adopted and
instead substantial funding was provided to a
substantial central national agricultural training
complex that was not based on the Tutu
“model”.
The Review identified potential locations in
Namosi and on Ovalau as possible sites for a
Tutu-type centre. Both have the advantage of
being connected to the Catholic Church. The
Seventh Day Adventist Church had relocated
its Fulton Training College from Tailevu to the
Sabeto Valley near Nadi. The SDA Church in the
Pacific islands, in PNG, has a long association
with agriculture training. It was suggested that
it would be worthwhile to initiate a discussion
with Fulton College authorities to determine
their interest is setting up a Tutu-type scheme
for the Western Division. However, none
of the suggestions materialised. Thus, it is
understood that replicating the Tutu model
despite the recognised success of the TRTC is
difficult.
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6.2

Elsewhere in the region

In November 2011, Geoff Bamford funded an
exchange visit to Tutu by representatives of
rural training institutions from the Solomon
Islands and Vanuatu. Tutu embraces such visits
as part of its Mission for “reciprocal outreach
approach to the people of the Pacific”.
Included in this exchange was Peter Kaoh from
Vanuatu island of Tanna and the Manager of
the Vanuatu Farm Support Association (FSA)
and Tom Kasso and the Lead Trainer at the
Napil Rural Training Centre (NRTC) located at
Middle Bush Tanna. On their return to Vanuatu
FSA in partnership with NRTC, endeavoured
to apply the TRTC principles with the pilot
Vanuatu Young Farmers Development Course
(YFDC). The YFDC was designed by FSA in
collaboration with two existing Napil RTC
trainers and the two tribes that had previously
allocated land for the Rural Training Centre
(RTC).

established at the Vaiduhu RTC on Malo island.
This YFDC commenced with five trainees.
The Malo YFDC also sponsored by FSA with
funding from the Bamford Foundation and
MFAT New Zealand via Oxfam (NZ).
The aim of the Vanuatu YFD Courses is:
“To form, train and establish young niVanuatu farmers on their own land back
in their villages to have viable livelihoods,
sustainable management over their
own land, with the ability to plan and
respond to climate and economic changes
for productive and environmentally
sustainable agricultural sector in Vanuatu”
(FSA 2012). This aligns with the FSA’s guiding
principle of “Farmers Helping Farmers”.

The three-year YFD Course commenced
in April 2012, with an initial intake of eight
participants. By the time the first evaluation
of YFDC was conducted in October 2014,
enrolment had increased to thirty-three
trainees, of which eleven are women. Geoff
Bamford provided the funding to establish
the pilot YFDC, with additional funding
being provided by MFAT New Zealand via
Oxfam (NZ). All the funding was channelled
through FSA, who was responsible for the
overall management of the funds. In 2017, a
further YFDC based on the TRTC model was

In November 2014, an evaluation of the
Napil VYFDC was conducted by Andrew
McGregor and Fr. Petero Matairatu from Tutu
. This evaluation was funded by PIFON at
the request of FSA and the summary of the
published report can be found in Annex 10.
The evaluation concluded that the Napil YFD
course is the first concerted effort to replicate
the TRTC model in the Pacific, including Fiji.
The promoters of the Napil course have
understood the key principles underpinning
the TRTC model. Under difficult circumstances
and with limited funding, a successful start-up
has been made in applying these principles to

Figure 59: Fr. Petero Matairatu at the entrance of the Napil
RTC in November 2015

Figure 60: The proud father of Pter Louis (graduate of the
NRTC) shows off his son't tomato crop in Nov 2018
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the conditions found in Middle Bush, Tanna.
The arrangements put in place at Napil is
seen as a pioneer project for Vanuatu with the
involvement of village youth in commercial
agriculture including young women.
A much more comprehensive Review of
the Napil YFDC and the Vaiduhu YFDC was
conducted in November 2018 by Koko
Siga Pacific (KSP) and Human Capacity
Development International (HCDI) on behalf
of FSA and funded by Oxfam (NZ). The Review
concluded that:
After 7 years of operation, the Napil Rural
Training Centre (NRTC)’s pilot Young Farmer
Development Course (YFDC) has now provided
a successful proof of concept that non-formal
adult education can “form, train and establish
ni-Vanuatu young farmers on their own land,
back in their villages to have viable livelihoods,
through sustainable management over their
own land” (p 4).

The evidence of a successful proof of concept
at the Napil centre were:
•
•

•

•
•

A significant number of those who had
completed the YFDC are now earning
viable livelihoods from their land;
A number of those graduating from the
YFDC have become lead demonstration
farmers for youth and others in their
communities, including women;
The majority of those who did not
complete the course have nonetheless
remained in agriculture on Tanna and are
applying the knowledge acquired from the
YFDC;
The course has effectively introduced
much needed sustainable intensification
of cropping systems; and
The new practices have resulted in the
introduction of highly nutritious and
marketable vegetables as an income
earning enterprise.

The factors contributing to the success of Napil
have been:
• The continuous support and involvement
of FSA;
• Long term financial support of the
Bamford Foundation;
• Long term staff involvement;
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•
•
•

•

The support and involvement of
surrounding tribes/communities;
Parental support;
The high level of motivation and
competence of a number of the initial
intake of trainees, which has yielded a
significant demonstration effect; and
The cultural connection to farming and the
land that still remains strong on Tanna.

It was concluded by the Review that:
The Napil pilot, as well as the Vaiduhu, can
grow into a long-term, sustainable, non-formal
education farmer training program, capable
of making a long-lasting contribution to the
development of self-employment through
agriculture in Vanuatu. However, to make
this happen, it is essential that we identify
the key lessons learned from the two pilots,
build on the existing strengths, and correct
the identified weaknesses. For the Napil and
Vaiduhu YFDCs to become sustainable, more
regular and systematic support from FSA will
be required for the next few years. In addition,
the Bamford Foundation and other donors
will need to continue long-term financial
support. By so doing, they would make a
major contribution to the economic and social
development of both Tanna and Malo by
increasing sustainable household incomes and
through improved, health and nutrition. There
would also be substantial economic and social
benefits to Vanuatu as a whole.
The challenge for successfully replicating the
YFDC model will be to find committed long
term promoters and financial sponsors who
are willing to support communities wishing to
establish this type self-employment training for
their youth. What has been achieved to date
at Napil and Vaiduhu has only been possible
due to partnership and long term commitment
from the community (the Middle Bush tribes
who provided the land for the centre), the
promoters (FSA), and the financial sponsors
(Bamford Foundation and subsequently other
donors such as MFAT NZ). (p,10)

The experience of implementing non-formal
adult education in Vanuatu mirrors that of
TRTC, albeit over a much shorter time frame
and on smaller scale. It perhaps helps to
explain why there has been so little replication
of the TRTC model in Pacific, including Fiji,
despite demonstrable substantial benefits
resulting.
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ANNEX 1: TUTU GRADUATE CASE STUDIES1
Name

Village/Settlement

Course

Year completed

Valetino Turaganivalu

Qeleni (Taveuni)

KYF

2011

Isikeli Tuituba

Qeleni

MFC

2016

Pauliasi Silinameke

Qeleni

KYF

2000

Lorosio Sabai & Kalesi Senibua

Qeleni

MFC

2012

Silio Loloa

Navakacoa

KYF

2011

Lepani Iowane

Qeleni

KYF

2011

Solomoni Saga

Wai (Wainikeli)

KYF

2015

Leone Ginigini

Waibutu

KYF

2015

Maria Aliti

Naselesele

YSW

2009

Alusio Avoko

Lavena

KYF

2007

Petero Waitakai

Lavena

KYF

2009

Lui Taoni

Lavena

KYF

2003

Remesio Rogovakalali

Lavena

KYF

2016

Lanieta Lewenamoka & Lorasio Baleikoro

Navakawau

MFC

2013

Waisale Rasau Liwa

Navakawau

KYF

2007

Iowane Sigawasa

Navakawau

Volunteer Course

1976

Ida Simpson

Naguvu

MFC

2017

Jieni Seruvatu & Remesio Cavulati

Dalai Vuna

MFC

2014

Elisabeta Maivalenisau & Waisale Navucu

Naguvu

MFC

2014

Eric Narayan

Waialevu

MFC

1993

Maretino & Melania Suvianavanua

Dalai Vuna

MFC

2005

Elia Bosco

Tavuki

KYF

2003

Semi Ravu

Tavuki

KYF

2007

Sepesa Bautaurua

Bautarua

KYF

2007

Eneriko Poe

Karoko

KYF

2005

Vilitati Tuilawa, Beniamino Kaloudau, Silivenusi Ratusauma, Feremo Ratusauma

Nakorovou

KYF

2007

Viriqilai (Macuata)

KYF

2015

Solomoni Vukituvu, Sakeo Tuiwainike, Pio Qarau

Dogoru (Macuatu)

KYF

2011

Vilikesa Yakobo

Dogoru

KYF

2011

Elia Savenaca and Mereoni Makitalena

Dogoru

Parents of KYF

2011

Alosio Ray

Wailevu East

KYF

2011

Luke Malaude

Saqani

KYF

2007

Samuela Baleidrokadroka

Wailevu (Tunuloa)

KYF

2015

Eremodo Jawa & Fabiana Tiko

Wailevu

MFC

2014

Joji Mainukubati

Nadavaci

Volunteers Course

1976

Selesitiono Baniusa

Nadavaci

KYF

1988

Maria Vitorina & Elena Covet

Karoko

MFC

2016

Iosefo Harry

Kanakana

KYF

2007

Sowani Lesibobo

Navakawau

KYF

2018

Leone Lesumaisolomone

Navakawau

KYF

2018

Sakeo Tuiwainika

Doguro

KYF

2011

Sunia Rogoyawa

Suweni

KYF

2018

Belagio Rara

1
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Valetino Turaganivalu
After graduating in 2011 Valetino returned to his village
in Qeleni full of hope and enthusiasm. He had received
$11,000.00 for the sale of yaqona for his Tutu bloc. He had
simultaneously harvested $5,000 from his farm block at
Qeleni village. At graduation he received his five-year
year Development Plan and the savings account with a
balance of $16,000. The hope of implementing the fiveyear plan was met with many difficulties in the village.
“ Au mai veimurimuri tu mada, muri ira tu na cauravou ena
qito sa mai biu tu mada na noqu 5 year plan”
Since he was not being monitored, he deviated from his
vision due to peer pressure. He abused most of his savings on drinking parties. Upon realisation of the situation
he was filled with regret. He was left with no money and
standing crop in the farm.

•
•

“ Na tu vaka galala e vukea vakalevu na noqu toso vaka
vuvale”.
His current crops planted are:

•

“ Sega saraga nai lavo galala vakadua noqu yaqona”

•

Three years later he got married and the responsibility of
a family gave him the urge to restart his family business.
To obtain planting material, he had to work in others
plantation. He also borrowed the planting material other
plantations.

•

“ Veisau valailai na rai na gauna au sa laki vakawati kina”.
When his yagona plants were two years old he started to
sell freshly harvested green yaqona at $2.50/kg. Life was
getting harder as he also had children to support. He realised the best solution to this problem was to increase his
planting scale. To avoid conflict of interest, he embraced
the separate entity concept whereby he divided his farm
into two. He treated the largest land area for commercial
purposes and the smaller one for family income.

Interruption of planned programmes due to sudden
happenings or other agendas.
While following the standard post-harvest management procedures of yaqona, there is a lot factors
that affects the achievement of the targeted income
e.g. donation for drinking parties. This apparently
leads to selling the plants as a whole to interested
dealers which leads to reduced income.

•
•

700 yaqona (1 to 2 years - worth $70,000 in the
ground if harvested now and $140,00 in ground
harvested at 3 years);
200 dalo (tusala) currently worth approximately
$1,100 if harvested now;
200 dalo ni dina worth approx. $900 if harvested
now;
10 plantain; and,
400 cassava plants.

“ Na gauna au sa mai vakamau kina ka sa mai du na luvequ
au sa qai vaka dikeva tale noqu tosotoso. Sa basika tale
mai na vuli mai Tutu. Sa qai gu tale na yaloqu meu teitei
vakalevu”.
During the time of the interview it was noted that Valetino had adjusted back to a constructive lifestyle. He decided to live on the outskirts of the village near his farm so
he could concentrate on looking after his farm and family.
Valetino provided the following advice for aspiring young

“ Wase rua ga na teitei – bisini kei na vuvale”

farmers who want to be successful:

With the commercial farms income, he built a house in
the Tiritiri settlement. According to his five-year plan he
was scheduled to build a house in 2017. However he
achieved his goal a year later. He built his house away
from the village for the following key reasons:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

It is hard to make personal decisions while staying in
the village.
There is a substantial level of commitment in the
village
There is conflict of interest
There is late night sessions of yagona parties in the
village which eventually affects the productivity

Valetino Turaganivalu during the interviews at Qeleni village

Always have a vision
Work hard to achieve goals
Plant extra to cater for unforeseen circumstances
Be very genuine with regards to the vision
Build a house before marriage
Manage time and money wisely

“ Mo tamata dina ,dau vosota,yalomatua ”

Valetinos dalo crop beside the village in Qeleni.
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Isikeli Tuituba
Isikeli Tuituba enrolled in the Couples
course in 2016 with his wife. Prior to the
Tutu course he was just like the other villagers . The obligations of the Vanua and
Lotu and the social obligations was overwhelming. They could not make ends
meet. The short stint at Tutu changed all
that.
“ O Tutu qai veisau taki au ga. E dua na
veivararama taki e solia o ea”
Time management was one of the key
Isikeli Tuituba during the interview with Rohit Lal
factors and simple planning for future
investments. Especially to meet not only
village commitments but importantly the
education expenses of the children.
“ E dua na vuli levu tau dua na kena vaka
vulici vei keimami na vagataki ni gauna”
Today Isikeli and his wife are happy they
are able to make ends meet and attribute
this success to the training they got from
Tutu. Apart from their spiritual growth
and time management skills the use of
sustainable management practices like
using macuna beans , composting and
intercropping with drala has helped them
farm in a sustainable manner.
Isikeli’s young kava crop at his farm in Qeleni
“ Keirau sa mai vakadinadina taka qo na
vinaka ni macuna kei na drala . Na vanua
e sa sega tu ni dau teivaki kara dau vesu tu
kina na ose au tea kina na macuna kei na
drala.. Era kidacala tale na bulabula ni dalo
keirau a teivaka”.

Pauliasi Silinameke
This young farmer, from Qeleni Taveuni, graduated from
the KYF Course in 2000. He again attended the married
couples course with his wife in 2016. He admitted that his
relationship with his wife has flourished since participating in the Married Couples course .
“ Oti na vuli ni married couples keirau sa qai veilomai vinaka
saraga”
It was hard for him to implement his five-year plan in a
village setting. Although he had all the skills and knowledge he acknowledged his immaturity at that stage.
Once he was married with children he started to think
Pauliasi Silinameke shares his views about the Married couples
more critically of his life and future.
course during the interview
“ Au se yalowai vakalevu na gauna au a Young farmer tu
kina”
Having a wife to support the five-year plan was what
he needed. Now several years later they have been able
to save money and use sustainable planting methods
to better crop production. Financial literacy was one
issue that they raised that should be stressed upon more
during the course. The couple now have a special savings account for their child’s education.
“ Keirau sa mai vakabibi taka tu qo na maroroi I lavo me
baleta na vuli torocake ni gone”
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Two year old kava freshly harvested and ready for drying at Qeleni
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Lolosio Sabai & Kalesi Senibua
Lolosio Sabai and his wife Kalesi Senibua attended the
married couples course in 2012. Lolosio was working at
a resort when his wife told him about the Tutu Married
Couples course. They made arrangements to attend the
course and had no idea what they were getting into.
Once the course started it began to make sense. Time
management, spiritual growth, planning and self-discipline were some key areas which got them motivated .
“ O Tutu e vakararama taka na malumalumu ena neirau
bula vakawati”

Lolosio and Kalesi share their experience on the Tutu course

As a couple with a young family they have managed to
plan their planting schedule (dalo and kava to meet all
the obligations in a year. Surplus money was put in a savings account for a “rainy day”. Their project at the moment
is to complete their home in the village.
“ Neirau vale e sema tiko qo e rawa mai na tuvatuva e vulici
mai O Tutu”

Silio Loaloa

Lolosio and his daughter in their farm in Qeleni, Wainikeli.

The young farmer from Navakacoa graduated from
the KYF Course in 2011. Armed with his five-year plan
and 600 matured kava at Tutu started out with a lot of
enthusiasm. Unfortunately peer pressure and the village
lifestyle overshadowed his plan and withinv of months
he spent all his money from the kava sales and used it
unwisely.
“ Sa levu ga na noqu veimurimuri. Kila ga na bula vakacauravou”
It was a low point in his life he realized that he was just
like the other boys in his village , unproductive and no
sense of direction. After settling down with his wife and
having their first child he looked back at his 5 year plan
with renewed energy. Now his wife has made the difference in implementing his plan and things so far have
been much better.
“ Na gauna au sa mai vakawati kina ka mai dua sara na
luvei keirau sa qai basika tale mai navuli mai Tutu”
Silios young kava crop at his farm in Navakacoa.

Silio Loaloa shares his experience after graduating from Tutu
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Lepani Iowane
Iowani Lepani from Qeleni village, Taveuni is a 2011
graduate of the KYFC Course .While in Tutu, he was able
to plant 1000 yagona at the Centre and 1000 plants on
his block at Qeleni. He was able to build a house in the
village for a cost of $5,000 while still at Tutu.
“ Au biubiu mai Tutu e dua na veitemaki levu e tarai au. Voleka meu gunuva kece na noqu I lavo. Na gunu sa toso tikoga.
E levu na noqui lala mai na koro keimami toso vata tuga”.
After graduation, he was left to continue with his farming
business without any monitoring .This ultimately led to
indulging into peer pressure. He started to waste money
on drinking parties and a prolonged trip to Suva – using
$3,000 from his Tutu savings. However, he finally got married in 2013 and decided to give up drinking and return
to the implementation of his five-year plan. To do this it
was necessary for him to borrow planting material from
other farmers in the village.
“ Vakawati oti ga au sakila me sa veisau na noqu rai. Kalougata na watiqu e vukei au vakalevu. Mai sucu na luvequ
sa bibi nai tavi sa lailai saran a noqu vei murimuri. Sa kena
gauna ga”.
His development plan is now fully back on course. His
current crops in the ground are:

•
•
•
•
•

2,000 yaqona (1 year – worth $100,000 in the ground
if harvested now and worth $400,000 in ground
harvested at 3 years at current prices)
500 dalo (tusala) currently worth approximately
2,300 if harvested now
20 plantain
500 cassava
3 bearing bale kana breadfruit trees

Lepani has managed to build a house valued at $10,000
at Tivitivi settlement in Qeleni. He has a solar powered
system installed at his home. In addition, he had purchased his first vehicle vehicle in 2015 at a cost of $6,000,
with an additional $6,000 spent on its repair. In 2017 he
acquired another vehicle in exchange of 300 yaqona
plants. He uses this vehicle to provide transport for the
villagers.
“ Raica noqu vale qori e rauta e $10,000 na kenai sau. Sa tu
qo edua na motoka au sac aka bisinisi tiko kina”.
His wife actively supports Lepani in his farming activities.
They both now share the same goals and life is much better for them now. He has a house in the village and a new
one at his farm. He is planning to expand his farm with
the help from hired labor from the village. In common
with many KYF graduates his five-year plan failed to be
activated until he started having children. The responsibility was so overbearing he decided to finally leave his
former lifestyle and focus on looking after his small family.
“ Dua na gauna balavu au yalowai tu kina, levu na gunu kei
na sisi wavoki. E yali saraga na vuli mai Tutu. Na gauna ga
au qai mai sotava kina na dredre ni bula vakawati qai lesu
tale mai na vuli mai Tutu”.
As is common with other KYF graduates Lepani has
become a community leader. His time on the farm is
split between village meetings and school obligations.
Lepani is now the treasurer for the local primary school at
Wainikeli .
Lepani lists the main lessons he has learnt from his experience at Tutu and since his graduation:

•

He plants mucuna bean and erythrina as fallow crops
after the harvesting of his yaqona, dalo and cassava.
“ E sega ni leqa na kakana mai vale. Sa toso tale noqu tatadra ni five-year plan. Au sa wasea vei noqu bui na noqu plan
ka sa tokona vakalevu sara.”

•

Separate entity concept needs to observed at
all times.(There has to be a separate farm which
should be used to suffice the family needs while the
commercial farm to be strictly used for agricultural
business purpose.
Wise management of resources (e.g. money) should
be paramount.
• Being genuine and committed to
targets.
• Farming can change livelihoods
• Buying old vehicle leads to increased
costs with respect to repairs and replacement of parts.
The recommendations he makes for
Tutu’s consideration are:

• Tutu Training Centre to incorporate
consistent monitoring after graduation

• Tutu training centre to keep control

of the graduate’s money until they are
fully ready to combat peer pressure and
mismanagement of funds.
Lepani Iowane explains the difficulties he faced when he
graduated from Tutu
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“ Qo sa qai tuvani vinaka na noqu takete ni teitei sa mai
laurai qo na kena vuana”
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Lepani’s house on the
outskirts of Qeleni
village

Solomoni Saga
Solomoni is from Wai village in the district of Wainikeli
graduated in 2015. At 28 years old he has been able to
build his house and maintain his yaqona and dalo farms.
His big obligation now like many of the young farmers is
looking after their elderly parents. He has admitted that
this is why he is still based in the village. Both his wife and
himself take care of the parents and try to meet all the
village and social obligations.
“ Toso tuga vakamalua na noqu teitei. Keirau sa qaravi rau tu
na qase qo ena koro,keirau sotava talega na neirau takete ni
teitei ena veivula.”
The Tutu training has set him apart from other men in the
village. He says he does his own program and the fiveyear plan is just a guide for them. Solomoni would like to
see more visits from the Tutu staff to keep him motivated.
“ Kerea ga me lako tiko ga mai na veisiko, me vaka yaloqaqa
taki keimami tiko”.
Solomone Saga in his village in Wai in the Wainikeli district.

Breadfruit around his farm supplements his root crops for family consumption
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Leone Bini
Leone is from Waitabu village . He graduated in 2015 and
is now 29 years old and newly married. He has finally
settled down and implementing his five-year plan. He has
admitted it took him several years to come to the point
where he knew he needed to change.
“ Dua na gauna dredre na bula vaka cauravou ena koro.
Sivia na veimurimuri”.
He has been able to provide for his family and elderly
parents and put money aside for village commitments.
Peer pressure was his downfall initially but he has been
able manage it better with his wife in the picture. His
family is food secure throughout the year as he has been
able to provide all his crops from his farm for home
consumption.

Leone Bini sun dries his kava crop beside his house in
Waitabu village

“ Sa mai toso vinaka qo na gauna au sa mai vakawati kina”

Maria Aliti
This lady from Naselesele graduated from the Single Womens Course in 2009. Since graduation she has been able to
provide for her family from the sewing skills she learnt at Tutu. Beside the sewing she also plants voivoi for mat weaving.
“ Na culacula au vulica mai Tutu sa noqu vurevure ni lavo sara tu ga qo”
For several years the whole village rely on her for school uniforms and social attires. She is full time sewing and orders are
overwhelming.
“ Na ota ni sulu sa lako tug a mai, au sa qai tuvani yau ga meu sotava kece na nodra gagadre. Au tei voivoi tu qo me kuri ga ni
saqamoli”
Time management and spiritual growth has been her corner stone. She admitted that this has rubbed on to her husband
and her children as well.

Maria Aliti from Naselesele who makes a living from sewing
in her village and making a good income

Maria’s mother supports her sewing and helps out when
there are overwhelming orders.

Alusio Avoko
Alusio Avoko from Lavena village graduted from KYF Course in 2007. Now at 34years
old married with one child and looking after his elderly parents. He has been able to
build his house on the farm which cost $12,000 and now he also has a house near his
parents home in the village which cost him $8,000. He is based at the village mainly
to support his ageing parents.
“ Qo sac aka na vale ena koro baleta au veiqaravi tu vei rau na qase”
The impact of past cyclones has hindered some of his plans however he still finds
windows of opportunities to overcome them. He says Tutu has provided all the skills
to survive. But actually implementing this is another story. “Its difficult in a village
settings. Everyone looks after each other here. We share and care and this can be
counter productive.” he said.
“ Ike levu ga na qito kei na veimurimuri e caka tiko. Tamata me dei tiko ga”.
Boys in the village are interested in playing rugby rather than setting goals for their
farms. Farming is easy when you are connected to Tutu he says.”Once on your own
that’s the real testing time.” Na gauna sa biubiu kina mai Tutu san a qei laurai dina na
kemu roka dina”
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During the interview Alusio acknowledged his move to the village was based
on looking after his elderly parents.
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Petero Waitakai
Petero Waitakai is from Lavena village and graduated from the KYF
Course in 2009. Now at age 28 he has four children and things have
taken a twist to his 5 year plan .
“ E veisau vakalailai na noqu five-year plan, na noqu takete levu qo na
nodartou vuli na gone”
His plantation is mainly to support his family commitments and
any surplus is used for other obligations. He admits that it is difficult
planning in a village setting – here the obligations can be overwhelming.
“ Keitou kalougata ni cakacaka tiko na neitou Na, sa rawa tu kina eso na
vurevure ni lavo”
Petero has had to adjust and prioritise. For his young children he
has been able to invest in insurance policies for them as sees this as
his biggest investment . His farming plans have not taken off according to the plan - however he plants on a subsistence scale to meet
home consumption needs. Both his brothers and sisters have been
through the Tutu program and have greatly benefited.

Neori and Petero during the interviews in Lavena village

“ Keitou vuli kece mai Tutu na vuvale qo e rua na taciqu kei na ganequ.
Keitou kila kece na vinaka ni vuli mai Tutu”

Lui Taoni
Lui Taoni graduated in 2003. His five-year plan was not activated
until several years later. Peer pressure and bad decisions took its toll.
However the skills he learnt at Tutu enabled him to manage his life.
“ Levu ga na noqu veimurimuri kei ira na cauravou. Sega mada ga na
teitei”
Now married with two boys his focus now is quality education for
his children. They have put money aside to help them when the
boys will attend tertiary school. They also have been thinking of
buying some land in Labasa so that they have somewhere to stay
when the need arises.
“ Qo sa qai mai tuvani vinaka tale na plan. Vakabibi tiko qo na vuli ni
neirau cauravou”.

Lui Taoni and Neori during the interviews in Lavena village

His two brothers also attended Tutu and have faced similar circumstances.
“ Ko rau na taciqu rau soatava talega na bula veilecayaki ni oti na vuli
mai Tutu. Io ni sotavi na leqa lesu tale mai na vakavuvuli mai Tutu”.

Remesio Rogovakalali
Remesio from Lavena graduated from KYF Course in 2016 . At the
time of the interview he had still had not been able to implement
his plan. His reasons were mostly the same as the other participants
mainly peer pressure and immaturity.
“ Sa qei mai tekivu tale qo . Dua na gauna balavu au sega ni toso tu
kina. Levu ga na qito kei na lasa va koro”.
But despite these barriers he is finally making sense of his life and he
has reached out to his plan for guidance. His yaqona farm is thriving
but he says he will have to wait for at least another 3 years before he
can harvest. Dalo and cassava grown on a regular basis is for home
consumption.
“ Au gadreva ke rawa ni vakaukauwa tale mai na veisiko vei keimami na
ex KYF . Qo mada edua na vure ni yaloqaqa drau kauta tu mai”.

Remesio Rogovakalali at his farm with Neori in Lavena
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Lanieta Lewenamoka & Lorasio
Baleikoro
Lanieta and Lorosio Baleikoro from Navakawau village
attended the Marriage Couples course in 2016. Lorosio
was also an ex KYF, graduating in 2013. They have two
children. He admits how he could not implement his
plan due to peer pressure in the village and his friends.
However he made the bold move of enrolling with his
wife in the Married Couples course – this proved a turning point for them
“ Dredre na noqu toso gauna au biuti Tutu kina ena KYF
course. Vakawati oti ga keirau sureti me keirau laki curuma
na couples course”
The couple are reaping the benefits by working as a team
to manage a canteen in the village and through various
other income streams. Lanieta credited her time at Tutu
in aiding her to solve a lot of their internal problems. Time
management was very important in village life. She also
has other income streams like sewing clothes ,baking
cakes and mat weaving

Lanieta and Lorasio infront of their shop in Navakawau
village. Lorasio is an ex KYF and both attended the Married
Couples Course

“ Na gauna qo sa matata na takete ena vei yabaki, sa dua na
neirau canteen ,toso vinaka tiko. Na neirau tatadra me dua
na neirau Hilux 4 x 4 me vukea na nierau toso”.

Waisale Rasau Liwa
Waisale Liwa from Navakawau village graduated in 2007.
Now 34 years old he has managed to build his house
costing $7,000 funded by the proceeds from his own
farm. This came with many challenges. The cyclone damage and peer pressure contributed to his struggle. He
has managed to replant his yaqona farm and now sells
dalo for the export market.
“ Dredre valailai na toso ni gauna tu ni bula vaka cauravou”
The current price of yaqona is in his favour and he can afford some things he had in his five-year plan. He markets
his yaqona to a local dealer in Labasa.
“ Na sau vinaka ni yaqona kei na dalo na gauna qo esa qai
vakavuna me keimami teitei vakalevu sara”.

Waisale Liwa in Navakawau village during the interview.

Waisale shows us his kava getting sun dried in the village
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Iowane Sigawasa
The 64 year old from Navakawau was a volunteer in 1976.
His son Lorasio’s Baleikoro graduated from KYF in 2013. Lorasio upskilled himself because of his family obligations and
has left the legacy to continue with his children.
“ Se gauna dredre na gauna ni volunteer mai Tutu. Keimami sa
bau tavoraki vinaka saraga”
His lifestyle changed when he discovered what Tutu had to
offer. It was difficult being a volunteer but the skills that he
learnt paid off. Iowane is content with his life and happy
that his son was able to experience the Tutu KYF course.
“ Sa teitei tu ga vakamalua. Sa rawa to kina eso na vurevure ni
lavo. Sega na ulubale na sau ni yaqona kei na dalo na gauna
qo”.

Iowane Sigawasa from Navakawau village was a volunteer
in 1976 in Tutu.

Ida Simpson
Ida Simpson from Naguvu settlement in Vuna and her husband Patrick Finau Cavuilati attended the Marriage couples
course in 2017. For this couple Tutu was an eye opener to a
better lifestyle.
“ Edua na vuli levu sara mai Tutu. E kilai vinaka ko ira na vuli mai
Tutu kei ira eso tale na lewe ni vanua. Vakabibi na vagataki ni
gauna”.
Now armed with income generating skills and better skill
sets they make enough to make ends meet and have surplus funds for a savings account.
“ Au rawata tiko mai na culacula walega erauta tiko $400 -$500
end dua na vula”

Ida makes a good income from her sewing skills that she
learnt from Tutu.

The 6 months was enlightening as they had never come
across such important life lessons. Time management was
the most important lesson that they brought back from
Tutu. Now they are on their way to saving enough to implement their five-year plans.
“ Keimami sa kalougata na vuli mai Tutu. Eso na dredre e sotavi
io sa tiki tu ni bula ya”.
They have been able to put money aside at Unit Trust and
invested money in other life insurance policies.

Jieni Seruvatu & Remesio Cavulati

Ida shows couples 5 year plan and her extra notes she got
from the married couples course.

After graduating in 2014 they were eager to implement their
five-year plan. Unfortunately Cyclone Winston damaged
their crops. However once their lives normalised they set
new targets and are soon to reap the benefits .
“ Dua na tatao ni toso na cagilaba ko Winston. Na vuli mai Tutu
sa qai vukei keirau me keirau toso tiko ga”
With the price of kava at an all time high they could achieve
a lot of their personal goals. They have been firm believers in
the macuna bean concept and have observed high yielding
crops.
“ Qo au volitaki rokete sara tiko mai Suva ena vei macawa. Na
vukei keirau ena so na leqa sotavi koso”
They grow chilles on a small scale and send it to Suva markets. This provides a consistent cash flows for the family.

Remesio has found the program at Tutu to be very beneficial
to his livelihood and relationship with his wife and family

“ Na I sau ni yaqona na gauna oqo kei na dalo keirau vakabauta san a qai sotavi eso na neirau tatadra”
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Elisabeta Naivalunisau & Waisale
Navucu
This couple reside in Naguvu settlement in Vuna and
attended the Married Couples course in 2014. They have
one child and are finally implementing their five-year
plan. Since leaving Tutu they have settled into village life
again however they practice the Tutu regime religiously.
Yaqona and dalo are in abundance and continue to be
the main cash flow apart from what they earn from traditional craft and selling vegetables.
“ Keirau sa kalougata ni keirau vulica e levu na ka yaga mai
Tutu”
At the time of the interview the couple had planted a
6000 dalo and 1600 yaqona plants. The plantation was
full of cassava , yams and kawai. They also have invested
their time in planting voivoi for mat weaving. The couple
also plant a lot of short term vegetables for the local
village and settlement market.

Elisabeta and Waisale Navucu found the married couples
course very useful.

Eric Narayan
Eric Narayan is no stranger to Tutu. He currently serves
on the Tutu Board. Eric is encouraging the graduates to
change their mind set and approach to life. “They must
learn from the past mistakes of the ex-participants and
avoid repeating them.” He says when you are a product
of Tutu you need to be a role model in the community.
Eric says the five-year plan needs to continually point out
the risks as well so the graduates are well informed of the
consequences.
“ It’s the same story every year the KYF graduate. They
come out with a lot of pride , they drop to the bottom
however they tend to get back on their feet after going
through that phase.”

Fr Isaia stands in front of some sandalwood trees at Eric ‘s
farm in Delai Vuna

Maretino & Melania Suliyau
Maretino and Melania Suliyau attended the Married
Couples course in 2005. They have invested in 3 different
farms to diversify their dalo and kava production base.
“ Sa yaga me yalomatua na I’Taukei. Sa sega na ulu bale.
Kabibi mo sema taletuga mai na koro.”
They admitted it is not wise to invest only in one area.
As a consequence of constant volatile weather patterns
and much crop loss they decided to lease land on a short
term basis to spread their risk. They have another farm
in the village in Vanua Levu where they visit on a regular
basis.

Maretino and Melania infront of some of their kava plants in
their farm in Delai Vuna

They admitted with the price of yaqona and dalo now
there five-year plan was very realistic. It is a good time to
tap into these two crops and make good money.

Maretino uses drala as a companion crop with kava and has
observed the benefits first hand.
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Elia Bosco
The 40 year KYF from Tavuki village has settled into village
life comfortably. His focus at the moment is education for
his children.
“ Noqu 5 year plan e mai tao tu mada oti na cagilaba. Sa
mai tekivu tale tiko qo”
His five-year plan was initiated and then a cyclone damaged his crop and he has never maintained a commercial
size crop again. He has been able to get work from local
resorts to make ends meet.
“Sa vabibi tu ga qo na nodratou vuli na gone”
Elia maintains once he gets organised he will restart his
five-year plan on his family land in the village.

Kava stems put aside for peeling and drying at Tavuki village

Sepesa Bautarua
Sepesa from Bautarua village graduated for KYF Course
2007. He is now married with one child. His five-year plan
was not implemented as planned due to difficulties faced
at the home front.
“ Sa dredre ni da qaravi ira tiko na qase I vale. Se bi utu mada
na plan meu qaravi rau mada noqu qase”
Marriage life interfered and his plans stalled. His role at his
home front changed as he is obliged to look after his elderly parents. His last commercial crop was used to repair
their home after Winston. However he is still optimistic he
will be able to make ends meet.

Newly harvested areas are usually left for a 1 year to fallow
then replanted.

“ Na tei yaqona sa toso tu vakamalua sa rauta e 2000 sa tei
tu qo”
His new target is to complete his house and buy land
outside Labasa. He does not use chemical sprays. Although more difficult he has seen the benefits. The dalo
he plants is only for home consumption.

Eneriko Poe
Eneriko Poe from Karoko village now based in Vativa,
Wailevu west. He graduated in 2005 and admitted to
falling into peer pressure. With his two children and wife
to look after his priorities have since changed and he now
works full time on his five-year plan that he has neglected
for so long.
“ Levu ga noqu veimurimuri, sega ni dua na ka e rawa”

Eneriko’s kava intercropped with drala

His village garden is able to supply crops and vegetables
throughout the year for family consumption and the
surplus is sold around the communities or road side.
His target is to build his house with a budget of $40,000
and use his yaqona to fund the house. I plant 300 kasa
every month to meet my targets. At the end of the day I
want to go back and settle in my village in Karoko.

At one point copra was the main source of income for Eneriko – this is no longer the case
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Vilitati Tuilawa, Beniamino Kaloudau, Silivenusi Ratusauma, Feremo
Ratusauma
These ex KYF participants from Nakorvou Bua are in their late 20’s. They have been able to build their own houses in the
village from the Tutu proceeds. They acknowledged the situation in the village and how difficult it was to blend back to
village life. However the skills from Tutu have set them apart from the average villager.
“ Ike kilai vinaka Ko ira na vuli mai Tutu. Nodra tosotoso ena vei siga e vakai tuvatuva”
There was discussion on forming a group to support village crop enterprises to fund traditional and church obligations.
During a discussions it was noted that the Turga ni Koro was working closely with them to promote the Tutu concept of
planting commercially through current youth groups.
“ Sa keitou bose tiko qo me tauyavu e dua na ex Tutu group me vaka bulabula taka na teitei vei ira na taba gone”.

Ex KYF from Nakorovou in Bua during the interviews

TRTC staff Neori stand with Ex KYF around a sandalwood
farm.

Belenio Rara
Belenio Rara from Viriqilai in Macuata graduated in 2015. For now he is focusing on expanding his farm near the village.
He grows a lot of yaqona to sell in Labasa. Dalo is grown only for home consumption with assorted vegetables.
“ Au lai cakacaka valailai mai valagi. Sa vinaka ga meda mai qarava ga noda qele e sega ni dua e lewai iko tu”
At the time of the interview Belenio had been working from his small nursery in the village potting his yaqona and some
native species. He has seen the success of propagating in side the shade house. This significantly increased productivity
compared with direct planting. The current price of yaqona fetches a good price and he is making regular sales which
allows him to meet his monthly expenses, care for his elderly parents and family and save.
“ Qo edua na vanua dredre ni tei yaqona. Na gaunisala mada ga e yawa”
The difficulties of harsh conditions has motivated him more to succeed. He says there should be no excuse for failure if
one has been through the Tutu program.

Belenio stands by his small kava nursery. He points out this
nursery replaces dead plants so he maintains his monthly
targets
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Kava roots sun drying in Viriqlai village, Macuata.
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Solomoni Vukituvu, Sakeo Tuiwainike,
Vilikesa Yakobo Pio Qarau
These young men from Dogoru in Macuata have been
spearheading village projects in their village. One of them is
the current Turaga ni koro and leads by example.
“ E liu taki keimami saratu ga qo Ko Turaga ni koro e ta mai
Tutu”
The elders present have acknowledged the good work they
are producing and have encouraged the youth to support
and follow the Tutu way of thinking. During the time of the
interview yaqona was being harvested from the church
farm which was one of their projects. Most villages have
benefitted from the harvests and they are encouraging
more young men to attend Tutu. The group advocate to the
youths that if they do not succeed in enrolling themselves at
Tutu they should learn some of the basic concepts.

Doguru village have many ex KYF who have been encouraging more young people in the village to plant kava and earn
a decent living.

Vilikesa Yakobo
Yakobo is a 2011 graduate from KYC course. He resides in Doguru village , Macuatu . Upon graduating he had a sum of
$2,700 through sales of yagona from his Tutu block. When he returned from Taveuni,he found that all the yagona from his
farm in the village was stolen. Depressed and losing hope, he decided to go to Suva.
The urban culture posed serious threat to his daily living. Culture shock led to drinking parties and ultimately he spent
$1300 in socialising and merry making. `He realised that he was almost at the verge of being penny less. He started to
work as a carpenter. The carpentry skills were attainted from Tutu training centre. He later joined a joinery company and
was involved in making chairs and table. The low weekly income was not enough to meet his daily needs.
In 2017, he noticed a photo upload by his younger brother on facebook. The photo illustrated a newly built house in
Doguru village. He called his father to enquire about ownership of the house and his surprise he discovered that it was
his father’s. Yakobo’s father had taken his son’s five-year plan from Tutu and implemented it himself. The purpose of the
five-year plan is to guide the young graduates as they venture into their farming business. Yakobo’s father elaborated to
him through the income generated by from implementing the plan he was able to invest $68,000 to purchase housing
materials, lightening system and hire labour. This revelation left Yakobo in tears - however he was still in doubt. He
boarded the next boat back to his village and was amazed and emotional to see the new house built as a result of his
father implementing his plan.
He realised he had wasted his 6 years in Suva . He repented and asked for forgiveness from his father and the rest of the
family. The family accepted him with open arms, He was assured that it’s never too late .He then returned to Suva to get
his belongings and his wife. His family members then helped him to start his yagona farming business. Yakobo currently
has 2000 yaqona plants. Yakobo Vilikesa’s plea to young farmers is: i) never lose hope; ii) keep striving with patience; iii)
always focus on your vision; avoid succumbing to negative peer pressure; and manage your fund smartly.

Ex KYF Doguru village share their stories during the interviews

Vilikesa in his father’s house that was built
through the implementation of his 5 year plan
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Elia Savenaca and Mereoni
Makitalena
The couple were average farmers of the village. One
week prior to their son’s graduation the couple attended
the parent’s pre graduation course.During this tour they
were shown their sons five- year Development Plan, taken for a tour of the training centre and visited their son’s
2 acre block. They were astonished by their son’s Plan and
started to foresee the outcome.
“ Keirau sa kurabui ni keirau raica na nodra teitei ni yaqona
mai Tutu. E vaka yaloqaqa takiyau niu kila niu na rawata
talega na mataqali teitei sa caka tu mai Tutu”.
After Yakobo’s graduation ,the entire family headed back
for the village. Yakobo had just received $2,700 from
the sale of his yaqona from his Tutu block and was in
buoyant mood and ready to start implementing his Plan.
However, when they arrived home to Yakobo’s dismay he
found all yaqona plants had all been stolen. Frustrated,
Yakobo told his family that he would be relocating to
Suva. Numerous counselling sessions could not change
the mind of this frustrated Tutu KYF graduate.

Elia Savenaca (57) and his wife Mereoni Makitalena (55) are
residents of Doguru village in Macuata. Their son Yakobo
Vilikesa was a 2011 KYF graduate

“Sa qai gole tu I Suva na cauravou qo , qai biuta tu mai na
nona five-year plan. Keirau sa mani wilika toka vakamalua”
Yakobo left behind his 5 year Development Plan in
drawer in his parent’s house. Soon after his departure his
parents found his Plan and started reading and understanding it. After a week the couple realised that they
can take ownership of the plan and implement it. They
followed the weekly and monthly targets very closely for
the next 3 years.
“ Na yaqona qo keirau qai waraka toka me sa mai yabaki va
(4) saratuga, qai cavu. Keirau vinakata me matua vinaka na
neirau yaqona”.

The inside of Elia and Mereoni kitchen

They started harvesting yaqona in the 4th year with
all the income received deposited in the bank. After 5
years of farming in accordance to the Plan the couple
managed to save $80,000, which they invested in a new
house (30’X77’). Mr Savenaca, treated his son’s Plan “like
his bible and It defined the path for their success”. “Tutu is
not only a school to attain a certificate but it teaches life
giving skills.” In 2017 their son Yakobo returned from Suva
to become a successful commercial farmer thanks to his
Plan and the effort of his parents in its implementation.
“Na neirau volatabu saraga na five-year plan qo. Keirau sa
mani vakamuria toka ga vakamalua. Se tu mai Suva noqu
cauravou sa keirau tosoya tale na neirau vale. Keirau rawata
beka e $80,000”.

The outside of their house from the road in Doguru
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Alosio Ray
Alosio Ray, from Wailevu East Village, graduated from the KYF Course in 2011. His family has had a long involvement
with the Centre. His grandfather was an early Volunteer Course participant, his father a KYF Course graduate and his
brother Aselemo graduated in 2015 from KYF.
“ keitou a ta kece mai Tutu na vuvale qo. Keitou sa mai kalougata tu qo ena vuku ga ni vosota”.
The conscientious farmer has an abundance of dalo dina, cassava and vudi for household consumption. He is food
secure and only buys flour and sugar every month. Upon graduation he earned $15,000 from his Tutu block and $40,000
from village farm. This amount funded the construction of a concrete house (20ft x8 ft.).
“ Sega ni leqa na kakana I vale. Au kalougata vakalevu ni rawa niu vulica na yalomatua mai Tutu”
Ray has now become a substantial commercial yaqona farmer – with 6,000 yaqona plants now planted. The value of
this crop in the ground is estimated at almost $500,000 (see table below). If sold when it reaches 3 years of maturity at
current prices and without production loss because of cyclones, drought or theft , it is estimated to approximately bring
in $1.2 million
Estimated gross value of Alosio Ray’s Nov 2018 kava plantings at current prices*
Stage of growth Number of
(years)
plants

Value of a plant Value of plant sold Total value of the
Total value of the crop
sold Nov 2018 ($) at 3 years @ Nov crop all sold now ($)* all sold at 3 years ($)
2018 prices
3
500
200
200
100,000
100,000
2
2,000
100
200
200,000
400,000
1
2,000
50
200
100,000
400,000
0.5
1,500
50
200
75,000
300,000
Total
6,000
475,000
1,200,000
* a 6 month crop can be sold for planting material - estimated it would produce 100 cutting at $0.5/cutting

Most of the yaqona plots are located approximately 1km from the village. Thus it is necessary for Ray to harvest and dry
the kava himself. The income gross income that currently can be earned from a dried three year yaqona plant is $2522
which has to be deducted the cost of harvesting, cutting, washing and drying.
He promotes sustainable cropping systems with his yaqona planting – particularly the planting under drala and and the
interplanting with mucuna beans. Ray has observed these cropping systems increase soil fertility and enhance yields. It
adds nitrogen to soil. Leaves from these trees provide organic matter upon decomposition. These leguminous plants also
reduce soil erosion. Ray says he has observed that by planting these trees the soil becomes darker and moist. He has
become a champion of sustainable cropping, particularly for the planting of kava.
“ Au sa vakabauta saraga na yaga ni tei drala. Raica na veigasau qori e bula vinaka kina na yaqona ni tei tiko na drala”
To improve access and to reduce costs for himself and other village farmers he and his brothers invested $25,000 in a
digger hire to build a road to provide road access Through their farm earnings he and his brothers have over the last year
been able to make a substantial investment in vehicles (A new Toyota Land Cruiser; a Toyota Hilux and aToyota Probox)
“ Keimami le tolusagavulu (30) na levu ni cauravou keitou sauma tiko na gaunisala vou qo (farm road). Na neitou lori kece qo
e sa kele saraga ena mata ni neitou teitei na gauna qo. Na qase madaga e sara marau ni rawa tale mera taleva na teitei ni sa
dola na gaunisala vou qo”.
Ray has become a village leader despite his relatively young age and has been the Turaga Ni Koro for the last four (4)
years. He has seen a small change in the attitude of the boys in the village. He puts a lot of effort in educating and motivating village youth about his experience in agriculture and the opportunities it offers.
“ Sa ka va (4) ni yabaki na noqu Turaga Ni koro. Au sa raica na veisau vei ira na cauravou. Na gauna qo e sega ni dua e sega ni
teitei. Sa tei tei kece ne gone. Keimami sa vei vuke takaga na kasa vei ira me toso kece na tamata”

2

Yaqona Green weight
product (kg)
White Kasa
5
Lewena
2
Cut pieces
5.5
Waka
6.5
Gross Total
19

Dry weight
(kg)
1
0.4
1.5
1.5
4.4

dry to green
ratio (%)
20%
20%
27%
23%
23%

Price/kg ($) Income/plant ($)
40
60
40
85

40
24
60
128
$252
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The thirty youths that farm along the new farm road are
all reaping the benefits of kava and earning cash with
kava prices at its best. Everyone is occupied in farming
on their own land and the new farm road has opened up
more opportunities for other villagers to grow commercial produce. The boys have also invested in a new rugby
ground beside the village for recreational activities.
“ Na levu ni lavo sa cawairi tu qo sa vaka domobula saraga.
Keimami sauma talega na digger me bulldoze taki na
neimami rara ni qito vou. Qo e sega ni lavo ni koro, qo na
neimami lavo yaduadua”
Yaqona being stolen is not an issue in Ray’s territory as all
the youths are engaged in farming. With the new road
was developed there was no need to camp in the bush
farm house as it now takes 10 mintues by a 4 x 4 vehicle
to reach Ray’s farm. Prior to this this it would take more
then an hour walking through the bush before he could
get to his farm.

Labour carrying green kava 1 km from Ray’s kava plot for drying

Ray promotes sustainable cropping systems with his
yaqona planting – particularly the planting under drala
the interplanting with mucuna beans. Ray has observed
that these cropping systems increase soil fertility and
enhance yields. It adds nitrogen to soil. Leaves from these
trees provide organic matter upon decomposition. These
leguminous plants also reduce soil erosion. Ray says he
has observed that by planting these trees the soil becomes darker and moist. He has become a champion of
sustainable cropping, particularly for the planting of kava
“ Au sa vakabauta saraga na yaga ni tei drala. Raica na veigasau qori e bula vinaka kina na yaqona ni tei tiko na drala”
To improve access and to reduce costs for himself and
other village farmers he and his brothers invested $25,000
in digger hire to build a road to provide road access
Through their farm earnings he and his brothers have
over the last year been able to make a substantial investment in vehicles (A new Toyota Land Cruiser; a Toyota
Hilux and aToyota Probox)

A new road financed by Ray (cost $25,000) to improve access to
Ray and other farmers kava plots

“ Keitou via tolusagavulu (30) na levu ni cauravou keitou
sauma tiko na gaunisala vou qo (farm road). Na neitou lori
kece qo e sa kele saraga ena mata ni neitou teitei na gauna
qo. Na qase madaga e sara marau ni rawa tale mera taleva
na teitei ni sa dola na gauni sala vou qo”.
Ray has become a village leader despite his relatively
young age and was recently appointed the turaga-ni-koro. He puts a lot of effort in education village
youth about his experience in agriculture and the opportunities it offers.

Ray (left) drying yaqona from his farm in front of his house

The yaqona plantings of Alosio Ray as of Oct 2018 and their in ground value at current prices

Stage of
growth
(years)

Value of the plant Value of plant sold Total value of the
Total value of the crop
sold in ground
in the ground at 3 crop all sold now*
all sold at 3 years
(Nov 2018)
years @ Nov 2018
3
500
200
200
100,000
100,000
2
2,000
100
200
200,000
400,000
1
2,000
50
200
100,000
400,000
0.5
1,500
50
200
75,000
300,000
Total
6,000
475,000
1,200,000
* a 6 month crop can be sold for planting material - estimated it would produce 100 cutting at $0.05/cutting
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Luke Malaude
Luke is from Navetau in Saqani district and was a KYF graduate
in 2007. After living with his parents for a number of years he decided to build his own house. After succeeding he has managed
to expand his yaqona farm and dalo farms respectively. Peer
pressure from friends led to his downfall initially but he has been
able to cope .
“ Na veimurimuri ga e vakavuna na noda leqa”
He maintains that ex Tutu participants are much better off than
the average villager. His gardens provide year round food for his
family
“ Kevaka au lutu sobu au kila niu rawa nit u cakae tale baleta ga na
vuli mai Tutu”.

Samuela Baleidrokadroka

Luke Malaude during his interview in Navetau village ,
Saqani.

Samuela is from Wailevu village in Tunuloa. He graduated in
2015 and has moved steadily with his plans. The good price of
yaqona now has enabled him to accelerate the implementation of his Plan. He sells most of his yaqona in Savusavu market
through a middleman. He has been able to maintain his yaqona
farm and plants other crops for home consumption.
“ Na vuli ga mai Tutu sa mai rawa tu kina na bula sautu”
“ Na I sau vinaka ni yaqona na gauna qo esa vinaka saraga vei
keimami”
After investing in a house up in the bush outside the village he
now plans to renovate the family home in the village. This will
enable him to look after his elderly parents.

Samuela stands infront of his house in the village at Wailevu.

Eremodo Jawa & Fabiana Tiko
Eremodo and Fabiana Tiko attended the couples course in 2014.
With the income earned they have been able to invest in a property in Suva as they prepare their children for tertiary education.
This has mainly from income earned from kava. Tutu has given
them life skills that they attribute their success to.
“ Na bula vakayalo kei na vagataki ni gauna n aka bibi”
Time management and spiritual growth has been the corner
stone of their relationship. They are very content with their situa- Sundried kava stems infront of their house in Wailevu.
tion in the village and admit that they are better off than most of
the fellow villagers thanks to what they have learnt at Tutu.

Joji Mainukubati & Selesitiono Baniusa
Both attended Tutu at different times. Joji was a Tutu Volunteer
in the 1970s. Selesitiono was a 1988 KYF. They both indicated
that they promote the Tutu way of life in the village on a daily
basis. They encourage many young men to attend Tutu to
develop their personal life.
“ Na vuli mai Tutu e rawa kina n aka kece Ko raica tu qori”
During the time of the interview matured yaqona was just
sold to a middleman for $40,000 cash . They believe in the Tutu
concept where you are your own boss and own worker on your
own land.

Selesitiono’s house the he is bulding with income earned
from kava

“ Sega ni yaga na cakacaka mai Savusavu. Buna ga ena qele e
rawata”
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Maria Vitorina & Elena Covet
These two have their residences are just outside Karoko Village. Their main source of income is masi (growing the raw
material voivoi and mas\king the tapa) Both attended the Married couples Course in 2016 and found it to be a life
changer.
“ Na masi na neitou vurevure ni lavo vinaka taudua. Qo edua na vanua dredre ni teitei”

Three generations of masi makers in Karoko village.

Beneficiaries from the married couples course

During the time of the interview it was obvious that the whole community were into masi making. Tutu had changed
their course in life. They learnt some life skills that set them apart. Time management and spiritual growth were both factors that contributed to their success. They are able to regularly earn $500- $800 per month from masi making. The masi
is bought via order or sold in the Labasa flee market.
“ Vuli bibi taudua vei keimami na vakayagataki ni gauna”

Iosefo Harry
Iosefo from Kanakana village was affected by recent weather events which damaged his crops. His five-year plan has not
made full completion as other activities have taken over. Just recently he has been able to start again on his home farm
which is expanding steadily. Copra still remains a core cash crop for Iosefo
“ Edina ni cala nai tuvatuva io se buta vinaka sara tug a qo na vuli mai Tutu. Koya ga ya au sega ni leqa kina, se matata sara tu
ga qo na veika au vulica mai Tutu”

Iosefo and his daughter during the interview in Kanakana village Copra is still one of the important cash crops.
He admits that family obligations have taken over and he just looked for windows of opportunity to attend to his farm.
Overall his skills from Tutu are still intact and he has managed to make ends meet and also meet his family’s needs.
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Sowani Lesibobo
Sowani Lesibobo graduated from the KYF Course 2018 and is from Navakawau village, in Taveuni. He resides in the village
and cultivates in his mataqali land. His current crops are as follows:

Stage of growth Number of
(years)
plants
Yaqona

0.5
1
3

1,000
100
110
1,210

Value of the plant Value of plant sold Total value of the
Total value of the crop
sold Nov 2018
at 3 years @ Nov crop all sold now ($)* all sold at 3 years ($) @
2018 prices ($)
Nov 2018 prices
50
50
200

200
200
200

50,000
5,000
22,000
77,000

Sub-total
Dalo
3 month
2,000
2.5
5,000
Total
82,000
* a 6 month crop can be sold for planting material - estimated it would produce 100 cutting at $0.5/cutting

He is currently buying yaqona in the ground in his village
and using the planting material (kasa) to replant more
kava. He uses profits from this business to pay farm
labourers and buy farming inputs.
“ Qo au sa voli yaqona tale tiko mai tuba me rawa kina na
noqu takete ni kasa ena vei vula”
While undergoing training at Tutu training centre, he
managed to build a house valued at $7000 in his village.
Recently he had purchased a house valued at $9, 000
in Labasa and has a savings of $16,000 in his bank. Mr
Lesibobo has intentions of buying a new vehicle and
increases his savings over the years.
“ Au na tovolea meu na yalomatua taka na noqu I lavo”
Sowani is using calliandra and mucuna fallow crop to
rejuvenate his soils. According to him yaqona grows well

200,000
20,000
22,000
242,000
5,000
247,000

under calliandra trees and is easy to prune. Mucuna is
planted in areas where dalo is harvested and left for next
6 months. After 6 months, the vegetation it is sprayed
and dalo is replanted. He has plans to replant some native
trees in his farm in the near future. He wants to be a role
model for Tutu in his farm as he replicates all knowledge
and skills attained at the training centre.
“ Qo na ka ga e vulici mai Tutu mai caka tug a qo. Na ka ga e
vulica vei kei mami O Turo”
Sowani has managed to stay focused on his goals and
hopes to maintain this momentum. He however stressed
that regular visitation still needs to be carried out so they
are constantly reminded of the Tutu training.
“ Ena vukei keimami na boys me caka tu mada mai na
veisiko”
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Leone Lesumaisolomone
Leone is a 25 year old farmer from Navakawau Taveuni. He graduated from KYF Course in 2018. His 5-acre farm is located
on the mataqali land Mr Lesumaisolomone operates a medium scale yagona plantation which is being cultivated for
commercial purposes. However, he also cultivates cassava, plantain and breadfruit for food security.
“ Noqu teitei toso vinaka sara tug a qo. Sega ni leqa na kakana I vale. Macake ga na beka”.
He also practices mixed cropping system combinations:

•
•

Dalo, yaqona, plantain and caliandra
Coconut, yaqona and dalo

His total yaqona planting is 3,000: 1,000 at 1 month; 1,000 at 3 months; and 1,000 at 2 years. The current value of his 2
year crop sold in the ground at current prices of $150,000. If harvested in 3 years the total value of the crop in the ground
at current prices will be $600,000. In addition he owns a farm vehicle valued at $8,000. He has been able to purchase
land in Labasa and leases it for $1,000 per annum.
“ Au sa voli qele tale mai Labasa qo. Na noqu qele ga ya. Au vinakata me yaga noqui lavo. Au sa kila na nodra malumalumu na
liu yani. Keimami sa qai qai vakarau veisisivi qo”.
Mr Lesumaislomone owns a farm vehicle valuing at $8000. He managed to build a house for his father. This land is meant
for housing purpose and is being leased at the annual rate of $1,000/annum.
“ Sa voli tu qo na motoka sa dua tu na kena draiva mai Labasa. Au vinakata me vinaka noqu bisinisi. Meu na vakacuru lavo tiko
ena vei vula mai na lavo e rawa mai na motoka”.
Leone Lesumaisolomone’s vision is to be a role model for the Navakawa community .He wishes to use the best farming
techniques he has learned and continue to develop .The development will lure the rest of the community to venture into
remunerative commercial farming and improve the living standards of the people in Navakawau.
“ Au vinakata me mai sarasara ike na tamata. Na intake vou mera na mai field trip ena noqu farm”

Leone showing his mixed cropping system to Livai Tora and the Fr Saia
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Sakeo Tuiwainika
Sakeo is an example of a a young farmer who did not complete the KYF course – but who has succeeded in life and as a
farmer through the Tutu experience.
“ Au e dua vei ira na sega ni vaka otia na vuli mai Tutu. Io na vuli lailai au sa bau toboka rawa e sa tauriau sara tug a na gauna
oqo.”
The 30 yearold is from Doguro village in Labasa .While attaining his training at Tutu he was appointed as the Turaga-Ni-Koro for course participants.. However, his pride and indiscipline led to his termination from Tutu in the second
year due his violation of the agreed KYF constitution. Sakeo regretted his retaliation against KYF constitution. According
to him, upon his grave mistake Father Mcvery called him in the evening and they had a kava session. During this period
Father highlighted all his positive skills but at the end of the session he informed Sakeo that he was suspended.
“ E dua na veivutuni levu e mai tarai au tu na gauna sa tukuna kina ko Fr McVerry meu sa suka. Tamani yalolailai. Au sega ni
vakabauta ni mai vaka oqo na tinitini ni vuli mai Tutu”.
Sakeo begged Father to give him another chance but he said, ”Au Cigoma Nomu tamata, Au sega ni ciqoma na namuni
valavala”. He said his actions had left him with no choice.
“ E dua na malumalumu levu e tarai au”
Later on, while he was still collecting himself from the repercussions of his actions, he was invited to Neori and Susana’s
home (staff of Tutu training centre) Upon seeing his anguish ,Neori felt pity on him and gave him an old five-year plan
and advised him to follow it.
“ Solia ga mai ko Neori e dua na five-year plan makawa sa noqui sasabai saraga qo”.
Sakeo returned home and for many weeks he stayed idle regretting the disgrace he had brought upon his family. After
completing his mourning period he realised that life must go on therefore, he started to peruse through the five-year
plan. Once he had understood the Plan he followed it diligently .
“ Oti na gauna ni rarawa kei na yalokaukauwa, au qai tadrava tu na noqu five-year plan oqo”.
Sakeo Tuiwainikai is now a prosperous and well established farmer in his village. He takes pride in encouraging villagers
to become commercial farmers. The flourishing agriculturist uses himself as an example to motivate youths in becoming
obedient and conscientious.
“ Na gauna oqo au vakavinavinaka vei Tutu ni solia vei au na noqu gaunisala. Ke sega ko Tutu ke sega ni rawa n aka au sa mai
cakava tu qo”.
During the survey it was discovered that Sakeo has 2,000 yaqona plants worth approximately $100,000. He managed to
build his house in the village. Sakeo is keen to share the lessons he learnt the hard way which inspired his success as a
farmer. He advocates that budgeting; record keeping; preparing a schedule of work; preparing financial accounts of the
farm; sustainable farming; and investments are pertinent.
“ Muria ga na vosa kei na rogoca na vosa kei na dina walega ena rawarawa na vuli mai Tutu”.
In conclusion, Sakeo wants to instil values in Tutu Young farmers to be disciplined, rule-abiding, hardworking, considerate, efficient and positive about life. He also advises youths to cherish trials in life because it helps to create role models in
society.

Sakeo in the background at Doguru village

Sakeo’s kava sun dried in Doguru
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Sunia Rogoyawa
Sunia Rogoyawa was the outstanding KYF participant
from the group who graduated in 2018. His biodata
prepared by Tutu is presented below. Livai Tora and Rohit
Lal meet with Sunia and prepared a more detailed proflle
which is also presented below.
TRTC STUDENT PERSONAL BIODATA
NAME: MR SUNIA ROGOYAWA
STATUS: SINGLE
PHYSICAL ADDRESS: SUWENI VILLAGE
DISTRICT: WAIRIKI
PROVINCE: CAKAUDROVE
PERSONAL ARCHIEVEMENT:

• KEVIN YOUNG FARMERS CANDIDATE FROM 20152018
• GRADUATE FROM KYF COURSE 2018 (Five-year LIFE
DEVELOPMENT PLAN)
- KNOWLEDGE OF SEMI-COMMERCIAL FARMER
- HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
- BASIC MACHINERY MAINTENACE
- LUMBING AND SAWMILLING
- BASIC AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES
- CABINET MAKING
- 2,000 YAQONA PLANT
• 5 YEAR PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
- BUILD A 3 BEDROOM HOUSE (HEXAGON DESIGN)
- ALREADY PLANT 5,000 YAQONA PLANT ON THE
GROUND
- $20,000.00 FOR FARM DEVELOPEMENT (MONEY
FROM TRTC YAQONA)
- 2 WATER TANK
- 1 WATER PUMP
- IRRIGATION PIPE
- 1 GENERATOR FOR WATER PUMP
- 1 4X4 TOYOTA HILUX (ASCO MOTORS)
- YAQONA MARKET VENDOR AT LABASA MARKET
- EMPLOYING FAMILY MEMEBERS AS FARM LABOURS
- SHADE CLOTH FOR GREEN HOUSE

NOTE:
Sunia has implemented all his target for the five-year
plan and is now venture out into vegetable and fruits
development with consultation from Mr Sant Kumar an
agriculture specialist from Nadi, Fiji.
Sunia Rogoyawa, from Suweni village in Cakaudrove has
an inspiring story. He attended Navuso Agricultural School
from 2010 to 2012. After completing his studies at Navuso, he attended a 1 year course in animal husbandry at
FNU campus in Koronivia in 2013. Upon completion of the
course he returned to his village, still uncertain and confused about his future. He had lots of theoretical knowledge on animal husbandry but I lacked the basic farm
management skills. “To have a commercial livestock farm
you need huge land area, fencing material and livestock
to start off. I had the skills but I did not have the land and
capital to start. I started yaqona farming with pride and
dignity that no one else in my village was as qualified as I
was. However, without a good vision and plan I was again
drawn into the village cycle (“Vei-murimuri)” said Mr Rogoyawa.
One evening, while socialising in the village, he saw an application form from Tutu Training Centre for its 2015 KYF
course intake.
“Au sega saraganikilai Tutu mai na gaunaya, yacovaniu samaitiko tale mai na koro. E dua na tavalequ e vakacurmi au.
Au vakatovoleatuga. Na gauna samacala kina nanoqu cururawa e duana vakavinavinakalevuvei Tutu”.
He had little knowledge of what Tutu had to offer and
upon enquiring, he was told that the minimum requirement for entry in the institution was, to plant 1000 yaqona
plants back in the village. Instantly, he realised that he had
already surpassed this target. At Tutu he realised his full
potential and learnt basic farming, management and life
giving skills.
“ Au kalougata ni rawa na noqu kerekere meu laki vuli tale
mai Tutu. Sa oti mai ko Navuso sa mai duana yabaki mai
koronivia qai rua tale nayabakai mai na koro”.

Before the end of the course, Sunia had made an exceptional progress. His yaqona plantings were as follows:
Farm

No of yaqona plants

Stage of growth

Value per plant

Total value ($)

Home farm

2,000

2-3 years

$200

$400,000

Tutu farm

1,700

3 years

$200

$340,000

Total

$740,000

(Nb. Recently he was on the verge of selling 300 Yaqona plants at Tutu for only $60,000. until he was advised otherwise)
“ Na gauna au sa toboka kina na walewale ni vuli mai Tutu au sasasaga taka saraga me kua ni dua siviti au”.
Sunia has built a modern hexagonal shaped house valued at $80,000, in his village from his initial yaqona sales. He has also
invested about $20,000 in constructing his farm road. He was also involved in the construction of a floriculture nursery
for the women in his village. He has planted a large number of Yasi trees in his compound. “Yasi is my retirement pension
scheme” said Sunia. He has also cleared up the land for planting of 6000 yaqona plants. “Qo savoleka tale nirawa nanoqu
taketeni 6000. E dodonu me qai tekivuena 2019 Io au sasaumi tamata tiko nagauna qo satotolo tale nanoqu toso”. While he was
busy harvesting his yaqona in Tutu, he had made arrangements for his new Toyota land cruiser to be delivered to him later
this year.
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Sunia with blue T-shirt at the carpentry workshop at Tutu

Freshly harvested kava from Sunia’s block at the Tutu farm

Sunia acknowledges the big support from his family and relatives. He said without them he could have been struggling.
The geographical situation and socio-economic background of the village leads to many challenges. His essential mode
of transportation is via 4x4 vehicles. The farming areas are far from the village therefore a lot of perseverance and commitment is required from full-time farmers. Sunia is indebted to Tutu Training Centre which had enabled him to maximise his
skills and plan effectively. “I am so overwhelmed by the rate of my progress. The price of kava now is so good. From 7am to
7pm I can earn $15,000-$20, 000 in a day. Now I buy kava from other farms to supplement my supply “said Sunia.
“ Na sauvinaka ni yaqona e vakavuna meu toso vaka totolosara. Au dabega ena dua na siga mai Labasa au rawata kina e
$20,000 ena duana sigawalega”.
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ANNEX 2: INTRODUCING SUSTAINABLE
COMMERCIAL FARMING SYSTEMS AT
TUTU AND IN ITS CATCHMENT AREA1
1.1 Farming systems at Tutu
1.1.1 Soils of Tutu
Tutu Rural Training Centre compromises of 433 ha freehold land. Over the 40 years of the TRTC’s
existence years, approximately 60% of the land has been deforested and used for dalo, yaqona,
and coconut plantations. Soils of Tutu has been derived from volcanic ash (Shepherd and Neal,
1991). The soils are classified as Andisols (previously called Andepts), having low bulk density with
the exchange complex dominated by amorphous materials. Many of the soils belong to Typic
Hydrandept sub group. According to Shepheard and Neall (1991) the Tutu soils have the following
properties:
•
•

Majority of soils have low inherent fertility (Low P, K, Ca and Na)
Ninety-five percent of Tutu Estate consists of soils of low bulk density with an exchange complex dominated by amorphous materials (High infiltration rate)
Phosphate retention is more than 85 % (85 % of applied P is locked up).
High mineralisation and N leaching due to high rainfall

•
•

A soil map of Tutu is presented in Figure 1 below and the limitations and strengths of the various
Taveuni soil series are presented in the table below:

Soil series
Taveuni
ries

Soil limitation

Strengths

se- Rolling and hilly slopes, very high phosphate fixation, High organic matter levels in newly deforestlow available P, K and Na.
ed areas

Usa series

Hilly slopes, and presence of stones and boulders on the High available P in sub surface (55-83 cm)
surface, high P fixation, medium K and low Na levels

Vorani series

Hilly slopes, high P fixation capacity, low nutrient status High organic matter levels in newly deforest(K, Na and Ca)
ed areas

Waica series

Hilly slopes, and presence of stones and boulders on the Ca and mg are high in the top soil. High
surface, High P fixation, low K and Na
available P in sub surface (36-74 cm )

1
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Figure 1: Map of Tutu Soils
Figure 1: Map of Tutu Soil

*Soil map of Tutu estate (SBMAP 219, 1986), accessed from Land care Research, NZ.
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1.1.2 Nutrients extracted by commercial taro and kava production
The main commercial crops grown at Tutu and by the course participants are taro and kava. Both
crops extract large amounts of nutrients from the soil which need to be replaced if yields and thus the
income generated are to be maintained. Following the 2011 Review, Tutu has begun the introduction
of cropping systems to restore soil fertility and health.
Annex 3 of this Review presents the research findings of Rohit Lal from Taveuni on the nutrients extracted by commercial kava and taro and what needs to be placed to restore soil fertility and heath.
For kava harvested after three years on Taveuni, Rohit Lal’s research found that it extracted 12 kgs of
N, 2 kgs of P and 39 kgs of K per ha. In general, estimates of overall efficiency of applied fertilisers on
many crops have been about 30% or lower for N, less than 10% for P and close to 40% for K. From this,
Rohit estimates for every ha of kava harvested after 3 years approximately: 40kgs of nitrogen; 20kgs of
phosphorus, and 100 kgs potassium needs to be replaced. Estimates of the micro nutrients extracted
and replacement requirements are not yet available for kava
Commercial taro planting, as an annual crop, nutrient extraction and replacement requirements are
even greater. Rohit Lal estimates for a high input taro production system on Taveuni, the nutrients are
exported out of the field with harvesting of corms and suckers to be: 64.54 kg/ha N; 23.23 kg/ha; 94.67
kg/ha K; 29.00 kg/ha Ca and 23.43 kg/ha Mg.

1.1.3 Farming systems
Traditionally, farmers’ sustained their yields and soil organic matter though shifting cultivation, prolonged fallow periods, crop rotation, mixed cropping, and application of animal and green manure. This
system was viable with low population density and subsistence farming systems. With the increase in
population density and demand for more food and land resources, this approach is no longer viable in
its entirety and need to be supplemented. The new sustainable agriculture practices aims at improving
fallow practices by incorporating fast growing leguminous species, purposely selected for their fertility
enhancement properties during short fallow duration. Leguminous cover crops for fallow management
are recommended because of their biological nitrogen fixing capabilities. Soil organic matter managed
in the planted fallows would improve soil fertility for sustainable crop production. Soil organic matter
retains nutrients and provides buffering and water holding capacities. Mineralisation of decomposing
fallow crop provides nutrients such as N, P and K in weathered soils. Integrated soil fertility management system, such as incorporating Mucuna beans (Mucuna pruriens) with Glyricida and Caliandra in
an alley cropping system should be practiced o build soil organic matter levels.
Despite low inherent fertility (K, P and Na) of Taveuni soils, high yields were evident initially due to high
organic matter content of these soils. However, high rainfall and tropical climate accelerated mineralisation of this organic matter. Over the years when the organic matter levels were exhausted, yields
started to decline. Once production declined, the farms were shifted to new areas. The new areas were
deforested and planted with crops and after 2-3 seasons of cultivation and when the yields started to
decline, the fields were again abandoned. Traditionally these abandoned fields were fallowed for 10-15
year period to regenerate its fertility through forest growth. However, bush fallow which had been an
efficient, balanced and sustainable system for soil productivity and fertility restoration in the past is
presently unsustainable due to higher population pressures and other human activities, which have
resulted in a reduced fallow period. In addition, the KYF training program has become shorter (3 years)
meaning that every three years approximately 50 new intakes would be enrolled. Each participant is
allocated 0.8 ha of farming land during his training period, implicating that each training batch requires
40 ha of land. If every group is allowed to deforest new areas than the whole area will be deforested
over a 10 training cycles.
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To counter this problem, Tutu introduced mucuna bean as a fallow crop to rejuvenate existing abandoned land in 2009. According to the
staff and ex-KYF, mucuna improves soil fertility,
improves taro yield, reduces weed numbers
and improves soil biology. Mucuna fallow crop
significantly accumulated higher levels of N, P, K,
Ca as compared to grass fallow crop (Lal, 2013).
During the training program, Young Farmers dug
top 30 cm x 30 cm soil profile and counted earthworm numbers in areas where Mucuna and non
Mucuna was grown. The areas where Mucuna
fallow crops were grown had significantly higher
earthworm numbers than areas where Mucuna
was not grown (Figure 2: Lal, 2013). In a research
conducted in Taveuni it was also found that Mucuna fallow crop had significantly lower numbers
of weed infestation (Figure 3: Lal, 2013) as shown
in the graph below. Decrease in weed population offers a savings on labour and herbicides.

Figure 2 : Weed numbers after mucuna and the traditional fallow system

Mucuna fallow system is ideal for annual crops
which don’t require shade, such as root crops
and vegetables. Mucuna fallow crop produces
high amounts of biomass and fixes large quantities of N in 6-12 months fallow duration. Mucuna
being an annual crop, naturally dies in June and
December every year, creating an ideal environment for Taro production. Taro requires optimum
soil fertility, high rainfall and sunshine for maximum growth.
Figure 3: Earthworm numbers under mucuna fallow system

Figure 4: Taro grown after mucuna bean
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1.1.4 Phosphorous levels in sub surface of Tutu soils
Chemical analysis of some Tutu soils indicate
that there are phosphorus present at sub-surface levels (Waica and Usa series). In a natural
ecosystem, deep rooted trees naturally recycled
these nutrients from the sub soil to the surface.
However, previous system of deforestation had
fragmented this. Incorporating agroforestry
trees with mucuna fallow crop will be an ideal
option for not only rejuvenating Tutu soils but
also creating micro-climate for optimum yaqona
production.

1.1.5 Kava production system
Kava being a shrub, grows best in humid tropical
climate, where drainage is adequate and where
there is partial shade. Young plants are drought
intolerant and should be shaded either with
palm fronds, shade from trees or organic mulch
until roots and foliage are developed. Trees also
assist in conserving soil moisture during these
periods. About a year after its growth trees are
killed to allow more sunlight to enter the plantation. After harvesting kava, fields are left fallow for
long periods of time without replanting. Incorporating agroforestry trees like Caliandra, Glyricidia
(Bai ni Cagi) and Erytrina (Drala) in harvested
fields would be a sustainable option for improving soil fertility and formation of dense shade for
commercial kava production. However, it should
be noted that Erythrina is also a host for aphids
and cluster caterpillars.

1.2 Field observations from Tutu

Figure 5: The old cropping practice of chopping all the trees in the kava plantation
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Figure 6: The new kava cropping system at the Oceania Farms where scattered trees are kept and only trees with dense canopies that
present ample light entering the copying system are removed.

Figure 7: 3 year old kava harvested from Oceania Farm

Figure 8: The bare soil left after harvesting the 3 year old kava

After harvesting kava from the Oceania Farm, it is recommended that either Caliandra, Leucaena or
Glyricida is planted at a spacing of 4 m x 4 m. It would be ideal to plant these trees while the farm
is still free from weeds. The harvested kava mounds could be used to stick in the planting material.
The trees will form dense canopies in 3-4 years which will provide ample shade and nutrients for
successful kava plantation. Such agroforestry cropping system for kava was established at Tutu
by the 2016 KYF Course participants (Figure 9 below). By so doing the course participants gained
practical skills on the choice of species, spacing to be used and planting techniques. This field will
be ready for replanting in 2019.
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Figure 9: The agroforestry system establish at Tutu by the 2016 KYF Course participants

Alley cropping system practised in Tutu. Glyricidia sepium was planted at approximately 3m x 3m
spacing. Glyricidia acts as support tree for vanilla and shade for kava crop. Glyricidia is pruned frequently and the remains are placed beside kava plants as a mulch (Figure 10).

Figure 10: The alley croppimg system adopted at Tutu involving the inter-cropping of vanilla, kava with Glyricidia sepium
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1.3 Recommended sustainable of agricultural activities at
TRTC
1.3.1 A continuation of the Tutu’s agroforestry/mucuna bean cropping system
introduced following the 2011 Review
Incorporating agroforestry trees with mucuna cover crop on abandoned land has proven to be an
ideal option for not only rejuvenating Tutu soils that have depleted by commercial taro and kava
production. This also creates a micro-climate for optimum kava production. Deep-rooted trees will
naturally recycled nutrients from the sub soil layers to the surface, while Mucuna will fix atmospheric N into the soil. The traditional tree species shown to be successful at Tutu and throughout
the Pacific Islands region:
•
•
•
•

Glyricidia Sepium (Bai ni cagi);
Caliandra;
Erythrina (Drala); and,
Leucana (Vaivai ni valagi).

These trees have been shown to have the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to propagate;
Fixes N;
Produces high biomass;
Ability to survive in worn out soils;
Rapid growth rate;
Ability to compete with other vegetation;
Deep rooting system to draw water and nutrients from deeper soil profiles; and
Conserves soil moisture.

It should be noted these trees grow rapidly and need to be pruned reasonably regularly to avoid
excessive overgrowth. Pruning and leaving the branches on the ground also enhances the nitrogen fixing and nutrient enhancing contribution of these trees. Such pruning is seen to be somewhat neglected at Tutu.
Overgrown Caliandra at Tutu. Agroforestry trees should be pruned frequently to avoid excessive
overgrowth and maximize the soil nutrient enhancing contribution of these trees.
A cautious approach also needs to be adopted with respect to planting Erythrina (drala) as the tree
is a host for aphids which are linked to the spread of cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) which causes
kava die back
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1.3.2 Role of graduating young farmers
Upon entering the KYF course participants are given 0.8 ha of land to establish their own farms. In
establishing their farms trees are cut down. Unfortunately, there is no enforcement of the need to
replace these trees. After their kava is harvested their farms are left fallow for 3-6 year period before
new intakes are allocated the same piece of land. Often after this period, young farmers complain
that their kava is not growing well. These fallows would have performed better if agroforestry trees
were planted before or during the fallow period.
All young farmers before graduation should be required to replant either Caliandra, Leucaena, Glyricidia or Drala trees for future students. “Era a sega ni solia mai vei keda na qele ni teitei o Tutu, eda
a kerea mai vei ira na noda gone ni mataka. Ka noda i tavi me eda solia lesu tale vei ira ena kena i
tuvaki vinaka eda vakayagataka jiko kina ena gauna oqo”, says Leone Lesumaisolomome a 2018 KYF
graduate from Navakawau Taveuni
“We did not inherit this land from Tutu but we borrowed it from future participants”. It’s our role to
return this to its full productivity”.

1.3.3 Appropriate cropping systems to restore soil fertility and to suppress kava die
back
Kava die back and soil fertility
Kava die back
Kava die back has been a problem in Fiji from 1930’s. Kava dieback disease is the most important
cause of losses to kava production in the South Pacific. Outbreak of this disease can completely
destroy kava plantations. In 1998, after the surge in kava prices, massive land clearings were done
in Taveuni and large monocrop plantations were developed. In the following year, there was an
outbreak of kava die back disease, which affected most plantations. Affected plants rotted and died
back to the stem and within months whole plantations were devastated. Kava dieback is thought
to be caused by cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), either alone or in combination with one or more
unknown agents (Davis, 1996). CMV is spread from yaqona plant to plant by aphids. During the
1998 outbreak it was observed that farms that were isolated were least affected and the farms
which had no barriers were most affected.
To prevent Kava die back infestation, the following strategies should be adopted:
•
•
•
•
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Kava plantations should be planted in isolated blocks in between trees to avoid spread of
disease from one farm to another;
Soil must be fertile with high organic matter and well drained. Strong healthy plants are
probably better at resisting the disease, and has quick recovery from infection;
Mixed cropping system should be adopted. This is to ensure that vector carrying aphids
land on other plants and lose the virus from their mouth parts, as they feed before moving to
feed on kava plants; and
Do not grow kava with or near plants that are hosts of CMV. These host plants include
cucurbits (pumpkin, squash and watermelon), solanaceous crops (tomato, tobacco, capsicum,
chilli, eggplant and others), legumes (snake bean and peanuts), passionfruit, pineapple. These
are all hosts of CMV.
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The appropriate sustainable cropping systems
for kava involve a combination of:
•
•
•

Alley cropping;
Isolation/hedge rows; and
Mixed intercropping.

These cropping systems are discussed briefly
below
Alley cropping systems
Caliandra, Leucaena or Gliricida is planted at
spacing of 2 m x 4m in distinct rows as shown
below. Approximately 2-4 years later, when
they have formed dense canopy, kava can be
planted in between this trees at a spacing of
1.5 mx 1.5m. After a year of growth, the trees
are pruned back to allow for more sunlight
to reach the well-established kava plants.
Chopped leaves and branches can be placed
around the kava plants for weed suppression
and moisture conservation.
Isolation/hedge row system
All new land clearing should be well planned
as shown below. Plantation should be divided into 1 ha plots and trees along the edges
should be maintained. These trees will form
permanent boundaries and can be maintained
throughout the farming cycle. They will act as
barriers against strong winds and will prevent
disease from moving from one plantation to
another. Trees inside the plot should only be
chopped if the conditions are too shady. However, after kava is harvested, agroforestry trees
should be planted in to replace the chopped
trees.
Trees on the edges of the farm should be
maintained as permanent boarders.
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Mixed inter cropping system
While clearing forest for new plantations, some tall trees with small canopies should be sustained.
During the process of cultivation, fruit trees, agroforestry trees and horticultural crops can be
integrated together. Mixed cropping system will increase diversity and can reduce kava die back
incidences.
Some native and fruit trees are maintained throughout the plantation cycle.
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1.3.4 Irrigation to counter frequent droughts
The graph below shows the average rainfall pattern for Taveuni over a ten-year period. The dry
months are from June to August every year. Over the years, Tutu staff have noticed that crop
growth and yield are affected during this period. Yields of taro during this period, falls below 5t/
ha and taro suckers population also declines. After every dry period, they have to buy suckers from
other farmers in the south end of the island. The taro suckers prices have increased to $0.50/suckers from $0.10/suckers over the last 5 years. Last year, during this period, an irrigation system comprising of over head sprinklers was trialed in one of the taro growing fields. The yields in this field
was above 10t/ha and the suckers population was estimated to be 40,000 suckers/ha. Based on
this observation it would be highly recommended that over head sprinklers to be installed in other
taro growing fields from excess water that is discharged from the catchment area. Irrigation system
should only be used in the dry months and should be turned off when rainfall is sufficient. Irrigated
taro suckers nurseries could also be set up with taro grown on shallow depths and close spacing.

Average annual rainfall for Taveuni (Fiji Meteorological data for Taveuni from 2004-2013).
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ANNEX 3: ESTIMATES OF SOIL NUTRIENT
EXTRACTION AND REPLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR KAVA AND DALO PRODUCTION ON TAVEUNI
1.1 Nutrient uptake by a three-year kava plant
Kava is a beverage or extract that is made from Piper methysticum, a plant native to the Western Pacific
islands. In Fiji, apart from the leaves, all other plant component (waka, lewena, kasa and cut pieces)
are used for preparing the beverage. For this study, samples were obtained from ten yaqona plants
that were recently harvested, washed, dried and pounded in Taveuni. Four sub samples were analysed at the lab to determine total N, P and K content of the crop. Dry matter yield/hectare was used
to determine the nutrient uptake levels. Table 1 shows nutrient uptake by a three-year kava plant. On
an average 12 kg N, 2 kg P and 39 kg K is uptake and removed from every hectare of harvested kava.
In general, estimates of overall efficiency of applied fertilisers on many crops have been about 30%
or lower for N, less than 10% for P and close to 40% for K (Baligar and Bennett, 1986). From this it
could be said that about ~40 kg N, ~20 kg P and ~98 kg K/ha should be replenished from every
hectare of kava that is harvested. Nutrient removal differs between crops, time of sampling, crop part
sampled, soil type, fertiliser applications, soil fertility levels, crop cultivars and dry matter content at
sampling. Future uptake studies should also look at nutrient uptake of each plant component (kasa,
waka, lewena and cut pieces) separately. In this study, all plant components were analysed together,
because all these components are removed from the farm at harvest.
Table 1 Nutrient uptake by three-year Kava plant

Dry matter Nutrient content (%)
(t/ha)
N
P
19.36
0.60
0.10

K
2.00

Nutrient uptake (kg/ha)
N
P
12
2

K
39

1.2 Nutrient replenishment on kava farms
Traditionally, farmers’ sustained their yields and soil organic matter though shifting cultivation, prolonged fallow periods, crop rotation, mixed cropping, and application of animal and green manure.
This system was viable with low population density and subsistence farming system but with the
increase in population density and demand for more food and land resources, this approach is no
longer viable. Sustainable agriculture practices aims at improving fallow practices by incorporating fast growing leguminous species, purposely selected for their fertility enhancement properties
during short fallow duration. Leguminous cover crops for fallow management are recommended
because of their biological nitrogen fixing capabilities. Soil organic matter managed in the planted
fallows would improve soil fertility for sustainable crop production. Soil organic matter retains nutrients and provides buffering and water holding capacities. Mineralisation of decomposing fallow
crop provides nutrients such as N, P and K in weathered soils. Integrated soil fertility management
system, such as incorporating Mucuna beans with Glyricida and Caliandra in an alley cropping system should be practised.
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1.3 Nutrient uptake by high and low yielding taro crop
An essential step to increase the efficiency of fertilisers in order to increase yields is an understanding
of the nutrient uptake and allocation within the taro plant during the growing season. High input
system had higher total biomass than Low input system. When no N and P fertiliser was applied,
total N, P and K uptake of taro at harvest was 14.94, 7.70, and 47.08 kg/ha respectively and of which
26% N, 37% P and 895 K was taken up by the taro corms. With high input system, the total N, P and
K uptake of taro at harvest was 91.86, 26.28 and 123.39 kg/ha respectively and of which 46% N, 48%
P and 39% K was taken up by the taro corms. Hartemink and Johnston (1998) stated that fertiliser
application had an effect on nutrient uptake by taro plant. In their study, fertilised (N100P50K100)
taro removed a total of 91 kg/ha N, 31 kg/ha P, 215 kg/ha K, 74 kg/ha Ca and 15 kg/ha Mg.
At harvest corms and suckers are the main exports of nutrients from taro fields. With high input
system, 64.54 kg/ha N, 23.23 kg/ha P, 94.67 kg/ha K, 29.00 kg/ha Ca and 23.43 kg/ha Mg is exported
out of the field through removal of corms and suckers. Leaves and petioles decay and recycle nutrients in them within the field. However, farmers in Taveuni often pile all harvested taro plants in a
corner of the fields, enabling them to clean and pack all marketable corms at one site rather than
picking corms through out the field. In these way corms are easy to collect and are not lost under
harvested above ground components. This leads to nutrients in the petioles and leaves recycled at
one location rather than to the areas where it was harvested from. Thus, it could be said that all plant
components are removed from the place where it was grown, with it, nutrients are also removed
and replenishment efforts should look at total nutrients removed rather than nutrients removed in
the corm only.

Table 2. Nutrient content of various taro plant component
Nutrient content (%)
Treatment Plant component

Leaf
No input
Petiole
system with
Corm
low yields
Sucker
Total
High input Leaf
Petiole
system
(200kg N,
Corm
120 kg P)
Sucker
Total

Dry
matter
(t/ha)
0.17
0.46
2.06
1.78
2.95
0.39
0.86
5.76
4.06
8.97

N

P

K

Ca

Mg

0.17
0.21
0.14
0.2
0.26
0.23
0.25
0.22
0.26
0.30

1.9
2.42
0.75
0.97
1.60
1.83
2.51
0.84
1.14
1.38

1.77
0.37
0.12
0.41
1.41
1.7
0.4
0.13
0.53
0.80

0.28
0.26
0.13
0.31
0.33
0.4
0.38
0.16
0.35
0.31

0.17
0.46
2.06
1.78
2.95
0.39
0.86
5.76
4.06
8.97
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Table 3. Nutrient uptake by various plant component
Nutrient uptake (kg/ha)
Plant component
Leaf
No input sys- Petiole
tem with low
Corm
yields
Sucker
Total
Leaf
High input sys- Petiole
tem (200kg N,
Corm
120 kg P)
Sucker
Total

Treatment

N

P

K

Ca

Mg

3.689
2.392
4.944
3.916
14.941
14.157
13.158
42.624
21.924
91.863

0.289
0.966
2.884
3.56
7.699
0.897
2.15
12.672
10.556
26.275

3.23
11.132
15.45
17.266
47.078
7.137
21.586
48.384
46.284
123.391

3.009
1.702
2.472
7.298
14.481
6.63
3.44
7.488
21.518
39.076

0.476
1.196
2.678
5.518
9.868
1.56
3.268
9.216
14.21
28.254
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ANNEX 4: KEVIN YOUNG FARMERS COURSE
LAYOUT (2018 – 2021)
TERMS
TERM 1:
25TH AUGUST – 5TH
OCTOBER – 2018
(6WEEKS)

TERM 2
10TH NOVEMBER
– 14TH DECEMBER
– 2018
(5WEEKS)

TRERM 3
19TH JAN – 1ST
MARCH – 2019
(6 WEEKS)

TERM 4
6TH APRIL – 10TH
MAY – 2019
(5 WEEKS)

TERM CONTENTS
• Orientation & Signing of
Constitution
• Clearing of Blocks
• Cavu Yaqona & Teitei
(harvesting yaqona planting
material and planting
yaqona)
• Establishing of a 3 year
Oscillation Plan
• Slots on Management
Concept
• Railesu (reflect on what has
been done)
• Sasamaki
• Tei Yaqona
• Harvesting
• Slots (Management)/ farm
field trip
• Tei Dalo
• Tei sosomi ni yaqona
(replacing yaqona)
• Establishing Fruit Trees &
Vegetables
• Planting & Harvesting
• Slots
• Recollection
• Dalo Taraget
• Tei sosomi ni yaqona
• Management Class
• House Plans & Quotations

HOME PERIOD
5TH OCTOBER –
10TH NOVEMBER
– 2018

•
•
•
•
•
•

10TH MAY – 15TH
JUNE – 2019

Sasamaki
Tei Dalo
Management Class
Recollection
Picnic (Recreation)
House Quotations

(5 WEEKS)

HOME PERIOD CONTENT
• Sasamaki nai Teitei
• Tei na takete 600 enai
matai ni yabaki (aim to
plant 600 in 1st year)

14TH DECEMBER – • Samaki nai Teitei
19TH JAN – 2019
• Tei na taketei 600 enai
matai ni yabaki
(5 WEEKS)
• Vakadeitaki na vanua
me tara kina na vale
(find a place to build
their house)

1ST MARCH – 6TH
APRIL – 2019
(5 WEEKS)

(5WEEKS)

• Sasamaki nai Teitei
• Tei vakaoti na takete ni
600 na yaqona matai ni
yabaki
• VISITATION I.
• Blocking of Yaqona
• Boys take home
Constitution
• Tei na takete 600 na
yaqona
• Sasamaki
• Matai ni vale me
vakadeitaki (make
arrangements for
building house)
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TERM 5
15TH JUNE – 19TH
JULY – 2019
(5 WEEKS)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

19TH JULY – 24TH
Sasamaki
AUGUST – 2019
Recollection
Tei Dalo
Cavu Dalo I (harvesting dalo) ( 5WEEKS)
Varovaro (cutting timber for
futniture)
Tayaya (make furniture)
Banking
Management Class
Budget for House ( 1st
phase)
Parents Couse – 13th – 19th
July – 2019)
Signing of Constitution
END OF YEAR ONE

• Tekivu na Tara Vale
(commence house
building)
• VISITATION II.
• Wiliki na 600 na takete
ni yaqona enai matai ni
yabaki
• Extension for new
Applicants

STAFF INTERNAL EVALUATION
TERMS

TERM CONTENTS

HOME PERIOD

TERM 6

• Human Person Class
• Management Class
• Recollection
• Tei Dalo
• Tayaya (Mmaking furniture)
• Sports Training
• Vuli ni Veika
Vakavanua (classes on Fijian
customs)
• Railesuvi ni Constitution/
Vakarau Tudei (Review)

27TH SEPTEMBER • Sasamaki
– 18TH NOVEMBER • Tekivu tei na 600 na
– 2019
takete ni karua ni
yabaki
(5WEEKS)
• Tara Vale (start building
house)
• Cavu yaqona
(harvesting)
• Tei Sosomi (replanting
yaqona)

•
•
•
•
•

6TH DEC – 18TH
JAN – 2020 (
6WEEKS)

• Sasamaki
• Tomani na tei ni takete
600
• Tara vale (building
house)
• Cavu Yaqona
• Tei Sosomi (replanting)
• VISITATION III

21ST FEB – 28TH
MARCH – 2020

•
•
•
•
•

24TH AUGUST –
27TH SEPTEMBER
– 2019
(5WEEKS)

TERM 7
1ST NOV- 6TH DEC
–2019
(5 WEEKS)

TERM 8
18TH JAN – 21ST
FEB – 2020
(5WEEKS)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sasamaki
Human Person Class
Recollection
Management/ farm field trip
Veika Vakavanua (classes on
Fijina customs)
Vuli Meke
Tayaya
Outside Resources
Cavu Dalo II
Tei Dalo
Sasamaki & Tei Dalo
Management Class
Human Person Class
Recollection
Recollection
Vuli Meke
TLTB Resouce
Youth ReachOuts
Tayaya
Varovaro
Cavu Dalo III

(5 WEEKS)

HOME PERIOD CONTENT

Sasamaki
Tei Sosomi
Cavu Yaqona
Tara Vale
Tomana na tei ni takete
600

A REVIEW OF THE TUTU RURAL TRAINING CENTRE COURSES

TERM 9
28TH MARCH – 1ST
MAY – 202O
(5WEEKS)

TERM 10
6TH JUNE – 10TH
JULY – 2020
(5WEEKS)

TERMS
TERM 11

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sasamaki
1ST MAY –
6TH JUNE
Human Person Class
– 2020
Recollection
(5WEEKS)
Varovaro
Tei Dalo
Vuli Meke
Retreat ( 4week)
Picnic Recreation)
Management Class
Outside Resources
Veika Vakavanua
Railesu
10TH JULY
-15TH
Sasamaki
AUGUST
Tei Dalo
– 2020
Human Person Class
(5WEEKS)
Recollection
Management
Tayaya
Varovaro
Organised Social
Outside Resources
Vuli Meke
Present Closing Expenses
END OF YEAR TWO
STAFF INTERNAL EVALUATION

TERM CONTENTS

• Railesuvi ni
Constitution/ Vakarau Tudei
15TH AUGUST –
• Railesu & Sasamaki
18TH SEPT – 2020 • Recollection
• Management – 5 yr Plans
(5WEEKS)
• Human Person Class –
(vakavakarau kina na
vakamau)
• Tayaya
• Tei Dalo
• Varovaro
• Vuli Meke
• Sports Training
• Outside Resources
TERM 12
• Railesu & Sasamaki
• Management / field trip
24TH OCT – 27TH
• 5year Plans
NOVEMBER –
• Human Person Class
2020
• Tei Dalo
• Tayaya
(5WEEKS)
• Varovaro
• recollection

• Sasamaki
• Tara Vale
• Tomani na tei ni takete
(600)

• VISITATION IV
• Wili Yaqona (Takete ni
karua ni yabaki)
• Tara Vale
• Sasamaki nai teitei
• Tekivu tei tale na takete
ni katolu ni yabaki
(target to plant another
600 yaqona)
• VISITATION NEW
APPLICANT

HOME PERIOD

HOME PERIOD CONTENT

18TH SEPT – 24TH
OCT – 2020
(5WEEKS)

•
•
•
•

Sasamaki
Tei ni Takete – 600
Tara Vale
Cavu Yaqona

27TH NOVEMBER • Sasamaki
– 15TH JAN – 2021 • Tei ni takete 600
• VISITATION – (WILI
(7WEEKS)
YAQONA NEW KYF)
• Tara vakaoti na vale
(finished building of
their house)
• Selection of New KYF
• Acceptance Letter
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TERM 13
15TH JAN – 19TH
FEB – 2021
(5WEEKS)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
27TH MARCH -30TH •
APRIL - 2021
•
•
•
•
TERM 15
•
•
5th JUNE – 9th JULY •
- 2021
•
•
TERM 14
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Railesu & Sasamaki
Tei Dalo
Management
Human Person Class
Tayaya
Recollection
Varovaro
Outside Resources

19TH FEB – 27TH
MARCH - 2021

Railesu & Sasamaki
30TH APRIL – 5TH
JUNE – 2021
Management Class
Human Person Class
(5WEEKS)
Recollection
Vakaoti ni Tayaya
5yr plans Finalised
Payment of tayaya starts
Parents Course
Finalise of five-year plans
Payment of Tayaya
Complete
Vuli Meke
Closing of the course 8th
July, 2021
STAFF INTERNAL EVALUATION

•
•
•
•
•

VISITATION VI.
Sasamaki
Tara Vakaoti ni Vale
Tei ni Takete
Vola Vei ira na
Tubutubu

• Sasamaki
• Vakaoti na tara ni
Vale
• Tei ni takete
• VISITATION NEW
KYF

A REVIEW OF THE TUTU RURAL TRAINING CENTRE COURSES

ANNEX 5: KYF COURSE CONSTITUTION
AND VAKARAUTUDEI (2018-2021)
CONSTITUTION & Vakarautudei
2018 – 2021
Reviewed 31ST JULY, 2018
KEVIN YOUNG FARMERS COURSE
(Na Veituberi vei ira na Cauravou Uabula)
Marist Training Centre
Tutu, Taveuni
AI VOLA NI YAVU NI VAKAVULEWA
NA RAITAYALOYALO (VISION STATEMENT)
Cauravou uabula, galala, yalomatua, rawati koya
vakai koya, taukena tu e ligana na lewa ni nona
bula ka dauloloma.

1.

Nai Naki Raraba ni Veituberi

Nai naki raraba ni veituberi sai koya na nodra
vakarautaki ka tuberi na cauravou uabula mai
na Yasana o Cakaudrove kei na so tale na tikina mai Bua kei Macuata, me yaco mera tamata
uabula, yalomatua, galala vinaka ni ra taukena
tu e ligadra na nodra bula ka rawati ira vakai ira
ena nodra tauyavutaka ka vakacokotaka nodra
dui qele ena koro vaka dauteitei ena rai e vakamanidia.
E sega ni naki ni veituberi oqo mera kune cakacaka ena vei kabani lelevu e taudaku, ia me
baleta vakatabakidua na nodra vakacakacakataki ira ga vakai ira ena nodrai tikotiko.

2.

Nai Naki Levu ni Veituberi

E rua tiko nai wasewase ni kenai naki levu:
I. Na Veivakarautaki kei na Veituberi
a) Nodra vakarautaki na cauravou mera kila, ciqoma ka taleitaka na dui talei ni tamata sai
ira.
b.) Nodra vakarautaki mera taukena ka ciqoma
ka rekitaka nai solisoli talei ni nodra sexuality [nodra vakatagane ka vakayalewa];
vakabibi na nodra “masculinity” [nodra talei
vakatagane]

c.) Nodra vakarautaki ka tuberi me baleta na
bula vakatamata
ka vakabibitaki kina
nai walewale ni veitaratara, na veimaliwai
vakatamata, na veimaliwai vakatagane ka
vakayalewa, na vakavakarau kina bula vakamau, na Veiliutaki vakaveiqaravi, na navuci
vakayalomatua se vakamanidiataki ni bula.
d) Nodra vukei mera kila vakamatata, mareqeta
ka yadrava tu na veiveisau ena bula vakaitaukei, ena bula ni veimata tamata era bula
volivoliti ira, na veiveisau ena bula ni veivakatoroicaketaki vakai lavo, na bula raraba
vakai tikotiko, ka vaka kina na veiveisau kei
na tubu ena bula vakarisito.
e) Nodra vukei mera tubu ena kila vakamatata na vuravura volivoliti ira ka mera yadra
lako ena gaunisala eso mera vakaitavitaki ira
kina vakayalomatua ena kena tarai cake nai
vakatagedegede ni bula ena vuravura era
bula donuya.
II. Na nodra tauyavutaki ira mera Dauteitei
Vakamanidia ena
nodrai tikotiko ena
koro ka okati kina na tara ni nodra vale.
a) Nodra tuberi ena veikila bibi ka yaga eso
me baleta na Vakayagataki qele vakabibi na
veigaunisala matailalai eso ni vakatorocaketaki ni qele kei na kena tarai cake ni
vakabulabulataki ni qele mei vurevure ni
bula vinaka ka vaka kina mei vurevure tudei
ni rawai lavo.
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3.
b) Nodra vukei ena kena semati vata na veikila
mai na nodra gauna vakavuli e koronivuli kei na kena bulataki ganita na bula vakai
tikotiko ena gauna ni kua.
c) Nodra tuberi ena veikila raraba eso ni bula
vakailavo, na navuci kei na vakayagataki
vakayalomatua ni lavo kei na vakayagataki
ni baqe.
d) Nodra vukei mera taukena nai walewale yaga
eso ni kedra vakayagataki kei na maroroi ni
varo ni kau, na idini cavu kei na veiyaya lalai
vakamisini tale eso.
e) Nodra vukei mera taukena na kila raraba eso
me baleta na Ta-yaya, vakabibi ena kena soli
vei ira e dua na gauna mera taya kina eso na
nodrai yaya ni vale.
f ) Nodra tuberi vakavuli ena kila raraba kei
na cakacakataki ni Varo kau vakabibi ena
vakayagataki ni Varo kei na “gauge”.
g) Nodra vukei mera navunavuci, manidiataka ka teitei sara ga ena nodra dui qele ena
koro ena loma ni gauna vakavuli taucoko;
ka kenai naki vakatabakidua na nodra vakatorocaketaki ira vakai ira me baleta na nodra bula ena gauna mai muri. O koya gona
ena namaki vei ira na cauravou yadua mera
na tea e 600 na yaqona ena kenai wiliwili
lailai duadua (se me veirauti kei na tei tale
eso) ena nona qele mai nakoro, ena veiyabaki yadua ni nona gauna vakavuli taucoko
e Tutu. Ena sivia tiko na veimama ni nodra
gauna vakavuli era na vakayagataka ena nodra qele ena koro.
h) Me rawa ni ra rawata e dua nodra Yavu Dei
Vakailavo ena nodra vakayagataka ka vakatitobutaka na veikila kei na kila-ka vakacakacaka era tuberi kina e Tutu.
Na nodra Yavu Dei vakailavo oqo era rawata
ena nodra vakayagataka na qele e Tutu ena
tei yaqona kei na dalo.
i) Mera sikovi ka vakayaloqaqataki na cauravou vuli ena nodra gauna vakavuli mai
nakoro.
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Gauna

Na veituberi oqo ena taura tiko e vica na yabaki.
Na gauna e vakayagataki tiko ena veitosoyaki e
Tutu kei nakoro e 3 na yabaki. E 3 tale na yabaki
na nodra qaravi ka sikovi tiko mai vei irataou na
vakailesilesi ni se bera nira curu mai ka vaka kina
ni sa oti na nodra vakarautaki e Tutu.E dikevi
rawa ni na balavu cake tikoga na gauna vakavuli mai na koro ena kena toso yani ki na loma
ni yabaki ni nodra tuberi.Me vaka ga ni yavu ni
veituberi oqo na vakayagataki qele, ena rawa ni
vakatau ki na balavu ni yabaki ni vuli na veika e
tatara ki na bula vakadauteitei me vaka na draki,
makete, mate ni tei, etc. O koya gona ena rawa
ni vakalekalekataki se vakabalavutaki na gauna
ke yaga me vaka kina ena vakatulewa ni Liuliu
ni Koro ni Veivakarautaki kei na nona veitaratara
kei iratou na Vakailesilesi.

4.

Na Veika e Gadrevi vua e dua e via Curu
ki na Veituberi oqo:

a) Na cauravou yadua me tiko nona yabaki ni
bula ena maliwa ni 18 kei na 24.
b) Na Veituberi oqo e dola raraba ki na veimata
lotu kece
c) Me lewe dina ni Yasana o Cakaudrove. Ena
vakatau na nona ciqomi e dua na cauravou
ena taudaku kei Cakaudrove (me vaka mai
Bua se Macuata) e na rawarawa ni vanua e
tiko kina kei nai walewale ni nona vakayagataki qele.
d)
E rui bibi me tu vua e dua nai Vola Vakadinadina ni Veivakadonui ni Mataqali me
baleta na vakayagataki ni qele ena koro ka
saini kina e rua na lewe ni Mataqali, na Turaga
ni Mataqali, Turaga ni koro,nai tubutubu se o
koya e qaravi koya tiko ka vaka kina na vakailesilesi ni Tabana ni Teitei. Oqo me vakaraitaka
vakamatata ni tu vua na galala me vakayagataka na tiki ni qele oqo me teitei ka rawai lavo
kina, ke mani qele lisi, qele ni mataqali se qele
taukeni vakadua.
e) Me sa bula tu ena nona qele mai nakoro e
1,000 na yaqona (nai wiliwili lailai duadua) ni
se bera ni ciqomi e Tutu.
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5.

Cakacaka ni Veivuke me baleta na Koro
ni Veivakarautaki

7.

(I) Na Nodrai Teitei na Cauravou Uabula
ena Koro

E ra na solia e dua na siga ena dua na macawa na cauravou uabula ki na kena vukei o Tutu.
Na cakacaka siga dua ena veimacawa oqori
ena vakatau tiko ena veika e yaga vei Tutu ena
gauna oqori. E a tauyavu ko Tutu ka cici rawa
tiko mai na nodra veivuke na lewe ni Yasana ko
Cakaudrove.

a)

E na gauna taucoko vakavuli ni yabaki
tolu, na nonai teitei na Cauravou ena
koro, oqo e tiki bibi ni nonai teitei e
Tutu. Nai tei kei nai lavo e rawata ena
nonai teitei mai nakoro e nona vakatabakidua na nona yavu vakailavo ni
nona vakaitoroicaketaki koya.Ia, me
baleta nona tuberi ena bula vakamanidia ena vakayaloqaqataki na cauravou
yadua me tu vua nai tukutuku vakaivola
ni nonai tei, lavo e rawata mai kina kei
na kena vakayagataki.
E na soli tiko na gauna vua na cauravou
yadua me vakatoroicaketaka vakalevu
cake sara na nonai teitei ena koro ka
vakalevutaka cake mai na vanua esa tu
kina oqo. E na namaki vua ena vei yabaki, me tea e 600 na yaqona, na kenai
wiliwili duadua e ra, (se nai tei tale eso
e tautauvata kei nai wiliwili oqori) ena
nonai teitei e nakoro.
Na gauna vakavuli ena koro e sega ni
gauna ni sereki. Ni se bera nira gole yani
e nakoro e namaki me na vakarautaka
na cauravou yadua na nona takete-namaki, cakacakataka vakaivola na nonai
tuvatuva cakacaka,tuvatuva vakailavo(Budget) e namaka me na vakayagataka ena loma ni gauna oqori. Ni oti e
dua nai wasewase ni
nona gauna vakavuli e nakoro e namaki me na vakaraitaka nonai tuvatuva
vakaivola ni veika e a laki vakayacora
mai nakoro.
E na namaki vei ira nai tubutubu mera
vakagalalataka ka tokona na cauravou
me vakayagataka e 3 na siga ena veimacawa me cakacaka vakatabakidua
ena nonai teitei ena koro.
E na rawa me tosoi (extend) na nona
gauna mai nakoro na cauravou me
rawa ni vakatoroicaketaka na nona teitei e nakoro, ka na rawa talega ni tarovi
na cauravou mai na nona tamusuka na
nona iteitei ena koro.
E rawa ni na sega ni vakatarai vua na
cauravou me tamusuka na nona yaqona e Tutu kevaka e sega ni levu cake na
veika e rawata ena nonai teitei ena koro
mai na veika e rawata ena nonai teitei e
Tutu.

6.

Na nodra i Teitei na Cauravou Uabula e
Tutu

a)

Na veicauravou yadua ena taukena e
dua nai wasewase ni qele e Tutu ka na
vakayagataka tiko ena loma ni yabaki
tolu ni nona tiko vakavuli e Tutu, kei na
rawa talega vei ira eso ena yabaki va.
Na nona teitei oqo e Tutu e vukei koya
ena nona vakarautaki ki na nona bula
vakadauteitei e nakoro.
E namaki vua e dua na cauravou me
tu vua e dua nai tukutuku vakaivola ni
veika kece sara e tea kei na kena isau
vakailavo
Nai tei (vakabibi na kasa ni yaqona kei
na mata ni dalo) ena vakarautaka o Tutu,e na rawa ni ratou na veivuke na cauravou e Taveuni ke yaga me vaka kina.
Nai tei kece sara me vaka na kasa kei na
mata ni dalo mai na nonai teitei e Tutu
e taukena tikoga o Tutu.
Ni mai cava na yabaki tolu e namaki me
sa na tasia kece sara na nona yaqona,
dalo kei na veika kece e tea tu ena nonai
teitei e Tutu. Kevaka e mani vo tu enai
teitei nai tei eso ena gauna oqori ena
vakasukai lesu tale me nei Tutu; vakavo
ga kevaka e tosoi na gauna ni nona tatamusuki mai vua nai Liuliu (Principal).
E tabu na vakayagataki ni wainimate ni
co ca ena loma ni vanua e teitei tiko kina
e Tutu, vakavo ena nona veivakadonui
na i Liuliu ni koro ni Veivakarautaki.
Me soli vei ira na cauravou e dua na
vakatulewa me baleta na wiliwili ni yaqona me tei. Me tiko na kena Max -2000
na Min – 1000. Baleta ga na sau ni yaqona na gauna qo. E levu na gauna galala
vei ira na cauravou. Me kua ni lusi edua
na siga.

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)
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g)

E na vakayaloqaqataki na cauravou yadua me na dolava e dua na nonai vola ni
baqe me baleta nai lavo e rawata mai
na nona teitei e nakoro. E rawa ni kauta
mai nai lavo era rawata mai na nodrai
teitei e nakoro me maroroi e Tutu ka
vukea talega nai naki ni nodra tauyavutaka na nodra bula. E namaki vua e dua
na cauravou me na rawata mai nakoro
na nonai vodovodo kei na veika e yaga
vua e koro ni veivakarautaki.

7 (II) Nai naki Matailalai eso ni takete 1000 na
yaqona e na nona I teitei e nakoro:
•

•

•

•

E namaki me na bula tu vua na cauravou e na nona I teitei mai nakoro e
1000 na yaqona e na loma ni gauna e
vakalewe fomu mai kina.
Nai wiliwili ni yaqona oqo me na vukei
koya vakatabakidua me baleta na nona
veitosoyaki tiko mai vale kina koro ni
veivakarautaki e na gauna kece ni nona
tiko vakavuli e Tutu.
E ratou na lai butuka ka biuta vakatikitiki toka e 300 na vu ni yaqona me baleta vakatabakidua na nona takete ni tara
vale o cauravou ena nona koro.
E namaki na nodratou veitokoni nai
tubutubu kei na lewe ni vuvale e na
kena maroroi vinaka na nona I teitei na
cauravou mai na koro e na nona gauna
vakavuli e Tutu ka me na rawata kina o
koya na nona tatadra me baleta na vale.

8.

Nai Vakarau Tudei (Principles) ni Qele ni
teitei ena Koro:

a)

E na gadrevi me tiko vua e dua na
cauravou curu kina veituberi vei ira
na Cauravou Uabula Dauvakayagataki
Qele e dua nai vola vakadinadina ni veivakadonui ka soli vakatabakidua vua, e
saini kina e rua na Vakadinadina, lewe ni
mataqali kei na turaga ni mataqali me
ratou matataka na veivakadonui ni mataqali raraba me baleta na nona teivaka
ka cicivaka na qele oqori me baleta na
nona i tuvatuva kei na vakamanidiataki
ni nona i teitei vakabisinisi.
E ra na kerei tiko nai tubutubu, lewe ni
nona vuvale, na weka se dua tale na tamata mera na vakamuria sara vakavinaka na veitiki ni veiyalayalati vata kei na

b)
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c)

Koro ni Veivakarautaki, e dua e bibi sara
sai koya na kena sega ni vakadonui me
na vakayagataki e dua nai tei sei lavo
e rawa mai na nona Teitei ena koro na
cauravou, ena gauna taucoko sara ni
nona tiko vakavuli e Tutu.
E na tuberi, vakasalataki ka vakauqeti
na cauravou ena kena soli vua na vuli
ni bula vakamanidia ena vakasama
me vakatoroicaketaka na nona rai ena
gauna mai muri me baleta na cicivaki
vakabisinisi ni veiyau bula e taukena.

9.

Na Tamusuki kei na Maketetaki ni nonai Tei mai na nona Teitei e Tutu.

a.)

E sa nonai tavi vakatabakidua na cauravou na kena maketaki se volitaki na
nonai tei kece, vakavo ga kevaka e sa
tu e dua na konitaraki. Ia, me baleta na
nona tuberi ena bula vakamanidia e namaki me tu vakaivola nai tukutuku kece
ni nonai voli.
b) E na saumi tiko na vakayagataki ni lori
se tractor ni Tutu me baleta na kena tamusuki kei na maketaki ni nonai tei.

10.
a)
b)

c)

d)

e)

Na kena Vakayagataki nai Lavo e rawa
mai na kena Volitaki na nonai tei e Tutu:
Nai lavo kece e rawata ena nona qele e
Tutu ena vakacurumi ena baqe.
Nai lavo e rawa mai na nonai tei kece
e Tutu esa baleta vakatabakidua na
nona Yavu Vakailavo kei na kenai naki.
Na veivakadonui ni kena vakayagataki
ena soli vua na cauravou ena gauna e
sa na vola vaka matata nonai Tuvatuva
vakailavo ni kena vakayagataki na Yavu
Vakalavo oqo.
Nai lavo taucoko sara e rawata na cauravou mai na nonai teitei e Tutu e nona
ia, ena sega ni vakatarai me vakayagataka ena loma ni nona gauna ni tiko vakavuli. Nai naki ni lavo oqo me na rawata
kina e dua na nona yavu vakailavo me
baleta nona bula mai muri e nakoro.
E na sega ni vakadonui me vakayagataka e dua tale na tamata se me baleta na
ogaoga eso vakavuvale.
Nai lavo kece e rawa mai nai tei e vakacacani ena Cagilaba, Lauqa, Mate ni
yaqona, cavu maliwa, ena vakacurumi
ena baqe ena kena maketetaki e Tutu.
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11. Kakana:

15.

E sa nodrai tavi vakatabakidua na cauravou vuli
na qaravi kei na kena rawa mai ni kedra kakana,
ke mani tei ga ena nodra dui buloko se nodrai
teitei cokovata. Ena sauma tiko o Tutu e dua na
nodra dau ni vakasasaqa. Esa nodrai tavi talega
na cauravou nai sau kece ni kedra kakana.

E namaki na nodra veitokoni nai tubutubu ni
cauravou me baleta na kena taqomaki ka maroroi vinaka na nodrai teitei mai na koro ena loma
ni gauna era tiko vakavuli kina e Tutu. E gadrevi
talega mera na muria na Veituberi e dau vakarautaki me baleti ira ka tiki tiko ni porokaramu
ni Veituberi oqo.

12. Na Gaunisala Eso ni Rawai Lavo:
Ena solia o Tutu na cakacaka saumi me dua na
siga ena veimacawa se e dua
na ka e tautauvata. Oqo mera rawata kina na cauravou nai
sau ni kedra kakana ena Koro ni veivakarautaki.

13. Yaya ni cakacaka
Na cauravou yadua me tiko na nonai sele, takou,
mataiva, taqe ni suisui, yaya ni kana, meteresi
kei na yaya ni moce e Tutu ena veigauna kece
sara ena loma ni yabaki 3 ni tiko vakavuli. Ena
sega ni vakadonui me kauta yani ki nakoro na
veiyaya kece sara oqo. E namaki me tu talega
vua ena nona qele
mai nakoro na veiyaya
kece oqo.

14. i) Nai Tuvatuva Vakamacawa ni Veika e
vakayacori ena Gauna Vakavuli e Tutu
Oqo nai tuvatuva ni veika ena dau vakayacori
ena loma ni dua na macawa.
a) Tolu na siga ni vuli se cakacaka ena nodra
dui buloko
b) Dua na siga ni Veivuke e Tutu
c) Dua na siga ni Cakacakai Lavo
d) Veimama ni siga na cakacaka enai teitei
coko-vata se loma ni bai ni Koro ni Veivakarautaki.
Me baleta nai tovo ni mataqali vuli vaka oqo, e
tiko nona galala nai Liuliu
(Principal) se dua e matataki koya me veisautaka
na porokaramu kevaka e yaga me vaka kina.
ii) Nai Tuvatuva Vakamacawa ni Veika e vakayacori ena Gauna Vakavuli ena Koro
a) Tolu na siga ni teitei se cakacaka ena nodra
dui buloko
b) Dua na siga na cakacaka ni Veivuke me
baleta na Koro/tikotiko
c) Dua na siga ni Cakacakai Lavo
d) Veimama na siga ni Veivuke/ Cau me baleta
na nona Vuvale

16.

Nai Tubutubu :

Na Veika e Vakatabui ka Sega ni Ciqomi

a) E tabu ni kau mai, vakayagataki se teivaki e
Tutu na wainimate gaga ni veivakamatenitaki.
b) E na curu tiko mai na ovisa kei na koli ni
tabacakacaka ni ovisa e na veigauna eso
ni nomuni tiko vakavuli e Tutu me baleta
vakatabakidua na tikina oqo.
c) E vakatabui me gunuvi, caka se kau mai ena
lomai tutu na Yaqona ni vavalagi, vakavo
ga ke sa tu na nona Veivakadonui nai Liuliu(Principal).
d) Ena vakatabui na veimaliwai tawa kilikili se
butobuto kei na goneyalewa
ena loma ni nona yabaki-tolu vakavuli na
cauravou yadua.
e) E namaki mai vei ira kece sara na cauravou
uabula era tuberi tiko, me tu e cake nai
vakatagedegede ni nodrai tovo, me matau,
rakorako ka veiganiti ka vakatalega kina nai
tovo ni nodra veitokoni kei na veicuqeni
ena nodra gauna vaka vuli e Tutu. Nai tovo
eso e sega ni veiganiti se e vakacacana na
veimaliwai e Tutu ka vaka kina ena nodrai
tikotiko, ena sega sara ga ni ciqomi.
f ) Na cauravou yadua me tiko ena koro ni veivakarautaki ena tikini siga
donu e lavaki me tekivu tale kina e dua nai
wasewase ni vuli. E namaki vua e dua na
cauravou me tiko ena veitikini porokaramu
kece sara ni gauna vakavuli.
g.) Na cala bibi eso ni tovo e sega ni dodonu
se kilikili e vakayacori ena gauna vakavuli e
Tutu ena rawa ni vakavuna na nona vakasukai vakadua na cauravou mai vua nai Liuliu
(Principal).
h.) Na butako e vakatokai me dua na cala bibi
sara.
i) O ira na cauravou vakaitikotiko voleka e Tutu
era sega ni vakatarai mera na gole lesu
ena nodra vale ena veigauna ni nodra tiko
vakavuli e Tutu ena dua nai wasewase ni
vuli.
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17. Vakasuka se Vakasukai mai na Koro ni
Veivakarautaki:
a) Kevaka e dua na cauravou e vakasuka se
vakasukai mai na koro ni veivakarautaki ena
loma ni rua veimama na yabaki, ena sega
ni taura e dua na ka mai na veika e sa tea
tu ena nona tikini qele e Tutu. E sa na vakasukai lesu tale vei Tutu na veika kece oqori.
E vaka talega kina nai lavo e rawata mai na
qele e Tutu, ena vakasukai lesu vei Tutu.
b.) Kevaka edua na cauravou e vakasuka ena
ulubale dina ena loma ni otiotini 6 na vula
ni noa tuberi yabaki 3, ena vakadikevi nai tuvaki vakailavo ni veika ea tea tu ena gauna
sara ga e vakasuka kina, ka enagauna e tamusuki kina na nona yaqona ( ni mai cava
na 3 na yabaki) ena taura okoya na isau
vakailavo ni vakadidike esa vakayacori oti ka
kau tani mai kina nai sau ni kena samaki, ka
volitaki yani. Oqo ena vakayacori kevaka e
sega ni vakacacana nai tei na veika me vaka
na cagilaba, mate ni tei eso se dausiga. Ni
yaco oqo, ena vakayacori vou tale e dua na
vakadidike vakailavo. Nai lavo esa maroroya
rawa mai na qele e Tutu ena nona me kauta.
c.) Kevaka edua na cauravou e vakasukai enai
otioti ni ono na vula ni nona tiko vakavuli,
ena vakadikevi vakailavo na nona itei kece
e tu e Tutu, ka na taura o koya e veimama
ga ni sau ni vakadidike- kau tani mai kina
nai sau ni kena samaki, tasi ka volitaki. Esa
na yaco me nei Tutu nai tei e tu ena nona
qele, ena qai soli vua nai sau ni vakadidike
ena gauna esa na tasi vakaoti kina na nona
yaqona. Ena vakayacori na veika oqo keva-
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ka e sega ni vakacacana nai tei na leqa tubu
koso eso me vaka na cagilaba, mate ni tei
eso se na dausiga. Ni yaco oqori, ena vakayacori vou tale edua na vakadidike vakailavo.
E okati tiko ena tikina oqo, ni sa tosoya tiko
na nona vakatorocaketaka na nonai teitei
mai na koro na cauravou. E vaka talega kina,
ena taura ga okoya e veimama ni lavo esa
maroroya rawa mai na qele e Tutu.
d.) Na vakadidike vakailavo kecekece sara oqo
ena vakayacora nai Liuliu (Principal) e Tutu
ena veitaratara vata kei ira na nona ivakalesilesi. Na nona vakatulewa esa nai otioti ni
vakatulewa. E na sega ni vakatarai vua edua
na cauravou me solia tale vua e dua na tamata na nonai wasewase ni qele se na vei
tei e tu kina, oqo e okati kina ena nona mate
e dua na cauravou se dua na vakacalaka
bibi e yaco vua ena nona gauna vakavuli.Na
nona iteitei ena vakasukai lesu vei Tutu. Nai
lavo esa maroroya rawa mai na qele e Tutu
esa na vakasukai lesu tale vei Tutu.
(e) Kevaka e yaco me vakasuka se vakasukai
donuya na nona tiko vakavuli e Tutu ena
kauta lesu nai lavo kece e rawata mai na nonai teitei e nakoro, me vaka ga ni nona nai
lavo oqo.
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NAI VAKARAUTUDEI
NAI VAKARAU TUDEI NI KORO NI VEIVAKARAUTAKI
KEVIN YOUNG FARMERS
NAISAVERE
MARIST TRAINING CENTRE
TUTU ( JIULAI, 2018)
1. NA BURE:

suwai duka e lili vakaveitalia e loma ni rumu

Oqo na nomudou i tikotiko vata ka vanua ni
nomudou moce kei na maroroi ni nomudoui
yaya kei nai yau.

f ) E nomudrau se nomudoui tavi na lewe ni
rumu mo dou savata na nomudou Iloilo ni
rumu ena veimacawa.

Me dau savasava na kenai tuvaki kei na kenai
rairai ena veigauna kece sara ka namaki vua na
cauravou yadua me maroroya, taqomaka ka
vakasavasavataka.

g) E namaki me tu vua edua na cauravou e
rua na siti ni davodavo kei na rua na waqa ni
lokoloko ka me dau veisau ena veisiga vakarauwai.

a) E tabu na volavola e lalaga

h) Me kua na veivakasosataki ena loma ni rumu
ena qiriqiri se lagalagasere .

b) Me samaki ena veisiga ka vaka kina na yasani
bure kece
c) Me yadua na kava ni benu na veimata ni bure
kece
d) Me ia na veinanumi- me kua ni veivakasosataki kei na qito vakasausa ena varada me baleti
ira era via cakacaka vakaivola, masu se vakacegu tiko.
e) E tabu me sigani nai sulu se yaqona ena
delani vale
f ) E tabu me vakayacori na gunu yaqona ena
loma ni bure se ena
varada ni bure
g) E sega ni vakatarai me toki taki nai dabedabe
ni loma ni rumu kina dua tale na vanua

i) Vakayagataka ga na nomui yaya, ka rokova na
nonai yaya na nomui tokani.
j) E sega ni vakatarai me vakayacori na kana se
mamaroi kakana ena loma ni rumu ni moce.
k) E vakatabui na kana tavako e na loma ni rumu.
3. NA VALE NI KANA:
a) Me kua na vakasausa ena gauna ni kana.
b) Rokovi ira na nomu itokani
c) veiwaraki vei ira na lewe ni nomu teveli.
d) Veitaratara ni ko bera mai vei iratou na lewe
ni nomu teveli
e) Maroroya na benu ni kemu kakana

h) E sega ni vakatarai me vakacurumi se moce
edua na vulagi ena rumu ni moce, vakavo ga
ena nona veivakadonui nai vakailesilesi liu se na
Principal.

f ) Me dua na iliuliu ni teveli

2. RUMU NI MOCE:

h) Veinanumi vei ira era tauvimate - e nodratou itavi na lewe ni teveli me kau yani na kena
kakana.

a) E namaki vei ira na cauravou yadua me
vakasavasavataka ka tuvana vakamatau na
nona idavodavo ni moce ena veisiga.
b) E sega ni vakatarai na veicurumi rumu vakaveitalia
c) Me kua ni kabi se vakoti e lalaga ni rumu na
pepa, taba, se dua nai yaloyalo
d) Veitaratara totolo kei nai vakalesilesi ke leqa
se vakacacani edua nai yaya ena loma ni rumu
e) Me samaki ena veisiga ka me kua ni dua na

g) Mera vakaitavi na lewe ni teveli ena sava yaya
ni kana

i) Tiko kece ni se bera na masu ni kana
j) Me dau savasava ena veisiga mai na duka ni
kakana.
k) Me tokari nai sulu savasava e na veigauna ni
kana.
l) E vakatabui me daramaki na boot se na isitokini duka mai veikau e loma ni vale ni kana.
m) E tabu na dabe e na dela ni teveli ni kana.
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4. NA VALE NI KURO:

7. VALE NI SAVASAVA:

a) Me dau qarauni ka me savasava na vale ni
kuro e na veigauna kece.

a) Vakayagataka na siqi kei na simede me baleta
na savasava.

b) E sega ni vakatarai vei iratou na veiqaravi e
vale ni kuro me ratou kana taumada ni se bera
na gauna ni kana.

b) Me kua ni dau toni tu vakadede na nomui
sulu ena siqi, baleta ni ra na vakayagataka talega
na nomui tokani.

c) E vakatabui me tarai se laukana nai micini ni
kakana mai vei iratou na dau vakasasaqa.

c) Me dau vakasavasavataki ni oti na nomu
vakayagataka.

d) Me dau sova e na veimataka kei na veiyakavi
na benu kece sara e vale ni kuro.

d) Vakayagataka na wa ni vakalili sulu.

e) Me dau masi na kuro ni oti e dua na mata
vakasaqa ka me savasava tu e na veigauna vei
iratou na vakasasaqa tarava.
f ) Me tokari nai sulu savasava e na veigauna ni
vakasasaqa.
5. NA VALE LAILAI:
a) Me dau savasava ena veigauna kece sara
b) Me vakayagataki ga kina na pepa dina ni vale
lailai (toilet paper). E vakatabui sara me vakayagataki e dua tale na ka me vaka na niusiveva,
se dua na ka kaukauwa, ka na rawa ni sogota na
sala ni wai.
c) Me na dau sava ena veisiga ka parasitaki ena
veimacawa.
d) Vakayagataka na vale lailai ena nomu dabe
ena kenai dabedabe. Kua ni roso, oqo e vakaduka ka vakaleqa totolo nai dabedabe.
e) Mo laveta cake na i dabedabe ni vale lailai ni
o vakarau suasua.

e) Me kua ni dau biu tu ena siqi se lili tu ena wa
e dua nai sulu ena gauna ko gole yani kina ki
nakoro.
f ) E sega ni vakatarai me toni se sava ena siqi na
yaqona.
8. VALE NI VULI:
E vanua e vakayacori kina na vuli/ masu/ vakacegu/ veimaliwai, etc..
E rui bibi sara me tuvaki vakamatau, ka savasava
ena veigauna.
Oqo talega na vanua era kauwaitaki kina na vulagi era yaco mai e loma ni tikotiko.
a) Samaki ka vakasavasavataki ena veisiga.
b) Me qua na Iloilo / louvers ena veimacawa
c) Me vakayagataki na kava ni benu sa vakarautaki tu.
d) Me dau maroroi vakavinaka na loga- me kua
na volavola kina se vakayagataki mei ubi.

f ) E tabu na volavola ena lalaga

e) E tabu ni kau tani mai na vale ni vuli na loga
se me vakayagataki e na veirumu.

g) Savata na ligamu ena sovu ena veigauna ko
vakayagataka oti kina na vale lailai.

f ) Me vanua ni veitalanoa ena taudaku ni gauna
ni vuli.

6. VALE NI SISILI:

g) Mera dau kau mai kina na vulagi nira gade
mai.

a) Oqo e sega ni vale lailai, me kua na suasua
kina

h) Me dau tu na kava ni dravu ni tavako.

b) E bibi me dau savasava na kenai tuvaki ena
veigauna kece.

i) Me vakasavasavataki ni oti na social se na
soqo.

c) Me kua ni dau biu kina na benu. Me tiko edua
na kava ni benu e tuba.

j) E tabu ni vakayagataki me vanua ni moce e
na bogi.

d) E daumaka me tu edua na nomu “ toilet bag”
me maroroi kina na nomui yaya ni sisili.

9.) NAI VAKARAU ESO E NA GAUNA NI
VULI:

e) Me kua ni vakayagataki ena toni sulu se sava
yaqona.

a) E namaki mo na tokara nai sulu rakorako( sulu
vakataga se suluvakatoga) ka me bulabula savasava na kemui rairai e na veigauna kece sara
ni vuli.

f ) Me dau sava na lalaga ena veimacawa.

b) E vakatabui na kana tavako donuya na gauna
ni vuli.
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c) E namaki me sa tiko kece na cauravou e vale
ni vuli ni vo e lima na miniti me tekivu na vuli.
d) Mo veitaratara vua na mata ni koro ke sega
ni rawa ni o tiko e na kalasi se dua tale na tiki ni
porokaramu e na dua na siga.
10. VALE NI MASU/ PRAYER ROOM:
Oqo na nodratoui loloma na Kevin Young Farmers 1995-1999 ena nodratou vakasamataka na
bibi ni kena tiko e dua na vanua ni masu ena
loma ni tikotiko. Me ra galala na lewe ni tikotiko
na mai dabe duadua vata kei na Turaga ena
masu ni oti e dua na siga ni cakacaka kaukauwa.
a) Eda galala meda vakayagataka.

13. T.V./VIDEO/SKY:
a) Ena vakayagataki ena saravi ni tukutuku kaburaki ena 6.00pm ena veiyakavi.
b) Ena vakayagataki ena siga Vakarauwai kei na
siga Tabu ena taudaku ni porokaramu vakarautaki ka me kua ni vakayacori kina na vakarogo
sere.
c) Ena tiko edua na kena “Operator” me baleta
na kena veitaratarataki.
d) Nai yaloyalo kece mai taudaku ena veitaratarataki kei nai vakalesilesi liu e Naisavere.
14.NA GOLE KI TAUDAKU:

b) E daumaka me samaki, vakasenikau ka savasava ena veigauna.

a) Na “veitaratara” e dua nai tovo ni veirokovi eda
via bulataka ena veigauna kece sara.

c) Me kua na veivakasosataki ena loma ni vale
ni masu.

b) Veitaratara vakamatata kei na Vakalesilesi liu
kevaka ko via gole yani ki taudaku ena dua na
leqa dina. Veitaratara ni ko sa lesu tale mai.

d) Me dau qaravi vakamatau na senikau kei na
yasani vale.
11. NA VAKAYAGATAKI NI RETIO:
E ratou a voli na KYF 1995-1999 ena inaki me
baleta na Meditasio kei na veiporokaramu e
vakayacori ena Social. E sega ni vakatarai me
vakayagataka ma tamata yadua me baleti koya
ga. Me digitaki e dua na kena “ Operator” ka raica me muri na kena ivakarau.
a) Vakayagataki ga ena loma ni vale ni vuli enai
naki e vakayagataki kina. Me vaka na Meditasio,
Reterete, masu se porokaramu ni Social e tuvani
ka gadrevi kina na retio.
b) E sega ni vakatarai me kau yani ki taudaku,
valenikana se bure.
c) E sega ni vakatarai me vakayagataki vakaveitalia ena loma ni macawa.
d) E na vakayagataki ga ena loma ni valenivuli- ka me rauta ga na loma ni valenivuli na kena
rorogo.

c) E sega ni vakatarai mo gole lesu ki nakoro ena
gauna vakavuli e Tutu, vakavo saraga ke dua na
leqa bibi mai na nomu matavuvale ena nona
veivakadonui nai liuliu ni koro ni veivakarautaki.
15. TEKIVU NI DUA NAI WASEWASE NI
VULI:
a) E namaki mona tiko e Naisavere ena tikini siga
e tekivutaki tale kina e dua nai wasewase ni vuli.
b) Veitaratara totolo mai ke dua na leqa e vakavuna na nomu na yaco bera mai.
c) Ni ko lesu mai, veitaratara taumada kei na
Vakailesilesi liu e Naisavere ni bera ni ko gole
yani ki na nomu rumu.
d) Vei ira era yaco bera mai ka sega ni veitaratara
mai ena itikotiko ni Veivakarautaki, ena sega ni
vakatarai me ra na curu kina nodra rumu ni bera
ni ra raica taumada na principal.
16. VULAGI:

c) E sega ni vakatarai me kau yani ki na Bure.

Era kidavaki tu e Tutu na vulagi kece era dau
yaco mai. E bibi na nodra kauwaitaki kei na nodra vakila na nodra taukeni ka rokovi nira curuma mai na loma ni tikotiko. O koya gona e rui
bibi na “Veitaratara”. Me kilai ena itikotiko na
vulagi era yaco mai. E daumaka mera gade mai
ena taudaku ni gauna e toso tiko kina na porokaramu ni vuli. Oqo ena bogi ni siga Vakaraubuka, siga levu ni Vakarauwai se siga Tabu, me
rawa nira kauwaitaki vakataucoko.

d) Ena cegu na vakayagataki ni veiyaya ni qiriqiri
kei na retio ni oti na porokaramu ni Social ena
bogi ni Vakaraubuka- 12.00pm

a) Veitaratara kei na Vakalesilesi me baleta e dua
na vulagi, ia ena sega ni vakatarai me dua na vulagi e moce ena bure.

12. NA VAKAYAGATAKI NI GUITAR/ YAYA
NI QIRIQIRI:
a) Eratou na maroroya ka veitaratarataka na kena
vakayagataki na Komiti ni Social kei na Sokalou.
b) Me dau maroroi lesu ena Resource room ni
oti na kena vakayagataki.
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b) E sega ni vakatarai me mai tiko ena loma ni
gauna vakavuli e dua na vulagi. .

c) Me volai vakamatata na yacamu ena nomui
yaya ni cakacaka.

c) Na kauwaitaki ni vulagi ena vakayacori ena
hall se na valenikana, ka sega ena bure.

d) Na taqe ni spray me maroroi ena “Tool room”.

17. TAUVIMATE:
a) E vakarautaki vakatabakidua e dua na rumu(
Sick Bay) me baleti ira era tauvimate. Oqo e vakarawarawataka na nodra qaravi kei na veitaratara.

e) Kevaka e ca na nomui yaya ni cakacaka, veitaratara totolo kei na vakailesilesi ka mo na vakavoutaka ena nomu gauna galala.
f ) Ko na vakayagataka ga na nomui yaya ni cakacaka ena siga ni cakacaka ilavo kei na cakacaka
ni veivuke ke gadrevi vaka kina.

b) E dodonu me na laki davo ena Sick Bay na
cauravou e tauvimate.

g) E nomui tavi mo maroroya ka taqomaka vinaka na nomui yaya ni cakacaka.

c) E tavi nei Nasi ni Koro me veitaratara kei na
vakailesilesi me baleta edua na cauravou e tauvimate ka me raica me toso na cauravou kina
Sick Bay. E nonai tavi talega me kauta yani na
kena kei na veika e gadreva na tauvimate. Me na
veitaratara kei rau na marama vakasasaqa ena
tikina oqo.

h) E na dau dikevi se checktaki nai yaya kece sara
ni cakacaka e nai tekitekivu ni dua na term ka na
dikevi me tu kece ni bera ni o lako i nakoro.

d) Me ra vakayagataka na tauvimate na valenisili
kei na vale lailai ena Sick Bay.
e) Na gole ki valenibula ena 2 na kaloko ena
siga levu ena loma ni macawa, vakavo ke dua
na tauvimate bibi e yaga me vakatotolotaki yani
ki valenibula.
18. RUMU NI TAUVIMATE / SICK BAY:
a) E nonai tavi na nasi ni koro kei na cauravou
tauvimate na tosoya na nona I yaya na kina
rumu ni tauvimate se sick bay.
b) M dau samaki ka me savasava e na veigauna
na rumu ni tauvimate.
c) E tabu na kana tavako e na loma ni rumu oqo.
d) E davo ga e na sick bay na cauravou tauvimate ka na sega ni vakatarai me vanua ni talanoa se davo vei ira na vo ni cauravou.
19. YAYA NI CAKACAKA:
Na cauravou yadua e namaki me tu vua na nonai yaya ni cakacaka kece ena veigauna vakavuli
e Tutu ka me tu tale ga na nonai yaya ni cakacaka mai nakoro.
Oqo e okati kina na Taqou, mataiva, sele, faele,
taqe ni spray, kei na veiyaya e yaga vua me baleta na teitei kei na cakacaka ena loma ni tikotiko.
a) Na cauravou yadua me vakayagataka ga na
nonai yaya ni cakacaka ga vakai koya.
b) Vakasavasavataka ka maroroya ena vanua esa
vakarautaki tu.
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i) E na sega ni vakatarai mo na kauta lesu talei
vale na nomu i yaya ni cakacaka e na veigauna
ni nomu lesu i nakoro.
20. YAYA NI KANA:
a) Na cauravou yadua me tu na nonai yaya ni
kana oqo: veleti, bilo ni ti, sevuni, kei na dua na
lunch box.
b) Nai liuliu ni Veiwasewase me raica ni tu kece
na yaya ni kana ena veisiga Moniti kece ni tekivu
edua na macawa.
c) Kua ni bula vakararavi vua edua tale na nomui
tokani me baleta na yaya ni kana.
d) E nomui tavi mo maroroya ka vakasavasavataka na nomu yaya ni kana.
21. VALE NI VAKAILESILESI:
O ira na Vakailesilesi kece e Tutu era tiki bibi ni
nomuni vakarautaki na cauravou ena loma ni
yabaki 3. Era bula vakamatavuvale wavoliti kemuni ka rui bibi sara na nomu rokova na nodrai
tikotiko.
a) E sa kerei mo ni kua ni curuma vakaveitalia na
nodra vale na vakailesilesi e Tutu.
b) Ke gadrevi na veitaratara kei na dua na ka, veitaratara taumada kei na vakailesilesi e Nasaivere.
c) Era veikidavaki tu vei kemuni na veimatavuvale yadua, ia, esa kerei mo ni veitaratara ka
me kua ni veicoqacoqa kei na porokaramu ena
loma ni koro.
22. NA GUNU YAQONA:
Na gunu yaqona e sega ni vakatarai me vakayacori ena loma ni macawa. Ena vakayacori ga
ena bogi ni Vakaraubuka kei na mua ni macawa.
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a) E sega ni vakatarai vua e dua na cauravou me
vakayacora ga me baleti koya enagauna ga sa
rawa se gauna ga e vinakata o koya.

*Ko ira era via tamusuka ka makete taka na nodra
yaqona ,e rua tiko na kena iwasewase ena gauna
oqo.

b) Ena bogi ni Vakaraubuka, ena tekivu ni oti
na masu ni yakavi ka cava ena 12.00pm, ni Vakarauwai ena tekivu ni oti na masu ni yakavi
ka cava ena 11.00pm, kei na bogi ni Siga Tabu
ena tekivu ni oti na masu ni yakavi ka cava ena
10.00pm.

i) Volitaki vuna.

c) E sega ni vakatarai na gunu yaqona e taudaku, vaka vo ga ke yaco na veitaratara mai vua na
Vakailesilesi me baleta e dua nai naki, ka sega ni
veicoqacoqa kei na porokaramu.

Na kena ivakarau ni volitaki vaka vuna na yaqona :

VAKARAU TUDEI NI TAUYAVU NI TEITEI
•

E tabu na vakayagataki ni waini mate ni co
ca e na buloko vou ni tei yaqona.

•

E na solia duadua ga na i liuliu ni koro ni
veivakarautaki na veivakadonui ke gaderevi
me vakayagataki na wai ni mate ni co ca e
na tauyavu ni buloko ni tei dalo

•

Me sosomitaki kece na yaqona e mate ena
matai ni yabaki

•

Me kua ni dau vakayagataki na wainimate
ni co ca ena samaki ni loga ni yaqona

•

E sega ni ciqomi na kena dau cocona na i
teitei

•

Me dau samaki na maliwa ni teitei kei na
gaunisala

VAKARAU TUDEI NI KENA TAMUSUKI KEI
NA MAKETETAKI NI YAQONA KEI NA I
VOLI KECE ERA TEIVAKA E TUTU NA CAURAVOU.
I) Nai naki ni kena vakarautaki nai vakarautudei
oqo ,me rawa ni maroroya na nona iyau vakailavo na cauravou ena inaki e soli kina vua na qele
e Tutu , me vakayagataka me baleta na nona
tauyavutaka na nona bula ena koro.
II) Nai naki bibi talega oqo me rawa ni taqomaka na nona iyau vakailavo na cauravou mai vei
koya vakai koya ka vaka kina mai vei ira na nona
ilawalawa kei ira na wekana ,ena loma ni yabaki
va (4) ni nona tuberi e Tutu.

ii) Ko ira era via tasia ga na nodra yaqona.

i)VOLITAKI VUNA.

1. E nona itavi vaka tabaki dua na cauravou na
nona vakasaqara na makete se o koya ena
mai volia na nona loga ni yaqona.
2. E nona itavi na cauravou me veitaratara taumada vei iratou na ivakalesilesi me baleta
na vuna kei na nona via volitaka vaka vuna
na nona loga ni yaqona.
3. E rui bibi me vakamacalataki vaka matata
rawa vei koya e voli yaqona na vei tikina
oqo ni bera ni vakayacori na veivoli. Ni yaco
na veivoli e sa gadrevi me cavu kece na yaqona oqori ena loma ga ni dua na macawa.
4. Na veivoli kece e vakayacori e bibi me tiko
kina na cauravou, na ivakalesilesei, kei koya
me volia na yaqona.
5. E nona itavi na koro ni veitubere me maroroya na kasa kece,me baleta na itei me vaka
ni nona tu ga na koro ni veivakarautaki.
6. E nonai tavi o koya e mai volia na yaqona
na cakacaka ni kena cavu na yaqona, mena
tiko na vakailesilesi, cauravou kei koya e voli
yaqona ena siga e mai cavu kina na yaqona.
ii) KO IRA ERA VIA TASIA KA MAKETETAKA NA
NODRA YAQONA E NA GAUNA NI NODRA VULI
E TUTU.
Na kena ivakarau vei ira era via tasia ka maketetaka na nodra yaqona.
1. E nona itavi na cauravou me veitaratara taumada vei iratou na ivakalesilesi me baleta
na vuna kei na nona via tasia na nona yaqona.
2. E nona itavi talega na cauravou na kena volitaki se makete taki ni nona yaqona.
3. Na veivoli kece e vakayacori ena loma ni
koro ni veivakarautaki ,e bibi me tiko kina
na cauravou , vakailesilesi kei koya e via mai
volia na yaqona.
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4. Na yaqona mamaca kece ena maroroi vakatabaki dua ena dua na vanua ka me na
vakayacori kina na veivoli .O koya gona ena
sega ni vakatarai vua e dua na cauravou me
na vakayagataka se solia na nona yaqona ni
bera ni veitaratara kei na ivakailesilesi.
5. Na vakamamacataki ni yaqona ena vakayacori ga ena vanua esa vakarautaki oti tu
me baleta na sigasigani ni yaqona .O koya
gona ena
sega ni vakatarai me vakayacori na sigasigani ni yaqona ena vei dela ni vale ni
tikotiko ,varada ni bure kei na loma ni rara
ni loma ni koro.
6. Vei ira kece era via volitaka se kauta yani na
nodra yaqona e taudaku ni koro ni veituberi
me ra volitaka, sa nona itavi na ivakalesilesi
me na vakarautaka rawa kece na yaqona ni
bera ni ra kauta yani. O koya gona, e bibi
vua na cauravou me kauta lesu mai na nona
ilavo kei na nona itukutuku vakaivola (RECORDING), lesu ki na koro ni veituberi.
7. E sa namaki vua na cauravou e via tasia na
nona yaqona me sa na tasia kece vakadua
na nona yaqona e na gauna e yalataki vua.
Kevaka e dua e via maroroya se vakabiuta
tu eso na vo ni nona yaqona me na qai mai
cavuta malua, e sa na lutu sara tiko ga e ligana na nona samaka, qarauna kei na kena
maroroi. E na galala mai kina o Tutu kevaka
e yali, butakoci se tauvimate na vo ni yaqona oqo.
NAI VAKARAU TUDEI NI TAMUSUKI KEI
NA VOLITAKI NI DALO
1. Esa nonai tavi na Koro ni Veivakarautaki me
vakarautaka e dua na Makete vinaka duadua me volitaki kina na dalo kei na siga me
cavu ka volitaki kina.
2. E namaki vei ira na cauravou mera veitaratara kei na Vakailesilesi e Naisavere ena
gauna esa na via volitaki dalo kina, kei nai
wiliwili ni taga dalo ena via cavuta.
3. Na veivoli kece e vakayacori, mena tiko kina
na cauravou e nona na dalo, na vakailesilesi
kei koya e dau voli dalo.
4. E namaki vua na cauravou me tiko vua ena
siga ni volitaki dalo na nona peni kei nai
vola ni Recording. Me na vakaivolataka na
bibi ni nona dalo kei nai lavo e rawata mai
kina.
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5. E sega ni vakatarai vua e dua na cauravou
me kerea tale e dua me volitaka na nona
dalo ena siga ni volitaki dalo.
6. Esa vakauqeti na cauravou yadua me vakadikeva vinaka na bibi kei nai sau kece ni
nona dalo vata kei nai Vakailesilesi kei koya e
voli dalo ni bera ni biuta na vanua ni veivoli.
7. Ena saumi tiko mai na volitaki dalo e dua
nai vakacavacava me baleta na vakayagataki ni tractor se lori. Oqo ena vukea na kena
vakavinakataki ka cakacaka tiko na Tractor. E
vakatokai tiko me “Tractor Fund”.
Ni tubu na sau ni dalo sivita na $1.00 – ena
musu mai ena veiya 1 na kilo e 10 na sede.
Ni lutu mai na $1.00 – ena musu mai na veiya 1 na kilo e 5 na sede.O koya gona, ena
sega ni saumi na Tractor ena gauna ni nona
sa na tamusuka na nona yaqona.
8. Ena vakatokai me Butako se dua na Cala
bibi sara, kevaka e dua na cauravou e volitaka vakavuni e taudaku na nona dalo ka
sega ni veitaratara kei na Vakailesilesi liu e
Naisavere ka vaka talega kina kevaka e biuta
na vatu se dalo ca ena nona taga ni dalo.
9. E namaki vei ira na volitaki dalo mera samaka ka vakasavasavataka na vanua ni volitaki
dalo ni oti na nodra volivolitaki.
OCEANIA FARM VAKARAU TUDEI
Ai vakarau tudei ni Cakacaka ena Oceania Farm
ena veisiga lokuci ena cakacaka ilavo me sau ni
kakana me baleti ira na curu ena vei Course e
Tutu.
1 Tekivu na cakacaka ena 8 na kaloko ena mataka, yaco ena 4 na kaloko ena yakavi. Ke
dua e yaco bera yani ena vanua ni cakacaka
– esa na vakatau vua na manidia ni Oceania
Farm na kena isau.
2 Vakavodo ena tractor ena vanua ni vakavodo. Me kua ni laki wawa vakadede. E gadrevi
me sat u vakarau na tamata era vodo.
3 Sa na rogoci ga na nona vakatulewa nona
na Manidia ni Oceania Farm ena cakacaka
ka rawa vua me takosova nai vakarau tudei
e koto e cake ena veigauna vaka oqo:
a) Solia na cakacaka tasi
b) Draki ca, suasua, etc...
c) Bibi ni cakacaka.
4 Ena so na gauna ena solia na Manidia ni
Oceania Farm na veiliutaki ena cakacaka ilavo vua e dua tale na farm staff me sosomitaki koya, ke sega ni tiko rawa o koya ena
vanua ni cakacaka.
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E namaki me na tu kece vei iko na nomu
yaya ni cakacaka ka mo vakayagataka ga na
nomu yaya ni cakacaka ena siga ni cakacaka ilavo.
6 Dina ena nomu cakacaka kei na itavi ko lesi
kina.
7 Rokovi ira nai vakalesilesi, kei ira na nomu
itokani ena nomu vosa kei nai tovo.
8 Na tamata dau cakacaka ena sega ni dua na
ka e maduataka.

9. Ena sega ni vakayagataki o Naqumu me
gaunisala ni veitosoyaki ena gauna e tawa
tiko kina vei ira na mataveiwatini kei na
goneyalewa ena kena toso tiko kina na vuli.
10 Esa tu nai vakarau tudei me baleti Naqumu
– veitaratara kei na vakailesilesi kevaka ko
via curu yani ena loma ni tikotiko.

VAKARAU TUDEI ME BALETA NA KORO
NI VEIVAKARAUTAKI E NAQUMU

1. GAUNA

5

Na Koro ni Veivakarautaki e Naqumu era tuberi ka vakarautaki ki na mataveiwatini kei na
goneyalewa.
E tu na kenai vakarau me rawa ni vukei ira na
mai tuberi kina mera rawata nai naki ni nodra
mai vuli ena vuli vula 6.
O koya gona, sa kerei na nomuni veitokoni me
baleta na kena rokovi nai tikotiko oqo.
1. E sega ni vakatarai me curumi yani vakaveitalia na loma ni koro ena gauna e toso tiko
kina na nodra gauna vakavuli na lewe ni
tikotiko.
2. Sa kerei na veitaratara matata kei na Vakailesilesi e Naqumu kevaka ko vinakata e dua na
ka mai na koro ni veivakarautaki.
3. E sega ni vakatarai me curumi vakaveitalia
na veivale ena gauna era sega ni tiko kina na
lewe ni vuli se ena gauna e tawa tiko kina o
Naqumu.
4. Me vaka ni tiki bibi talega ni nomudou vakarautaki na cauravou o Naqumu, esa kerei
mo dou na maroroya ka taqomaka – me kua
na benu ca se vakadukaduka ena loma ni
koro.
5. Sa kerei ka namaki talega na nomuni veivuke
na cauravou ena tei ni kakana kei na samaki
ni tikotiko.
6. Me kua ni vakayagataki me gaunisala na
vale ni kana kei na vale ni kuro e Naqumu.
7. Kevaka ko via raica e dua na lewe ni vuli, sa
namaki mo na veitaratara kei na Vakailesilesi
liu e Naqumu.
8. Ena dau vakayacori eso na vuli leleka se
reterete ena mua ni macawa e Naqumu ka
kerei na nomuni veitokoni ena vakadigagalu.

VOLAU NI TAYAYA
VAKARAU TUDEI
TEKIVU:		

8.00AM

VAKASIGALEVU: 12.00 – 1.00PM
CEGU:		

4.30PM

2. SA KEREI ME KUA NA
•

QITO ENA LOMA NI VALE NI TAYAYA

•

CURU VAKAVEITALIA ENA LOMA NI WORKSHOP ENA GAUNA E CAKA TIKO KINA NA
TAYAYA

•

ME KAU TANI MAI TUTU E DUA NA YAYA KE
SEBERA NI SAUMI OTI

•

VAKAYAGATAKA NA YAYA LIVALIVA VAKAVO
GA NA NONA VEIVAKADONUI NA KENA I
VAKAILESILESI

•

NA TARAI VAKAVEITALIA NI KAU VARO, YAYA
E TU ENA RUMU LAILAI NI WORKSHOP

•

MO VEISAUTAKA TALE NA NOMU YAYA O
TAYA TIKO NI SA TEKIVU NA MUSUMUSU

3. SAMAKI KEI NA SAVASAVA
•

NOMU TEVELI NI CAKACAKA

•

OTI NA VAKAYAGATAKI NI YAYA NI CAKACAKA

•

LOMA NI WORKSHOP NI BERA NI SUKA NA
CAKACAKA ENA VEISIGA

4. E NOMU ITAVI MO KAUTA MAI NA NOMU
YAYA NI CAKACAKA KEI NA KENA VAKASUKAI
5. ESA RUI BIBI ME TUVAKI VAKAVINAKA NA
YAGOMU ENA VEISIGA
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TABANA NI MATAI
•

E noda itavi raraba na kena dau maroroi mai
na yaya kece ni cakacaka ena loma ni tikotiko.
E sega ni vakatarai na kena curumi vaka
veitalia na rumu ni livaliva, yaya, plumbing,
kena office kei na rumu ni matai e toka ena
yasani workshop. Mo veitaratara rawa.
Ovani ni vavi - me dau bukani ga vakarauta
ena buka mamaca.
Me dau veitaratarataki rawa vua nai liuliu ni
tabana kevaka e dua e via vakayagataka nai
yaragi ni cakacaka.

•

•
•

E NODA I TAVI RARABA
•

Veitaratara vua na iliuliu ni koro ni veivakarautaki (Principal) ke ko via vakayagataka
na kava / kau mo sigasigani yaqona se tara
vakatunuloa kina.

LORI (VAN)
•

Single Cab – 8 ga nai wiliwili ni pasidia e
rawa ni vodo ena dua na gauna kei draiva.
Na vakatulewa e tiko vua na draiva.

•

LIVALIVA KEI NA WAI
Livaliva
•

Switchboard ena loma ni tikotiko – e sega
ni vakatarai mo tara vakaveitalia de na yaco
kina na vakacalaka.
Leqa vakalivaliva: mo veitaratara sara vakatotolo vua e dua nai vakalesileleli.
Mata ni cina “ energy saver” me dau boko ke
ko sega ni vakayagataka.
Na livaliva kei na wai e sega ni baleti iko duadua ga. E yaga raraba.
Me dau boko na mata ni cina ke sega ni
vakayagataki.

•
•
•
•

Wai
•
•
•
•
•
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E TABU NA KABA ENA DELA NI TAQE KECE
NI WAI
E TABU NI KABATI NA BABANI TAQE KECE
NI WAI
E TABU NI DUA E TARA NA ‘KEY’ LELEVU
KECE NI WAI
E VAKATABUI NI DUA E TAKI WAI NI SUISUI
MAI NA TAQE KECE NI WAI.
E VAKATABUI NI KO TARA E DUA NA WA NI
LIVALIVA E LUT TU E GAUNISALA. Mo veitaratara vakatotolo vua e dua nai vakalesilesi.

•

E VAKATABUI NI KO TARA E DUA NA PAIPO
NI WAI E RAMUSU TU. Mo veitaratara vakatotolo vua e dua nai vakalesilesi.

VAKARAU TUDEI ME BALETA NA LEQA NI
VAKACALA KA ENA MAVOA, KAMA, LUTU,
ETC... E TUTU
A Eda sa kacivi ka vakayadrati ki na kena rui
bibi na noda taqomaka na noda bula mai na
leqa ni vakacala ka me vaka na mavoa, kama,
laukati ena livaliva, lutu, etc..... e rawa ni yaco
ena noda tiko e Tutu.
E sega ni tiko e Tutu e dua nai tuvatuva vakarautaki ni veitaqomaki vakailavo mi vaka
na Inisuataki ni bula (Life Insuarance ) me na
taqomaki iko.
B Na nomu bula e nomu mo taqomaka ka qarauna ena veigauna kece sara.
C Taqomaka ka qarauna na nomu cakacaka
ena veimisini ko na vakayagataka.
D Vakayagataka na veimisini ena kena inaki ka
vakamuria nai vakarau e sala muria koto.
E Kevaka ko vakayacora e dua na ka ena yaco
kina na leqa, ko sa vakayacora sara tiko ga
ena nomu lewa.
F Ko sa kerei vakabibi mo qarauna matua na
nomu bula mai na leqa vakacala ka ena rawa
ni yaco
VAKARAU TUDEI TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT
GARAGE
SA KEREI:
•

KAKUA NA CURU VAKA VEITALIA NI LALA TU
NA QARATI ( SIGA / BOGI )

•

ME DAU VEITARATARA TAKI RAWA NI VIA
VAKAYAGATAKI NAI YAYA NI CAKACAKA

•

ME DAU VAKASAVASAVATAKI NAI YAYA NI
CAKACAKA NI OTI NA KENA VAKAYAGATAKI (
BRUSHCUTTERS, MOTO MOWER, CHAINSAW
ETC, ETC)

•

ME DAU VEITARATARA TAKI KE CA E DUA NA
MISINI SE YAYA NI CAKACAKA
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•

ME DAU VAKASUKAI MAI NA I YAYA NI CAKACAKA NI OTI NA KENA VAKAYAGATAKI

TELEFONI (TELEPHONE) – Naba - 8880045 Se
Fax 8880100

•

ME DAU VEITARATARA TAKI E LIU NA KENA
VINAKATI NA BENISINI, MO KAUTA TALE TIKO
GA MAI NA NOMU QALONI NI BENISINI

•

ME DAU VAKASAVASAVATAKI NA LORI KEI NA
TRACTOR NI OTI NA KENA VAKAYAGATAKI

GALALA VINAKA MO MAI VAKAYAGATAKA ENA NOMU GAUNA NI VAKASIGALEVU.
SA KEREI MO KAUTA TIKO MAI NAI SAU NI
NOMU QIRI KA NA SEGA NA DINAU.

TRACTOR

2PM – CICI KINA POST OFFICE ENA VEISIGA.
•

CICI KI VALE NI BULA KE DUA E TAUVIMATE. SA KEREI MONI VAKARAUTAKA TIKO
NA NOMUNI

•

VODOVODO NI BASI ME BALETA NA NOMUNI LESU MAI, BALETA ENA SEGA NI
VEIWARAKI NA LORI.

•

CICI KI NA BAQE / NAQARA (VEI VUKELULU
/ WEDNESDAY)

•

SA KEREI NA VEITARATARA ENA VEIGAUNA.

SA KEREI:
•

ME DAU VEITARATARA TAKI VAKA MATATA NA
TRACTOR

•

MO VODO ENA LOMA NI TEREA (TRAILER).
KAKUA NI VAKASAVUYAVA, TUCAKE SE QITO

•

•

NA VAKATULEWA NI TRACTOR E TIKO VEI
DRAIVA ENA GAUNA E VAKAYAGATAKI TIKO
KINA eg NA LEVU NA KA E VAKAVODOKI
ME TUVANI VAKA MATAU KA VAKA VINAKA
NAI YAYA ENA LOMA NI TRACTOR

VAKARAU TUDEI
VALE NI VOLAVOLA (OFFICE)
NAKI
NA VALE NI VOLAVOLA E NOMUNI. E VANUA
NI VEIQARAVI RARABA E TUTU / TAUDAKU
TALEGA KEI TUTU. E VANUA NI VEITARATARA,
VAKAI VOLATAKI NI KA, TUVATUVA KA MAROROI KINA NA I TUKUTUKU VAKAILAVO.
GAUNA
TEKIVU:		

8am

VAKASIGALEVU: 1pm – 2pm
CEGU:		

4.30pm

SA KEREI MONI VAKAYAGATAKA KA MAROROYA NA VALE NI VOLAVOLA.
•

KATUBA MO CURU MAI KINA – YASANA E
RA.

•

SA KEREI ME KAKUA NA DABE ENA DELA
NI KAUDE ENA LOMA NI VALE NI VOLAVOLA.

•

KA ME DAU MAROROI VAKAVINAKA NA
BENU.

VAKARAU TUDEI ME BALETA NA QITO
KEVIN YOUNG FARMERS
Me rawa meda marautaka ka taleitaka na qito
eda na cakacaka ena rua na inaki oqo:
NAKI:
1. Me taqomaki na mavoa se na vakacalaka
ka na rawa ni na vakaleqai vakadua kina na
nona bula e dua na Cauravou.
2. Me kua ni mai vakataotaka na inaki ni nona
mai tuberi se vakarautaki e tutu e dua na
cauravou.
CRITERIA:
a) E namaki vua e dua na Cauravou me tu e
cake nai vakatagedegede ni nona Vakasama, na Yagona kei na Yalona.
i) Na kena ituvaki- Tuvaki vakataucoko ena
nona kaukauwa vakayago- galala mai
na mavoa, tauvimate se vakasala vakavuniwai (medical record). Ena oka eke
na
nona muria vinaka na porokaramu ni vakakaukauwa yago kei na
nona yacova na Fitness Test.
ii) E namaki vua e dua na cauravou via lewena na timi me tu kece nona iyaya ni
qito( sports gear).
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b) Veivakataotaki- Me galala mai na veivakataotaki kece me rawa ni rawati vakavinaka kina nai naki ni qito.
Me rawa nai naki oqo:
i) E namaki vua e dua na cauravou me
galala mai na mariwana (drugs), yaqona
ni vavalagi (alcohol), gunu yaqona, yalewa, tavako, yadra sivia, oka kina na vei
kakana eso e ratou vakatabuya na dauniveituberi.
ii) E namaki talega eke na nona itovo e dua na
cauravou me tiko e cake na kena i vakatagedegede (discipline). Oka kina na nona ivosavosa
kei na nona ivakarau ena gauna ni vakaukauwa
yago ka vaka kina e loma se taudaku ni rara.
E rui bibi ena tikina oqo na noda yadra ena
veigaunisala kece sara ni veitaratara me rawa ni
maroroi tiko ga kina na veimaliwai ka bulia cake
e dua na draki talei ni veirokorokovi ka tadola
ena veitaratara. Ni leqa tiko na veimaliwai ena
tarova se vakabera vakalevu na toso.
VEIKA BIBI ME NANUMI:
1) E na sega ni rawa ni na takosova na porokaramu ni Tikotiko ni Veivakarautaki na qito.
E kena ibalebale ni ra na lako ga ena qito o
ira era sa digitaki.
2) Me vaka ni sega ni dua nai lavo e vakarautaka na Course me baleta na mataqali qito
vakaoqo, e sa namaki kina vei ira na Cauravou me ra na vakaitavitaki ira ena kena
vakailavotaki.
3) E sa vakatabui na vosavosa ca ena loma ni
rara kei na vanua ni volleyball.
4) Me dau maroroi vinaka na iyaya ni qito –
Polo kei na Net
5) E sa nodratou itavi na komiti ni qito na kena
kau kei na kena maroroi lesu mai na iyaya ni
qito.
6) E sega ni vakatarai na qito kei ira na gone vuli
yalewa luve ni vakailesilesi

MARIST TRAINING CENTRE
TUTU
Na Veituberi vei ira na Cauravou Uabula
Naisavere
Au sa digitaka ka yalataka meu na dina ki na veika esa tu ena i Vola ni Veiyalayalati oqo me baleta na Veituberi yabaki 3 ni Kevin Young Farmers.
Au sa yalataka meu na maroroya ena loma ni
yabaki 3 ni noqu tiko vakavuli ena koro ni Veivakarautaki kei na noqu gauna vakavuli e Nakoro.
Koi au ko:
............................................................................................................
(Cauravou)
Au sa ciqoma ka vakadonuya na veika esa vauci
enai vola ni Veiyalayalati oqo me baleta na luvequ cauravou.

Koi au ko:
.........................................................................................................
(Tubutubu)

Au sa vakadinadinataka ka ciqoma na Cauravou oqo ena nona tuberi yabaki 3 ena
koro ni Veivakarautaki

Koi au ko:
...................................................................................................
(Principal Marist Training Centre)
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ANNEX 6: REVIEW OF THE YOUNG
WOMENS PROGRAM1
The wise woman builds her house, But the foolish tears it down with her own hands. Proverbs 14:1

Introduction
The present Young Single Womens Course was established and first run in the 1980s, and throughout regular intervals until 2013. The course was run as part of the wider non-formal adult education
training provided in Tutu. The course ran for a few years but primarily due to a lack of enrolments
and the high number of requests for the six months farming couples course, it was subsequently
shelved.
The Vision and Mission of Tutu guided the review process and the final recommendations herein.

Terms of Reference – Purpose of the Womens Course Review
This report provides recommendations on the most appropriate direction and content for the future
Single Women’s Course. Specific consideration has been given to whether the course should be
directed at young single women or a wider demographic of single women.

Vision of the Tutu Rural Training Centre
To be Mary, our Lady of Lura in using her soil to provide joy through the development and empowerment of people, so that the door to a hopeful future is open to them.

Mission
The aim of the Tutu Rural Training Centre is to provide a place /presence in which the people of
Cakaudrove, and some tikinas of Bua and Macuata are empowered to become more autonomous,
and take charge of their lives, in a rapidly changing world.

Methodology
Literature reviewed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

Tutu: Another Way. Marist training Centre, Tutu, Fiji 2012
The Tutu Rural Training Centre – lessons in non-formal adult education for self-employed in
agriculture. Andrew McGregor, Livai Tora with Geoff Bamford and Kalara McGregor, 2011.
Married couples’ course – 6 months, Course Outline.
Young Single Womens course – course outline
Married Couples Internal Evaluation 2016
Strategic Plan 2018 – 2023
Fiji Bureau of Statistics 2017 Census

Prepared by Selina Kurileca
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Interviews:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.

Face to face interviews with ex-participants in the Married Couples Course
Focus group discussions with ex-participants in the Married Couples Course
Interviews with tutors in the Married couples’ course
Interviews with tutors in the Young Single Womens course
Interviews with the Tutu Food Development Unit project coordinator and staff
Interviews with Tutu staff
The interviews were held over the period Monday 22nd to Friday 26th October. Nine couples and
five staff members were interviewed; there were two focus group discussions.

Key Findings regarding the Young Single Women’s Course

Some of the reasons that led to the suspension of the YSW back in 2013 are
1. Lack of young single women in the catchment villages
2. Student completing high school opting to enrol in the short courses offered at subsidised rates
by the Fijian government through various tertiary institutions
3. Migration of the youth population to urban centres in search of employment
4. Migration of the youth population to urban centres in search of higher formal education
5. Young women marrying early
6. Young women falling pregnant
7. Limitation of age in the YSW course: focus only for those between 20 – 24 years of age
8. The high number of applicants requesting Tutu to use its resources for the farming couples
course instead of the women’s only course.

3.

Statistical evidence – Fiji Bureau of Statistics 2017 Census Data

Statistical evidence in the maps that follow confirm the claims made by the course tutors and ex
participants as accurate. In the catchment areas there are more men than women, males accounted
for 51.1% whilst the females were 48.8%; (Fiji Bureau of Statistics 2017).
The total resident population in the Northern division is 131,914, of which 92,610 are rural dwellers.
Of the total population 48.8% are females.
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4.

Population -Northern Division

Source: Fiji Bureau of Statistics 2017

5.

Educational Attainment

In the 2017 Census, Northern division data, it is noted that a higher proportion of females (45.5%)
attained secondary level education compared to males (42.6%); additionally, a slightly higher proportion of females (7.7%) had attained a tertiary qualification compared to males (7.6%). (Fiji Bureau
of Statistics 2017)
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6.

Demographics

Given that a large proportion of the female population in the Northern division is unemployed, it
is imperative that they are given an opportunity to learn trade, skills and or engage in training programs that will increase their chances of income generation.
The statistical evidence strongly supports the idea that there are women in the catchment area
and that there is a need for upskilling and income generation projects; the need to move from
subsistence living to semi-commercial enterprises for women. As such it is recommended that the
management of TRTC consider providing the training course to all women that fit within the criteria
as outlined in the TRTC participants selection criteria, and that the age be considered for women
between the ages of 18 – 30.

Source: Fiji Bureau of Statistics 2017
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7.

Main Recommendations for the 2019 Women’s course

1. Train up the large proportion of women
who are homemakers and engage in subsistence living.
2. That the course be renamed from Young
Single Women Course to Womens Course.
3. That the criteria for inclusion in the program.
4. That several key topical issues addressing
contemporary social issues facing our children and our young people are taught in
the course .
5. That the core units of the then Young Single
Womens Course and the current Married
Womens Course are merged into a dynamic
Womens Course (see Annex 1 ).
6. That there is additional skills training in the
income generation projects.

ried women (never wed or widowed), single parents and women in de facto relationships. This would represent a large number
of women in the villages and would minimise the problem of lack of single women for a single womens course. The upper
age limit of 30 is preferred as the women
can would still be able to wed, and more
importantly become pregnant should they
choose to.
3. That the qualifying entry criteria for inclusion in the program is as follows:
•

The main recommendations are
discussed in detail here:

This increase in age is to allow for women
who are unwed, widowed, single parents
who may ultimately want to marry. A women who is in her late 20s, can reasonably expect to safely carry and bear children if that
is something that they would like to do.

1. Train up the large proportion of women who are homemakers and engage in
subsistence living .
The data from the Fiji Bureau of Statistics
2017 indicates that there is a large proportion of women that are home makers, and
26.6% of females were engaged in subsistence living, compared to only 11.2% of
males. This data reaffirms that there are
women who are in the villages, including the catchment areas who can be and
should be trained up. Training up these
women in the Womens program will improve their living situation, decrease their
level of poverty thereby increasing their
living situation and the living situation for
those that they care for.
2. That the course be renamed from Young
Single Women Course to Womens
Course
As the new name suggests the Womens
Course would include all women who fulfil the entry requirements for the course
and that they would include those that
are within the age group of 18 – 30; single;
widowed; never wed. For married women
who may want to enrol in the course, it is
suggested that they enrol in the Married
Couples course and that they do not need
to be in the Womens course. So essentially
a womens course would capture all unmar-

The young woman must be 18 - 30 years
and comes from the village or settlement.

•

She has to have 2 – 3 years or more in the
village.
To ensure that she has land and is self sufficient.

•

She has a strong desire to autonomy and
self-sufficiency through hard work.
This would be assessed through her current contributions and attitude within the
village setting.

•

Has potential to strive for financial autonomy.
The women has demonstrated ability to
farm, manage and work independently.

•

Has proactive and protective factors in
place for care of her children if she is a single parent.
With the increase in reports of child abuse
and neglect cases, it is imperative that the
women accept that their primary responsibility is the safety of their child while they
are enrolled in the course. To that end it is
imperative that the child who remains behind in the village is safe and protected at
all times.
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•

Has the ability to work in vegetable and
plantation gardens and lift implements
such as sewing-machines etc. as necessary
The purpose of this criteria is to ensure
that women are medically fit and are not
pregnant when they enroll in the course.
A pregnant women enrolled in the course
may put her unborn child and herself at risk
as the course will include farming, repairing
own machinery and other necessary associated tasks that may be deemed difficult
and strenuous for a pregnant women.

Criteria for Entry
•

Open to all religions races and to all level of
education.

•

Be open to understand and adopt the values, rules and policies of TRTC: to demonstrate a willingness to the service and of
others

•

Should have planted two sets of the following prior to entry to the Course:
• 50 x Voivoi plants, and/or
• 50 x Masi plants, and/or
• 50 x Yaqona plants, and/or
• 50 x Dalo
*this increase from 20 to 50 is to ensure
crop continuity and sustainability; the
increase also increases the likelihood of
moving in to a semi-commercial enterprise when the individual plants more

•

Understand or can speak the Fijian language – the Course is run in the Fijian language.

•

The young woman is available for the full
length of the Course.
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4. That several key topical issues addressing contemporary social issues facing
our children and our young people are
taught in the course.
In consideration of the limited time, topics that
cannot be integrated into the existing curriculum topics can be taught in the evenings.
New topic 1: Suicide Prevention and Awareness;
Data from the Fiji Police (Annex 3) indicate that
the numbers of suicides of our young people
continue to increase.; the largest numbers of
those attempting or completing a suicide are
those in the 18 – 30+ catergory. Hence it is essential that there is continued general awareness and education on suicide prevention. Ms
Kuruleca is able to facilitate this interactive activy based and lecture type session over 4 hours.
New topic 2: Bullying – Recognizing bullying
and Intervention strategies
A majority of the interviewees expressed concern on the increase in bullying, and the need
for more immediate effective interventions.
Their concerns corelate with the findings of
a baseline survey that was conducted in 30
schools in Fiji, where 24 schools expressed that
their number 1 concern is dealing with bullies,
the victims and their families. Ms Kuruleca is
able to facilitate this interactive activy based
and lecture type session over 4 hours.
New topic 3: Alcohol, Smoking and Other
Drugs: Its effects and intervention
Interviewees expressed concern over the increased media reports on the use of illicit drugs
and recreational drugs, even those on Taveuni.
Though there is always the mass media awareness programs and students learn about it in
school, there is now a need to have a more
personal conversation complete with statistical
evidence on the types of illicit drugs now available in Fiji, how do we see signs and symptoms
of use and where to go to for help. Ms Kuruleca
is able to facilitate this interactive activy based
and lecture type session over 4 hours
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New topic 4: Domestic Violence and Abuse:
Recognizing abuse and getting help
Peer reviewers expressed concern that this
could be happening within some of the families within Tutu and most definitely happening
in families outside of Tutu. The purpose of this
topic is to educate participants on recogising
abuse and ways to get help. Ms Kuruleca is able
to facilitate this interactive activy based and lecture type session over 4 hours.
New topic 5: Parenting in the 21st Century
(the law, rights, responsibilities)
With the ever increasing influence and influx of
modern influences, new legislations on abuse,
interviewees expressed concern on the need to
be the “modern parent with the twist of the old”.
This interactive topic could be done over several hours and would involve training parents
new discipline methods and discipline that is
within the confines of the law.
5. That the core units of the then Young
Single Womens Course and the current
Married Womens Course are merged
into a dynamic Womens Course (see Annex 1).
6. That there is additional skills training in
the income generation projects.
The topics below are intergrated into the
current YWC, however , it is recommended that there is updating of the course to
include the following:
1. Other types of marketing: use of internet
to market to hotels, businesses and corporates your products; use of labels to identify the product.
2. Soil education
3. Graphic Design
4. Stencil cutting
5. Making a screen for screen printing
6. Food Development Unit – Using resources
around me effectively to generate income
7. Mitigating Climate Change through the
sustainable use of resources

7. Needs for 2019 Womens Course
Course coordinator to stock take and look at
the needs for 2019 participants and request as
necessary
1. Sewing machines – need to be enough for
the participants
2. Screen printing screens
3. New designs for kesakesa
4. All teaching and learning implements
5. Consideration for use of power point presentation and other mediums for teaching
8. Proposed Women’s Course Outline
General Aim of the course
At the end of the Course, the young woman is
autonomous, responsible and self-sufficient.
Main Objectives of the course
•

To develop a woman to accept with joy and
appreciation, the person she is.

•

To develop an appreciation and delight in
her femininity.

•

To be autonomous, creative and self-sufficient through developing her special talent
or gift.

•

To empower the women to effectively
manage contemporary issues facing her or
her children in the 21st century.

•

To have in her hand a specific income-generating venture / a small enterprise.

Note: An important objective of the Course is
not for the young women to find jobs but to
provide oneself with an income-generating
venture at home. Not to own what they make,
but to sell. Not going for ‘quantity’ but ‘quality’.
To have sufficient for subsistence and to sell the
rest.

The improving of the current curriculum shall
be the responsibility of the current Tutu staff,
though it is recommended that additional external expert assistance is sought as appropriate.
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Target Group

Help in Kind

1. The young woman must be 18 - 30 years
and comes from the village or settlement.
2. She has to have 2 – 3 years or more in the
village.
3. She has a strong desire to autonomy and
self-sufficiency through hard work.
4. Has potential to strive for financial autonomy.
5. Has proactive and protective factors in
place for care of her children if she is a single parent.
6. Has the ability to work in vegetable and
plantation gardens and lift implements
such as sewing-machines etc. as necessary.

The young woman will not pay any money as
fees but will help “in kind” through participating in half a day’s volunteer work for the Centre as a whole. The women may be required
from time to time to engage in the cleaning
of the main centres.

Criteria for Entry
1. Open to all religions and all races and to all
level of education.
2. Essential to understand and adopt the values, rules and policies of TRTC: to demonstrate a willingness to the service of others
3. Should have planted two sets of the following prior to entry to the Course:
a. 50 x Voivoi plants, and/or
b. 50 x Masi plants, and/or
c. 50 x Yaqona plants, and/or
d. 50 x Dalo
4. Understand or can speak the iTaukei language – the Course is run in the iTaukei language.
5. The young woman is available for the full
length of the Course.
Course Duration
This is a six-month Course comprised of three
terms of six weeks and two home periods of
three weeks.
Money for Food

Course Content
Basic Human Development
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

To Know Myself
Sexuality – Feminine Sexuality
Human Growth – 12 yrs. - 24 years
Falling in Love – Romance – Engagement
Marriage – A Vocation
Faith – Life
Social development
Cognitive development
Adulthood
Aging

Development of Talents, Skills and
Knowledge
1. Traditional Craft – Voivoi, Masi, Coconut-craft, Vau, Shells, Seeds
2. Homecraft, Patchwork, Quilting, Embroidery, Printing, etc.
3. Sewing – Children’s-wear, Men’s-wear.
4. Basic Agriculture, Vegetable Gardening
5. Pot Planting, Planting Flowers (Greenhouse)
6. Baking
7. Food technology – chips making, sauce
making, jams etc
8. Use of modern technology to make designs – e.g.: graphic designing

To develop financial autonomy, the young
woman will work for money once a week to
buy the necessary food items or groceries for
the week.
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Small Enterprise Knowledge and Skills
1. Acquiring a Business Mentality – “I am a
Manger”
2. Enterprise Plan – “Failing to Plan is Planning
to Fail”
3. Basic Bookkeeping and Records
4. Budgeting
5. Banking
Wise Use of Time – Making and Following
Programmes
Health and Care
1. Personal Hygiene
2. Diseases – STD, Aids, NCDs
3. Natural Family Planning – “Know your own
Cycle”
4. Contemporary Issues
• Suicide prevention
• Parenting in the 21st Century (the law,
rights, responsibilities)
• Bullying
• Alcohol, Smoking and Other Drugs
•

Stress management
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ANNEX 7: FORESTRY AND AGROFORESTRY
INPUTS THE 2018 TUTU REVIEW2
Executive Summary
Tutu has made very good progress with its forestry and agroforestry programs over the past six years.
These include establishment of successful plantings of the three most promising timber tree species for farmers on Taveuni and Vanua Levu, viz. teak (high value durable timber for export and local
building), sandalwood (exceptionally high value heartwood for income generation) and Flueggea
(durable timber for poles and posts for local construction).
Individuals of all three tree species have recently attained reproductive maturity and are producing
small seed crops. In 2019 it will be possible to produce seed crops of all three species which will be
valuable for local propagation, supply to young farmers and possible sale both locally and overseas.
The sandalwood being grown at Tutu is a mixture of Santalum yasi (the local species) and hybrids.
It is recommended that Tutu concentrate on growing and producing pure yasi for heartwood and
seed, as this species is well adapted to local conditions and more cyclone-tolerant, and will fit into
future industry plans for Fiji which is to promote yasi (and niche high value export markets). Accordingly it is highly recommended that Tutu collaborate with an ACIAR yasi project managed by CSIRO
in the establishment of a gene conservation stand (up to c. 1 ha) which will also serve in a seed
production function. Oceania Farm ought to continue to plant yasi at a modest level, in conjunction
with crops, especially in open, rocky areas (including along all estate roads).
Tutu ought to continue to establish teak (using its own seed source), especially in rocky areas and for
the purposes of demarcating property boundaries. The rate of teak planting will depend on availability of human resources for maintenance but is best undertaken at a modest level, e.g. 2-5 ha per year,
to ensure new plantings are well weeded for the first two years (preferably intercropped with kava
and dalo) The growth performance of teak in the most elevated wet zones of the estate will likely
be reduced and consideration should be given to using the indigenous kauri or dakua makadre (Agathis macrophylla), yaka (Dacrydium nidulum) or dakua salusalu (Decussocarpus vitiensis) or fruit trees
such as rambutan, longan and lychee.
Given the booming kava demand and market, which shows no signs of declining, it would be most
useful for Tutu to further explore and develop agroforestry combinations incorporating kava, e.g.
teak, Calliandra, Flueggea and alley cropping with Gliricida. This is vital to both ensure optimal kava
yields and and to minimise the “mining” of nutrients from the soil that can be expected with kava
production. It also reduces needless clearing of native forests, often remote from villages.

2
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Prepared by Dr. Lex Thomson 16/11/2018
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Agroforestry Plantings
Sandalwood
In their 2011 report on Tutu Rural Training
Centre - Lessons in Non-Formal Adult Education for Self Employment in Agriculture,
Macgregor et al. correctly identified sandalwood as an agroforestry priority for the
catchment area of Tutu’s farmer trainees, i.e.
Taveuni and Vanua Levu.
Sandalwood (Santalum species) is a genus
of about 20 species of small trees from the
Asia-Pacific region. Yasi (Santalum yasi) is
commercially- highly valuable sandalwood
species native to Fiji and Tonga (and similar
or higher in value with the industry standard East Indian Sandalwood or Santalum
album). Yasi produces a valuable, sandalwood oil-yielding heartwood that has been
over-exploited in the wild, resulting in the
fragmentation and local extinctions of natural populations. However, the demand
for sandalwood-based products remains
high, and prices are buoyant, e.g. the current price for heartwood is FJD 100-150 per
kg (i.e. similar to dried kava). As the species is quite easily cultivated, and because
it produces a non-perishable, high-value,
low-volume product there is considerable
scope for development of a substantial yasi
industry in Fiji.
Historically, the most famous area for sandalwood production in the entire Pacific
Islands is Bua Province on Vanua Levu. However, yasi also occurs naturally in other parts
of Vanua Levu including Macuata Province
and near Udu Point. Yasi does not naturally
occur on Taveuni but is exceptionally well
adapted to the freely-draining, rocky volcanic soils of the island. The fertile nature of
the soils and root haustoria-proliferation at
the rock interface means that sandalwood
are less host-dependent than on Taveuni
(cf. Vanua Levu where a good hosting regime with Calliandra (either C. calothrysus
and/or C. suranamiensis), nokonoko (Casuarina equisetifolia), moli (Citrus spp. Including
moli karo, moli viti and/or moli kula), Acacia
auriculiformis and Alternanthera is needed).

Sandalwood has been planted on a limited
but increasing scale on Tutu estate over the
past 4-5 years. Most of the seed has been
sourced from Taveuni and nearby parts
of Vanua Levu: sandalwood plants being
grown are a mixture of Santalum yasi and
hybrid (S. yasi x S. album). It is estimated
that there are now at least 300 trees (from
1-4 m tall) planted over entire estate. Most
are growing very well, especially those that
have been planted at wider spacings. Some
of the sandalwood hybrids (especially in
the Lura area) have a poor bole form, due
to wind damage and/or falling branches/
palm fronds, and exacerbated by lack of
form pruning.
Of the current yasi planted on Tutu it is estimated that about half (i.e. 150) will grow
well through to maturity. Plant losses are
expected from cyclones, disease (root rot
fungi) and need to thin out some sandalwood in a couple of places where they have
too closely planted. It is estimated that each
sandalwood tree will generate about 25 kg
of heartwood after 18-20 years. The total
value of the current sandalwood estate at
harvest would be 150 trees x 25 kg x FJD
100 per kg heartwood or FJD 375,000.

Fig. 5. Healthy Santalum hybrid – c. 2 years old at Sinai, Tutu.
With Mr. Erinimo Tui
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It is recommended that:
1. A Santalum yasi gene conservation /
seed production stand of up to 1 ha be
established on the Tutu Estate during
2019. This would be undertaken in collaboration with CSIRO and Fiji Forestry
Department through the ACIAR-funded
Yasi project - Domestication and breeding of sandalwood in Fiji and Tonga
(FST/2016/158) led by Dr David Bush
(David.bush@csiro.au) and with Dr Lex
Thomson as a collaborating scientist.
The yasi gene conservation /seed production stand is expected to produce
the highest genetic quality and most diverse yasi seed in Fiji and seed would be
collected and made available to young
farmers and others. The seed to establish
the gene conservation stand would be
provided by the ACIAR Yasi project and
seedlings propagated in the Tutu nursery.
The ideal site for new yasi stand at Tutu
is within the existing dense block of
Calliandra calothrysus. Site preparation
would involve cutting planting lines
and opening up the Calliandra to allow
more light to reach the newly planted
seedlings (and for the first 18-24 months
after which time the yasi will have overtopped the Calliandra).
2. Santalum yasi continue to be planted (at
an appropriately manageable rate) on
the Tutu estate where suitable locations
exist or can be developed. The new road
which is being cut in the upper part of
the Tutu estate is an ideal area for planting sandalwood, given the rocky/scoriaous nature of the substrate. Yasi ought
to planted on both sides of the road (except in ditches/low lying parts) at a minimum spacing of 3 metres apart.

Important note: it is more advantageous
to plant fewer sandalwood and look after each plant well rather than planting
large numbers of yasi. Good yasi maintenance involves:
• Regular weeding (especially removing
any creeping vines and pruning back
any overhanging vegetation)
• Singling (through frequent removal of
any competing leader shoots), and
• Annual pruning of side branches using
secateurs (or pruning saw) and removing no more than one-third of the canopy at any one time.
Tutu management is well placed to make
a decision on a desirable annual rate of
yasi planting, but my suggestion would
be to plant no more than 200 new yasi
per year on the Tutu Estate, and look after them well (as indicated above). With
good management it is estimated that
75% will reach maturity with an annual
return of FJD 375,000 from sandalwood
heartwood sales. Individual young farmers could achieve similar annual returns
from sandalwood grown in agroforestry configurations (if planted and grown
with crops especially kava and dalo).
Prior to the Yasi gene conservation/seed
stand being developed and coming to
fruition it is recommended that yasi seed
be obtained from Nawi Village. Nawi has
an excellent source of pure yasi (derived
originally from Bua Province), with trees
seeding heavily is season, is easy to access from Taveuni and is also Father Petero Matairatu’s home village.

Fig 6. Santalum seedlings in Tutu nursery
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Flueggea - Pou
The other main tree species which has been
planted at Tutu is Flueggea flexuosa (known as
pou on Rotuma and poumuli in Samoa).
Pou is growing very well at Tutu, as expected
given the similarity in environmental conditions with Samoa. In Samoa poumuli is widely
planted by farmers/smallholders for building
materials (especially durable building poles and
posts). Tutu has about 100 pou trees which are
now 1.5 – 2.5 m and growing well: these need
to have side branches trimmed on the lower
1/3 canopy using a pruning saw or secateurs
(for small branches). The pruning should ideally be done now (prior to cyclone season).
As well as creating better formed poles, pruning
encourages more rapid tree height growth.

Fig 8. Pou (Fluggea flexuosa; 20 months old) planting at Tutu planted
February, 2017.

Pou has separate male and female trees
and both were observed at Tutu, with some
young trees already producing fruit crops
which can be harvested for propagation
and/or seed distribution to young farmers.
Pou is an ideal intercrop with teak and also
an excellent host tree for sandalwood (if not
planted at too high a density, e.g. 100-200
trees per ha).

Fig 7 (above). Mature fruits on pou
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Fiji Native Tree Species
As indicated in a previous report the main native species that are suitable for planting at Tutu
(Taveuni and Vanua Levu) to produce strong,
naturally durable building timbers in agroforestry plantings are:
•
•
•
•
•

buabua (Fagraea gracileps) - if seed can
be sourced from Vanua Levu) – highly
durable strong timber.
cevua (Vavaea harveyi) produces highly
durable poles and posts (source locally).
sacau (Palaquium hornei) moderately
durable strong timber.
vesi (Intsia bijuga) source seed from
Vanua Levu – Macuata. Strong, durable
timber.
yasiyasi (Syzygium species) source local seed and wildlings – highly durable
timber.

Other useful multipurpose and general purpose species recommended for Tutu include:
•
•
•

•
•
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dakua makadre (Agathis macrophylla)
valuable furniture timber.
doi (Alphitonia zizyphoides) useful general purpose timber, medicine and bee
fodder.
kauvula (Endospermum macrophyllum)
– useful timber but needs preservative
treatment for use in ground (or high
decay risk). Note: Kauvula is one of the
very few tree species that is resistant to
brown root rot fungus.
tavola (Terminalia catappa) – preferably
source seed from Vanuatu and Solomon Islands of superior nut types.
Yagai/kaunicina/kaunigai (Canarium
species) source local seed and wildlings for general purpose timber.

Figs 7 & 8. Canarium sp. in upper native forest zone of
Tutu estate with Niu
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Teak planting at Tutu
Teak (Tectona grandis) produces a highly valuable multipurpose, durable timber. Teak has become one of the most widely planted tropical
hardwoods both worldwide and in the Pacific
Islands.
The first plantings of teak at Tutu were undertaken in March 2012 in the area below Sinai.
About 1,600 teak planted at 5 x 5 m or approx.
4 ha planted with technical assistance from
Basil Gua. Over the next two years a total of
5.7 ha of Solomon Island sourced teak planting
material was planted(equivalent to 2,280 trees).
The source of teak seed was from the excellent
Kolombangara (Solomon Islands) clonal archive
developed by Basil Gua and now internationally recognised as producing teak of outstanding
performance.
The young trees in this stand suffered branch
breaking and a small proportion of trees
snapped or fell over during TC Winston (in
February 2016). The older stands have recently been thinned to waste removing smaller
and damaged trees – there are still some trees
which need to be cut preferably in the next
month. It is estimated that the older stand(s)
currently include about 1,500 teak trees. There is
a need to undertake an inventory of these older teak plantings to fully document the current
resource (only dbh needs to be measured on
surviving and retained trees).
It is envisaged that 1,000 trees will be retained
through to harvesting. The next thinning to reduce to final crop trees ought to be undertaken
in about 3 years from now (i.e. in October 2021).
Harvesting of younger, slightly smaller trees is
not advised as they will have a much higher
proportion of sapwood which will substantially
reduce their value. Ideally harvested plantation
teak should only have a narrow band of sapwood – less than 3 cm.

ity of trees will flower and fruit enabling a much
larger seed collection to be undertaken from
the biggest and best formed trees.
My estimate is that the older teak stands at Tutu
have been growing at around 6-7 m3 per ha per
year. This somewhat lower than the 8 m3 per ha
per year touted by Future Forests (Fiji) Ltd (FFF).
The key reason for this difference is the wider
spacing adopted at Tutu. However, wider spacing has enabled the trees to survive TC Winston
(whereas the closer spaced, and largely unthinned teak in FFF plantations suffered major
damage and windthrow from TC Winston). It is
expected that the Tutu teak will pick up growth
as the canopy fully closes and may subsequently grow at 8 to 12 m3 per ha per year. Furthermore, if the teak stands had an understorey of
a nitrogen fixing small tree such as Calliandra
calothyrsus, Gliricidia sepium or Flemingia macrophylla, or even Flueggea (not an N-fixer) then
the teak growth would certainly have been enhanced through to maturity.
Accordingly the estimated teak yield for the
original teak plantings in 2032 at Tutu is 5.7 ha x
10 m3 per ha per year x 20 years or 1,140 cubic
metres.
The wood in the two butt logs (or millable portion) is likely to be:
1000 retained trees x 5 m lower butt log with
average diameter of 45 cm yielding 794 m3 plus
700 retained trees x 5 m upper butt log with average diameter of 30 cm yielding 247 m3

The largest tree observed during the current
visit was 28 cm DBH (diameter breast height)
but it is estimated that less than 5% of trees had
a DBH of > 25 cm. The average DBH appears to
be around 15-18 cm with the smallest retained
trees having a DBH of 12 cm. The average height
of the taller trees is about 11 m with the tallest
trees attaining around 12-13 m.
A small proportion of trees flowered and fruited
this year and it is likely that next year the major-
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Figs 1-3. Teak (Tectona grandis; 6.5 years) at Tutu Planted March 2012. With Farm manager Mr Erinimo Tui (Niu). Largest trees are
13 m tall and 28 cm dbh.

Note: Not all trees will produce two acceptable
logs (est. 70%) and the upper butt log will be
rather knotty due to the impact of TC Winston
(and lack of high pruning). Knotty timber is less
favourable regarded in Asian markets whereas
local and European markets may appreciate
decorative, knotty appearance (although the
latter timber is weaker).
The expected recovery from milling of these
logs into sawn timber is 50%, giving a yield of
about 500 m3 of sawn timber. The current international price for sawn teak timber is highly variable with old growth teak (mainly from
Myanmar) worth considerably more than
young plantation grown teak.
If Tutu were to mill and saw its teak timber then
the value of the sawn timber might be around:
1,041 m3 x .5 x FJD 2,500/m3 or FJD FJD 1,301,250
from which harvesting and milling costs would
need to be deducted. If the teak trees were sold
as harvested logs (in round) then the price obtained would be considerably less, e.g. 1,041 x
FJD 750/m3 or FJD 780,750.
Note: the above calculations are ball park conservative. The Figures are only indicative as better inventory data is needed. Furthermore the
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teak trees may not grow as expected (as teak
plantation growth data is lacking for Fiji generally and Taveuni specifically) and timber market
conditions will likely change by the date that
the tree are ready to harvest (around 2032).
In February 2017 an additional 10,000 teak
stumps were planted: with the stumps being
provided by the EU/SPC project Reforest Fiji.
The stumps needed to be planted quickly as
they were already large and some had deteriorated on the boat trip across from Viti Levu. The
growth and survival of the teak has not been
as good as in the earlier plantings below Sinai.
A full inventory is needed (survival, form and
dbh). It is estimated that 7,500 are surviving,
with about half of these growing satisfactorily.
The final crop trees will likely be around 2,500
trees (but this need to be confirmed through a
full inventory, and may reduce further if there is
a major cyclone in the next 2-3 years. Given the
slower early growth it is estimated that the trees
will be ready for harvest around 2039-2040. The
value of the timber from the trees from the Reforest Fiji teak planting at Tutu will likely be 2 to
3 times that of the earlier planting below Sinai,
i.e. FJD 2.5 – 4 Million.
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Fig 4. Teak (Tectona grandis; 20 months) at Tutu Planted February 2017. Some excellent teak are in background, but performance has been variable.

Recommendations for Follow-up Agroforestry Project at Tutu:
1. Teak assessment, stand management and manual: It is recommended
that a complete inventory be undertaken of the entire teak estate at Tutu
within the next 2-3 years. The inventory
would be used to count the number of
surviving trees, diameter and bole form.
Height only needs to be measured on
a sub-sample of trees in each stand, as
there is limited variation in height in
established teak (and individual height
measurements are time consuming.
The inventory data would be used to
identify trees for retention (and those
for culling) and also provide a more
accurate assessment of stand growth
rate. It is recommended that this inventory be undertaken/led by Teak expert
Basil Gua.
It is recommended that a short illustrated manual (c. 4 pages) be produced
on commercial smallholder teak plantations (growing, managing and utilization) in Fijian language. The manual
to be initially drafted in English by Basil
Gua and Lex Thomson. This manual to
be used for young farmer training.

2. Manual on agroforestry for Taveuni
and Macuata (including farm budgets and gross margins)
It is recommended that a short illustrated manual (c. 8 pages) be produced on
agroforestry systems for Taveuni and
Macuata (best tree and crop combinations, spacings etc) in Fijian language.
The manual to be initially drafted in
English by Lex Thomson and Sanfred
Smith. This manual to also be used for
young farmer training.
3. Sandalwood gene conservation/
seed stand and manual
It is recommended that a Santalum yasi
gene conservation /seed production
stand of up to 1 ha be established on
the Tutu Estate during 2019 (see p. 7 of
this report)
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4. Import seed of pou (Flueggea flexuosa) from Solomon Islands

6. Kava agroforestry trials and demonstrations

It is recommended that seed of better
performing seed sources or provenances of pou (Flueggea flexuosa) be introduced from seed collections undertaken in the Kolobangara provenance trial.
This seed collection and import to be
contracted to and undertaken by Mr
Basil Gua in collaboration with Biosecurity Agency of Fiji.

It is recommended that Tutu establish
small-scale kava agroforestry/demonstration trials evaluating the growth
and performance of kava in combination with selected N-fixing trees,
including Gliricidia & Calliandra, (alley
cropping) and Acacia auriculiformis
and Dalbergia cochinchinensis (wide
spaced), as well as with teak.

5. Thai rosewood (Dalbergia
chinchinensis) seed and trials

co-

It is recommended that Tutu establish
trials of Thai rosewood (Dalbergia cochinchinensis). Thai rosewood is one of
the most valuable timber trees in the
world, producing a highly durable rosewood timber which is in high demand
in China (but now almost extinct in the
wild and CITES listed). The FOB price
of Thai rosewood is FJD 20-50,000 per
m3 for squared logs (or approx. 10-20
times price of teak). It as a nitrogen-fixing tree, improving soils, and found
to perform well and adapted to conditions in Fiji (over a 20 year period in
Naitasiri). It is recommended that Tutu
contract Lex Thomson to source seed
and/or bare root plants of Thai rosewood from Viti Levu for the trials.
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7. Tree and vegetable Seed Unit –
equipment, training, fridge for seed
storage (2-3 persons trained)
It is recommended that Tutu develop a
small seed unit (one or ideally two people working with or as part of current
nursery team) for collecting and storing
seeds of open-pollinated vegetables
and tree seed. The seed technician(s)
will need to receive appropriate training in seed collection, processing and
storage. The seed unit will need to be
appropriately equipped with long-handled pruner, ladder, secateurs, collecting sheets and calico bags, sieves, labels, hermetic containers (e.g. jars with
tight fitting lids) etc and a fridge and/
or freezer (which could be co-located
with the freezers of the food-processing unit).
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ANNEX 8: FRUIT TREE AND VEGETABLE
DEVELOPMENT
Technical advisory services on fruits and vegetables at tutu from 3rd - 7th December, 2018
Sant Kumar, Bula Agro Industries

1. DRAGONFRUIT CULTIVATION
a) Propagation- cutting of dragon fruits should
be selected and dipped into fungicide solution
for 3 days dried and planted in plastic bags not
more than 3 inches deep.
b) Planting in field- spacing of 2.5 between rows
and 2.5 between plants is recommended. Two
or three seedlings can be planted around one
post.
c) Trellising- concrete post in straight line should
be placed and mild steel rods above the post
should be welded for vine support. (photo) Galvanized pipes also could be used. The trellising
Re-enforcement rod for strengthening trellising
should be strong to carry the weight.
d) Pruning- pruning is necessary to improve the
quality and quantity of the fruits. The timing of
pruning is very important to induce flowering
and stem growth. This is usually done at the
end of the harvesting period.
e) Irrigation- it is necessary to keep the soil moist.
A suitable irrigation system will help the plant
to grow quicker. In dry season irrigation should
be applied twice a week.
f ) Fertilization- a suitable mixture of NPK (N220kg
P160kg K240kg/Ha) should be applied regularly.
g) Pollination- Artificial pollination assures a complete pollination to get better fruit size and yield
production. The flowers usually bloom during Offseason production of dragon fruit in Thailand
the night and pollination should be done from
10pm to 2am.
h) Flower and Fruit Thinning- the normal production season of dragon fruit is from November to
April. Flower and fruit thinning will improve the
quality of fruits. Each branch should not contain
more than 5 flowers.
i) Bagging- bagging is recommended to prevent
fruit flies other insect, bird damage and also sun
burn.
j) Off Season Production- Tutu have advantages
of producing off season from April to October
by using artificial lights from 10pm to 2am using a timer.
Tutu dragon fruit field
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Dragon fruit has a bright future as a fruit for hotels and potential for export to NZ in long term. Taiwan
Technical Mission in Sigatoka is also growing dragon fruit with Sigatoka Research Station. They are
planning to release it as a variety in November 2019 where seedling would be available to everyone.
There is a high demand for seedling now and Tutu and T.T.M are holding onto it but after November,
it would not be possible to hold anymore. I suggest that Tutu should start propagating seedlings
from 2019 April till September 2019 and sell the seedlings before T.T.M and Agriculture in November.
This way Tutu would be able to make some money from selling the plants. I visited Tutu last November and advised on planting and trellising but not much had happened. The posts are already here,
the planting material is already here which and it needs Tutu to organize planting in new blocks.

2. RAMBUTTAN- it is encouraging to see ram-

buttan fruiting. The seed should be from varieties selected in the orchards. When fruits are
ripe we should identify them and tag them for
further multiplication. We can start marcotting
now before cyclone season comes anything
could happen to big trees during cyclones

3. EX- PARTICIPANTS- FARM DEVELOPMENT
Name: Sunia Rogoyawa
This gentleman is young and energetic and keen
to move on. Have briefed him on construction of
a small nursery to produce his own seedlings and
supplies for sale.

Tutu Rambutan field

However as to crops to be grown it will depend on
his Labasa market or hotels in Labasa. Crops that I
think of are Fiji Red Papaya, watermelon tomatoes,
capsicum, cabbage and coriander. He should aim
for off season production and utilization of mill
mud from sugar mill for his soil fertility.

4. PRUNING OF FRUIT TREES
Fruit orchards in Sinai and near dragon fruit needs
pruning and shaping in order to minimize cyclone
damage. Have already demonstrated pruning of
citrus and guava at Sinai and it should be completed on all trees before cyclone season.

Field visit by ex-participant Sunia Rogoyawa

5. Tutu nursery staff
– the nursery is used for growing Offseason vegetabkles, however I have brought with me the
potting media recycle plastic bags (30) and 70
more is coming by cdp and all of this could
be used for offseason tomatoes and capsicum
production. There is no compost available so I
could not demonstrate. I have explained it to
Fr Petero.
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Fruit trees pruning at Sinai
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6. Young Women vegetable site.
This plot is under muccuna now and when it is cleared next year then it should be ready for planting

7. Other Fruits Trees
I brought some scion wood of Kensington Pride of mango for grafting on head root stock. Please get
plenty rootstock so that I can send the hybrids for grafting. Similarly with guava, green pearl I could
send the scion wood for grafting on local root stock. Also select some good variety of avocados to
establish orchard at Tutu
Vinaka!!

Kensington pride ready to be grafted to the local native mango
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ANNEX 9: TRTC STRATEGIC PLAN

TUTU RURAL TRAINING CENTRE

TUTU RURAL TRAINING CENTRE

Strategic Plan

2018 - 2023
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VISION:
To be Mary, our Lady of Lura in using her soil to provide joy through
the development and empowerment of people, so that the door to
a hopeful future is open to them

MISSION:
The aim of the Tutu Rural Training Centre is to provide a place /
presence in which the people of Cakaudrove, and some tikina’s of
Bua and Macuata are empowered to become more autonomous,
and take charge of their lives, in a rapidly changing world. It involves
a transforming and reciprocal outreach approach to the people of
the Pacific.

U N D E R LYI N G P R I N C I P L E S G U I D I N G
TUTU
The charism of Tutu is founded on Marist Spirituality1
Adult learning is a formative process where by a person in and
through community assumes responsibility for his/her growth as
a person in the service of the world in which he /she lives; it is a
process of liberation by which under a skilled guide a person grows
in freeing himself/herself from constraints of a personal disorder
and a social or cultural order (Cf annex 1)
The heart of the formation and training is the human person
development leading to skill training and management for selfemployment using the participants own resources, particularly for
youth, married couples and single women

1

We take our inspiration from the Mystery of the person of Mary in her hidden role of
service.
We identify with Mary and her concerns for some of the most urgent needs of people today
We believe ourselves to be graciously chosen by Mary, to make her present, by relating with peopleasshe didand doingHerwork inHerplace ofTutu today.She isourLeaderand weare called to
breatheherspirit and bear her name.
WeunderstandthatwearetouseourtalentsandresourcesfortheworkofMarynotlookingfor
personal fame,influenceorprestige.Wearetobeself-effacing,preferringtobeinthebackgroundremaining

‘hidden and unknown’
We are called to live the three “No’s”, No to greed, no to pride and no to power
We are called to a shepherd leadership seeking out the lost sheep and prepared to go
beyond the boundaries of human comfort, self-interest in order to find the lost where
they are (For more detail c.f. “Tutu – Another Way” p.112-124)
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K E Y O V E R A L L CO N S I D E R AT I O N S I N T H E
F O R M U L AT I O N O F T H E P L A N A N D I N I T S
I M P L E M E N TAT I O N
Approach to the formation, content and participant selection
1.

The selection of course participants is based on demonstrable access to land and proven
commitment to being farmers within the Tutu catchment area of Cakaudrove, part of Bua
and Macuata

2.

Process begins with felt needs and working responsibly towards their real needs

3.

The skill training is the vehicle which is used to live out the human development
process

4.

Management with an emphasis and financial and environment sustainability is at the key
thrust of the courses offered

5.

The farming systems and rural enterprises are based on crops and products that have well
established marketing systems in place

6.

The Centre has a local focus but with an international character

7.

Formation/training is based on regular and frequent oscillation between the participants
own farm and the Centre

8.

Theformation/trainingprogramhasanappropriatedegreeofflexibility–with particular
courses starting small and evolving over time in line with changing needs of Tutu’s
catchment area, lesson’s learned and the capability of staff.

9.

Participants make a significant contribution to the Centre through in–kind voluntary
work

10.

An intensive extension/visitation effort is provided by staff to participants – prior to,
during and following each course

11.

A significant resource is Tutu’s credibility and involvement with parents and traditional
leaders

12.

Visitation and running of three days village seminar.2

13.

Courses are open to all religions, ethnic groups and levels of formal education but the
participants must be fluent in the ‘I Taukei’ language

Management and Staffing
1.

Core course staff are discerned and called on the basis of their spousal relationship
and their ability to lead through relationship; they are trained and formed in Tutu

2.

Management is highly participatory and responsive to the needs of the
participants

3.

Full advantage is made of appropriate outside technical inputs to support the
formation programs when required

2

Therunningofthreedaysseminaratthevillagelevelhasasignificantimpactforrecruitment,follow up
engagement, and building the spirit of partnership.
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Sustainability and accountability
1.

The ongoing monitoring and recording of course participants ability to
achieve sustainable and worthwhile livelihoods from the utilization of their
own resources

2.

The demand for courses from our participants is the main source of in built
accountability

3.

Increasing financial self-sufficiency in a manner that does not undermine
Tutu’s core formation function and philosophy

4.

Increasing the Centre’s income generation from its own land resources in a
manner that strengthens the Centre’s core function

Governance
1.

Board and outside structures such as having audits and complying

2.

Maintenance of the long standing partnership with the community , the
government and the company shareholder3

G O A L S , AC T I V I T I E S A N D K E Y P E R F O R M A N C E
I N D I C ATO R S F O R T H E 5 - YE A R S T R AT E G I C
PLAN
The TRTC Strategic Plan has 7 broad goals
1.

Sustainable expansion of formation/self-employment training programs for
youth, married couples and single women.

2.

Increasing Centre’s long term financial self-sufficiency through the
sustainable use of Tutu’s own resources

3.

Increase food and nutritional security at Tutu and beyond

4.

Restoring and enhancing soil fertility at Tutu and beyond

5.

Maintaining and improving the quality of Tutu infrastructure ( roads,
housing etc)

6.

Establishing good governance structure

7.

Successfully implementation of the NZ CARITAS NZ MFAT funded project:
“Consolidating Rural Training in the Northern Provinces of Fiji”

3

SinceitsinceptionTutuhasbeenoperatingonapartnershipbasisbetweentheGovernment,the
peopleofthe Cakaudrove Province, and the Society of Mary
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1. Sustainable expansion of formation/selfemployment training programs for youth,
married couples and single women.
ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL
The courses (no of course participants in parenthesis)
2018: 2 groups of young farmers (80) ; 32 village courses (950); 2 Leadership courses (22);
Parents Course (60)
2019: Single womens’ course (30); Young farmers (40) ; Parents course (60); 32 village
courses (950); 2 Leadership courses (22)
2020: Young farmers (38); Farming couples (22); Parents course (60): 32 village courses
(950): 2 Leadership courses (22)
2021: 2 groups of young farmers (80): 32 village courses (950); 2 Leadership courses (22)
2022: Young farmers (38); Farming couples (22); Parents course (60); 32 village courses;
(950); 2 Leadership courses (22)
2023: Young farmers (38); Farming couples (22) or Single women’s’ course (30); Parents
course (60); 32 village courses (950); 2 Leadership courses (22)

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
•

% of couples committed to the on-going daily dialoguers

•

Building of houses and implementation of 5 year plan (young farmers and farming couples)

•

Financial gain for income generating project increase

•

Results of major Review.

•

Improved land management and crop yields

•

Increase in the % of the most vulnerable and marginalized that report greater resilience as a result of
diversification of livelihoods and increase in income

•

Increase in the % of women and the most vulnerable and marginalised that report greater control over income
and assets

•

Increased in % of leadership roles by current and ex-participants in their respective communities
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2. Increasing Centre’s long term financial selfsufficiency through the sustainable use of
Tutu’s own resources
ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL
•

The teak planting, and the agroforestry and fruit tree development programs.

•

Sustainable of yaqona and dalo production

•

Breadfruit flour and other agro processing products for course participant consumption and for local market
sales

•

The sale of ornamental plants, pot plants, flower to the wider community

•

Planting of masi

•

Jewellery Making

•

Bee Farming

•

Fish Farming

•

Leasing of surplus housing resources

•

Establishment of the Tutu Trust

•

Increase production of electricity

•

Harnessing surplus water resource – including the establishment of irrigations systems for taro and other
crops

SOME KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
•

Planting and maintaining 10,000 teak trees

•

Planting of 1,500 yasi plant

•

Increasing annual income derived from dalo and yaqona sales – projected to reach$200,000 by the end
of the Plan period

•

Income generated from the sale of papaya, dragon fruit, rambutan, breadfruit flour, ornamental plants
and other products – projected to reach $50, 000 by the end of Plan period.

•

High occupancy rate of surplus housing maintained

•

Significant financial contribution made to the Tutu Trust

•

Income generated from selling of electricity to FEA
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3. Increase food and nutritional security at Tutu
and beyond
ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL
•

The breadfruit, fruit tree and vegetable program

•

The root crop diversification program focussing on climate resilient crops such as dalo ni tana and Tivoli
ni Samoa, carrot kumala and kaile.

•

Some key performance indicators

•

The quantity of breadfruit, fruit and vegetables grown and consumed at Tutu

•

The quantity of breadfruit, fruit and vegetables consumed at participants home farms

•

The quantity of climate resilient root crop (grown and consumed at Tutu

SOME KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
•

The quantity of breadfruit, fruit and vegetables grown and consumed at Tutu

•

The quantity of breadfruit, fruit and vegetables consumed at participants home farms

•

The quantity of climate resilient root crop (grown and consumed at Tutu

•

The quantity of climate resilient root crop grown on participants home farm

10
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4. Restoring and enhancing soil fertility at Tutu
and beyond
ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL
•

The widespread introduction of soil fertility enhancing cropping systems – mucuna beans, vetiver grass,
alley cropping and composting.

•

Soil schools, and sustainable agriculture outreach and extension programs

•

Collaborating with Teitei Taveuni, MoA and other organisations in their sustainable agriculture programs

•

Enhancing environmental responsibility and beautification mind set of stall and course participants

•

The establishment of flower nursery at St Joseph

SOME KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
•

60% of Tutu land to be covered by mucuna by the end of Plan

•

The rate of adoption of adoption of kaliyandra, drala,bainicagi and vetiver grass into the cropping system
at Tutu

•

The rate of adoption of sustainable fertility enhancing cropping on Tutu staff farms and participants
home farms

•

Continuation of sustainable agriculture programs with partner organizations.

•

The continued planting native and ornamental trees around Tutu; and The successful establishment of
an ornamental nursery at St Joseph and the adoption of ornamental nurseries by individual families

•

The nursery to be filled with orchids.
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5. Maintaining and improving the quality of Tutu
infrastructure (roads, housing etc)
ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL
•

Infrastructure Investment and Maintenance Plan

•

Maintenance Department Work plan (see annex 2)

•

Collaboration with other institutions (eg Bucalevu Vocational School)

SOME KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
•

Implementation performance of the Infrastructure Investment and Maintenance Plan

•

Implementation performance of the Maintenance Dept. work plan– 10 buildings upgraded and repainted
every year (see annex 2)

•

The opportunity provided for Bucalevu students.
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6. Establishing good governance structure
ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL
•

Formation and operation of the Board in terms of Non Formal Education approach.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
•

Regularity of meetings and attendance of Board members

•

Record of minutes

•

Recommendations and decisions made and their implementation

7. Successfully implementation of the
NZ CARITAS NZ MFAT funded project:
“Consolidating Rural Training in the Northern
Provinces of Fiji”
ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL
As outlined in the approved Consolidation Project design document
Agriculture
•

Soil enhancement

•

Agroforestry

•

Fruit tree development

•

Vegetable enterprise development

•

Breadfruit development

Energy
•

Connection to FEA

•

Solar installation

Governance
•

Board and staff training

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
As outlined in the approved Consolidation Project design document
THE TUTU RURAL TRAINING CENTRE
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Annex 1: Budget
Tutu Rural Training Centre
External Budget for 2018 through 2022
Assumptions

2018

INCOME
Grants
Courses
GOF
Caritas
TOTAL COURSES
Projects
Breadfruit

Consolidation - Caritas NZ
Jewellery
TOTAL PROJECTS
TOTAL GRANTS

Existing level; but an extra
$150,000 pa has been
requested
Existing level; 3 year rolling
contract

614,000
140,000
754,000

500 trees in 2019. New PIFOND
project?
Per project payments list
(p11); a new project will
be proposed in 2019
2017 project to fund machinery
382,065
1,136,065

382,065

Investment Income
AUD Investments

Will remain in Australia
16,000

Other income
House rentals
Nursery income (external)

Farm income (external)

Food Technology
Digger Hire (external)
Sale of furniture

Gross rental before expenses
Up to 2020 is internal production only
Average gross farm
income before expenses;
expectonecyclonebefore
2023; losses through theft
will continue
BF Flour etc. Market development. Breakeven?
No external hire expected
No external sales

35,000
0

100,000

0
0

TOTAL OTHER INCOME

135,000

TOTAL INCOME

1,287,065
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EXPENSES
Course numbers:

Courses (external costs only)

YF1 & 2 (participants)
SW (participants)
Farming couples (participants)
Parents (participants)
Village courses
Leadership courses

80

32
2

Based on 2016 calendar year actuals

Extension/Visitation

40,000

Student travel

1,000

School supplies

12,000

Medical

500

Sports & Recreation

5,000

Office Printing

20,000

Fuel & Lighting

10,000

Wages & Salaries

300,000

Handicraft

3,000

Maintenance - Buildings

50,000

Maintenance - Equipment

35,100

Provisions

15,000

Farm Supplies
Total Courses
Course overheads
TOTAL COURSES + OVERHEADS

2,000
Includes $50,000 Lura stipend

493,600
116,600

610,200

Project expenses
Breadfruit

0

Consolidation
Cyclone Rehab
TOTAL PROJECTS

Assumed to be equal to grants received
0

382,065
382,065

Workshops
Fuel

42,000

Maintenance

15,500

Other

5,000

Carpentry
TOTAL WORKSHOPS

10,000

Nursery

St. Josephs expansion funded via project

16
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Rental expenses

To cover repairs

6,000

Oceania Farm
Wages

30,000

Farm expenses

15,000

Overheads

Includes OMP Land rent $12,000pa

12,730

TOTAL

57,730

Digger
Maintenance/Spares

Digger replaced (via grant) in 2019

15,000
15,000

TRTC Overheads
Office
Audit/Accounting

Local+ Mike J

20,000

Board Meetings

8,000

Depreciation
Land Rent

60,000
With farm rent paid, totals $50,000

Other

38,000
0

TOTAL OFFICE

126,000

TOTAL EXPENSES

1,263,495

NET INCOME

23,570

CAPITAL BUDGET
2020
2020
2020
2020

1 Toyota Twin-Cab 4x4
Cruiser
1ToyotaSingle-Cab4x4
Cruiser
4x4 Isuzu Tip Truck (4
tonne)
12 tonne Hitachi Excavator
Net capital cost

THE TUTU RURAL TRAINING CENTRE

With mag wheels; Less Trade-in

80,000

With mag wheels; Less Trade-in

70,000
120,000

With attachments ($30,000)

170,000

440,0000
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Annex 2 : Maintenance of Roads and Buildings.
THE PRIORITY CATEGORIES FOR TUTU ROADS AND BUILDINGS
There is currently a total of 63 buildings and of roads inTutu. Re categorization ofpriorities for maintenance are
Category One
This is the urgent and important box that demands immediate attention. This includes all essential services;power,
water, and roading,Thebest way ofkeeping this box empty is to be proactive in maintenance.
Category Two
ThemissionofTutucallsusto placetheneedsof facilities usedby the participants in thetop priority.
Category Three
Staff houses. To upkeep in good condition each building needs to be repaired and painted once every five years. This
category is in the important not urgent box.
All three categories need to be planned and budgeted for in each year.

THE 5-YEAR MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
2018
Category One Category Two
Library; Carpentry workshop; Upper Room; Jewellery workshop; Farm shed
Category Three
Houses: Wane and Lucy; Bukani and Bale; Naqi and Seini; Ba ni Toa second house; Fa and Maria; Feremo and Ku; Beta and
Kameini; and, Pela and Helena

2019
Category One Category Two
St Joseph Hall and kitchen; Zacharaia; Big Tank; Novitiate Tank
Category Three
Two new houses in St Josephs; Lura Community; Roni and Mela; Niu and Use

2020
Category One Category Two
Office block; Garage; Vale ni sore; Ba ni toa storage shed
Category Three
Wane and Nia; Joeli and Nasi; Suia, Kusitino and Lo

THE TUTU RURAL TRAINING CENTRE
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2021
Category One Category Two
Naisavere ; 2 bure, dining Hall, Laundry, kitchen, toilet block; Square tank; Naisavere tank Top farmshed; Dam
Category Three
: Rayner; Marica; Marine; Kava Dealers; Digtrack; Waisea and Karita; Sepo and Annie; Beni and Miri

2022
Category One Category Two
Naqumu; kitchen/dining/women’s centre, hall, compost centre.
Talemo; Sinai; Bransfield
Category Three
Houses: Filipe andTanya; Leckie and Lani; Waisea and Leni; Joji and Venina; Semi and Sisi; Neori and Sue

2023
Category One Category Two
Houses: 6 Participant Houses in Naqumu Hydro House; Lura Park shelter
Category Three
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Annex 3: Tutu model of Rural Adult Non-formal
Education.
ADULT LEARNING
“A process whereby a person in and through community, assumes responsibility for his/her growth as a person,
in the service of the world in which he/she lives. It is a process of liberation by which,
under skilled guides,
a person grows in freeing himself/herself from constraints of;
a personal order
a social or cultural order”
It is a process;
It is an experiential process. People learn through experience. The truths we live by are the ones we discover for
ourselves, not what others tell us. The learner is in charge of the process. The learner sets the agenda. The learner
initially begins with felt needs and must be led to discover for himself/herself the real needs. It is a process of
empowerment4

Whereby a person in and through Community;
The person is central, not things. Although the individual is important the process is best done in a
group. Values, ideals, dreams and visions are caught.....not taught.
If the process takes place in an institution, it is ideal if there are periods of oscillation

4In logic, we often refer to the two broad methods of reasoning as the deductive and inductive approaches.
Deductivereasoningworksfromthemoregeneraltothemorespecific.Sometimesthisisinformallycalleda “top-down”approach.Wemight
beginwiththinkingupa theoryaboutourtopicofinterest.Wethennarrow that down into more specific hypotheses that we can test. We
narrow down even further when we collect observations to address the hypotheses. This ultimately leads us to be able to test the hypotheses with
specific data -- a confirmation (or not) of our original theories.
Inductivereasoningworkstheotherway,movingfromspecificobservationstobroadergeneralizationsand theories.Informally,wesometimes
callthisa“bottomup”approach(pleasenotethatit’s“bottomup”and not “bottomsup”whichisthekindofthingthebartendersaysto
customerswhenhe’stryingtocloseforthe night!). In inductive reasoning, we begin with specific observations and measures, begin to detect
patterns and regularities,formulatesometentativehypothesesthatwecanexplore,andfinallyendupdevelopingsome general conclusions
or theories.
Thesetwomethodsofreasoninghaveaverydifferent“feel”tothemwhenyou’reconductingresearch. Inductivereasoning,byitsvery
nature,ismoreopen-endedandexploratory,especiallyatthebeginning. Deductivereasoningismorenarrowinnatureandisconcernedwith
testingorconfirminghypotheses.Even thoughaparticularstudymaylooklikeit’spurelydeductive(e.g.,anexperimentdesignedtotestthe
hypothesizedeffectsofsometreatmentonsomeoutcome),mostsocialresearchinvolvesbothinductiveand deductivereasoningprocessesat
sometimeintheproject.Infact,itdoesn’ttakearocketscientisttoseethat wecouldassemblethetwographsaboveintoasinglecircularonethat
continuallycyclesfromtheoriesdown toobservationsandbackupagaintotheories.Eveninthemostconstrainedexperiment,theresearchers
may observe patterns in the data that lead them to develop new theories.

between the home community and the institutional community. Our own limit is five weeks at most
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in Tutu followed by corresponding time at home. It is helpful for the person to have the opportunity
to exercise his/her commitment to the values and ideals he/she professes both in the context of the
community who professes the same commitment and in a world which may not profess the same
values and commitment.
The immediate environment surrounding the person(s) during the process is important. The freedom
to grow and change demands a respectful, loving, and accepting atmosphere, so that people are free
to challenge and be challenged in their attitudes, beliefs, and behavior. It does not exclude of course
loving confrontation as an essential part of the process.
Assumes responsibility for his/her growth as a person
Manifestation of desire and the willingness to make commitment to the due process prior to entry into
the course by achieving set targets in the home situation.
It is wholistic and included the affective (emotional) aspect of life whereby a person is helped to take
responsibility for their own feelings. It includes the intellectual aspect whereby a person is helped to
take responsibility for their own thoughts, beliefs, and assumptions. (Insights are tested by the ability
and freedom of the person to name both the old and new way of seeing things.) It includes the moral
aspect whereby a person is helped to take responsibility for their own behavior, their own choices.
The responsibility involved here is responsibility for autonomy; physical, emotional, and spiritual
autonomy.
(Note; Many books and programs produced in the western world, are focused on developing ‘belonging’ and
can further add to the suffocating and oppressive religious and cultural structures in the Pacific that inhibit
the need to develop a greater sense of personal and group autonomy.)

Liberation from Constraints;
Personal........the constraints people place on themselves through their own self image as they seek the
approval and acceptance of those who are significant to them in their lives. This involves a person’s
previously unquestioned vision of himself, of the world, and of God.
Social and cultural........we have all been subtly trained by the world around us in attitudes and beliefs.
Some of these attitudes and beliefs are true, some half true, some false.

Under Skilled Guides the person grows in freeing himself/herself;
the guide must have walked and continue to walk the journey in his own person. He must have a clear
vision of the world around him and yet have a clear vision of what can be.. He must have the personal
integrity and freedom to lead through his own person, and not through authoritarian structures.
the guide must be a person of compassion and empathy able to articulate both the pressures and
forces at work in our lives, and the vision of another way of living. He must have a listening heart so
that the participants “know that he knows, what they know”, of his personal sufferings, and cultural
pressures upon them.
As the participants move towards autonomy the guide must be able to stand back in a quiet, patient,
and unassuming manner. Attitudinal change is a slow process.
The guide needs to collaborate with fellow guides on this journey of walking with people. There is
a difference between collaboration and team work. Team work divides up the work for reasons of
efficiency and convenience. Collaboration involves a certain personal vulnerability in performing
together the task in hand so that others can see the quality of the relationship which can inestimably
contribute to the building up of the atmosphere or people environment required. Working with people
rather than for them.
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Disciplines are required. Adult disciplines. Both the guide and the participants need to be involved in
drawing up the disciplines. The process of appropriation/interiorisation and the reasons for structures
need to be known by both. Accountability needs to be clear.
The qualities of the guide will be most tested with young adults. Working with youth comes naturally
to no one (unless we mistakenly become one of them). Youth require the most dedicated of guides.
In the Service of the world;
The test of adult learning is not a written exam, but the freedom of individuals to not only take charge
of their own lives, but to reach out to others and be for others in some way.
Our focus in Tutu is not on dysfunctional people but the average normal person. It is our aim to make
the average......good, the good......better, and the better.....great.
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ANNEX 10: A SUMMARY OF THE
EVALUATION THE VANUATU YOUNG
FARMERS DEVELOPMENT COURSE
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A dedication to Geoff Bamford (19272014)
Rene Dumont (1904-2001), the French ecologist and agricultural economist, when reflecting on the obstacles to rural development in
emerging economies, went to the heart of the
problem. Rural development, he wrote, desperately needs educators gifted with “a great deal
of devotion… [But] how to teach devotion!”
I myself have been involved in rural non formal
education for 42 years in the Solomon Islands
and in Fiji, and Geoff would have to be one the
most devoted and significant resource persons with practical grounded experience in the
South Pacific that I have encountered.
Many Pacific Islanders that Geoff taught, inspired, enthused, and gifted, benefited from his
personal and material help. He championed rural training centres and was dedicated to assisting them become more organised in their service of rural people. Never one to give up due
to difficulties, he used his own money in many
of these endeavours.
He worked at the level of ‘the little people’ and
was totally dedicated to help them inch forward. He also worked of course at the higher
structural level with Fiji Government, in Navuso
(Fiji) which still looks back on the Bamford years
as the ‘golden years’, in ILO and in helping governments in Kiribati, Vanuatu, Fiji and the Solomon Islands restructure their programmes.
He personally assisted us here in Tutu with regular visits over the years. The headings we still
use in our financial reporting to government
were given to us by Geoff in the early 1970’s.
In more recent years he was part of the team
that did the significant FAO report on Tutu and
subsequently brought selected Pacific Islanders
to Tutu on study tours. One of these was Peter
Kaoh who has been very instrumental in translating the oscillation principle into the Napil Rural Training Centre. When news came of Geoff’s
death, one of our staff said “Well……he was an
enthusiast to the end. We will surely miss him.”
Fr Michael McVerry sm.
Tutu Rural Training Centre,
Box 21 Waiyevo, Taveuni, Fiji.

Summary
Increasing the productivity of traditional farming systems in rural areas such Middle Bush on
Tanna, Vanuatu will require concerted extension and training effort. The situation found at
Middle Bush is seen as the ‘face of the future’
for much of rural Melanesia. Efforts to increase
productivity need to be undertaken with a clear
understanding of the local context. Innovative,
more appropriate and cost effective approaches need to be adopted. One such approach
being trialled by the Vanuatu Farm Support Association (FSA) is the Napil Rural Training Centre
(NRTC) located at Middle Bush. This non-formal
adult education approach is based on the ‘Tutu
model’ that was developed at Marist Tutu Rural
Training Centre on Taveuni, Fiji.
The Napil pilot, through the Vanuatu Young
Farmers Development Course (VYFDC) is the
first concerted effort to replicate the Tutu Rural Training Centre (TRTC) model in the Pacific
island region. The promoters of the Napil pilot
have understood the key principles of the Tutu
model. Under difficult circumstances and with
limited funding, a successful start-up has been
made in applying these principles to the particular situation found in Middle Bush, Tanna. The
arrangements established in Napil are seen as
pioneering for Vanuatu in terms of the involvement of village based youth in commercial agriculture – particularly with respect to young
women.
The Napil RTC has done well in the start-up
piloting the Tutu model on a small scale. The
achievements made now need to be consolidated for the benefit of the people living in this
densely populated location. The benefits accruing to Middle Bush alone would fully justify
the effort and expenditure made. Beyond Middle Bush, lessons from the Napil experience can
make a significant contribution to future rural
and economic development for Vanuatu and
the wider Pacific islands region. However, for
this to be realised the Napil pilot will need to receive ongoing technical and financial support.
The specific outputs from the Napil pilot have
been:
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•

The design of a course focussed on youth
self-employment in agriculture in the Middle Bush area of Tanna. In common with
other areas in Melanesia, this location has
fertile soil and favourable climatic conditions – but faces high population and environmental pressures.

•

Securing dedicated and competent staff
from the community, and strong community support for the initiative.

•

Enrolling thirty three (33) young farmers, of
which eleven (11) are women.

•

All young farmers have obtained written
consent from their parents and village chief
that gives them access to land for the duration of the course.

•

All participants have opened saving accounts in which the proceeds from the
sale produce from their Napil Centre blocks
have been deposited.

•

Quality fresh vegetables are now being
produced and sold on local Tanna markets providing cash income and enhancing nutrition.

•

Market opportunities in Port Vila have been
identified for high value onions for which
Middle Bush has a comparative advantage.

•

A Young Farmer has secured a contract to
supply vegetables to a local tourism operator.

•

The use of vegetable and kava seedling
nurseries has been introduced in to Middle
Bush farming systems.

•

Middle Bush farmers now have access to
vegetable seeds and other nursery supplies
at a reasonably affordable price.

•

Village farmers have been introduced to
farming systems that enhance productivity
and land use sustainability. This provides
an important demonstration for farmers in
other locations facing similar problems.
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The outputs to date have been achieved with
a modest investment of just over 5 million VT
(USD 50,000) in private and donor funds over
three years. As was the case with Tutu RTC, the
Napil RTC will require continued external funding for the foreseeable future. Such funding
can expect to generate significant economic,
social and environmental benefits.
While recognising the need for ongoing external funding, increasing financial self-sufficiency should be a priority objective of Napil. Increased financial self-sufficiency will enhance
the independence of the Centre and reduce the
risk of disruption to existing training programs.
An appropriate income earning opportunity for
Napil is the continued development of the farm
input supply business and in particular vegetable seed and seedling supply. The supply of
inputs for poultry enterprises also provides an
excellent income earning opportunity.
A more favourable staff/trainee ratio needs to
be established to avoid staff being over-loaded. There needs to be a continuation of the
processing of developing promising new core
staff from the ranks of Napil trainees. A priority
area would seem to be the recruitment of 1 x
full time personnel responsible for finance and
administration. Cost effective methods need
to be found for incorporating more specialised
and/or technical skills into the VYFD Course
curriculum, without deviating from the core
agricultural management focus of the training
program. Human development is identified
as one such area. It is suggested that this be
done through incorporating teaching ‘slots’ utilising suitably-qualified outside resources, when
available.
The use of well-designed exchanges would be
an effective way to upskill core staff. It is suggested that that the opportunity for an outstanding female trainee in the VYFD Course attend the 6-month Tutu Young Women’s course
be explored. The expectation is that she would
return to Napil as a lead trainer. To enhance the
involvement of parents, consideration should
be given to establishing a parents’ short course
as part of the VYFDC program.
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Napil trainees grow vegetables, taro, kava, coffee and sandalwood on their home farms. It
is recommended that consideration be given
to adding vanilla to the enterprise list. Middle
Bush offers proven agronomic conditions for
vanilla and a technical support/market structure is already in place through the FSA Spices
Network/Venui Vanilla.

A particularly good opportunity has been identified for onions. To take advantage of this opportunity will require the introduction of tropical varieties with better shelf life properties,
together with improved curing and storage
techniques. Technical exchange opportunities
have been identified through the Pacific Island
Farm Organisation Network (PIFON).

As the reputation of the VYFD Course grows
and the demand for places increases it is recommended that the course entry requirements
become more stringent. Three particular adjustments in entry requirements are suggested:

Conventional third-party accreditation criteria
are not appropriate for non-formal adult education training institutions such as Napil and Tutu.
Considerable effort is required to explain what
these types of training institutions are about
and their importance for rural development.
This is seen as role for Tutu and FSA and the
wider PIFON network.

•

having quantifiable pre-entry planting targets;

•

removing exceptions to the upper age limit
for entry; and

•

extending the signed land access agreements to the trainees beyond the duration
of the course.

To reduce the constraint of the small amount of
land available at the Napil Centre consideration
should be given to:
•

reducing the duration of the VYFD Course
from three (3) years to two (2) years; and,

•

establishing satellite student blocks that
come under the umbrella of the main Napil
Centre.

In the short term, ongoing involvement of and
oversight by FSA will be required for if the Napil
VYFD Course is to be sustained. Inevitably, in
the longer term the involvement and interest of
a Vila based NGO sponsor can be expected to
wane. A high level of community involvement
will be necessary to compensate in the longer
term for absence of an organisation such as the
Society of Mary, which underpins the Tutu RTC.
In this respect current apparent level of community ownership and commitment at Napil is
encouraging and needs to be continually cultivated.
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